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Abstract
Over the past several years there has been a shift for some organizations as they look to align their management philosophies with their shift to agile development practices. This has lead to different philosophies (Management 3.0, Managing For Happiness, etc) which focus on the employee and their engagement instead of viewing them as a machine to output some specific task. Overall, this shift has been a positive one which leads to better structured organizations that have higher performance and happier employees.

In this talk Levi will discuss why focusing on people over processes is a philosophy that works in any organization, regardless of the development methodology. In addition, he will go into the specifics of his experiences as both a Director of Quality and Engineering and as a Manager (Dev and Test) to give insight on what works well and what does not.
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1. Introduction

Creating an environment that individuals want to work in is a challenging thing to do for any organization. Measures show that in most workplaces, roughly 30% of an organization is considered to be an engaged worker. This means 30% of employees are passionate and feel like what they do matters to the company (Three Levels of Employee Engagement, Dailypay.). Often, this lack of engagement is created by top down control based management structures that many individuals do not want to be part of. This paper will examine the traditional forms of management and how they tend to fail in creating an engaged workplace. Then it will examine the philosophies and practices related to Management 3.0 which improve engagement in any organization.

2. Traditional Management

In most business environments there tends to be one of two management structures used which are based on a hierarchical / top down structure of command and control. Author Jurgen Appelo calls these two style Management 1.0 and Management 2.0 (Appelo, 2016, 6) recognizing that these two philosophies have built upon each other over the past decades. To illustrate their fundamental philosophy, let us look at some questions asked under these philosophies by high ranking individuals in an organization.

“How can we motivate our workers?”

If we tell our workers what to do, they will be motivated.

“How can we change the organization’s culture?”

We must dictate what the culture should be. We need to tell individuals what to do.

“How can we change the mindset of managers? How can we get them to trust their teams?”

Simply tell the managers what to say and have a consistent message. Teams will come around as they are told to do the same thing repeatedly.

“How can we get teams to take responsibility?” (Appelo, 2016, 4)¹

Tell them they need to be responsible.

Notice that all these questions...are asking, ‘How can we change other people?’ (Appelo, 2016, 4) Both the questions and the method of coming to answers focuses explicitly on how can individuals behaviors be modified through giving commands to others, similar to how factory workers have been managed in the past. To examine this further and see where this creates issues with engagement, let us look at the specifics of Management 1.0 and 2.0.

¹ Questions from book, answers are mine.
2.1. Management 1.0

While not as common in the tech environment today, Management 1.0 can be seen where developers talk about being “code monkeys” (produce as many lines of code as possible) or testers who believe their job is to execute a specific number of test cases a day. As Jurgen puts it, “[the] common practice is that [organizations] are managed like machines, with their workers treated as gears and levers….[T]he organization consists of parts and that improvement of the whole requires monitoring, repairing, and replacing those parts.” (Appelo, 2016, 6) Essentially, people aren’t treated like people. They are something produce a specific amount of output and replaced when they serve their purpose.

When trying to answer the questions above, the focus is on modifying the individual pieces or replacing them. Want to change the organization’s culture? Fire anyone who doesn’t fit and create bar a to ensure anyone coming in will fit. Want trust? Tell people they need to trust more. The change will always be in the modification of the individual much like modifying a cog in a machine.

This kind of management frustrates employees, is ineffective and reduces the employees desire to care about their job. It provides leaders with the illusion that they have control over individuals through short term gains in productivity, reinforcing that what they are doing is right. However, the only way to see continued “improvement” out of the organization is to increase the intensity on how behaviors are modified. It may look like increased demands on output or using fear to motivate employees which further frustrates and disengages employees. As the environment becomes more frustrating the employees engagement continues to drop in a negative spiral.

Overall, Management 1.0 does not give the freedom necessary to create an engaged workplace but can provide the illusion of productivity that makes leaders believe that what they are doing is having an impact.

2.2. Management 2.0

Management 2.0 improves on the existing 1.0 model by recognizing people are not simply machines. “[Management 2.0] correctly understands that improvement of the whole organization is not achieved by merely improving the parts…[however], they prefer to stick to the hierarchy and have a tendency to forget that human beings don’t respond well to top-down control and mandated ‘improvements”’. (Appelo, 2016, 7) Think of it this way, Management 2.0 correctly identifies that you need to treat people as, people. However it sticks with the Management 1.0 style of leadership where decisions are driven from the top down.

Looking at the questions above, a Management 2.0 philosophy would answer the question, “How do we change the culture?” by thinking through individuals and groups of people. But, once a change has been determined that change would come as a top down mandate of what the culture should be. To someone in the Management 2.0 style of leadership, every problem has a solution. That solution will take into account some context of the environment, but the actual decisions will come from those who are at the top.

While not treating individuals like a machine is a large improvement on Management 1.0 philosophies, it still runs afoul of the same top down management problem. Leaders (managers, directors, VPs, CTOs) define what and how everything should be done and employees feel they are simply there to do whatever their boss says. This creates the same sort of dissatisfaction and lack of engagement as individuals want to be part of decisions and participate in the creation of the environment they work within. In the end the solutions provided from the top down do not adequately address change in the proper way creating a greater sense of disengagement.

2.3. Traditional Management Summary
At the end of the day these methodologies (Management 1.0 and Management 2.0) take a “one size fits all” approach (Management 3.0 in 50 Minutes) of top down decision making. This does not create an engaged workplace as individuals want more than to be told how to do their work, how to define their culture and how to take responsibility. Many leaders default to these top down styles of management as it is easily understandable and seems like a simple answer for how to manage others. “See problem, determine issue with problem, fix problem” is a common way we work within in engineering. However, as HL Mencken says, “For every complex problem there is answer that is clear, simple and wrong.” (Appelo, 2010, Loc 676) In this case, the wrong way of creating an engaged workplace is to believe that a simplistic top down management structuring will do this. To truly create an engaging workplace, which individuals truly want to work within, is a complex problem in which leaders need to understand the context of their environment and the people (Management 3.0 in 50 Minutes). Leaders must stop thinking about how to only tell individuals to change their behaviors and start thinking differently.

So how can we think differently? We can start by thinking of an organization as a complex web of interconnected individuals, as a system.

3. Systems and System Thinking

To understand what it means to think in terms of systems, we must first understand what a system is. Let us look at a few questions to highlight what is considered to be part of a system:

- Are the people part of the system? Yes.
- Are the processes within the organization part of the system? Yes.
- Is the physical space (or distributed space) the people exist in part of the system? Yes.
- Is what the group / team / organization accomplishes part of the system? Yes.

Anything which impacts the group of individuals that makes up an organization defines the system (people, processes, physical space, etc). With this in mind, let us compare visually our more traditional view of management structuring versus a more complex model.
3.1. Traditional Management Visualization

The diagram above demonstrates a more traditional view of management and organizational structuring. There is a leader at the center (CEO, VP, etc) who has leaders which report to them (Director, Manager) who have individuals who do the work reporting to them (QA, Dev, Devops, etc). The squares would be considered the leaders and the circles are considered the frontline employees. This is how most people think of their organization and the interactions within them. However, as the questions above highlighted, this hierarchical structure is only one piece of what goes into defining a system as a system is the totality of interactions, individuals and the environment they exist in. To better visualize a complex system, let us look at how a system model of a social network is visualized.
3.2. System Model Of Social Network

As can be seen here, the relationships between individuals are much more complex than a simple hierarchical diagram. This type of system level visualization which highlights all the interactions between individuals provides a better representation of what a system of people is like and how they interact. It is not simply a VP who interacts with a manager, or a manager who interacts with an Individual Contributor\(^2\). There is a complex web of interactions which go into creating an engaged workplace. Change any one of the nodes in the diagram and that will have a cascading impact which is hard to predict across the system due to its complex nature.

The complexity that occurs within a system is why top down styles of management are ineffective at creating an engaged workplace, as they reduce the interconnected group of people to a simple hierarchical structure. While that traditional view is much simpler, it excludes many aspects that are critical to creating engagement. It also has decisions flow from leaders which are not directly connected to areas of change. Visually in the social network system graph above, it’d be as if one of the center white dots attempts to improve engagement for one of the furthest / darkest dots. There would be an impact and a change, but the distance from the context and the complexity of the system will blunt the effectiveness of the change desired.

System thinking requires thinking about the different aspects of a system and its interactions with an understanding and respect for its complexity. Management 3.0 takes system level thinking and provides some general principles and practices that guides us in creating an engaged environment and workplace.

\(^2\) Front line employee, or someone who delivers work.
4. Management 3.0

The goal of Management 3.0 is to use specific paradigms and practices to better treat an organization as a system of complex interactions. The core of Management 3.0 is system thinking, which Jurgen Appelo defines as “a problem-solving mindset that views ‘problems’ as part of an overall system. Instead of isolating individual parts, thereby potentially contributing to unintended consequences, it focuses on cyclical relationships and nonlinear cause and effect within an organization….Its main contribution is for people to concentrate on problematic systems instead of problematic people…. [It] can give managers a more complete picture of their organization from various interesting but subjective angles.” (Appelo, 2010, Loc 1599) In addition, it better reflects the complexity and interactions of different disciplines within the workplace (QA, Devops, Dev, Product) which are often considered to be silos.

In summary system thinking focuses on looking at an organization holistically to better understand the methodology and impact of making changes. It also focuses on the group and their interactions, not on individuals, as a recognition that a person’s behavior is driven by their individual personality and the system they are part of\(^3\). Management 3.0 reflects these principles by identifying six aspects of any system that, when managed correctly, increases engagement without the top down structuring of Management 1.0 and 2.0. To demonstrate these principles, we must meet Martie, the management monster. The following sections walk through each of Martie’s aspects detailing what the principle is and examples of how these principles can be applied to any organization.

\(^3\) This concept is nearly identical to Lewin’s equation which states a persons behavior is a function of their personality and environment \((B = f(P,E))\) -  https://u.osu.edu/studentemployment/2015/01/28/bfpe/
4.1. **Energize People**

Martie’s first aspect is to energize the individuals that are part of the system. The question we are trying to answer here is “What motivates people within the system you’re working in?” Remember, it is not just “How do I get Suzy to do her job better?” The right question to ask is, “What changes would impact the entire system to increase motivation and engagement for Suzy and other employees?” This is a very complex question with many different answers, however there are some guiding principles which can help.

To start with, you must understand some of the common needs and desires that occur for most everyone in a business environment. Jurgen Appelo provides a great summary of those items as what he calls 10 Intrinsic Desires. They are as follows:

- Acceptance: Need for approval
- Curiosity: Need to Think
- Power: Need for influence of will
- Honor: Being loyal to a group
- Idealism: The need for purpose
- Independence: Being an individual
- Order: Or stable environment
- Social Contact / Relatedness: Need for friends
- Status: Need for social Standing
- Competence: The need to feel capable (Management 3.0 in 50 Minutes, 19:58)

To increase engagement it must be understood which of these desires are being fulfilled and which are not. If all of these desires are being met within the system that you are part of, then the entire system thrives and engagement is high. If there is an issue with an area (one person has control over others, violating the desire of power) then that kind of behavior will cause issues throughout. If Suzy demands loyalty in every interaction, then people may simply agree all the time and never raise issues, “because Suzy said so.” Or, everyone may start avoiding Suzy as she is not someone who can be trusted. Scenarios like this have much more complex causes and outcomes, but this example highlights the violation of one of the principles.

When there seems to be an issue within the system, leaders should step back and ask, “What desire may not be filled in the current system for an individual or individuals?” This helps to better understand the complexity of desires and their overall impact across the group of people. Interestingly enough, helping to energize people can be done in some easy ways when targeting specific desires. For example:

- Desire For Status / Acceptance / Honor: If only specific individuals in the organization are praised for their work, there may be a desire for Status (recognition) and Competence. So change the system! Distribute giving accolades by allowing people to give each other positive feedback. (Appelo, 2016, 23)
- Desire For Curiosity / Competence: Create structures that give time for learning (hackathons, discovery days, etc). Get individuals to share ideas on what they want to do and then let them work on it, *even if* it appears to not have significant business value.
- Desire For Order: Have a chaotic environment, but you don’t understand why it is happening? Use a happiness index where employees can report each day how happy / sad / frustrated they are (Try The Happiness Index, Luis Goncalves).
● Desire For Power / Independence: Employees frustrated about a lack of power and influence, sit with them and use a technique like Dynamic Facilitation (Dynamic Facilitation, Co-Intelligence Institute) to let them feel truly heard regardless of what actions come out of the conversation.

Creating an environment of open conversation where solutions for problems come from those closest to the issues has been an area of focus for my current organization. Using the principles of dynamic facilitation (open communication, collaborative discussion, no single authority) myself and others have worked through a variety of issues that could have been driven as top down decisions. These ranged from how to structure agile, test methodologies and the release retrospectives. This kind of open discussion turned situations which were top down driven into conversations that empowered the individuals to make changes that were better than anyone in leadership could have driven. Leaders were still present, but their goal was to help the conversation be as open as possible, not to move to a specific solution or outcome. This built a positive cycle empowering individuals and creating independence.

There are more suggestions for how to address the different desires, but the key is that they are addressed in a way that improves the overall system. In turn, this increase the engagement of individuals.

4.2. Empower Teams

The second aspect of Martie, is ensuring that teams are empowered to make decisions. As Jurgen put’s it, “Delegation of control is the only way to manage complex systems. There is no other option. If we didn’t have delegation, the president of the United States would have to be the person with the highest mental processing ability in the entire country! Obviously, the United States have performed quite well without usually having such a person in the Oval Office.” (Appelo, 2016, 11)

The key principle in empowering teams is that managers do not have to be the smartest or most knowledgeable in the system. In fact, it is often better to delegate authority down to individuals who actually do the work as this ensures the person who has the most knowledge of the situation is the one making the decision. Do we delegate all authority away for every decision? Of course not. But the goal is to delegate authority as much as possible to empower people to solve their own problems, creating better solutions than could have been done by a manager.

So how to do this? While it seems simple to say “Go forth and do the thing!” It is more helpful to create clear communication around what is being delegated and to ensure there is a shared understanding of the boundaries. This leads us to delegation poker.
Delegation poker is a way of having a group discussion around the responsibilities for a given set of tasks. It breaks down the scale of delegation from Tell (Manager Decides) to full Delegation (Employee(s) decide) and recognizes that there are several levels between those extremes. For example, there are times where the manager will Advise (Employee makes the decision, but the manager gives input). The Advise level may be used in adopting a new framework or tool within the organization. Looking at a different level of delegation, the manager may Sell an employee on the decision (telling them of a decision, but providing the reasons why). An example for the Sell level may be a change in the annual review process. Managers in this scenario are going to lay out the guidelines around reviews and demonstrate value to the employees to sell them on the change. At any delegation level, the key is understanding where the responsibility lies.

In practice using delegation poker has created a higher level of engagement in the organizations I’ve been a part of. Much like planning poker in agile, it creates a dialog to share what their expectations around the responsibilities for various work that needs to be done. This includes allowing the employee to challenge me as a manager if I am not giving enough freedom. I’ve used delegation poker with groups of testers who were trying to determine how a blocking issue could be driven to conclusion. I was attempting to delegate and empower as much as possible, but the individuals felt they could not address the issues on their own. With a little bit of conversation, we clarified that there was a difference in our delegation levels and reach a consensus that an advise position would help us move forward the best. In the end, I would give input but they would retain the accountability over the decisions being made. It empowered the team to move forward, provided the help they needed and allowed them feel more connected to the work then if I had solved the problem for them.

### 4.3. Align Constraints

Martie’s third aspect is aligning constraints. Simply put, aligning constraints is answering the question of, “What is our purpose? Why do we exist?” Often the simple answer many people give is to make money and be profitable. This can be motivating for a team or organization for a time, but does not motivate long term. So to really align constraints and have a shared purpose across an organization there must be a shared set of values which both individuals and the organization are passionate about. Another way to think of it is, “We want everyone who is involved in a business to find it valuable.” (Meaning and
Purpose. Management 3.0) That value which individuals place on what they do and why they exist, is their purpose.

So often a purpose turns into a mission statement created after hours of meetings in a conference room with a few high ranking individuals in the organization (and we wonder why people aren’t motivated by it?). These “mission statements” fall short because they don’t engage the core desires for the group and do not give a true sense of the purpose for the business to exist. Thus they become just another statement placed on a piece of paper and hung on an office wall or cubicle to be ignored.

So how to do this differently? It starts with creating a shared sense of value. This means the corporate values should not be laid out by the CTO, messaged through directors, driven by managers and followed by employees. Instead, value should be created collaboratively (See Managing For Happiness On Value Stories) (Appelo, 2016, 78). Leaders should be part of the process as they are part of the system, but they should not be the owners, drivers and dictators of the overall value. All of the individuals working together to define these values leads to a shared sense of purpose and vision for the organization.

However, defining an overall purpose is only part of the process as once purpose has been defined it must be communicated. This is a second place where many organizations make a critical mistake. Often organizations focus is on creating a written statement that a person can read, memorize and post on a wall. The question is, is that the way most individuals remember information? The answer is no. As Jurgen Appelo puts it, “Use stories, metaphors, pictures or video” for goal setting instead of a mission statement.” (Management 3.0 in 50 Minutes, 35:00) The use of a story or images gives a much stronger connection to the message being communicated and creates something everyone can remember.

The last mistake that organizations make as they attempt to align constraints is forgetting the most simple step. Ensure everyone understands and is communicated the overall purpose. Jurgen Appelo’s test is this, “You should be able to ask any person in the organization at any time, what is it we are trying to do.” (Management 3.0 in 50 Minutes, 36:16) This goes not only for what the teams and organization are delivering, but what their purpose is as well. So often the message gets communicated to a few individuals or broadcast in a large meeting after 45 minutes of presentations and quickly forgotten. Thus the message must be communicated clearly and often to ensure it has been communicated well.

4.4. Develop Competence

Martie’s fourth aspect is about developing competence both in individuals and the system. While delegating authority and allowing individuals within the system to shape it helps engagement, it does not mean that every individual will develop the skills necessary to perform well in their role or within the system. One of the key places managers can help is to create structures and opportunities which allow employees to grow both in knowledge and skills. Just a few examples are:

1. Self Development (Learning On Own)
2. Coaching / Mentoring (Grow Directed With Others)
3. Training / Certification (Grow Through Courses / Externally)
4. Culture / Socialization (Creating A Culture Of Knowledge Sharing)
5. Tools / Infrastructure (Tools The Help Growth)
6. Supervision / Control (Monitoring Growth)
7. Management (Driving Accountability of Growth and Guiding Growth) (Management 3.0 in 50 Minutes, 40:45)
These different types of learning can be applied and customized as necessary to a system which will improve engagement and understanding. As an example, take the concept of a career model. Career models can be one of the most stifling things to an individual's growth if it dictates too narrowly how an individual should grow. However, in my experience, creating career models that reflect both how growth occurs (learning basics, developing / learning depth, mastery (Shuhari, Wikipedia)) and guides employees towards the depth and breadth of their field, can positively transform the entire system. Seeing all of engineering having a clear understanding of how to progress in their job while having clarity on their specific roles (Dev, SDET, QA, etc) allowed individuals to understand how they fit within the system while having the flexibility to grow in a variety of directions. The career model kept employees from feeling like cogs in a machine (Management 1.0) while providing enough structure for them to feel secure, which was transformational in my organization.

4.5. Growing Structure

Martie's fifth aspect is similar to developing competence. Instead of growing individuals competence, the focus is on growing the structure and environment around those individuals. The goal is not to create another meeting that people should attend to fill their day and feel “connected” to their team members. Instead, it is about creating structure that improves the overall communication across the organization (Grow Structure, Slideshare). There are numerous ways of improving structure, however there are a few specific practices which have been shown to positively impact an organization's structure and engagement.

First, there is the concept of a community of practice. These are typically “a group of professionals who share a common interest…. a common concern, or a passion about a topic.” (Appelo, 2016, 113) They are a self organizing group and it is their passion for the area that pulls them together. Some groups even reference these as “communities of passion”. (Appelo, 2016, 113) The goal is always to share information and learn from others that span different teams, business units and even disciplines (Appelo, 2016, 113). This can improve the overall system by improving the communication and rapport across the different areas of an organization. The passion for the topic creates open communication and often forms new relationships that cross organizational boundaries. These benefits all comes from something as simple as getting a group of people together around a shared purpose.

The best example I’ve seen of a community of practice was started by a peer of mine. The organization had a distributed set of SDETs who reported into development managers with no management connection to the quality organization. My peer took the initiative to gather those who were either knowledgeable in automation, passionate about automation or both to start informal conversations on how the organization could be improved. There was no specific goal that had to be accomplished and no direct oversight from management. This allowed the group to grow and focus on the issues most relevant to those delivering automation. The group was able to effectively grow and drive standards and frameworks across the organization because it was comprised of individuals who understood what needed to be done and was empowered to impact the organization as they saw fit.

A second practice which grows structure is the simple concept of a huddle. This is an informal meetup for peers (note, not managers) to get together and make decisions. (Appelo, 2016, 114) The discussions may spawn more formal meetings or the group may simply come to a conclusion without needing any additional follow up. But, the key is creating an environment where individuals are encouraged to communicate to one another without requiring a manager to be there and make a final decision. These informal peer meetings increase the cross team communication and better enable decisions to be made.
These are just two examples of how to improve the overall communication, and there are many other ways (guilds, shared meals, etc) (Appelo, 2016, 121). All of these are focused on creating a better structure where individuals communicate freely with one another.

4.6. Improve Everything

Martie’s last aspect is improving everything. Those familiar with agile will be familiar with the concept of improving everything (continuous improvement) as a process for growth. In Management 3.0 this concept is the same idea as in agile, but applied to a complex system. Improving everything is a great way to constantly grow, however it only works well with a few guidelines. First, if change is constant then the system ends up in chaos and never falls into a regular pattern. This creates stress within the system and often on individuals by violating their desire for stability. Second, if the desired change is not understood and measured, then very often there will either be the wrong kind of change or a lack of understanding if there was effective change. A simple model for examining how to improve things is as follow:

1. Anticipate (Looking Forward, Imagining, Understanding)
2. Adapt (Look Backwards and Respond to change)
3. Experiment (Explore and get feedback) (Management 3.0 In 50 Minutes, 13:30)

These three principles encapsulate many of the frameworks for making change and continual improvement (Plan/Do/Check/Act (Continuous Improvement Models Learning Resources), Fail Fast (Continuous Improvement Models), etc). The key is to start with understanding where you are going (Anticipate) and where you have been (Adapt). Once that is understood, the experimentation is almost ready to begin. The key for experimenting is to explore some questions before starting the action. For example, questions that should be asked are:

- What is the improvement desired?
- What change will be made?
- How will the outcome be measured and understood?
- How can quick feedback be gained?

Once those questions can be answered you have the guidelines and data to run the experiment. This should be done transparently and with respect to the system (no random psychological experiments on employees just to see how they react). It all starts with understanding where you are at (past / present), where you want to be (future) and how to measure the change has been effective and it leads to growing the organization in a positive way.

5. Conclusion

“Adapt what is useful, reject what is useless, and add what is specifically your own.” - Bruce Lee (Goodreads)

Thinking in terms of systems is a way of recognizing the complexities of an organization and working within it instead of trying to control it. It reminds us that while a system is made up of individuals, it is the interaction between those individuals and their environment which truly defines an organization. Yet, no theory or practice is ever perfect in quantifying the intricacies of any individual system. Nor will Martie’s six aspects apply to every system equally. That is why we must always focus on Martie’s sixth
aspect (Improve Everything) and mind the words of Bruce Lee. Use what works for your system! Build on it, improve it and make it better than ever before! For those pieces that don’t apply, discard them without a thought. By continuing to seek holistic improvement and building upon what works for your system, you will find a path forward that grows both individuals and your organization each and every day.
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1 Introduction

As software professionals, we are driven by the desire to problem solve and create innovative solutions for the world. We care about what we produce and want it to be of the highest quality we can manage. It’s common practice to include various types of testing in our software development lifecycle (SDLC). This could include unit tests, integration tests, end-to-end tests, UI tests, etc. We know testing helps to find bugs and other missed items during development or planning and results in higher quality output when found earlier than later.

Quality is more than just a low bug count though. It involves creating the right product, the right way, at the right time, for the right audience. Quality needs to be injected throughout the SDLC not just when it’s time for testing. As early as the initial planning and brainstorming phase, quality needs to be on the forefront of everyone’s mind. Is the problem being solved the right problem to tackle? Are we thinking of the problem from every angle? Who is our audience and what pros/cons would they have in using our product? This problem-solving phase is critical to the success of a project.

The makeup of the team at the problem-solving table is a critical element to the process and resulting quality product produced. Each team member has their own technical background to bring to the table, but they also have their own personal experience, upbringing, perspectives, and cultural background to share as well. Each of these different aspects contribute to the problem-solving process that takes place during software development. When the team members are all from similar backgrounds and experience, their perspectives will also be similar and thus only provide a limited view on the world. When the team members are of a diverse set of people, their perspectives will be wide and varied which ultimately helps the problem-solving process and can improve the quality of the software being developed.

2 The Lack of Diversity in Tech

The tech industry struggles with a lack of diversity. There aren’t enough underrepresented people coming into the industry and there are too many who leave early. While the tech industry is still booming, the solutions being developed and the distance we could go could still be improved through a more diverse workforce at the wheel.

2.1 Historical Diversity

The computing industry owes a lot to women for their multitudes of major contributions. Famous mathematician Augusta Ada Byron Lovelace (commonly known as just Ada Lovelace) is credited with inventing the first computer programming language (Gürrer 2002). The ENIAC programming team had six women on it. Admiral Grace Hopper coined the term “computer bug” and invented the first computer compiler (Sanders 2009). Women math majors were common in the 1930’s and those same women jumped at the chance to contribute more during World War II by working on computers (Sydell 2014).

Despite women’s major accomplishments in this field they rarely were credited or acknowledged. Programming was still seen “as menial labor, like factory work, and it was feminized, a kind of “women’s work” that wasn’t considered intellectual” (Mims 2017). It wasn’t until the 1960’s that the industry was professionalized and recognized as an intellectual career. This shift began attracting men and pushing women out of the field. Women earning computer science degrees peaked in 1984 at a mere 37% and has only been declining ever since (Mims 2017).
2.2 Modern Demographics

Since the peak in the mid-1980’s, the industry has become filled with an increasing number of white men. Despite recent efforts to counter this trend, we are still seeing the number of underrepresented groups diminish.

2.2.1 Gender

Multiple studies have shown that the number of women in the tech industry has been steadily dropping since the 1980’s with the more current numbers showing we are down to only 15-20% (Gardner 2014, Henn 2014). In 2008, Harvard Business Review published “The Athena Factor” which found that women’s careers often stall at the mid-point and that “after 10 years of work experience … 41% of women in tech leave the industry, compared with 17% of men” (Gardner 2014). Most of the women who leave are not leaving the workforce but instead switching industries which could imply that part of the diversity problem lies with the industry culture.

![Figure 2: Number of women in computer science over time (Henn 2014).](image)

2.2.2 Race

Representation of minorities in tech is even worse than the gender gap. According to the U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC), “high-tech sector in 2014 employed a larger share of whites (68.5% tech vs. 63.5% private sector), Asian Americans (14% tech vs. 5.8% private sector) and men (64% tech vs. 52% private sector). It also employed a smaller share of African Americans (7.4% tech vs. 14.4% private sector), Hispanics (8% tech vs. 13.9% private sector), and women (36% tech vs. 48% private sector)” (Rayome 2018). Additionally, 83% of tech executives are white (Rayome 2018).
2.3 Impact on Software Development

A great example of what a lack of diversity can do on an engineering team is to look at the airbag industry. The team who developed airbags was all-male and thus designed airbags to work for the average height and weight of a man. Unfortunately, the “tragic consequence was that women and children were killed when those early airbags were deployed” (Catlin 2014). Without women at the table during the design and testing phase, it wasn’t until after many accidents happened that finally in 2011 a female-crash-test-dummy was required to be used (Shaver 2012).

Another excellent and less tragic example is when Google initially launched the YouTube app for Apple. They noticed that:

“… approximately 10 percent of the uploaded videos were upside down: “Were people shooting videos incorrectly? No. Our early design was the problem. It was designed for right-handed users, but phones are usually rotated 180 degrees when held in left hands. Without realizing it, we’d created an app that worked best for our almost exclusively right-handed developer team.” (Brown 2016).

We need to ensure everyone is at the table for solving the world’s problems. When we have a homogeneous team doing the work, the perspectives available are limited which ultimately leave holes in the solutions developed as seen with the airbags. Missing something as big as “the impact of airbags on women” can result in costly errors. The quality of the product is lowered and worse yet the perception of your product and company is reduced as well.

3 Benefits of Diversity

There are many direct and indirect benefits to have diversity on your teams and in your leadership. Diversity leads to broader perspectives for problem solving which ultimately leads to greater innovation and better bottom lines.
3.1 Greater Innovation

Research shows that "socially diverse groups (those with a diversity of race, ethnicity, gender and sexual orientation) are more innovative than homogeneous groups" (Seiter 2017). A Harvard Business Review research study has highlighted how diversity does play a critical role in innovation. In the study diversity was broken into two categories: inherent and acquired. Inherent diversity representing the traits you are born with such as gender, ethnicity, and sexual orientation. Acquired diversity being what you gain from experience such as working in another country. They considered companies who had leaders exhibiting at least three of each type of diversity as having two-dimensional diversity (2-D). In these environments, the ideas and values of diverse employees are heard and promoted up the chain. The study found that “Employees of firms with 2-D diversity are 45% likelier to report a growth in market share over the previous year and 70% likelier to report that the firm captured a new market” (Hewlett 2013).

Another study, this time by the Boston Consulting Group (BCG), showed that teams with diverse leadership have a direct positive impact on innovation resulting in higher revenue from new products and services (Lorenzo 2017). This same study also showed that “innovation performance only increased significantly when the workforce included a nontrivial percentage of women (more than 20%) in management positions” and that “having a high percentage of female employees doesn’t do anything for innovation … if only a small number of women are managers” (Lorenzo 2017).

3.2 Better Financial Bottom Line

As the Kapor Center for Social Impact's 2017 study calls out:

“Diversity in tech matters—for innovation, for product development, for profits, for meeting future workforce demands, and for closing economic and wealth gaps. But unfairness, in the form of everyday behavior (stereotyping, harassment, bullying, etc.) is a real and destructive part of the tech work environment, particularly affecting underrepresented groups and driving talent out the door. With a concentrated focus on building inclusive workplace cultures, tech can save billions of dollars in financial and reputational costs, keep great talent, and finally make progress on its diversity numbers” (Kapor Center for Social Impact 2017).

As called out in the book Inclusion, a 2015 McKinsey report states:

“In the United States, there is a linear relationship between racial and ethnic diversity and better financial performance: for every 10 percent increase in racial and ethnic diversity on the senior-executive team, earnings before interest and taxes (EBIT) rise 0.8 percent” (Brown 2016).

4 Increasing Diversity on Software Teams

Here are industry and research backed methods to help increase diversity on your team. There are many levels needed to effectively approach this problem. Only doing one or two things will be a good starting point but try to be mindful of each of the areas listed.

4.1 Educate Staff

Diversity can be a tricky subject for many. It is important to educate your leadership and team members on the importance of it. Developing an annual or semiannual mandatory training on diversity, inclusion, and equal employment opportunities can help with this understanding and reduce the “chances of unfavorable situations” (Forbes Coaches Council 2018).

4.2 Create an Inclusive Culture

It is important to create a culture of inclusion on your teams. This will naturally draw in diverse members as everyone will feel safe and included regardless of age, race, gender, or background. Even if you don’t
have a diverse team today building this culture will allow different folks to feel welcome as soon as they walk through the door (Forbes Coaches Council 2018).

4.2.1 Inclusive Language

A powerful way to start building an inclusive culture is to start with the language you and your team use. While you may not purposefully mean to be excluding anyone, much of the common language used in day to day conversations are microaggressions and can be harmful to an inclusive culture. Microaggressions are “the tiny, casual, almost imperceptible insults and degradation often felt by any marginalized group” (Seiter 2017).

Inclusive language is defined as:

“Language that avoids the use of certain expressions or words that might be considered to exclude particular groups of people, esp gender-specific words, such as “man”, “mankind”, and masculine pronouns, the use of which might be considered to exclude women” (Dictionary.com 2012).

Incorporating inclusive language in conversations can include the following (Seiter 2017):

- Don’t use “guys” to refer to men and women
- Use gender-neutral terms
- Avoid statements that perpetuate stereotypes
- Respect the language people call themselves
- Be thoughtful about the imagery you use
- Avoid negative or demeaning language around different groups of people

Swapping out commonly used words for more inclusive ones can help a lot at creating an environment where everyone feels welcome.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exclusive Term</th>
<th>Inclusive Term</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mom &amp; Dad</td>
<td>Parents, Caregivers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boys &amp; Girls</td>
<td>Children</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guys</td>
<td>Folks, People, Y’all</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Men &amp; Women, Ladies &amp; Gentlemen</td>
<td>People of all genders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brothers &amp; Sisters</td>
<td>Siblings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crazy, insane, nuts, psycho</td>
<td>Person with psychiatric disability; mental illness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impaired, invalid, crippled, afflicted</td>
<td>Person with a disability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The handicapped, the disabled</td>
<td>People with disabilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retarded, slow, idiot, moron</td>
<td>Person with intellectual, cognitive, developmental disability</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 1: Exclusive vs Inclusive Terms (Seiter 2017) (Unitarian Universalist Association 2018)*

4.2.2 Unconscious Bias

We all have unconscious bias (also known as implicit bias) which are social stereotypes about certain groups that get formed outside our conscious awareness. These biases often are the root of much of today’s discrimination which is ultimately an unconscious act stemming from our misconceptions around the belief “that the norms and experiences of our own social group—whether defined by race, class, gender, sexual orientation, disability, religion, or some other qualifier—are, or should be, the same for every other social group” (Brown 2016). While we can’t help having unconscious bias, we must acknowledge this reality and then work to be mindful of it and prevent it from getting in the way of interacting with and respecting others.

4.2.3 Empathetic Leadership

It’s important for everyone on a team, but especially leadership, to have emotional intelligence and empathy. This is a form of social awareness that allows being "able to assess situations from multiple
perspectives” (Harlan 2017). To relate to one-another as human beings, versus the older workplace model of checking your emotions at the office door. Life and your humanity does not stop just because you are at a desk. For employees to feel safe in bringing their full selves to work they need empathy and understanding from others. This is especially important for when major life events spill over into our work life – kids must be picked up from daycare early because they have a fever, the emotional impact from a divorce, disorganization that comes from moving, distraction that comes from pregnancy or adoption, or the toll from the death of a loved one. All these things can impact all employees, even the rock stars. Creating a safe environment where they can share what's going on in their life to empathetic and understanding peers and leaders helps everyone, not just the underrepresented groups. Having this social awareness and empathy can help you pause before judging and improperly dealing with situations that may arise (Harlan 2017). It is becoming clearer that “higher emotional quotients have greater sensitivity and empathy, are rated as more effective, receive higher performance ratings, develop high-performing effective teams, and create a healthier … culture” (Pinkus 2016).

4.3 Recruitment and Hiring

Outside of offering equal pay to women and minorities, there are some other tactics to keep in mind when looking for diverse job candidates.

4.3.1 Job Postings

When seeking out women and other underrepresented groups to join your team, it’s best to be mindful of recruitment strategies. Does your job ad highlight things like cold beer, ping pong, and endless video games? While it’s great to have a fun, laid back culture, these things often attract younger, predominantly male applicants and turn away folks with kids or those interested in starting a family (Geek Feminism Wiki). The phrasing of titles also can be problematic as the industry favors descriptions like “rockstar” and “ninja” which women are less likely to identify with. Additionally, listing the skills needed for the job under “required” can turn away women who believe they must meet 100% of those qualifications. Listing skills in more general terms instead of specific technologies and under a “preferred” heading will help pull in more diverse candidates (Geek Feminism Wiki). It can be helpful to have a diversity statement on your website and job posting so potential applicants can see your commitment to this issue.

4.3.2 Seek Underrepresented Candidates

Search for women and minorities to apply for your open postings. Send the job listing to community organizations advocating for diversity in tech and encourage employees, especially those of underrepresented groups, to share with their networks.

Be sure if you attend a conference or career fair for recruitment, the image you are presenting is inclusive for everyone. Do not have “booth babes” but instead bring along technical women who can also help speak to the culture of the company. Be mindful of phrasings and the jokes told in front of potential candidates.

4.3.3 Hiring Panels

Hiring panels should be made up of diverse employees to help sort the candidates. Blind resume reviews can be helpful to focus on skillsets rather than gender or age by removing names and dates before sorting. It has been shown that gender bias still exists in STEM when determining the best qualified candidate. A 2012 study showed that with two identical resumes, one with the name “John” and one with the name of “Jennifer,” employers in STEM viewed “John” as more qualified and even offered “John” a higher initial salary with mentoring opportunities (Moss-Racusin 2012).

4.3.4 Interviews

Standardize interview questions ahead of time before bringing in any candidate. Ensure the entire hiring panel agrees on what the questions are and why they are being asked. Be sure to discuss and secure
what hiring criteria to use prior to any interviews and then commit not to change the criteria part way through the process.

4.4 Retention

4.4.1 Equality

Women and minority employees need be held to the same standards as other employees. This includes equal pay for salaries, raises, and bonuses. Have equal job expectations for employees. Be sure underrepresented groups have equal promotional opportunities and take note if there is a lack of diverse team members moving up the corporate ladder. If women and other underrepresented groups see only white men being rewarded for their hard work, those employees will start looking for opportunities elsewhere where they will be appreciated for their contributions.

4.4.2 Growth Opportunities

Provide mentoring opportunities to employees of underrepresented groups. Internal corporate mentor programs are great, but if your employer doesn't offer one consider informal mentoring options. Consider being a coach, mentor or sponsor for a woman or other minority member of your team. Each of these roles are different and each are important for success: “a coach talks to you, a mentor talks with you, and a sponsor talks about you” (Catalyst 2014).

Sponsor training events for women and minorities to send them to conferences or other seminars to help their career. Make sure all employees are receiving some form of sensitivity, anti-harassment, and unconscious bias training.

4.4.3 Work / Life Balance

Providing a culture that promotes a healthy work/life balance is key to drawing and retaining diverse employees. Corporate cultures that encourage 50, 60, 70+ hour work weeks are not friendly to families or those wanting to start a family and quickly lead to burnout. A company that has balanced parental leave policies that protect a parent’s job following the birth or adoption of a child shows a commitment to employees and an understanding that employees also have lives outside work. Offering flexible schedules and remote options can also provide more opportunities for parents to work on your teams. This opens a large candidate pool of talent to pull from as well.

Ultimately, all employees benefit from a commitment to work/life balance. A study called How Men Flex found that “men respondents believed that work flexibility helped them be more productive, happier, less stressed, more motivated at work, more effective at home, and more committed to their employers” (Brown 2016). Promoting a healthy work/life balance helps not just underrepresented members of your team but all employees. Happier and healthier employees benefit the company via lower turnover rates, fewer sick days, and greater loyalty.

4.5 Executive Efforts

For those in executive leadership positions, you are in a unique position to make larger impacts on the organization’s culture and stance regarding diversity and inclusion. The first recommendation is to hire a dedicated, experienced human resources person. Second is to consider hiring a Diversity and Inclusion (D&I) expert. Both roles will help guide you on setting up a safe environment that fosters inclusion.

Having clear, strong anti-harassment and anti-discrimination policies in place is key. It is critical that these policies are posted for all staff to have easy access and to ensure the policies are well understood by everyone. It is recommended to have a zero-tolerance policy for misconduct to show these issues are taken seriously. The organization must understand that a “lack of action [with sexual misconduct] implies tolerance, harming their investments in the long term and damaging that company’s chances of success” (Lodico 2017).
When problems do eventually happen, it’s important to have a safe reporting path for individuals to utilize. If the reporting process isn’t safe, where the employee feels there will be negative repercussions for filing the report, you will only hear of problems after they are too big to remediate.

4.6 Community Involvement

As an individual, a team, or an organization who is committed to diversity and inclusion, make efforts to reach out to the community and help promote these values. Help to recruit women and minorities into the industry. Help teach tech skills to the youth to help create a diverse next generation of tech professionals. Show up at diversity events, sponsor scholarships, and offer internships to underrepresented groups. These steps can help show your community that you take the issue of diversity in tech seriously and want to make a big picture difference.

5 Community Organizations Here to Help

Thankfully there are many organizations around to help you make your team diverse and inclusive. These groups are good to connect with. Attend their meetings, volunteer, sponsor events. Learn from their examples. Supporting the work they do will ultimately help our whole industry bring in and retain underrepresented groups. Establishing good rapport with organizations like these, especially ones local to your company, will provide an avenue to learn from and to recruit from.

5.1 Future Ada

Future Ada (named after Ada Lovelace) is a Spokane based non-profit established in early 2018 (Future Ada 2018). Our mission is to secure space for women and non-binarites in STEAM (science, technology, engineering, art, and mathematics). We purposely decided to go with STEAM, inserting “art” into the traditional STEM fields. We believe: “the STEAM movement isn’t about spending 20 percent less time on science, technology, engineering, and math to make room for art. It’s about sparking students’ imagination and helping students innovate through hands-on STEM projects. And perhaps most importantly, it’s about applying creative thinking and design skills to these STEM projects so that students can imagine a variety of ways to use STEM skills into adulthood” (Feldman 2015).

We are making strides to help increase diversity and inclusion in all the STEAM fields, not just technology. Our initial focus has been on the tech industry, however, as most of our founding members are from tech. Projects we are involved with currently include bringing in other national resources to Spokane such as Django Girls, Girls Who Code, and Write/Speak/Code. We also created a scholarship for women interested in attending one of our local university computer science programs and are building a mentorship program with the same university to help prepare women and non-binary students for industry. Support from industry and our communities are critical to our success in helping advocate and encourage underrepresented groups to go into and stay in STEAM.

5.2 Other Community Opportunities

There are many other wonderful organizations and conferences who are working toward helping and supporting diversity in technology.

Women in Tech Organizations:

- Women Who Code: https://www.womenwhocode.com
- Girls Who Code: https://girlswhocode.com
6 Conclusion

As software quality assurance professionals, we understand the creativity and innovation that goes into software engineering and software testing. We build software to solve problems, to help people, to help our communities. Software is built for people and built by people. As such, it is critically important that we have those creating the software also be representative of the world around us, the world that will be using the software. Diversity is a key element in developing high quality software as diverse team members are the best way to have broad perspectives and be maximally innovative.

There are many steps individuals, teams, and organizations can take to reach a team full of diverse employees creating high quality software. Simple steps such as using inclusive language and being mindful of unconscious bias make huge differences. Bigger steps such as fostering an inclusive environment with strong work policies, safe reporting methods, and empathetic leaders take more work but are worth the effort. All these efforts lead to a stronger, more innovative team which will ultimately produce better software and better bottom-lines.

Luckily, there are some universities that are having success increasing the number of women in their computer science programs. Harvey Mudd increased their computer science ratio to be 48% women and Carnegie Mellon increased theirs to 42% as of the year 2000 (Catlin 2014). This is good news for potential new hires to help diversify your teams.

6.1 Future Research

This paper has connected dots between research into how diversity and inclusion impact teams in general and the assumed impact that would have on software specific teams. Next steps would include doing specific research to prove the conclusions drawn here, that a diverse team produces higher quality software.

6.2 Call to Action

Every day more research comes out to show benefits to having a diverse team and an inclusive workplace. I encourage everyone to help create an inclusive environment at your office and on your team. Help create a space where diverse individuals want to be. We can all play a part in helping to create a safe space for diversity and we all will reap the rewards of creating a better workplace and producing higher quality software.
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Abstract

Agile and DevOps processes are generally considered beneficial to collaboratively producing high-quality software. Thus, employers currently seek people with skills in these two areas, even for entry-level positions which new Computer Science (CS) graduates often fill. However, undergraduate CS programs generally only provide opportunities for students to practice core CS concepts in simple classroom exercises and projects, instead of providing immersive experiences. Industry internships do expose students to real-life development and maintenance (often with emphasis on maintenance), but interns rarely experience the entire product life cycle; many do not even get to see the “big picture”.

In this paper, we share the experience of a hands-on co-curricular lab where students learn many practical aspects of collaboratively building high-quality production software alongside faculty members. The important bit is that the process of learning and practicing is itself agile-like, in the sense that students are incrementally taught concepts and given opportunities to realize hands-on why a certain process step is necessary and what some of the alternatives might be.

The lab was founded by a faculty member and has thus far engaged 12 CS undergraduate students including sophomores, juniors, and seniors. The faculty member generally moderates discussions and introduces new concepts, but no distinction is made among any team member based on their standing (faculty or student). The lab is not part of any coursework, and all participation is voluntary. The lab has thus far developed two products, but this paper focuses on just one product—called ClassDB—and provides the perspectives of the faculty member and two student collaborators.

The following is a summary of the lab’s progress in ClassDB: Development began in Summer 2017 with pre-production versions released throughout summer, and the first production version released by the term’s end. 20 students used the software during Fall 2017, and 20 more used it in spring after a major update in winter. The software is rolled out to about 50 students this fall and is being prepared for use by about 4,000 students across the university system. All source code, tests, issues, and documentation are available in a public GitHub repository at http://bit.ly/ClassDBRepo.
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1 Introduction

In the past few years, the software-engineering industry has seen rapid and extensive changes in tools, approaches, and more importantly mindset. The changes are due to an explosion in the number of tools that boost accessibility, productivity, and software quality. They are also due to improved access to reliable information on technology, tools, and processes, as well as due to wider adoption of agile and DevOps processes in both engineering and management.

Due to these changes, employers are naturally seeking people with skills in newer tools and approaches and expect employees to have or develop an "Agile and DevOps mindset", even in entry-level positions which new Computer Science (CS) graduates typically fill. However, universities have yet to change their programs to meet employers’ needs, largely because they focus on teaching core CS concepts such as programming, algorithms and architecture. In fact, a typical undergraduate program requires students to complete just one course in software engineering. Some programs offer courses on software quality, but only as an elective. CS 320 at Whitworth University is one such elective course (Whitworth University 2018).

A common limitation of most undergraduate CS courses is that they can only afford to have students practice simple exercises and projects, instead of providing an immersive experience. Students who obtain industry internships do get exposure to real-life development and maintenance (often with emphasis on maintenance), but they rarely experience the entire product life cycle. In fact, many interns report they did not get to see the “big picture”.

We believe the typical undergraduate CS program is structurally unable (at least presently in the US) to prepare new graduates to fully contribute to products and processes in this “agile era”. We fear that the new graduates' inability to fully and readily participate results in delayed hiring, and the delay can create a vicious cycle where the graduates fall behind more as time passes.

Our solution to this problem is a hands-on co-curricular lab to introduce undergraduates to practical aspects of building software, including an introduction to a lightweight “Agile and DevOps process”. The emphasis is on faculty and students collaborating to build, deploy, document, and maintain high-quality production software. (See Section 2.2 for a definition of terms.)

The solution was conceived by, and is led by, a CS faculty member (the first author of this paper) as part of the Data Science & Systems Lab (DASSL, read dazzle) (DASSL 2017b) at Western Connecticut State University (WCSU). The lab runs throughout the year, with special sessions in summer and winter.

Since its founding in Spring 2017, DASSL has engaged 12 undergraduates, including the second and third authors of this paper. It has developed two products, including ClassDB (DASSL 2018a) which is now in production for about 50 students, with plans to soon open it to about 4,000 students across four universities and 12 community colleges in the Connecticut State Colleges and Universities system. Also, including this paper, DASSL has thus far produced four peer-reviewed publications (Murthy 2018b, 2018a; Murthy, Figueroa, and Rollo 2018), two of which have student co-authors.

More importantly, each participating student has an online portfolio that readily demonstrates their accomplishments to prospective employers. Indeed, DASSL alumni report that their lab participation has given them a competitive edge and that employers have appreciated their familiarity with modern software-engineering processes and toolchains. (Section 6 provides some examples.)

In this paper, we share our experience with faculty-student collaboration to build and maintain high-quality production software at DASSL. We mainly use ClassDB to provide examples and share our perspectives as significant contributors to DASSL.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces ClassDB and DASSL as well as some terms. Section 3 outlines the educational and engineering processes used at DASSL. Section 4 highlights
the “team culture”. Section 5 describes DASSL’s effort specifically in two areas to maintain high quality. Section 6 provides personal perspectives of each author, and Section 7 summarizes the paper.

2 Background

This section provides some background about the ClassDB application and DASSL, and also introduces some terms. The information about ClassDB is limited to the needs of this paper, but details are available elsewhere (DASSL 2018a; Murthy, Figueroa, and Rollo 2018). Also, later sections of this paper add details.

2.1 ClassDB

Instructors can use ClassDB in teaching courses where students interact with databases. It can be used in both introductory courses where students learn to write queries, and in upper-level courses where students perform analytics and other advanced data-management activities. In addition, ClassDB itself provides many case studies for data management and software engineering courses, as evidenced in WCSU courses CS205 and CS305 (WCSU 2013).

Instructors use ClassDB to provide database sandboxes to students and student teams. Each student has full control of their own sandbox. Likewise, each student team has its own sandbox and all team members have full access to their team’s sandbox. No student is able to read another student’s sandbox, but an instructor can read any sandbox. Instructors can also consult the detailed activity logs ClassDB maintains to review student progress and analyze the logs to provide customized feedback to students.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>API call</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Add ‘edwall’ as a student</td>
<td>SELECT ClassDB.createStudent('edwall', 'Ed Wall');</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Create team ‘dragon’</td>
<td>SELECT ClassDB.createTeam('dragon');</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Add ‘edwall’ to team ‘dragon’</td>
<td>SELECT ClassDB.addToTeam('edwall', 'dragon');</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>List currently registered</td>
<td>SELECT UserName FROM ClassDB.Student;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>students</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>List activity summary</td>
<td>SELECT * FROM ClassDB.getUserActivitySummary('edwall');</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘edwall’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>List my DDL activity (any user)</td>
<td>SELECT * FROM public.MyDDLActivity;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Example calls to ClassDB API

ClassDB runs entirely within a server instance of a database management system (DBMS). Unobtrusive by design, its existence is ordinarily not apparent to any DBMS user, including instructors, but especially to students. It includes no user-interface elements (UI) and is usable through its application programming interface (API) from any pre-existing DBMS client application. The ClassDB API includes about 100 functions and views, a majority of which are accessible to instructors and a few are accessible to students. Table 1 shows some example calls to the ClassDB API.

ClassDB is implemented in PostgreSQL (“Postgres”) using SQL with procedural extensions (PostgreSQL Development Group 2017). The current version of ClassDB—Version 2.2—is comprised of 2,788 lines of code (LOC) indicating that ClassDB is not a small application, given it is implemented in a declarative language: 2,788 LOC in SQL translates to between 11,152 LOC and 27,880 LOC in the C programming language according to Caper Jones’s Programming Language Tables (Wallshein 2010; Jones 2007).

The core of ClassDB is built using the following DBMS concepts: schemas (each sandbox is a schema), role-based access control, triggers, and server logs. The use of role-based access control (Ferraiolo and Kuhn 1992) is particularly important to simplify the system implementation but still provide the safeguards necessary to maintain both data privacy (no student can see another student’s data) and data integrity (not even the instructor can alter student data). Contrary to what the small LOC count might suggest, the use and careful choreographing of these concepts makes ClassDB a relatively complex system.
2.2 DASSL

DASSL is a research group with broad focus on data science and data-intensive systems, including the creation and maintenance of software applications in these areas. Much of the work at DASSL is in collaboration with CS undergraduates. (WCSU does not have a graduate CS program.)

Membership is open to all WCSU faculty and students. Students wishing to join are generally expected to have completed CS205 (an introductory data-management course), and most students who have completed CS205 will likely also have completed CS140 and CS170 (WCSU 2013) which introduce Java and C++ respectively. In this scheme, students are able to join DASSL after their 3rd semester, but due to a variety of reasons, students are more likely to join after their 4th semester. Some students have even joined DASSL in their senior year.

The first author of this paper is the lab director and is involved in all lab activity. The other two authors are charter student members of DASSL and have been involved in most DASSL activities to date.

Participation in DASSL is not part of any coursework, and all participation is voluntary. Students do not pay any fee or receive academic credit, and the faculty member does not receive any pay. When funds exist, some students receive a small stipend if their role includes helping the lab director run DASSL.

DASSL builds non-trivial applications that address real needs of real end users, with emphasis on end-to-end engineering including analysis, design, development, testing, documentation, deployment, and maintenance. Most DASSL products are free and open source, and are generally distributed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike license (Creative Commons 2013). As a rule, all work products are stored in GitHub repositories (DASSL 2017a), with many repositories being public.

2.3 Quality orientation

We now introduce key notions of quality that drive software development at DASSL. Specifically, we introduce the terms in this paper’s title: “collaborating with students to produce high-quality production software”.

By “collaborating with students”, we mean both faculty members and students working as a team using tools and processes comparable to those used in professional software development. Specifically, both faculty and student members are expected to participate in all software-development activities and subject their work to the same quality-assurance processes.

By “production software”, we mean:

- Software meant for use by people other than its developers, and actively used by others beyond the semester or year in which the software is initially released.
- The development process has clear activities of design, implementation, testing, documentation, release, deployment, and maintenance.
- Software is developed and maintained with a process and fervor comparable to what a company in the business of producing such software might use and possess. This criterion is particularly important because one of DASSL’s goals is to introduce undergraduates to practical aspects of building software.

By “quality software”, we mean software that is useful, usable, and maintainable. We omit discussing the usefulness aspect of ClassDB, because that is not this paper’s focus. By usability, we mean ease of deployment, operation, and maintenance. By “maintainable”, we mean low effort to find and fix issues as well as to make enhancements.
By “high-quality software”, we mean software that has few issues that prevent it from being useful, usable, and maintainable. At this point, we have not defined quantitative limits for the number, nature, and severity of issues that define “high quality”, but we are in the process of developing a simple model.

3 Processes

In this section, we outline the educational and engineering processes at DASSL.

3.1 Educational

Summer and winter sessions: In addition to regularly scheduled meetings throughout the academic year, DASSL holds special sessions during summer and winter breaks. Students state their intent to join these sessions 1-2 months prior and discuss previous experience, interests, and availability with the lab director.

DASSL has thus far held three special sessions:

• Summer DASSL 2017 lasted six weeks and engaged eight students. It entailed 6-hour in-person meetings four times a week for six weeks, for a total of 144 hours (the equivalent of three university courses).
• Winter DASSL 2018 ran for two weeks and focused on developing ClassDB 2.0. It involved two returning students and two new students.
• Summer DASSL 2018 was 10 weeks long with three returning students and two new students. The main focus was to create ClassDB 2.1 and 2.2 as well as work on conference publications and presentations.

Meetings: DASSL holds occasional meetings to keep track of progress, share ideas, and provide an open environment to discuss project concerns. A majority of the meetings are online, which is particularly helpful during summer and winter. During the academic year (fall and spring terms), DASSL meets in-person once a month. These meetings discuss topics relevant to DASSL and also discuss issues in DASSL products.

DASSL Day: DASSL students publicly present their work once a semester. In addition to helping students develop skills in technical and scholarly communication, this event serves as a recruitment tool for new students, and a means of informing university administrators of the lab’s progress and contributions.

Agile-like learning: Students are introduced to key concepts and tools in an agile-like manner that emphasizes iterative learning through practical scenarios rather than initial mastery of the theory. Because there are few concrete requirements to join DASSL, none involving prior knowledge of specific tools, an agile learning process is essential to reduce onboarding time and allow students to start contributing early.

3.2 Engineering

Milestone-driven development: Prior to starting development on a project or a product’s release, an informal list of desired topics or features is created as a wiki page (DASSL 2018e). The list is discussed, refined, and expanded (with links to additional wiki pages if necessary). Once consensus develops, the list becomes a “to do” list for a new “milestone” and is assigned a completion date and the resulting product version number. These milestones function much like “sprints” in a traditional agile process. The wiki page for ClassDB Milestone 2 (DASSL 2018c) illustrates our approach.
**Issue-driven development:** Issues are logged and managed in GitHub Issues (DASSL 2018b). Each issue is classified by *nature* (wrong, missing, extra) and *priority* (low, medium, high). Where appropriate, issues are grouped into “epics”. (ZenHub 2018b, 2018a). Section 5.2 details our issue-management process.

Developers self-assign issues to work on and generally choose the next pending issue with the highest priority. However, students new to DASSL tend to work on “easy to address” issues such as those needing changes to a single region in a single file. Regardless of issue classification, all changes committed to the repository are tagged with issues so that both issues and changes can be traced to each other.

**Version control:** We require every artifact—both code and non-code—to be under version control. To further ensure that work-in-progress does not interfere with a previous release, we use the GitFlow strategy (Driessen 2010) and maintain two long-lived branches named “master” and “dev”. The master branch contains only code that is released, whereas all work-in-progress is maintained in the dev branch or in a sub-branch of the dev branch. Once a milestone’s tasks are complete, the dev branch is merged into master, and that commit is tagged as a “release”.

**Pull Requests:** Pull requests (PRs) are GitHub’s mechanism to let a contributor inform other contributors that they wish to merge changes in their own branch into another branch. We require PRs to merge changes to the master or the dev branch on the server (DASSL 2018d). All PRs require approval from at least two other contributors, but it is common for all team members to review every commit. Every PR is expected to leave the dev branch stable with exceptions clearly noted in PR comments and discussion.

**Code reviews:** We review all code and non-code artifacts, including test scripts, prior to merging into the dev branch. Examples of issues identified in reviews include repeated and overly-verbose code, typographical errors, formatting inconsistencies, and unclear internal documentation. This attention to detail often results in many revisions and review cycles, but we have found these cycles to be very productive and illuminating for both the submitter and the reviewers. Also, frequent commits, each with meaningful and incremental changes in an “agile” fashion, make reviews easier and more productive.

**Testing:** We require any code that implements new functionality to include corresponding unit tests, and code that modifies existing functionality to also update existing unit tests. We also require that all code revisions pass both existing and new unit tests after the dev branch is locally merged into the branch of interest. Both the code submitter and all reviewers perform these tests in their own local repositories as part of code review. Presently, unit tests are run manually, and we are investigating test automation.

In addition to unit tests, we also have a separate test suite which performs a full system test on the privilege levels that each kind of ClassDB user has.

**Agile-like development:** The combination of short development cycles, milestone-driven development, and issue-driven development has the effect of causing incremental changes to the product. Table 2 shows a summary of activity for each version of ClassDB. The data for versions 2.0 and 2.1 shows the number of PRs match almost one to one with the number of issues addressed (defects fixed plus enhancements made). The table also reflects the conscious change we made from Version 1.0 to 2.0 to reduce the number of issues addressed in each PR.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>V1.0</th>
<th>V2.0</th>
<th>V2.1</th>
<th>V2.2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Commits</td>
<td>355</td>
<td>204</td>
<td>234</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Branches</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pull requests</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defects addressed</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enhancements</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>V1.0</th>
<th>V2.0</th>
<th>V2.1</th>
<th>V2.2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tables</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attributes</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functions</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Views</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triggers</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Table 2: Activity across ClassDB versions

Table 3: Number of ClassDB objects by type

Table 3 illustrates an effect of our agile-like approach on the functionality added with each release of ClassDB, using the number of database objects as a proxy. The significant increase in the number of functions and views from Version 1.0 to 2.0 is mostly due to the large number of API shortcuts added to slice user activity logs, all of which are based on just three functions and one view. The significant drop in the number of table attributes from Version 2.0 to 2.1 is due to a persistent table being replaced with a temporary table as part of improving product quality.

Figure 1 shows how LOC is distributed across production and test scripts, clustered by product version. The significant increase in LOC from Version 1.0 to 2.0 corresponds to the growth in the number of functions and views. Section 5, specifically the discussion related to Table 4, further analyzes the data in Figure 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Code lines</th>
<th>Comment lines</th>
<th>Blank lines</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>V1.0</td>
<td>596</td>
<td>107223</td>
<td>107223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V2.0</td>
<td>1700</td>
<td>413</td>
<td>572</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V2.1</td>
<td>2849</td>
<td>615</td>
<td>846</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V2.2</td>
<td>2875</td>
<td>633</td>
<td>856</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1: Distribution of LOC in ClassDB by file purpose (production and test), clustered by version

4 Team Culture

We now share the ethos consciously practiced and improved at DASSL. These are the principles that guide DASSL and enable its progress.

**Mindset is a skill; the team is a product:** As outlined in Section 2.2, students join DASSL any time between their sophomore year and senior year, leading to a large variation in skill levels among them. Thus, DASSL aims to help students develop a mindset they can use to produce high-quality work regardless of their skill level. This is done by encouraging a strong team culture where everyone has equal standing and anyone can take leadership of any task. Also, all members are free to (and are encouraged to) participate in the planning, development, and review process of any part of a DASSL product.

**Acknowledge others' contributions and provide feedback:** Team members are encouraged to interact with other members in a collaborative manner, providing honest suggestions, concerns, and complements as appropriate. This discourse is aided by GitHub Issue and PR systems which allow members to give feedback on others' work. ClassDB PR #214 (DASSL 2018d) is an example of this approach in practice.

**Document everything:** Everything is documented: code via comments, function usage and API in docs, data and software design, development methods, design rationale, and so on. This effort is aided by the ClassDB Wiki (DASSL 2018e) which allows any contributor to easily create and update docs.
The “documenting everything” approach greatly improves productivity. Because there are large time gaps between development cycles, the extensive documentation allows contributors to quickly refresh their memory, both in terms of how ClassDB works (external docs) and what the code does (internal docs).

**Think first, code later:** DASSL strongly encourages discussing and planning changes prior to coding. We have several examples of practicing this philosophy, including large-scale changes that have been discussed for days or weeks before implementation.

An example is the addition of disconnection activity logging to ClassDB in response to Issue #206 (DASSL 2018b). At its core, this enhancement required a single line of code that changed a Postgres configuration parameter, but several other changes were needed to fully implement disconnection logging. After an extensive analysis of the issue, we concluded that the best approach was to add several new columns to a particular table. In the process, we identified several additional issues such as NULL constraints on one of the new columns which required special attention to porting data in existing ClassDB installations. By identifying such issues prior to implementation, we were able to come up with a robust design that helped us easily add new features and also upgrade existing ClassDB installations.

**Focus on building systems, not on writing programs:** Although students develop core CS and programming skills at DASSL, end-to-end engineering is the DASSL objective. An example of this approach is our effort to maintain a property called *idempotence* in all ClassDB scripts which allows a script to be safely run any number of times. Running an idempotent script for the first time makes all necessary additions and modifications but re-running does not make additional modifications or cause errors.

In addition to greatly reducing testing effort, script idempotence is beneficial to users because it permits easy installations and updates without having to remove any existing installation, and it is generally more forgiving than non-idempotent code. Further, maintaining idempotence improves code quality because it increases our awareness of what each line of code does.

**Code like the world is watching (because it is):** We expect to display not only our final product, but the discussions and processes we use to get there as well. Posting code in a public repository and using various GitHub features to discuss and comment our decisions compels us to be conscious of our actions and decisions. For example, we closed ClassDB Issue #233 due to its changes being outside the scope of the current milestone, but we left the discussion public so all could see the reason behind our decision.

**Always be learning, adopting, and adapting:** Every member of DASSL is encouraged to continuously learn new tools, methods, and then to use their learning to address new issues as well as to improve existing solutions. This approach has helped us adopt new tools and methods throughout the development of ClassDB. For example, during the development of ClassDB 2.0, we quickly evaluated GitFlow and switched to it from a standard Git workflow. Similarly, when the university provided us Microsoft Teams (Microsoft 2018), we quickly evaluated it and incorporated it into our process starting with ClassDB 2.1.

**Reciprocal, equitable, and voluntary participation:** These three participation traits play a large part in successful teamwork at DASSL. All three traits are evident in practically every ClassDB issue and PR, the discussion on ClassDB Issue #206 being particularly demonstrative:

- **Reciprocal:** Team members respond to initiatives from others and return favors when helped by others.
- **Equitable:** On the whole, every team member adds equal value. Members adding too little may be viewed as not contributing their fair share; those adding too much could be perceived as dominating.
- **Voluntary:** Every team member willingly participates in team activities and does not feel they are being forced.

Reciprocal and equitable participation occasionally adds a bit more work to all team members, but in our experience, it also tends to produce better solutions faster, keep every team member more aware of the product details, and generally strengthens the sense of team and teamwork.
5 Focus on Quality

In this section, we discuss two specific aspects of our effort to produce high-quality software.

5.1 Maintainability

At a high level, DASSL emphasizes the following code characteristics and enforces them during reviews:

- Function and block structure: Organize code into functions and blocks; avoid lengthy functions.
- Code format: Choose identifier names to reflect their purpose; consistently indent code.
- Code chunks: Write code in chunks; perform one related task in each code chunk; keep chunks small.
- Comments: Comment each code chunk; say something that is not obvious in the code.
- External documentation: In the documentation, describe every API entry point available to end users.

We now present a brief quantitative analysis of LOC data to illustrate the impact of enforcing the code characteristics outlined. We use data generated from the FOSS counting tool cloc (Danial 2018) in this analysis.

Table 4 presents a summary of the number of files and LOC in production scripts broken down by version and line type. The Count section of Table 4 shows the raw number of files and lines, with values in parentheses showing percentage growth over the previous version. For example, the number of code lines grew 96% Version 1.0 to 2.1, but it grew only 40% from Version 2.0 to 2.1.

The Distribution section shows the proportion of each line type: Generalizing across versions, 59% of all lines are code lines (not comment or blank); 21% of lines are comments; and 20% of lines are blank. The Ratio section provides an alternative view of this distribution showing that across all versions, the source files contain one comment line and one blank line for approximately every three code lines.

Table 4 quantitatively supports our approach to writing code in small chunks and commenting chunks. The consistency of the ratios across four versions also shows the consistency of our coding and review practices. It is important we note that we did not set out to consciously arrive at the specific ratios seen in Table 4. In fact, this data was gathered for the first time only after ClassDB 2.1 was released.

The Density section of Table 4 shows the average number of lines of each type per production script, with the minimum and maximum number of lines shown in parentheses. Although the average values indicate small files, which in turn point to higher maintainability, the value ranges indicate the existence of "heavy hitters". Indeed, an analysis of Version 2.1 shows that just four scripts contribute 66% of all code lines and provides us a list of candidate files to refactor. However, refactoring files can be non-trivial because that also requires refactoring unit tests, and potentially documentation as well in some cases. It will also likely change the dependencies between scripts and thus require a revision to the product installation process.
### Ratio of non-code lines to code lines

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1 per 2.8</th>
<th>1 per 2.6</th>
<th>1 per 2.7</th>
<th>1 per 2.7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Comment to code</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blank to code</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Density: average LOC per file (also min-max LOC)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>82 (4-284)</th>
<th>83 (2-347)</th>
<th>112 (2-610)</th>
<th>107 (2-610)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Code lines</td>
<td>29 (7-64)</td>
<td>32 (8-134)</td>
<td>41 (8-163)</td>
<td>40 (8-152)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comment lines</td>
<td>21 (3-69)</td>
<td>28 (4-109)</td>
<td>36 (4-184)</td>
<td>35 (3-184)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blank lines</td>
<td>131 (14-417)</td>
<td>143 (16-590)</td>
<td>189 (14-957)</td>
<td>181 (13-936)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: A summary of LOC data for ClassDB production code (corresponds to the first cluster in Figure 1)

### 5.2 Issue Management

We now present how we organize issue reports to help us analyze product quality and prioritize work.

We expect team members to log every potential issue they observe and require each issue report to include the following parts (the first three parts are required):

- **Title:** For defects, the title concisely describes the problem; for enhancements, it states the requirement.
- **Description:** The description clearly states the problem and where possible include links to the issue location. We also encourage submitters to include proposed solutions in issue descriptions.
- **Nature:** Each defect is classified as Wrong, Missing, or Extra (or a combination). Enhancements and non-issues are explicitly tagged as such. We use issue nature to summarize how many defects are addressed and how many enhancements are made in a release. (See Table 2.)
- **Related issues and PRs:** Citations that tie the issue to other issues or PRs so the issue can be addressed comprehensively.

As part of issue management, the lab director assigns the following additional information to each issue. We do not prevent any member from changing any of the assigned metadata, but prefer (and encourage) all members debate any assignment in issue threads before changing the metadata:

- **Priority:** The urgency (high, medium, low) with which the issue needs to be addressed.
- **Milestone:** The product milestone in which the issue is to be addressed.
- **Pipeline:** A coarse-grained issue bucket, a feature available in ZenHub.

We presently do not assign severity and effort estimate to issues, but we are incrementally introducing these and other concepts to the team.

As summarized in Table 2, we have thus far addressed 118 issues in ClassDB, including 104 defects and 14 enhancements. However, we emphasize that the count of 104 defects does not indicate poor quality, because only 42 of those defects are logged after the first release, and none of those defects have been “show stoppers”. In fact, to date, we have seen only one issue (Issue #200) in the deployed system that prevented the use of a part of a system. We consider this a “low severity” issue because it did not impact the overall system functionality or usability, and its occurrence required a power outage, disk crash, or other rare event. Yet, we addressed this issue as high priority because it prevented the use of a particular function an instructor is likely to perform frequently.

### 6 Perspectives

We now present individual perspectives of the three authors about their experience at DASSL. The writing in the rest of this section is intentionally in first-person singular.
6.1 Andrew Figueroa (student)

DASSL presents its members with unique opportunities to analyze, build, and maintain data-intensive systems in ways that are not possible in a classroom environment, or even an industry internship. Much of what leads to this has been described earlier in this paper. However, one aspect not yet mentioned is that by participating in DASSL, students such as myself are given real responsibility of a major project.

Classroom experiences are an inherently “sheltered” environment: instructors generally have a solution in mind and can provide detailed feedback when students are headed in the wrong direction. Tasks have a specific set of requirements that must be met. Additionally, there is only one element at risk if an attempt goes wrong: a student’s grade. Although grades are an important aspect, the effects of a single failed attempt are often remedied by the ability to make multiple attempts and by the weight of other assignments.

However, experiences at DASSL differ in that there is no immediately clear potential loss: all work performed is voluntary, ungraded, and not as time-sensitive as in a classroom. However, this is replaced with the responsibility of collaboratively undertaking research or developing a system that will undergo an actual publication or release. A mistake could result in the whole group having to later lose precious time fixing it. Even worse, some mistakes could result in major research efforts being for nothing, or security vulnerabilities in production software. Additionally, at least for our software projects, the entire process is publicly viewable. At times this fact is stressful, but this is also a significant part of what makes the whole experience as educational and enjoyable as it is.

Responsibility, among the other aspects of DASSL’s culture, encourages me to always gradually improve as opposed to simply meeting the requirements (which for the types of projects implemented in DASSL, are usually either non-concrete or are set by us in the first place). The effects of this encouragement can be seen through the consistent quality improvement of code, documentation, and discussions in ClassDB contributions in which I have been involved.

One of my early contributions to ClassDB was Commit 494ed85 as part of PR #9. Although I had a basic understanding of using Git and GitHub, this commit shows several practices I now avoid, such as a non-specific subject line and including multiple unrelated changes in a single commit. Also, this PR itself has several issues such as having over 50 commits with major changes to a script and changes to unmentioned files. Contrast this PR with the later PR #92 in which all included commits were related to each other, had descriptive subject lines, and each commit made just one significant change. PR #92 also includes a detailed description of the changes made, their effects, and potential situations where the changes may behave unexpectedly.

Beyond developing software products, DASSL has encouraged me to participate in writing several papers that summarize the work done at DASSL, including this paper. I would otherwise have not even considered writing any academic papers during my undergraduate years. Beyond helping to further develop my understanding of the topics at hand, these papers have presented me with several opportunities that I would otherwise not have even imagined having, not the least of which being attending and presenting at an ACM conference in London, UK (Murthy, Figueroa, and Rollo 2018). Prior experience presenting new topics to other DASSL members and presenting DASSL work to other students and faculty at WCSU helped prepare me for this international conference and led to it being a success.

6.2 Steven Rollo (student)

I strongly feel DASSL helped me develop a competitive software-engineering skillset by providing opportunities to participate in challenging real-world projects. Learning the modern software-engineering practices described in this paper is attractive to any employer because modern workflows are based around these tools and techniques. While it is possible to grasp basic tool usage in the classroom, developing mastery requires practice in real-world scenarios.
DASSL provides a unique opportunity for students to extensively learn and practice a full range of software-engineering techniques with strong emphasis on teamwork and team communication, which I found to be particularly valuable. Prior to my participation in DASSL, I put little effort into developing an effective teamwork skillset. Between never being assigned group work in class and only working on relatively small personal projects, it felt unnecessary to develop these skills. The Summer 2017 session of DASSL placed a large emphasis on effectively documenting work, communicating issues, and developing a working relationship with other team members. Learning these skills allowed me to function effectively in the team projects I participated in at DASSL.

My experience at DASSL also shows that learning these skills requires practice and is evident in the progress of my work at DASSL. For example, large improvements in clarity can be seen between Issue #18 and Issue #243 I logged respectively during Milestones 1 (2017) and 3 (2018) of ClassDB. The title of Issue #18 ("The object name should be recorded in the student table on sql_drop events") is relatively unhelpful. Also, the problem stated in the issue description is only tangentially related to the title. Overall, though this issue does contain helpful information, it failed to communicate the actual problem effectively. In comparison, Issue #243 is much more effective. This issue’s title explicitly states what exactly is wrong with the product. The issue description then provides a diagnosis of the problem, an example of what causes the problem, and three possible solutions. I was able to gain the ability to communicate in such a mature way only due to the practice from my experience at DASSL.

I feel these improvements in communication skills greatly helped me when I looked for a job after graduating from WCSU. My ability to communicate effectively has made me more confident about my ability to work on a team, instead of just being a lone programmer. When interviewing for a job, I was able to easily convince others that I have experience working in an agile environment. Additionally, I was able to quickly grasp the workflow of the department I was interviewed at, which allowed me to make a more informed choice about my suitability to work there.

6.3 Sean Murthy (faculty member)

I believe the student perspectives in Sections 6.1 and 6.2, and similar feedback from other students, testify to DASSL's effectiveness in preparing students for software-engineering careers by helping them learn and practice modern tools and processes of software engineering. I am pleased to lead this effort.

I feel my experience in commercial software development as well as my experience teaching a variety of CS topics have been helpful in leading DASSL. The following factors have also played a significant role:

- Spend much of summer and winter breaks with students: I spend about 80% of the break with students.
- Work long hours, about 8 hours a day: For example, I spent about 115 hours on just development and management of ClassDB 2.0 (over 5 hours a day). In addition to product development and management, I customize plans for each student because every student learns differently and is motivated by different things. I also meet each new student member one-on-one about one hour each week.
- Lead by example: Participate in every aspect of product development and management; submit own work for review; share critical review of own work to set a model for students and to make students feel comfortable enough to submit their work for review.
- Earn and maintain student trust: Always have student interest in mind and practice it visibly in both words and deed. No action or activity should hurt students’ main purpose of being at a university. No activity can be solely to the benefit of a faculty member unless separate and appropriate employment terms are negotiated with students.
- Continuously learn new tools and techniques.
I feel the DASSL process is repeatable but is not necessarily scalable or easily sustainable because it takes considerable amount of time to provide high-quality mentoring while also producing high-quality work. Also, DASSL tasks are in addition to publication, teaching preparation, administrative tasks, family time, and other commitments that need equal or greater attention.

The following factors are also potential hindrances to scalability and sustainability:

• Small student pool: Many students are interested in the benefits of DASSL, but few are able to spend the necessary effort, largely because they need to work or they do not live on or near campus.
• Different engagement mode for new members: Online meetings can help enlarge the student pool, but intense daily in-person meetings are necessary for new students. Additional online engagement with seasoned students requires additional time and energy on the part of faculty members.
• Large portfolio: The lab needs to start a new product or module about every two years in order to expose students to different stages of product life cycle, which results in a large product portfolio over time.
• Short engagement and availability: Engagement is only over summer and winter breaks, and students spend at most four term breaks in DASSL, which results in frequent changes to the team composition.

The following actions can address the aforementioned challenges to scalability and sustainability:

• Increase faculty participation: Small faculty size makes additional faculty participation hard. However, different faculty members can (and do) organize DASSL-like effort. For example, Dr. William Joel involves students in his Graphics & Interactive Technologies Research Group at WCSU (Joel 2010).
• Maintain “anchor students”: Anchor students are those with commitment to quality and have the industry to learn a variety of topics. It is especially helpful if anchor students join the effort soon after their third semester so they are around to gain extensive practice which they can use to lead sub-projects and semi-independently assist new student members.
• Offer paid positions: Paid positions recognize students who contribute significantly to the cause. They also permit students to continue in the lab instead of pursuing “non-tech jobs” elsewhere for sustenance.
• Raise funds: Stipends can increase both faculty and student participation, but stipends obviously require funding. Funding can realistically be from prospective employers who stand to gain from these efforts.
• Add an “engineering bent” to the academic program: Most CS courses rightfully focus on programming, algorithms, architecture, and other core concepts. Yet, there is scope for introducing the concepts of requirements, design, milestones, and other engineering aids early in the academic program. I use this approach for term projects in the CS205 and CS305 courses I teach (WCSU 2013).
• Offer an early “DevOps” course: A course targeting 4th-semester students to introduce topics such as version control, testing, issue management, and continuous integration can be quite helpful. Such an early course provides students additional opportunities to practice “DevOps” in labs and in later courses in the academic program. I am scheduled to teach such a DevOps course in Spring 2019.

In short, the continued success of DASSL and similar efforts requires support from university administrators and the industry. The combined effort can improve the quality of CS education and of software in the large.
7 Summary

Employers expect employees to possess an "Agile and DevOps mindset" and produce "high quality" software using sophisticated tool chains. Increasingly, they do not exclude even new CS graduates from this expectation. However, undergraduate CS programs are structurally unable to produce new graduates who meet this requirement. Hands-on co-curricular labs can fill this gap by introducing students to key aspects of building high-quality software and help meet employer expectations. Alternatively, employers will likely prefer new graduates who possess these skills over those who do not.

Being such a hands-on lab, since Spring 2017, DASSL has infused 12 undergraduates with many of the modern skills and the mindset employers seek. It does so by engaging students in every stage of the product life cycle using much of the same processes and tools professionals use. In the process, students collaborate with faculty members to build and maintain non-trivial products that meet a relatively high standard of quality. As illustrated in Sections 2-5, ClassDB is one such high-quality product DASSL has produced.

Efforts such as DASSL are reproducible and repeatable, but are not easily scaled or sustained. Their continued success depends on a sustained "critical mass" of compatible students, and on faculty members with significant experience building high-quality production software. Also, both faculty and students need to spend (or lose) considerable amount of time, energy, and money outside regular academic commitment. Small changes in CS programs and support from administrators and industry beneficiaries can address these and other impediments.
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Abstract

Like any retailer, REI is in an industry that changes frequently and increasingly leverages technology to differentiate itself and improve efficiency. The pressure to keep up with this is, like many companies, felt deeply within the QA department. REI QA found itself having a great staff and desire to help the company improve its delivery capability, and in 2015 REI showed its support for QA by hiring its first director of QA. Priority #1 was an improved QA practice, but it was clear that some combination of technology, environments and data needed to be dealt with. But how to get there from here?

In this case study you will read of REI QA’s multi-year journey toward the lofty goals that so many aspire to: intentionally managing test data and test environments. You will learn of the reasons for change, projects that have been put into action, the reasoning and business justifications, lessons learned, organizational adjustments, achievements to date and what is next in the roadmap.
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1 Introduction

REI QA was, for years, a department within IT that was largely an 'order taker' group and struggled to influence software delivery and project management. In 2015 QA hired its first director and was given a seat at the table for improving software delivery and project execution. Starting with that first year there were two parallel tracks of work that moved forward.

1.1 Assess and improve QA core practice

This effort consisted of a strategic hire of a QA lead with the experience and skills to consolidate, document and roll out a standardized set of practices and deliverables. This was executed well and gave a boost to the team in the form of standardized practices, process and document templates.

1.2 Test environment planning

The concern of this track was the quickly accelerating work starting up to 'move to the cloud'. This began with a QA leadership alignment effort in which an approach to future test environments was designed, based largely on the static, on-prem environments of the past. (see Figure 1)

From the environment alignment effort (1.2) a project was sponsored to draw up the requirements---from a QA perspective--for a well-designed hybrid test environment (on-prem and cloud infrastructure). The end goal was to have a blueprint for test environments that could be executed when ready to migrate to the cloud. This effort was led by a niche consultant and documented each team’s capability and concerns with going to the cloud. The output of this project was shelved leading into 2017.

**Lesson learned #1** Looking back, 2016 was full of cloud hype and our team was being [possibly overly-] proactive and taking on responsibility for planning things over which they ultimately had no control. The company was not ready to migrate to the cloud, so it was a matter of missed timing.

2 A good start – define the problem

Just as the hybrid test environments blueprint was completed, events led to the team being without a director for the last half of 2016. It was in this period that the team began to plan for the 2017 budgets and, in the absence of a hybrid environments project, the focus shifted to more textbook TDM (Test Data Management): refresh, synthetic data, fencing/reservation, etc. A number of meetings were held with vendors and there was cautious optimism that QA might be able to sponsor a TDM project.

In the vendor meetings it became clear that a business benefit was needed in order to move forward, so an effort was launched to assess the impact of test data issues on the QA team. The goal of the assessment was to develop a business case upon which a TDM project might be chartered. The assessment used a two-pronged approach, focusing on two areas: 

![Figure 1](image.png)
2.1 Waste analysis

This was a survey of the team to discover how much time was spent across all portfolios to prepare and deal with test data. The average was approximately 12% of the QA team time, which was much less than the informally tossed around 25% industry average. This rings true, given the omission of the non-QA time (software developer, DBA, etc) spent on data manipulation. The dollar impact to QA per year was estimated to be ~$1.2M of the team’s time spent on non-value-add test data management.

2.2 Pain points survey

This was an anecdotal survey of the QA Team regarding any and all known data issues. The line items were organized into similar categories and rated on overall impact to the team. The consolidated pain points details are shown in Table 1

3 Assessing solutions

After attempting to define the problem and not delve into solutions, it was time to discuss what technical people love—solutions to problems. The solutions under consideration were a blend of classic “TDM” and more technical solutions. The following definitions were used by the team for this exercise

3.1 Solution coverage

In this stage of the process the team collectively assessed how well they felt each of the possible solutions might solve the various pain points. Each solution was discussed, and the relative merits or applicability to the problems was debated. The end result was a pivot-table driven mathematics exercise of lining up the problems and the solutions, with the resulting score representing how well the collection of solutions could solve each problem. It was felt that this score would indicate which solutions to pursue and in what order.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic data</td>
<td>ad hoc or on-demand, at time of test, non-static data, disposable (could be programmatic); self-service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synthetic data</td>
<td>planned or ad hoc, Fake/generated data, can be deterministic or random, new stores as example, based on seed data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gold copy</td>
<td>planned, based on Prod usually, highly analyzed to ensure validaty E2E, contract testing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subsetting</td>
<td>planned, not full copy of db, culled/scrubbed for dupes or edge cases, can be sliced by time or process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Refresh</td>
<td>planned or ad hoc, copy from other instance (prod usually), can be full copy or tables, etc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data fencing</td>
<td>planned, data reservation, protection of data so others can’t use or change it</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service Virtualization</td>
<td>Full service logic, record &amp; respond, generates dev artifacts/versioning, data can be managed in background</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mocks</td>
<td>Minimal logic, returns ‘canned’ response, may have limited exception handling or error checking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stubs</td>
<td>No logic, returns ‘canned’ response, no exception handling or error checking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Db Virtualization</td>
<td>Minimal pointers that access full copy of data, all data with no subsetting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Masking</td>
<td>Can be deterministic or not; change fields to hide real member/customer data; must be done across core TDM systems concurrently</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PII Data</td>
<td>Those personally identifiable information (PII) data elements determined by REI business owners and Enterprise Architecture that put customers and the company at risk</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1

Table 2
Table 3 shows the final “Solution coverage across all problems” in the bottom row, which we viewed as the best indicator of what QA should focus on as solutions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Top Issues that cause problems</th>
<th>Issue Count</th>
<th>Dynamic data</th>
<th>Synthetic data</th>
<th>Gold copy</th>
<th>Subsetting</th>
<th>Refresh</th>
<th>Data fencing</th>
<th>Service Virt.</th>
<th>Mocks</th>
<th>Stubs</th>
<th>Db Virtualization</th>
<th>Masking</th>
<th>Solution coverage by pain point</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PII data</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data not sync’d</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changed data</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data setup problems</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing data</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environment issues</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inability to identify data with correct attributes</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stale Data</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environment Availability</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environment Config</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No QA support/coverage</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solution coverage across all problems</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4 Decision Factors

The team concluded the assessments as 2016 ended, just in time for a new director to take the helm of Enterprise QA. After reviewing the available information and options the decision was made in early 2017 to pursue PII data masking and database virtualization (DV). This decision was influenced by several factors:

4.1 Logical order of projects

Service virtualization (SV) had the highest scores and was seen as a big boost to overall software development and testing, yet ultimately needs a robust data plan behind it. There was not enough budget to pursue one of the enterprise TDM tools, so the team considered point #4.2

4.2 Pragmatism

The DV toolset was already purchased and stood up in a proof-of-concept fashion—and the QA team was welcomed to take this ball and run with it. Thankfully, the database team was a great partner in supporting QA’s interest in establishing a robust foundation for getting data and environments in the hands of testers.

4.3 Risk management

The DV platform purchase included a robust data masking toolset, which got the attention of Enterprise Architecture. This was one of the key use cases/issues called out in the QA assessment (and in Architect interviews), so pursuing DV while simultaneously dealing with data security was seen as a huge win.

4.4 Strategic alignment

The new director came in with a vastly different perspective on test data and test environments and how they can help drive software development and testing—it was certainly different from the original team alignment of the previous year. This change in perspective resulted in significantly reducing the focus on infrastructure and cloud test environments, and focusing on providing core testing capabilities and capacity for the enterprise.
5 The North Star

5.1 Shifting of the tides

The new director arrived having previously seen the impact that targeted solutions can have on the QA practice and software development overall. Soon after arriving she worked with the QA engineering team to develop a target state for test environments--referred to as our “North Star”, or “Polaris”. This was a set of graphics and a slide deck showing multiple approaches to test environments for the cloud use case. This became necessary in order to help clarify the software testing/delivery approach being communicated throughout IT.

Figure 2 was created to illustrate how QA partners with other teams that already own or specialize in delivering infrastructure and providing systems needed for software delivery across the REI landscape. This illustration was very cloud oriented, reflecting the focus at that time, but easily maps to on-premise infrastructure.

The vision is that QA will sit alongside other teams in a shared VPC (virtual private cloud) and provision the many databases and services needed to conduct effective testing. This view of the future presumes a high degree of collaboration and alignment between QA and these other teams.
5.2 The Roadmap

In addition to the North Star artifacts, a 3-year roadmap of projects was developed to help keep the focus on reaching tangible milestones in the maturity of the program.

![IT Enterprise QA Roadmap](image)

5.3 New tenets brought forward

5.3.1 No persistent environments

In a cloud model there is likely no (or a very rare) use case for having persistent, static test environments. Given the expense of creating most environments, it behooves the organization to know why and when to create a persistent environment, especially if it is on-prem. We understand the usual exceptions are PERF testing environments and, depending on comfort level, prod support environments that mimic the production footprint.

5.3.2 QA does not plan, design or provision infrastructure

QA needs to see themselves as a consumer of infrastructure and yet act as a key partner to help ensure teams get what they need for testing. Regarding the provisioning of whole applications for test, it remains to be seen what role QA will have. The key is that QA will work to provision infrastructure or apps only where there is an ongoing gap.

**Lesson learned #2** Be ready to redefine what a “test environment” is. Proliferation of servers and databases does not equate to improving your testing capability. Making more copies of systems and environments is usually expensive and unsustainable. Focus on the needed features and functionality.
5.3.3 **QA does plan, design and provision platforms, tools and data which enable all forms of testing**

This is the “other side of the coin” from point 5.3.2. The focus must be on A) what you can control, B) what enables your core competency, and C) what prepares QA to be a strategic partner for software delivery in the future.

5.3.4 **The project roadmap focus**

It became the collective QA understanding that the cumulative effect of smaller projects will be significant (something about *sum of the parts*). This shift in thinking was evidenced in the shift away from pursuing the “big bang” (and big dollar) type of projects, and instead focusing on targeted, affordable solutions to use as building blocks

Since early 2017 these artifacts and the evolution in thought have resonated with QA partners across IT, specifically Enterprise Architecture, Site Reliability Engineering, and the software engineer community.

**Lesson learned #3** Roadmaps are living documents, don’t get too attached to them. The combination of the new tenets and re-calibration of the technologies that QA should own resulted in an overhaul of the roadmap after the first year. Present example: we deferred the textbook TDM focus (refresh, subset, synthetic data provisioning) and reprioritized database virtualization and service virtualization projects, because they were achievable with the small team and budget, and were already on the roadmap.

6 **Navigating the Projects – Year #1**

6.1 **Getting going**

So the 2017 goal was set: mask the PII data in five systems of record and virtualize the databases for four of those systems (Yes, the math might seem funny, but the DV tool did not support virtualizing an AS400 database, but it can mask it!). The systems chosen to be masked/virtualized were not chosen at random, we focused on the core systems of record that impact the vast majority testing: ecommerce, customer, order management, ERP and warehouse management. There was not a detailed use case review made that drove the decision, it was more of a common sense consensus that drove the decision.

These projects definitely “take a village”. The team chosen for this project included a project manager, a SME/lead, a functional QA analyst, and a QA SDET--plus a substantial amount of support from a senior DBE.

6.2 **Value add**

The PII data masking depended on the DV platform, so we focus on that first. DV brings with it a lot of goodness that is not present in physical databases, and this is what was socialized as the benefits:

- Access to updated production data
- A regular database refresh cycle can be configured and automated, frequently
- Teams can consume refreshes as needed or choose to retain their changes
- Teams have the ability to bookmark and roll back to previous versions of the database
- Teams can share versions of their database with others
- Vastly smaller storage requirement for each virtual database
6.3 The big challenge—masking

Like any new technology there is a lot to be learned along the way, but the database team had already set the foundation of the DV platform in 2016. Setting up the platform was relatively easy compared to the data masking. To accomplish the database masking, the team followed a pattern for each app:

1. Do the work to get the virtual database ingested
2. Conduct an initial interview with the app teams that knew their own data, and step through a review of the data that appeared to be in the database
3. Develop detailed data rules
4. Execute masking (a very iterative process)
5. Review with the app team to confirm that data masking was successful

6.4 Minor lessons and decisions made regarding our masking project

- While the focus is so often on software developers, when it comes to handling data you will need a ROCK SOLID database engineer (DBE) to help with the database work. There is no substitute for a capable DBE
- The decision was made to retain the vendor’s team to accomplish the data masking project. We ‘got lucky’ and made this decision before we learned the lesson:
  - Your typical database engineer has heard of the various methods and tools needed for data masking in one or more platforms, but you will likely need an experienced data masking specialist to make it an effective use of your time across all the various platforms and structures.
- You will get a big boost from having an analyst (QA functional analyst works great!) that knows the data to help review and accomplish data masking.
- No matter how good you are, databases live on servers and take up space so you will need to be prepared for the cost of infrastructure.
- Project success was defined as successful masking, but standing up an application server and conducting testing was decided to be out of scope for the first project
  - The validation was performed using database query tools and manual inspection, but the decision was made to defer connecting apps to the databases to a later phase
  - This required many iterations of manual inspection, and the number of iterations were increased due to the number of times the VDB’s had to be started from scratch.

**Lesson learned #4** You can’t use ‘slices’ of people’s time effectively. Resource availability for our core team was a major constraint, but it did work for each application owner. The SME, Analyst and SDET on the core team were fully allocated to projects, so their time and contributions were constrained. You should plan for a dedicated team to begin masking across the enterprise.

7 Projects Year #2

Rounding the turn into 2018, the team is focusing on several projects: 1) operationalize the DV platform, 2) DV adoption, and 3) SV (Service Virtualization) Pilot.
7.1 Operationalize DV

In a phrase, this is the year that VDB's get real. With PII data masking already largely being accomplished in 2017, the focus for the 2018 Operationalize project is to automate from the point of intake of the production database all the way to the template VDB, from which other VDB's may be provisioned. For this work the vendor was again retained to focus on the tool config required for automation, and scripting required for user security. Again in 2017, our assigned DBE has been critical to project success

7.2 Adoption of DV

The focus of this branch of the project is usage by the application teams. The approach we used is to socialize and evangelize, and we also set a goal of migrating one of the shared end-to-end test environments to VDBs by end of year. We believe the teams will eventually see the need, but we have tried to set some interim goals and ask for their help to achieve them.

**Lesson learned #5** The benefits of VDB's will sell themselves to some degree, the biggest challenge is getting your champion who will do whatever is necessary to support you supporting them. Our champion from each system saw the value it gives them and was willing to do the work necessary to move their team along the journey with us.

7.2.1 DV Successes

Thus far there have been several champions that have stepped forward and gotten their teams using VDBs:

- Marketing/Customer Systems team needing to overhaul annual reward/dividend process - they very happily embraced a masked, stand-alone database for a major code re-factoring effort
- SAP team has "seen the light" and is seeking to replace all non-prod databases with VDB's.

**Lesson learned #6** Watch for unplanned wins. There is an unintended benefit from the SAP team replacing all their non-production databases: eventually reclaiming ~50TB ($250,000) of enterprise class storage. The team knew there would be savings, and sometimes you just get lucky on your first try. The flip side of this is be wary of easy wins as there is often some off-setting work required to achieve the win.

7.3 Service Virtualization Pilot

This was REI's first foray with an enterprise SV tool. This project is seen as an "enabler" project, which has several major benefits we hope to leverage:

- Enable teams to test without needing the other systems for integrations
- Test reliability, predictability and environment control
- Testing new development before a missing integration dependency is ready for testing
- Elimination of data dependencies
- Strategic value - gets us one step closer to being able to test in the cloud

The approach for this project has been similar to the database virtualization project in terms of it being a collaboration of a key consultant with our core QA team. The difference with SV is that the team is much larger. The first service that was virtualized required four REI resources plus the consultant, researching app config details, going back and forth to a lab of physical hardware, trying various methods to handle security and certificates, etc. It was quite a flurry of activity, but it was a great way to start.
**Lesson learned #7** - SV will require a broad team with similarly broad skills, knowledge in the various services you want to virtualize, and access to technical configuration information—get as much done ahead of time as you can. Lesson 7b: plan focused working sessions and just make whatever progress you can when you get the right people in a room together.

8 Sharing the Love

8.1 Upping our Social Game

Our team dedicated time in the first half of 2018 to begin spreading the word through REI regarding the benefits of virtualization and QA’s readiness to partner with them. The director developed more formal team and personal goals around planned events:

- Quarterly engineering internal meet-ups (good reason to have beer)
- Quarterly “Innovation days”: a couple of days of dedicated to team members just trying something and producing something with demonstrated value. “Winners” are eligible to receive some funding to take the concept farther

8.2 Taking ownership

Regarding having vendors lead the way on evangelizing our projects and roadmap, you’ve heard it said many times, and REI is no exception: “culture eats strategy for breakfast, lunch and dinner”1. We were engaging the DV vendor to evangelize the products within the company, but we realized that we needed to take the reins and share this with the company ourselves.

**Lesson learned #8** Our approach of show, not tell is proving to be effective at building our most valuable asset: interest and buy-in. You can leverage your vendor partners for a lot but consider making yourselves the face of the projects to your company.

9 Next Steps

9.1 Finishing 2018

As we round the bend into the latter half of 2018, our team is focused on wrapping up the stated project phases, and several other efforts:

- Select one end-to-end test environment and make plan to convert to virtual databases
- Continue the effort to develop a library of virtual services
- Launch an REI EPIC program to recognize and capture savings
- Develop a business case for a formal support program with dedicated resources

---

1 https://www.google.com/url?q=https://www.torbenrick.eu/blog/culture/organisational-culture-eats-strategy-for-breakfast-lunch-and-dinner/&sa=D&ust=1532056980167000&usg=AFQjCNExAr5yaEHztGjqsJNvlKhRJ_s1sA
9.2 The next trip around the sun

In the coming year our group is planning to achieve several expansions to the existing projects. These plans include:

- Design and setup of final SV infrastructure
- Project to finalize full infrastructure for DV platform
- Capacity management and forecasting for DV storage
- Alignment and partnering with the Digital and Site Reliability groups to include virtualization technologies in automated provisioning of systems, apps and pipeline testing
- Self service

10 Summary Conclusions …

REI’s journey is not necessarily unique, but the effect of these streams of work within the company is very encouraging and potentially transformative. In just these few short years QA has gone from being the tail wagged by the dog, to more of a partner and needle-mover within the software engineering ecosystem of the company.

There are a few thoughts to conclude with:

1. Keep in mind this is indeed a journey. What transformed our organization is having a leader who is focused on forward path, and who is willing to accept levels of uncertainty and variability that many ‘leaders’ won’t.
2. Temper the uncertainty by having an overall vision and end state target, and then apply small steps and adjustments, learning as you go.
3. Carve out smaller units of work, be willing to learn from small mistakes, fail fast and fail forward. Make incremental progress and celebrate small wins.
4. You won’t have control over a lot of variables, such as key resource availability, conflicts with project and operational priorities (e.g., I can’t make your workshop this week because ...fill in the blank). Prepare to just roll with the punches but focus on actually delivering the smaller targets.
5. Expect resistance to some of your ideas and initiatives. As a mitigation, keep the North Star (end state) in focus: don’t lose sight of where you’re trying to go. Evaluate your progress frequently and be willing to adjust your path—but ensure you are always driving to the North Star.
6. Most of all, be positive and confident that you’ll get there. And you will.
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1. Practicing DevOps

1.1 Why DevOps?

Customers expect companies to deliver software faster with a predictable cadence. Organizations expect to get feedback faster, revenue faster and also compete effectively. It is important to try to reduce the gap between development and feedback. This expectation doesn’t differ much with various industry sectors like science, health, technology, consumer applications. One common question is ‘How to enable organizations to be high performing?’ Most of the companies try to align teams to optimize performance.

“In high-performing organizations, everyone within the team shares a common goal—quality, availability, and security aren’t the responsibility of individual departments, but are a part of everyone’s job, every day.” (Kim, Debios, et al. 2016)

Focusing on a common goal and keeping customer experience intact is important. Removing the handoffs and barriers within the organization plays a key role. Not just the product development team, operations team is also part of this equation. That is where DevOps practices play a prominent role.

*DevOps is the practice of operations and development engineers participating together in the entire service lifecycle, from design through the development process to production support.* (Mueller 2018)

DevOps ‘Infinity loop’

Looking at what are the pieces in software lifecycle workflow in a simplified way in the image above. Communications and collaboration are keys to practice DevOps. Having feedback loops back to development from operations will have this effect of this infinity loop. Planning for a project developing code, testing & release cannot be is isolated from operations - deploying the code, monitoring. Feedback from monitoring the experience should flow back to planning. Tools & internal process changes are required to optimize this flow. Many tools are available in market to optimize & automate this workflow. The benefit of having this working will lead us to not only high performing teams working on a common goal, but also help us with a consistent user experience seeking feedback along the way.

1.2 State of DevOps report

Every year companies analyze what’s new in DevOps practices to help them practice DevOps. We chose to review Puppet State of DevOps report 2017 by Puppet to understand challenges of practicing Devops. This is generated in collaboration with DORA (DevOps research and assessment). This analysis is from survey of responses from various IT industries. It’s important to understand the current trend while adopting DevOps practices at an organization. This will help you serve as a resource for best practices
and customize to your company needs. Below were key findings with the 2017 DevOps report. (Forsgren, et al. 2017)

- Transformational leaders share five common characteristics that significantly shape an organization's culture and practices, leading to high performance
- High-performing teams continue to achieve both faster throughput and better stability.
- Automation is a huge boon to organizations.
- DevOps applies to all organizations
- Loosely coupled architectures and teams are the strongest predictor of continuous delivery.
- Lean product management drives higher organizational performance

1.2.1 Why DevOps at Puppet?

Puppet is one of the leading configuration management tools used to practice DevOps. While Puppet’s portfolio was evolving, the need to respond to customer's feedback also increased. Puppet team was making a significant effort to cut down on release cycles and react to learnings and feedback from field as quickly as possible. Being part of many DevOps transformations, Puppet understands the benefit of shifting the organization to adopt DevOps practices. In this case, ‘learning & feedback’, ‘design for customer needs’, ‘focus on continuous improvement’, ‘reduce time to market’ served as key interests for this shift (Kersten 2017). With the support of our leadership Puppet was able to succeed through this transformation (Gazitt 2017)

2. Challenge in hand

2.1 Context - Product

It is important to know the baseline before jumping into how we shift to adopt new practices. At Puppet we were looking at adopting DevOps practices in entire product and engineering organization. Major effort was in shifting the flag ship product "Puppet Enterprise". For context on the problem, this product is a commercial on premise offering of Puppet. Major releases of Puppet Enterprise product are scheduled to be generally available every six months. Let’s discuss about some pain points before the transformation.

2.2 Unpredictable releases

Releases were always planned with a fixed scope in hand. Scope here is the features we need release with attempt to detail and plan. There was some predictability with respect to the date of the release. New product iterations were released every six months. As a program manager of Puppet Enterprise, I always experienced a tension in the room about feature completion by this release time. Adjusting the release timeline according to the feature completion was the only solution. This approach led to release date and scope time adjustments at the very end of the release cycle. Not a great start to ideal go to market or customers experience.

2.3 Minimal feedback at development

Puppet already had a few mechanisms to capture feedback at early stages of a feature during discovery, definition, and early design. Technical advisory boards, market research are used during the discovery, definition of the customer problem & Puppet’s opportunity. Usability research called test pilots is used during later part of definition, early design where users can provide feedback on prototypes. Not all features were generating prototypes. Once the feature is in development until its completion there was no feedback incorporated. This created a scenario where we had to sometimes to do a new patch release immediately to incorporate feedback and it was not the ideal customer experience.
2.4 Long hardening cycle - 6 to 8 weeks

Hardening cycle was about eight weeks. Hardening here includes integration, performance, exploratory testing. It also includes time taken to get the release bits ready and stages. Risk was always high as we integrate all components work in the first couple of weeks of those eight weeks. There was at least two weeks spent on integrating all the component’s code to the main release branch (Johnson 2017) (Talla 2017). Doesn’t make it effective because most of the difficult tasks were pushed to end of the release cycle.

2.5 Water -Scrum -fall: Handoffs

Puppet teams delivering this product were organized as scrum teams. They were practicing usual scrum rituals (standups, sprint planning, backlog grooming) and using tools to accommodate the same. Only developers were working from one backlog. Teams were focused on development, testing, documentation tasks separately. Centralized design, quality assurance and documentation team supported the development team (Gazitt 2017). Deliverable at end of a two week sprint was not a value add for user. It was an engineering task that will not make users realize value add directly unless the entire project is complete.

2.6 Continuous integration system always red

Lot of great work went in to making sure existing continuous integration system automated and kept was up to date. These tests were acceptance level tests covering different components. Only throwback was that, it was failing most of the times with breaking code (Johnson 2017). Sometimes with transients that are intermittent failures which cannot be reproduced easily. Bringing it to complete green was an impossible task even at end of release cycle. We had to disable few tests and ignore transients to ensure release happens on time. Basically this system failed to serve the purpose. It helped with finding the problems just not at the right time.

2.7 Code in production only after launch

Puppet’s IT operations team uses Puppet to configure, deploy and maintain systems. Not every company has internal customers. They could be a great source of feedback. Pushing through most of the testing to end of the release cycle did not help. IT operations team were not able to install the builds before launch. It was a missed opportunity, but also reflects the quality of builds until right before launch (Talla 2017) (Gazitt 2017).

3. Bright new world!

There were lot of challenges in hand to shift this system at Puppet. Instead of focusing on efficiency, team started to look at what’s being effective means at Puppet (Talla 2017). It took about eighteen months to see the complete benefit of adopting the DevOps practices. Puppet Enterprise now delivers a release every sprint (2 weeks) to customers as beta builds. Explained next are the key shifts noticed.

3.1 Continuous Integration green

Getting the continuous integration system to all tests passing were the first tasks. We already had a system and making it work is all we had to do. This required pushing integration testing to further down in the workflow. Code is integrated as soon as it written. Thus reduced the cycle time between developer
check in and integration into the main branch (Johnson 2017).

3.2 Continuous delivery & deployment

Releases are cut every weeks at the same time and day. These releases are installed by site reliability engineering team in to operations staging & production on day# 0. Code was actually in production every two weeks (Talla 2017). Beta program got the builds in to customer hands every two weeks.

3.3 Minimum hardening for GA- less than a week

There is no separate time in the release cycle for integration. We integrate the code the mainline, the final destination as we go. Hardening is used for release preparation, allowing our go-to-market team to get things ready to launch day (Talla 2017).

3.4 Small batches of work

This required shift to iterative development. Deliverable at end of sprint are small stories with user value. Slicing of the feature in to such small batched of work became crucial to see value out of this framework. Started embracing agile mind set all along (Gazitt 2017).

3.5 Feedback in entire release cycle

Customers or end users using this product via Puppet enterprise beta program every two weeks. Did not have to wait until the end of the release cycle. We are able incorporate feedback cycles into design, development & early delivery (Talla 2017).

While this transition wasn't easy, there was definitely no secret sauce or standard recipe to adopt DevOps practices. Every organization has unique needs and its own way to make this work.

4. Approach

We were challenged by our leadership to actually adopt the practices recommended by Puppet preaches and promotes to customers on DevOps. With a small group of cross functional team including myself as a program manager were trying to determine how and where should we start this transition.

4.1 Interviews & Findings

It was important to understand the problems from the people that were facing them. We had to understand the pain points. So we started interviewing various disciplines across the organization trying to understand where to focus, their perception of DevOps and also trying to find the low hanging fruits.

4.2 Tracks & approach

Many good points were brought up and the cross functional group started sifting through the conversations, grouping the pain points. We separated these into three almost parallel tracks for execution

- Adopting continuous integration, delivery & deployment
- Iterative development and agile mindset
- Incorporating feedback loops: build, measure and learn
- Building the muscle of continuous improvement

4.2 Adopting continuous integration, delivery, deployment

To make other tracks work, it was important to get the tooling and automation in place for continuous integration, delivery & deployment work. Here is a view of how these three will impact the release cycle

(Tiwari 2018)

4.2.1 Continuous Integration (CI)

CI system was already in working. We had to make shifts to advance the CI system and internal processes. All developers were asked to promote code early and often. Depending on the component most of the promotions were automated. This reduced the feedback time for developer check-ins. Automated testing became a requirement at component level that mimics the integrated environment before merging to mainline. Getting CI green (passing all integration level tests) became everyone’s responsibility instead of a single team owning the pipeline (Johnson 2017). This became the measure for quality of code.

4.2.2 Continuous Delivery (CD)

Implementing continuous delivery was major piece to get this adoption work. We had to look at the entire release process and make it as lean as possible. We reduced number of milestones and also heavy waterfall stylish milestones. We tag a release every alternate Wednesday at end of sprint cycle. Rule of thumb was, if CI is red due to a code change, revert the change and there is always next release cycle to fix it. Don’t hold up the release for that. Also implemented release branching as part of continuous improvement. Releases became predictable with this shift. The quality of builds being delivered as part of continuous delivery are at quality of a general availability build (Talla 2017)

4.2.3 Continuous Deployment

Started using IT operations team as our customer #0. As soon as the release is out this build is deployed in staging environment. Depending on the deployment and basic smoke testing build is pushed production on the day of the release. Every sprint a new build tagged as release is also available on the Beta website for the customer. Customers who signed the beta agreement were able to deploy the build on day#0 of the release. Production deployment was still a manual step. Continuous deployment forced the builds to have the quality of generally available release. Hardening cycle was completed reduced from six weeks to a week.
4.3 Iterative Development: Being agile

This track was the most difficult as it needed a mindset shift on many areas of day to day work. Inheriting the agile principles improved the quality of work. Teams were organized into autonomous self-sustaining teams (Broza, The Agile Mind-Set: Making Agile Processes Work 2015).

User design, testing & documentation teams started working from one backlog towards same goal. Centralized team structure for testing, design, documentation was dismantled. All the work items were present in scrum board.

Starting from how we define work to how execute and release software had to change. Product managers and UX designers started breaking the work into stories with user value. With continuous delivery & deployment it was possible to iterate (producing small batches of user value and adjust deliverables with feedback) on the feature before the big splash generally available release. Every team has unique challenges while decomposing a feature into increments of value. Keeping the feature value proposition intact while slicing the user stories was important.

Without disrupting existing work, selected couple of teams to test this shift. Focused on concepts that are biggest bang for the buck. We were already doing sprints and scrum rituals. Key changes at team level include

- Definition of done & acceptance criteria per story
- Getting use interface work into sprints
- Sprint demos & review stories with product owner, field engineers, usability team were significant
- Some teams had a definition of ready before starting development on a story
- Documentation and release notes developed incrementally as we develop user stories.

These changes shifted team’s mindset. Testing is not just one person’s responsibility. Team tested each other’s story at component level manual testing. These new tests generated via test planning were automated for future use. It suddenly became a shared game instead of throwing over the wall. These best practices were shared among the teams. (Broza, The Agile Mind-Set: Making Agile Processes Work 2015).

We are able to get flexibility with the scope focusing on objective of learning and feedback. After a complete release cycle of six months it was clear that leadership and parts of organization that enable go to market are shifting towards agile mindset and iterative approach (Broza, The Human Side of Agile - How to Help Your Team Deliver 2012).

4.4 Feedback loops: Build, measure & learn

The most important benefit of iterative development is incorporating feedback into product development. This is incorporating feedback loops in a smallest batch of work we can produce. Below is how feedback loops were incorporated in to feature lifecycle

- Discovery of the feature technical advisory board and market research
- Definition & early design : Test pilots conducted by user interface designers
- Development : Customer #0 , beta, early access to partners
- After delivery measuring success, feature adoption and capturing feedback for future iterations.
In this process developers understood that product teams don’t really need the entire feature, perfectly finished, to get customer validation feedback (Kim, Behr and Spafford, The Phoenix Project 2013). Sharing increments of value generated curiosity in our customers, and prompted them to provide helpful feedback, which made it easier for teams to develop software that was most useful to customers.

4.5 Continuous improvement

At end of every sprint teams started doing retrospectives at team level & release level (Broza, The Agile Mind-Set: Making Agile Processes Work 2015). It is not possible to get everything working with guided set of principles for the first time. Internal process changes and molding the adoption to success was only possible with the ideas that came up from the retrospectives. Also fail fast mechanism helped us get to the releases every sprint quickly. This transformation of practicing DevOps was done incrementally and it is still evolving as a well-oiled machine. Building the muscle of continuous improvement is key for any organizations success.

5. Learnings & Conclusion

Many interesting facts were inferred from this transformation of a controlled chaos to a well-oiled machine. As an organization our prominent key learnings include -

- Understand how to be effective before being efficient (Broza, The Human Side of Agile - How to Help Your Team Deliver 2012). This is important while developing any internal process or trying to get to high performing teams
- Business deadlines are unavoidable. Go to market activities are important for a successful product launch and get revenue. Agility may not work in all cases.
- User story definition to delivery in a single sprint is challenging. Depending on the feature this challenge varies. This is an art that can gained with experience.
- Tooling & process is not enough for a transformation to be successful - being Agile is actually a shift in mindset.
- Getting a cross-functional team together doesn’t mean agile. Completing a story is shared effort is important to get the value of it.
- Shift to customer lens by incorporating feedback loops helps the organization including developers gain confidence in the code.

In a nutshell, streamlining internal processes support the transformation. Being agile is a mindset shift & practicing DevOps is a cultural shift. It is proven being agile & practicing DevOps complement each other.
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1. Introduction

In many organizations, enterprise software systems are acquired and not built internally. In these projects, the software development is outsourced to contractors and may span all aspects of the system development life cycle (SDLC). Even when a prime contractor is experienced and has a good track record of delivering projects successfully, a project that involves the acquisition of an enterprise system is a complex undertaking and so high risk for an organization acquiring the enterprise system ("acquiring organization").

Many times, there may be conflict between contracting model and SDLC. This is especially true with Agile, where requirements are supposed to be discovered and clarified as a project progresses, yet the acquiring organization wants a product delivered by a specific date that meets stated requirements and business needs.

From the perspective of the authors, a root cause of this problem is that Agile development methodologies, without adaptation, may not be compatible with procuring software systems from contractors. Remember that Agile, first proposed in 2001 via the Agile Manifesto [Beck 2015], is an alternative to development methods that emphasizes nailing down detailed requirements up-front with detail documentation throughout a project’s life cycle. Challenges of adopting agile methods in the public sector can be found in the literature [Nuottila 2016], including papers that focus on systems acquisition and contracting [SEI 2016 and USGAO 2014].

Understanding these issues is critical to solving the problem of poor or failed system delivery projects. As such, this paper categorizes and describes challenges in quality & risk management from the perspective of an acquiring organization:

- Requirements & SDLC Congruency
- Organizational readiness;
- Contractual considerations;
- Business aware testing;
- Organizational dynamics

The authors believe a better understanding of these challenges would be the first step toward solving this problem. We will leverage lessons learned from the authors’ experience in the public and the private sectors; with emphasis on improving quality, reducing risk, and minimizing technical debt in Agile or Agile influenced projects. Whether dealing with internal staff or with contractor staff, our main theme will be “trust but verify”. As such, the reader can leverage lessons learned in each section depending on their specific context.

2. Context for Major IT Projects in Large Enterprises

A description of the context of major IT projects in large enterprises may be useful. Of particular importance would be the general solution approaches available and the challenges in large complex enterprises.

General Solution Approaches. Major IT projects are major capital investments for the acquiring organization. For each project, management makes its decision to invest, typically on the basis of a business case. Such a business case is usually supported by high-level business requirements and an analysis of available solution approaches in terms of their relative costs, benefits, and risks for the organization. Available solution approaches emphasize system integration and generally fall under three categories:

- Commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) system with customization. This is usually based on a major software product or a suite of software products. Examples include enterprise resource planning (ERP) system or electronic document management system (EDMS) that have been implemented for similar enterprises in the same or similar vertical industries.
- Transfer system with customization. This is usually based on a system or a suite of systems that have been implemented for a specific enterprise.
- Custom developed system. This is often viewed as higher cost and higher risk, but may be the only viable approach if no COTS or transfer system based solution is available.

As an example, at any one time in Oregon state government, there are usually about 20 major IT projects in execution, with prime contractors on board and working. As of May 2018, only one of these projects selected a fully custom developed approach. The Top 5 projects by budget are in the following state agencies:

1. Department of Human Services - $335 million, transfer system with customization
2. Department of Justice - $130 million, transfer system with customization
3. Department of Transportation - $90 million, COTS system with customization
4. Oregon Health Authority - $28 million, COTS systems with customization
The scope of customization may include integration or interfaces with existing or legacy systems, as well as conversion of data in systems being replaced. In addition, configuration, scripting, and custom coding are usually necessary. Even for a COTS or transfer system based solution, there may be significant coding efforts to deliver functionality not in the base system. As such, a “gap analysis” between the functionalities of the base system and the system to be delivered is of great importance during procurement and during development.

**Challenges in Large Enterprises.** Major IT projects are usually change initiatives that aim to significantly improve or transform an enterprise. For the acquiring organization, challenges include:

- **Insufficient participation of subject matter experts** - Cross-functional processes, business rules, and applicable regulatory requirements are often too numerous and complex for a few individuals to fully represent them. Yet, it is often impractical for the most qualified individuals to participate when needed, because these individuals may be indispensable in their normal duties.

- **lack of familiarity with “to be” business processes or new operational paradigms** - Personnel within the acquiring organization are experts of the organization’s “as is” business processes, but these are the business processes being changed. For IT systems based on COTS or transfer systems, prime contractor staff are often the experts of “to be” business processes implicit in the base system.

- **unobvious tradeoffs between cost / risk of customization vs. benefits that can be realized** – Well meaning customization to support organization specific needs may have significant risks associated with cost, schedule, and other risks. On the other hand, exclusive use of functionalities “out of the box” may entail workarounds that are operationally time consuming or costly when in production use.

In the public sector, additional challenges that may be less common in the private sector include:

- **competitive procurement processes** - The prime contractor and the solution approach must be selected based on a fair, competitive request-for-proposal (RFP) process, because of public procurement statutes and rules. Such an RFP must be supported by requirements and a statement of work (SOW) that defines tasks, deliverables, and their acceptance criteria. Because these artifacts become exhibits of an executed contract, unclear requirements or SOW may face vendor questions or protests during the RFP process. More importantly, they may lead to contract disputes, cost escalation, or law suits later.

- **lead time for contract review / approval** - The RFP and the resulting contract and subsequent amendments must be approved by all participating funding partners, e.g. federal agencies in the case of state government. This review / approval process introduces significant lead time (usually many weeks) for contract amendments; typically contain changes to scope (requirements), schedule, and cost.

- **Independent quality assurance and certification** – The acquiring organization may need to pass independent reviews or be certified by one or more government agencies. Among Oregon state agencies, independent quality assurance by a third-party is mandated by state statute and, if applicable, federal agencies funding the work. There are also specific requirements when a system must connect to certain government systems, e.g. federal Social Security Administration, federal Internal Revenue Service, state division of motor vehicles, and federal or state law enforcement authorities. Systems for managing payments in federally supported programs, e.g. Medicaid and social services, must be approved and certified by the appropriate federal agency or agencies before production use.

Certain human factors and organizational dynamics are also of great importance, because they may negatively impact project performance in significant ways. For the prime contractor, it is driven more by profitability than the best possible solution for the acquiring organization. So, prime contractor staff would tend to do the minimum required by the contract or steer toward new tasks or contract amendments with additional costs to the acquiring organization. For the acquiring organization, it is not a given that the assigned staff want the change desired by management. They may not share the same vision of change as management or may interpret that vision differently. They may have a desire to minimize change of “as is” business processes and so resist alignment with functionalities of a base system “out of the box” (which would mean larger scope of customization). Also, they may not necessarily feel fully motivated or empowered in assigned work teams.

### 3. Requirements & SDLC Congruency

From a software engineering standpoint, requirements are central to high quality system delivery. However, before the acquiring organization can have a prime contractor on board, one must be procured that is capable of delivering the system – often based on a COTS or transfer system, as discussed in Section 2.

*Requirements for Procurement vs. Requirements for Development.* For the acquiring organization, it is very important to differentiate between the following:
1. High-level requirements necessary to procure the prime contractor including competitive RFPs;
2. Detailed requirements necessary to support design, development, and implementation.

For (1), an acquiring organization must develop high-level requirements that describe strategic intents, business objectives, general features-functions needed, conceptual relationships with other data systems and data sources, and high level workflows and user scenarios. Frequently, this work may involve consultants or contractors. If contractors are involved, these should not be the prime contractor to be procured, as it represents a conflict of interest.

For (2), detailed requirements are usually done by the prime contractor, with participation of the acquiring organization’s management and staff. This work may involve development of user scenarios or use cases, analysis of features-functions needed to meet business needs, modeling and validation of business processes as needed, and documentation to support the work of cross-functional teams and third-party reviews as needed. This type of work is accompanied by solution architecture based on software products chosen to support the general solution approach selected, as described in Section 2.

Requirements That Fail to Represent All Business Needs. A “technically good” system does not necessarily guarantee that the larger mission or objectives of the enterprise can be achieved. But even SDLCs such as Agile that incorporate the users into the development process do not necessarily guarantee that the delivered systems support the overall objectives of the enterprise. This is true especially for very large projects in large enterprises in which not all users or the relevant subject matter experts can be represented when needed. Indeed, a central challenge to the acquiring organization is in assuring requirements are sound, faithfully reflect business needs, and can be expected to give rise to features-functions that have reasonable return on investment (ROI), both in financial or non-financial terms.

Iterative Requirements. With good engineering and project management practices, subsequent work (Design, Build, Deploy, and Operate / Optimize a system) can be done on the basis of good traceability to Requirements with the participation of the end user or product owner. In the schematic SDLC representation of Figure 1, Waterfall SDLC [Jones 2012] may well have arrows from Build back to Design or from Design back to Requirements, but the general directionality is Design after Requirements and Build after Design. Agile and other iterative SDLCs (e.g. the Unified Process) would leverage the learning achieved from earlier software releases to enable refinements of Requirements and Designs in subsequent phases, iterations, or sprints.

![Figure 1: Generic System Development Life Cycle (SDLC) for a single phase, iteration, or sprint in a project. A project with multiple phases, iterations, or sprints has multiple instances of this.](image)

Where there are multiple major software releases and numerous minor software releases to be delivered over many iterations or sprints, it is important for the acquiring organization to be proactive with reviews of user scenarios, use cases, detailed requirements, and testing. It is necessary to adopt a “trust but verify” mindset when working with the prime contractor throughout the project’s life cycle.

With contractors that develop software using an Agile methodology, yet with a waterfall type contracting vehicle, it is critical to allow extra time for the iterations in the requirements phase where the contractor involves the acquiring organization’s project management team and the end user organization. As shown in Figure 1, this can be accomplished through iterative Requirements, Design and Build. These iterations can be time boxed with reviewable artifacts in order to support a controlled process that is part of enforceable contracts.
4. Organizational Readiness

In many acquiring organizations, the capture, analysis, and documentation of detailed requirements are increasingly in scope for the prime contractor. However, even when high quality resources to support all facets of a project can be expected from the prospective prime contractor, it does not follow that the acquiring organization can bring a prime contractor on board at any time without substantial preparation. The extent of this preparation varies depending on policies for IT investment due diligence, competitive procurement, budget cycles, and other considerations in the acquiring organization; as well as the level of management discretion allowed and accountability expected. More often than it should, the authors have seen that insufficient work is done by management and staff of an acquiring organization in preparation of the on-boarding of the prime contractor. The important lesson learned is: regardless of the quality of the prime contractor, few projects can expect to be successful without certain preparation to assure organizational readiness. This preparation includes:

- **Project Charter & Governance.** All major IT investment should put in place a project charter that identifies purpose of a project, executive sponsors, steering committee members, a project manager, and a project management team.

- **Business Case.** A major IT project is a major capital investment and should have a carefully prepared business case that identifies business drivers and justifications for undertaking the project. The business case should contain an analysis of solution alternatives that identifies their relative benefits (both financial and non-financial), costs, and risks. It should conclude with the solution alternative selected, key success factors, and risks.

- **Detailed Planning Artifacts.** Relevant artifacts include: requirements and statement of work to support procurement, a high-level project plan, communications plan, and other supporting plans.

- **Procurement Process.** Proposals are solicited using formal RFP or other processes. Proposals received are evaluated, possibly using predefined evaluation / scoring criteria. This is followed by contract negotiation with the apparent winner of the competitive process, legal reviews, and contract execution.

Note that when working with a contractor who is using an Agile development process, communications plan and other supporting plans need particular attention. Agile requires frequent communication -- sometimes on a daily basis. As part of the planning documents, processes need to be put in place for the contractor and the acquiring organization (including end users who will ultimately be using the system) to have frequent interaction and collaboration.

5. Contractual Considerations

From the perspective of the acquiring enterprise, project success is at least partly tied to the effectiveness of the contract. In this respect, it is important for the acquiring enterprise to consider the following:

- Procurement models;
- Terms & conditions including penalty or liquidated damage clauses;
- Degree of contract modifications anticipated during the project’s lifecycle.

**Procurement Models.** Procurement models primarily refer to whether the contract will be deliverables based or time-and-materials based. If the requirements are well understood, stable, and can be well documented, a deliverables based contract is most appropriate; but this is not usually the case. Therefore, many enterprises (especially in the private sector) may feel that time-and-materials contracts are more easily set up and administered. This model is more supportive for Agile methods, because there is no need to have detailed requirements completely specified in the beginning of the project, allowing for discovery along the way. However, the acquiring enterprise must be willing to accept the risk associated with contractor non-performance and potentially flawed time and cost estimates.

On the other hand, a deliverables based contract does not give complete protection against cost overrun. This is because requirements may not be sufficiently detailed, and enhancements of requirements as the project progresses frequently entail additional costs. Also, the prime contractor would have included a price premium or slack in its cost proposal to deal with uncertainty or error in estimation.

This situation contrasts with a time-and-materials contract in which there is no specific upfront assurance of the cost and time required to deliver a specific set of features-functions. In short, there are positive and negative for either approach. What we have found that works is a combination of the two approaches where a time boxed iterative approach is used, but with specific deliverables after multiple iterations. The iterative approach in the beginning of the project allows for requirements discovery while both sides develop a better understanding of
everything from the requirements to the technical difficulties involved. This is followed by specific milestone based deliverables that enable work in progress to be reviewed iteratively.

**Terms & Conditions.** Terms and conditions in the contract that awards performance (such as early completion) could be a useful incentive for the contractor; as are clauses that delay, retain, or otherwise reduce payment due to non-performance (such as late completion). Especially important would be payment terms (e.g. Net 30 upon invoice), provision for progress payment for deliverables work in progress, retainage (e.g. 15% holdback on all accepted deliverables invoiced until after User Acceptance Test (UAT) and formal acceptance of the system). This makes the UAT a critical part of any contract. More on UAT will be discussed in the next section.

**Contract Statement of Work (SOW).** Considerations for developing a SOW include the following:

- Deliverables need to have well defined acceptance criteria. In other words, the contract should specify what is included and not included in each deliverable.
- There is a need for contract language that balances specificity with flexibility to enable dynamic response to certain project unknowns, e.g. approved scope expansion or schedule changes.
- For requirements that may not be stable (e.g. requirements that have not been thoroughly vetted or rapidly changing business conditions), it may be necessary for the acquiring organization to budget extra funds for on-demand work by the contractor, through change requests, task orders, or contract amendments.
- The SOW needs to be consistent with the SDLC anticipated. If the contractor and acquiring organization agree to time boxes or an iterative process, the SOW and contract should reflect this directly.

The last point requires further discussion. Unfortunately, many organizations use SOW templates that assume a sort of “big bang” Waterfall SDLC, with major deliverables assumed to be a single instance of the detailed requirements, architecture, design, or testable software release. Referring to Figure 1, the contract / SOW template may implicitly assume a single unidirectional pass through the Generic SDLC model. From the perspective of the acquiring organization, this approach may be the result of historical practices, or it may seem “simpler” to have fewer contractual deliverables. When the contractor is using Agile methods, this practice is extremely problematic in two ways:

- First, it may encourage the prime contractor and the staff of the acquiring organization to actually adopt a “big bang” Waterfall SDLC; with all the schedule, budget, and scope / quality risks associated with delayed identification of defects in requirements and designs.
- Second, it may create mismatch of expectations around key deliverables (e.g. detailed requirements, architecture, design, and testable software releases); as far as what specific work products can be reviewed by the acquiring organization by what time. This is especially problematic in federally or state government funded projects in which independent quality assurance or independent verification & validation (IV&V) by a third party may be mandatory.

The overall result is a mismatch of development methodology with deliverable and expectations. This is a recipe for trouble. In summary, you cannot expect to have fixed timelines and deliverables without detailed requirements, and you cannot expect requirements not to change or at least be elaborated. Make sure the contract structure and deliverables are in alignment with expectations in SDLC and development methodology.

6. Business Aware Testing

Owing to the real-world challenges described in Section 2, major IT projects in large enterprises, including those that use iterative or Agile SDLCs, may discover defects in functional requirements late in the project’s life cycle -- perhaps as late as User Acceptance Testing (UAT). This situation is not necessarily the fault of the prime contractor and the specific choice of SDLC. These types of defects are costly to fix and represent major risks to quality, schedule, and cost. To reduce defects at the time of system launch, we introduce the term Business Aware Testing. Business Aware Testing emphasizes testing from the business point of view, not only from the end users, but also from the acquiring organization’s business needs.

A useful model for visualizing testing is the “V-model” that relates different types of testing to different aspects of the system, as depicted in Figure 2.
A good prime contractor would have planned for ample testing activities; especially in unit test, integration test, and system integration test. In the spirit of “trust but verify”, it is important for the acquiring organization to organize a testing effort of its own, separate and independent from the prime contractor and their development and testing teams. When doing this, the following considerations are important.

**Testing by Type.** For the acquiring organization, there are three types of testing that are especially important conceptually:

- **Functional Testing**: features-functions, user scenarios, use cases, workflows, etc.
- **Non-Functional Testing**: performance, load, stress, etc.
- **Regulatory Compliance Related Testing**: connectivity to government systems, certification, attestation, etc.

In the context of functional testing, there are more specialized types of testing that tend to be a mixture of the three types of testing identified above:

- Security Testing
- Data Conversion Testing
- Accessibility Testing
- Extended System integration Testing (with interfaces / integration with legacy systems)
- User Acceptance Testing

**Iterative / Agile SDLC with Waterfall Overlay.** To assure accountability and in the spirit of “trust but verify,” it is important for the acquiring organization to insist on testable code releases from the prime contractor that the acquiring organization can independently develop test scripts and run tests that can be traced to known detailed requirements. The authors believe a waterfall like overlay on the prime contractor’s iterative or Agile SDLC, called “IterFall”, would be advisable for accountability. See Figure 3 below.

**Entry & Exit Criteria.** For the acquiring organization, User Acceptance Tests (UAT) and Pilot of a major system involve coordination between different parts of the organization. Having well defined entry and exit criteria are not only important for mutual understanding between the acquiring organization and the prime contractor, they are important for the acquiring organization to effectively communicate with internal stakeholders and to manage the participation of staff and contractors resources in UAT and related activities. Examples of typical entry and exit criteria from a major IT project of the state of Oregon are given in Figure 4.
### Project Time Frame

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Typical Entry Criteria</th>
<th>Typical Exit Criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>System integration Test (SIT) or Extended SIT</strong></td>
<td>- As determined by prime contractor.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>User Acceptance Test (UAT)</strong></td>
<td>- SIT Exit Criteria met</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Acquiring Organization’s test cases ready</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pilot</strong></td>
<td>- UAT Exit Criteria met and Federal approval to start Pilot received</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Data conversion completed &amp; checked</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Server recovery exercise complete at hosting facility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Business / people ready, especially training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Rollback strategy complete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Level 1 Defect = 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Level 2 Defect = 0 or as agreed with prime contractor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Shape Metric continues to trend downward (see below)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 4.** Sample entry and exit criteria for SIT / Extended SIT, UAT, and Pilot in a state of Oregon major IT project. “Level” in this table refers to severity level of a defect. (See text below.)

In Figure 4, “Level” refers to severity level, which classifies defects in terms of their impact on overall system operations. This table assumes four levels of severity: Level 1 = critical software defects / total application failure, Level 2 = major software defects, Level 3 = minor software defects, and Level 4 = cosmetic defects that do not affect operation [Jones 2012]. In a contract, severity levels may need more precise operational definitions, in order to avoid disputes. It turns out dispute around assignment of defect severity level is common during UAT, with the prime contractor pushing for lower severity level than that assigned by the acquiring organization’s testers. This is understandable as earlier acceptance means earlier payment is possible from the prime contractor’s perspective. Within the acquiring organization, there may be enormous pressure to accept the system so it can be launched and the project closed – sometime before system quality has stabilized, unfortunately.

**Empirical Shape Metric for Defect Counts.** In order to understand if system quality has stabilized, it is important to track the temporal trend of total defects discovered by testing against some specific set of test scripts or test cases. Figure 5 depicts schematic defect trend in time that would need to be observed before a system can be considered production worthy for applications that are considered mission critical and/or must conform to strict regulatory compliance.

![Figure 5](image_url)

**Figure 5.** Sample Defects Shape Metric, which is a time series of Defect Count when a fixed number of test scripts are run multiple times.

It is possible to develop contract language to formalize understanding around defects shape metric between the acquiring organization and the prime contractor. Below is sample language from an executed contract between the state of Oregon and a major system integrator:
1. There will be at least five data points gathered during UAT. Agency will designate data points in its UAT Test Plan;
2. Defects discovered at the final data point must be less than or equal to 50% of the Time Series Maximum. “Time Series Maximum” is the data point representing the highest number of Defects discovered during the execution of the UAT test cases designated as data points;
3. There must be at least two data points following the Time Series Maximum; and
4. Data points must show that the total number of Defects is declining.

Lessons Learned From Testing. Some of these lessons learned may seem like common sense. However, there is a pattern of history repeating itself that the authors have observed. One reason is organizational dynamics and politics that sometime motivate premature system launch. Another reason may be general lack of awareness of certain types of risks among staff and management of the acquiring organization or the prime contractor.

- Systems should not be placed into production when there are critical defects that require complex workarounds or have no workaround.
- Empirical defects trends are important for go-live decisions.
- Interfaces to legacy systems and integration with other existing systems may be complex and high risk. Time and time again, interfaces with existing / legacy systems have delayed a project’s ability to move to pilot or to go-live enterprise wide. Interfaces and integration with existing systems must be tested.
- Data conversion (with shadow data repositories that often lack good inventory and documentations) may be complex and high risk. Time and time again, data conversion has delayed a project’s ability to move to pilot or to go-live statewide. Data that need to be converted must be identified early, and converted data must be checked.
- Security testing and reviews need to be done by trained specialists that apply appropriate test protocols, methods, and tools. Applicable standards may be industry specific or mandated by relevant government entities [End Note 1]. Also relevant are standards, policies, and procedures of the acquiring organization.
- Disaster recovery plan needs to be in place, tested, and validated.
- Regression testing needs to be done after bug fixes. Lack of test automation is a challenge against sufficient regression test or even “smoke test” after bug fixes or software upgrades; which include upgrades or patches of underlying COTS products / platforms, middleware, and operating systems.

7. Organizational Dynamics

![Organizational Dynamics Diagram]

**Figure 6.** Project management considerations are not simply the management of the triple constraints of scope, cost, and schedule, based on system engineering considerations. Scope / quality requirements are affected by changes in business case considerations and are susceptible to the influence of organizational dynamics.

Referring to Figure 6, “normal project management” is predicated on the management of a baseline project plan, which is the science and art of balancing the triple constraints of scope, cost, and schedule. When the business case and “to be” system requirements are stable, the challenge of balancing the triple constraints is mainly influenced by system engineering considerations. However, a stable business case with corresponding stable requirements is not a valid assumption in many projects, especially those that aim to transform operational paradigms or other important aspects of the enterprise. In these situations, requirements are susceptible to the influence of organizational dynamics. This means human factors of individuals and groups -- operating in the context of the organizational culture of the enterprise -- play an important role in shaping and morphing the requirements. Some lessons learned regarding organizational dynamics are:
• Projects need to deal with enterprise-wide paradigm change early, especially with respect to business process change, staffing change, and other changes that are in conflict with prevailing organizational practices or culture.
• Projects need to adapt and adjust scope / quality requirements with evolving changes in the business and external environment that may affect the business case; not ignore or resist them on the ground of scope creep or change control.

There is a fundamental tension between change management from the perspective of project management (which emphasizes change control) and organizational change management (which emphasizes necessary and beneficial change to the enterprise). The acquiring organization must balance change to project scope, schedule and budget with change needed by an enterprise, but the latter frequently requires time and organizational learning to develop and to refine [Crawford 2014]. In Agile, as in other SDLCs, a major IT project in a large acquiring organization must [Sills 2017]:
• develop project roadmaps that integrate relevant business functions and IT;
• put in place project governance that integrates all work teams and relevant business functions;
• coordinate cross-team / cross-function dependencies methodically and carefully;
• assure end-to-end functionality of work products across all work teams and relevant business functions.

Given organizational culture, it is not a given that all enterprises can do these things well to properly support Agile or, for that matter, another SDLC chosen to deliver a major IT project. In other word, SDLC is just one facet of success in delivering a major IT project in a large complex enterprise.

8. Conclusion

In this paper, we have examined various aspects of assuring good quality & risk management for large organizations when acquiring enterprise systems, with emphasis on the use of Agile methods. In this context, an acquiring organization needs to pay particular attention to:
• how requirements are to be discovered and refined, given the general solution approach chosen;
• organizational readiness before the prime contractor should come on board;
• alignment between contract and SDLC, especially in relation to ongoing verification & validation of prime contractor work products;
• business aware testing, especially in relation to end-to-end functional testing and defects management during UAT;
• human factors and organizational dynamics that may cause real-world circumstances to deviate significantly from those assumed by life cycle reference models and processes, especially those that assume stable requirements and business case as given.

When working with a prime contractor, it would be important to adopt a “trust but verify” mindset during all aspects of a project. A project that aims to bring about major business process changes and operational paradigm shifts [End Note 2] is especially challenging and need to review business case and requirements frequently with those participating in project governance. Real-world complexity – including but not limited to availability of subject matter experts, contracting models, resources for end-to-end functional testing, and organizational dynamics / culture -- may render Agile (or other SDLCs for that matter) not a good fit for the acquiring organization.

Large IT projects in large enterprise are among the most complex human endeavors. A viable solution that meets business needs requires good cross-team / cross-functional coordination that takes into account human factors and organizational dynamics. There is no "silver bullet" for successful delivery of major systems. The choice of SDLC, including Agile if chosen, is one facet of good management and systems engineering / systems integration.
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Abstract

Over the last two decades, tech industry has seen increasing pressure on software-development schedules and quality, this is true even for electronics design, device software, BIOS, firmware, device drivers, operating systems, hypervisors and end-user application development. Today in the semiconductor industry, majority of companies are adopting some type of system prototyping strategy, mainly in the form of simulators and emulators. The system level simulation and emulation tools available to software development teams can accelerate software development, testing, debugging and end-to-end validation in a virtual lab setting, driving the overall quality of the hardware and software platforms. Simulation tools are often referred to as virtual platforms because they are a fully software based solution running on operating systems. Virtual platforms or virtual prototyping platforms are the new class of tools based on high-level of design abstraction, can enable software development teams to start development and validation way ahead of actual hardware or silicon availability. Pre-silicon software enabling and validation is becoming the standard in compute platform development lifecycle in the semiconductor industry. Enabling the software stack in pre-silicon has a huge impact on quality of the software stack, reducing the number of hardware software integration issues in post-silicon and improving the time-to-market for end-to-end compute platforms. This paper explores the use of software based simulators and emulators for software/firmware development and validation, including industry leading simulation and emulation platforms, common virtual prototyping approaches, advantages and constraints. The paper will also cover how these tools and platforms help software teams to be more agile, responding to the changing business needs and quality expectations by continuous feedback mechanisms in software testing and validation processes.
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1. Introduction

With the increasing pressure on software-development schedules, the cost of software has become the undisputed leading factor in electronics design. Software development has been changing the electronics industry, semiconductor companies are constantly looking for product differentiation through software. To increase the software development windows and shorten the time to market (TTM), hardware platform development teams have started looking towards simulation and prototyping tools to begin the software stack development and validation before the real hardware is available. This new category of tools are sometimes referred to as virtual prototyping platforms or simply virtual platforms.

Virtual platforms are based on a high-level of design abstraction. Software development on virtual platforms is mainly focused on embedded software like BIOS/UEFI, firmware, device drivers, operating system enabling and diagnostics tools, but it’s increasingly getting used for application development and workload optimization in Pre-silicon. Embedded software development teams need an accurate model of the hardware to test and validate software components, on the other hand hardware designers need complete software stack to fully validate the hardware. A hardware platform may contain a combination of CPUs, memory, storage, application specific integrated circuit (ASIC), SoC etc.

Software development has fundamentally changed the shape of the electronics industry, from large integrated device manufacturers (IDMs) to a complex disaggregated design chain of heavily interacting companies. Hardware intellectual property (IP) providers deliver blocks and subsystems to semiconductor companies, who in turn deliver chips and board subsystems to system houses who increasingly seek differentiation through software. All of the hardware-related players interact with software providers who create everything from low level drivers to complex end-user applications. Virtual platforms footprint in pre-silicon software development is growing steadily.

There are two types of models used in Pre-Silicon software development the cycle accurate models and functionally or register accurate models. The cycle accurate models or prototypes are built from real hardware with number of field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) or pre-built solution like hardware emulator. These hardware-based solutions are ideal for silicon logic validation but typically very expensive and not very flexible for software development and validation. Virtual platforms close this gap by offering software designers early access to a development platform. A Virtual Platform is a software based system that simulates your full target System-on-Chip or board. Virtual platforms shift the software development earlier in the product development lifecycle and are cost effective compared to hardware equivalents.

2. Physical Hardware and Software Stack

A compute system will consist of physical hardware and layers of software running on it. Let’s focus on some of the key components of physical hardware that make up a compute platform.
2.1 CPU/Processor

A central processing unit (CPU) is the key component of the computer responsible for carrying out the instructions of a computer program. A CPU performs basic arithmetic, logical, control and input/output (I/O) operations that the computer programs instructs. A typical CPU consists of arithmetic logic unit (ALU) that performs arithmetic and logic operations, processor registers that holds data that is being processed and a control unit that coordinates the fetching of data from memory. CPUs have now become microprocessors where all components are integrated as a single integrated circuit (IC) chip. When an integrated circuit contains a CPU plus other components such as memory, peripheral interfaces, it's called a systems on a chip (SoC). In a multi-core processor where single chip contains multiple CPUs also known as cores, the chip is considered as a socket.

2.1.2 Memory

Memory in computing refers to the integrated circuits that store data for immediate use by a CPU; memory should operate at a high speed and this is the reason it's mostly referred to as random-access memory (RAM). Memory in computers are primarily silicon-based transistors on a chip. This semiconductor memory can be further classified as volatile and non-volatile memory. Flash memory, ROM, EPROM and EEPROM that is used for storing system firmware like BIOS or UEFI can be considered as non-volatile memory. Whereas dynamic random-access memory (DRAM), static random-access memory (SRAM) are considered as volatile memory.

2.1.3 I/O

Input/output or I/O is the communication between a computing platform and other computing platform or a human. Inputs are the data received and outputs are the data sent out from a computing platform. Transfer of data to CPU and memory and back to a storage device like a disk drive is considered I/O, for example by reading data from a disk drive, is considered I/O. Memory-mapped I/O (MMIO) and port-mapped I/O (PMIO) are methods that can be used for carrying out input/output (I/O) between the peripheral devices and computing platform like the CPU. I/O can also be performed by dedicated I/O processors that can execute their own instructions.

2.1.4 Storage:

A storage device is a piece of computing hardware for storing and extracting data, it can be stored permanently or temporarily. Storage devices are part of the compute platforms and can be connected using several different options.

2.1.5 Board:

Board connects the central processing unit (CPU) memory and other devices on the platform, the board also provides connectors to peripherals that connect to the main compute platform. This is the main printed circuit board (PCB) found in microcomputers, it’s also referred to as mainboard, system board or logic board.

2.1.6 Platform:

A platform is the overall computing system where software applications are executed. It can include the hardware and all the software/firmware ingredients including BIOS/UEFI, IP specific firmware, device drivers. Sometimes Operating system (OS), application programming interfaces (APIs) and applications are considered as part of the platform.
2.2 Software Stack

2.2.1 BIOS/UEFI:

BIOS is the Basic Input/Output System (BIOS) firmware traditionally used to define the interface between the platform hardware and the operating system. Unified Extensible Firmware Interface (UEFI) replaced the BIOS in most of the modern computing platforms. UEFI covers the legacy support for BIOS enabled services. UEFI can have advanced features like remote diagnostics and maintenance that can be accessed independent of the operating system (OS), even without the OS being installed. Features like Reliability, availability and serviceability (RAS) are enabled in UEFI. RAS can protect data integrity, increase uptime making the platform more resilient and fault-tolerant.

2.2.2: Firmware and Device Drivers

Firmware is a specific class of software often embedded in the hardware. Firmware is designed and developed for specific hardware to provide low-level control of the devices hardware capabilities and features. Firmware is typically installed in the non-volatile memory devices on the platform like the flash memory, ROM or EPROM. Each device or hardware capability on the platform may run its own firmware. All platform firmware needs to be developed and tested before the completed platform can be released. Device drivers enable a specific devices connected to the platform, the drivers installed on the platform
controls that specific device. The driver is the software interface to underlying hardware enabling the OS to access hardware features. Drivers are specific to hardware and operating systems that allow connected devices to work with multiple versions of hardware OS combinations. Like the firmware, devices drivers are also software that needs to be developed and tested as part of the overall platform validation plan.

2.2.3: Operating System (OS)

An operating system (OS) manages the hardware and all the other software resources in a computer. The OS is initially loaded onto the platform by a boot program. The OS manages all the applications, the applications make requests for services with compute, network and storage resources using APIs defined in the OS. Users can also interact with OS using the user interface. As the new hardware features and capabilities, including new instruction set architecture (ISAs) added to the compute platforms, OS needs to be updated to take advantage of the new features and enhancements. In addition to OSs, there are hypervisors for virtualization that run directly on compute platform without on OS. The OS changes and updates are mostly done in parallel with the hardware design and development. The changes to OS needs to be tested as part of the platform validation plan.

2.2.4: Applications and Workloads

Software applications sometimes categorized as workloads is software that’s designed to perform a set of functions for user needs and applications. These end-user applications or workloads can be optimized to specific hardware platform or OS, this is generally referred to as workload optimization. Any code additions or changes in applications or the middleware needs to be validated and optimized with the hardware platform.

3. Hardware/Software Co-Development

Traditionally hardware and software design and development was treated as two parallel development efforts. The software is run on hardware first time when the silicon is ready and any integration issues found would require design updates in the hardware. In the past, this process worked fairly well since the software was simple to change to work around hardware issues or defects, as the software is becoming more complex and platform delivery schedules were becoming more aggressive, this model of disconnected parallel hardware and software development was becoming more challenging.

Hardware and software collaborative co-development has become a new reality as hardware and software integration was becoming the crux of building high quality end to end solutions for customer needs. For hardware and software development teams, the collaborating should start from requirements to the overall development lifecycle including design, development and validation. With this quality management in this integrated development environment has become more important than ever. Integrated hardware and software testing, collaborative quality management platforms that enable co-debugging are playing a vital role. Centralized quality management tooling and metrics would help teams work on issues with end to end mindset with cross-discipline collaboration.

4. Pre-Silicon Enabling Vehicles

Pre-silicon enabling vehicles encompasses all the hardware simulation, emulation and prototyping tools used by hardware design teams and software development teams to develop and test software before the actual hardware or silicon is available. There are variety of pre-silicon enabling vehicles in the industry today that are developed using software that serve this purpose. For example, some emulators provide rich debugging environment and virtual platforms that provide a design or register accurate models that mimic hardware.
4.1 Register Accurate Simulators

Any model or tool that creates virtual software environment that simulates hardware system exactly from registers to specs is considered as register accurate models. These simulators are architecturally accurate and simulates the system so accurately that the full software stacks can run on them with no changes. Most virtual platforms are register accurate models that mimic the hardware. Virtual platforms are designed for fast execution of code in a virtual environment, they can reach up to few hundred millions of simulated instructions per second. This allows the users to complete hours of simulated time to be run in minutes or seconds of actual time. This high-speed execution in simulation is only possible by abstracting and approximating the timing of the real hardware. This also allows register accurate models like virtual platforms to be run on user’s desktops and workstations. Virtual platforms are ideal for validation of software functionality and feature set as they are not representative of cycle times of real hardware.

4.1.1: Virtual Platforms

Virtual Platforms are design accurate functional models of the hardware mainly targeted for software development, integration and validation. They are also known as virtual prototyping tools or full system simulators. Several leading Electronic Design Automation (EDA) vendors offer virtual platform tools and solutions for the semiconductor industry today. Some of the examples are Vista Virtual Prototyping by Mentor Graphics, Certitude, Platform Architect MCO and Virtualizer by Synopsys, Virtual System Platform, and Palladium Hybrid by Cadence and Simics full system simulator by Windriver. All of these tools at a minimum provide the benefits such as early availability of hardware model in pre-silicon for software development and integration, provide debug capabilities, visibility into software execution, simulation capabilities for OS enabling for application/workload optimization and validation.

Vista virtual prototype by Mentor Graphics is a stand-alone simulation engine that can run on either Windows or Linux desktops. It’s based on a transaction-level modeling (TLM) platform. With the integrated IDE, software engineers can gain debug visibility into the hardware and power analysis. Vista can run in two modes, functional and performance. Functional mode is ideal for software integration, validation and debugging and performance mode can be used for analyzing and optimizing the software stack for power and performance tuning. SystemC is also widely used in simulation models, SystemC is system-level modeling language that contain libraries and frameworks for hardware simulation that can be used by hardware modelling teams.

Simics is a full system simulator that can simulate any target hardware, with Simics software teams can experiment with different hardware setups, test the software behavior with different configurations of memory size, core counts, processor speeds, etc. Simics is based on the fast instruction-set simulators (ISS) which can execute several compute architectures like x86, ARM, DSP, MIPS, Power Architecture and SPARC. “Simics is designed for fast execution of code on the virtual system, typically reaching several hundred millions of simulated instructions per second, allowing full workloads to be executed.” (Jakob Engblom and Dan Ekblom 2006). To run operating system on the model Simics needs other simulation models like memory-management units (MMU) to be included in the simulator. Simics can execute the system in forward and reverse direction, this capability of reverse debugging, in addition to start stop execution, checkpointing can help software teams to root cause bugs and issues faster.

4.1.2 Key Capabilities of Virtual Platforms

- Flexible and configurable, no restrictions of physical hardware for developers/architects
- Non-intrusively debug and inspect complex systems, can execute a system in forward and reverse direction for easy debugging
- Provides an abstract, executable representation of the hardware to SW/FW developers
- Runs unmodified target software from the physical target system (BIOS, FW, OS, BSP, middleware, applications)
4.1.3. Key Advantages of Virtual Platforms for Software

- Early software development on pre-RTL models, before silicon, RTL simulation, FPGA prototype is available
- Enables SW testing, debugging, find and fix SW/FW bugs in Pre-Silicon
- Improves collaboration between hardware and software design teams
- Platform SW/FW Completeness and Validation before PO (Power On)
- Path Clearing for SLE (System Level Emulation) Models
- Enables external hardware OEMs and ODMs to start SW/FW development early
- Replicable on compute platforms and shared across distributed teams
- Applications and Workloads qualification in pre-silicon

4.2 Cycle Accurate Simulators

Cycle-accurate models or simulators simulates the microarchitecture of the system based on cycle-by-cycle execution. Cycle-accurate models are dependent on specific implementation of architecture and can mimic the time precisions. For new microprocessors and microarchitecture designs, cycle-accurate simulators can help with testing and accurately benchmarking software execution in a virtual environment. All operations executed in a cycle-accurate model need to take into account architectural aspects of microprocessors like cache misses, data fetches, pipeline stalls, thread switching, branch prediction etc. A purely software based cycle accurate simulator is cost prohibitive to build. “a software-based cycle-accurate simulator would require tens to hundreds of thousands of processors which is currently infeasible and would be very costly.”
(Derek Chiou et al. 2006). This is the reason cycle accurate simulators use specialized hardware configurations using FPGAs.

4.2.1: System Level Emulation (SLE):

Hardware emulation mimics the behavior of the target hardware with other hardware like a special purpose-built emulation system. The emulation models are based on hardware description language (HDL), the primary purpose of emulation system is functional verification and debugging of the system that’s being designed. Functional errors and bugs at RTL (Register transfer layer) stage of the design process can be identified and fixed using the emulation models, this will reduce the number of silicon respins and steppings saving big costs for semiconductor designers and manufactures. Functional verification using emulation also reduces overall product cost and time to market.

Major EDA vendors like Cadence, Mentor Graphics and Synopsis offer industry leading emulation platforms like Palladium Z1, Veloce Emulation Platform and ZeBu Fast Emulation. Emulation platforms take advantage of FPGAs (Field programmable gate arrays) and FPGA-based emulation software to design emulation systems. Emulation models help design and verification teams verify and debug functional and logic flows, make changes to designs as needed with a realistic cycle and architecturally accurate hardware model.

4.3 FPGA-Based Prototyping

FPGA-Based Prototyping is separate class of hardware models based on fast FPGAs for hardware verification and early software development and validation. Unlike virtual platforms which are purely a software based solution, FPGA-Based prototyping cannot be scaled to hundreds of software developers in the organization due to cost constraints. These prototyping models are used for SoC and ASIC design and verification. There is also hybrid prototyping approach that connects virtual platform with FPGA-based prototypes for software validation and hardware/software integration in early design cycles. Unlike virtual platforms, FPGA prototyping systems have almost zero debug capabilities, but are used to make stable design copies of target hardware for software development teams to use.

5. Enabling SW Stack in Pre-Silicon

5.1 BIOS/UEFI Development

BIOS or Basic Input/Output System is firmware typically stored in non-volatile memory is used for hardware initialization for booting process, BIOS also provides runtime services for operating systems and applications. Unified Extensible Firmware Interface (UEFI) has replaced BIOS, UEFI defines interface between OS and other platform firmware. BIOS is designed and developed for specific computing platform and development activities can start in pre-silicon using virtual platforms. Starting the BIOS development in pre-silicon gives the team additional time to implement features, improve quality and stability of the code. UEFI code can run on a virtual platform and can achieve basic and secure OS boot to multiple operating systems in pre-silicon. Starting this development and validation activity sooner in the overall platform development lifecycle will help the team find and fix integration issues and bugs in pre-silicon. The rich debug environment provided by virtual platforms offer the right tools for the BIOS developers to root cause bugs in software and can help the teams execute end-to-end functional and system level testing on virtual platform in pre-silicon. Most of the issues and bugs are already fixed improving the quality of the final BIOS release. Once the real silicon is available, the BIOS code is already tested and ready to be run on the silicon. The overall quality of the BIOS code is already improved at the silicon power on (PO), integration and PO time is reduced from months to days.

5.2 SW and FW Stack Development

Once the BIOS is enabled on the virtual platform, other software and firmware ingredients on the platforms can execute their set of use cases in the form of end-to-end functional and system level test cases. A typical server or client compute platform will have a 10 plus software or firmware ingredients that go with the
All these ingredient SW/FW releases can be validated on virtual platforms. In addition to SW/FW ingredients, there are multiple device drivers and other tools for systems diagnosis and management that can be validated in pre-silicon on virtual platforms. For power-on, the individual SW/FW ingredients will be already matured and well tested on virtual platform, improving the overall quality of the platform.

5.3 OS Enabling

Every hardware platform in the market follows a specific instruction set architecture for the processor like x86, ARM, MIPS, Power Architecture, and RISC-V to name a few. Instruction set architecture (ISA) abstracts the hardware for software programs to run on them. The ISA is the key interface between hardware and software. All software programs are written for a specific ISA and that software can run on diverse implementations of the same ISA. This allows binary compatibility among multiple generations of hardware. There are several different classifications of ISAs today, one of them is by architectural complexity, complex instruction set computer (CISC) and reduced instruction set computer (RISC) architectures are the two major categories. CISC has many specialized instructions while RISC simplifies the CPU by implementing only a subset of instructions commonly used by software applications. In RISC, the rarely used ISA operations are implemented as subroutines.

As hardware manufactures are adding new instruction sets to their CPU’s or processors to meet the compute demand and improve efficiency of existing, new and emerging workloads and applications, operating systems need to take advantage of these new instruction sets and enable them in the OS. Traditionally lot of this OS feature set enabling happens in post-silicon that is after the hardware silicon samples are available, with the virtual platform all the OS enabling can move early into pre-silicon phase, giving OS enabling teams’ additional time to develop and test new code. In addition to new instruction sets, any new devices that goes into an in development hardware platform like new memory technology, accelerators, I/O technology, hardware based security features, hardware based diagnostics and telemetry technologies need to be enabled in operating systems for software and applications to take advantage of these new hardware enabled enhancements. Major operating system families like Microsoft Windows, Apple iOS, Android, Linux, Chrome OS and Hypervisors, both native (bare metal) and hosted need to be enabled and optimized for new instruction sets and hardware features. OS enabling in pre-silicon on a hardware simulator like virtual platform moves the development and validation activities early in the development lifecycle giving software developers and testers ability to complete the quality processes and quality exit criteria before the silicon is ready. This means faster time to market with higher quality of the platforms ready for consumers.

5.4 Workloads Optimization

Going up the software stack, the opportunity to optimize the entire software stack for a specific middleware framework, workload or application can be explored starting from pre-silicon, virtual platform tools offer capabilities to start the optimization and performance tuning in pre-silicon.

5.5 Workload Characterization

With the growing demand of new and emerging workloads like AI (Machine Learning/Deep Learning), Big Data Analytics, Blockchain, media streaming, web search, natural language processing and image recognition/computer vision, IoT etc. on compute platforms, workload characterization becomes a critical part of building and configuring scalable compute platforms and solutions. Measuring response times, CPU utilization, disk I/Os, memory access, network and storage latency in pre-silicon gives software developers key insights on software stack performance and power management tuning for target workloads and applications.


Leading industry standard software development and release practices like agile development, scaled agile frameworks, continuous integration and DevOps can be used for hardware software stack development and validation on virtual platforms in pre-silicon.
6.1 Continuous Integration: Automated regression testing of functional and system level test cases within a CI framework has now become an industry standard in software development. Expanding these capabilities and tools to hardware simulation platforms or virtual platforms can bring agility and efficiency to hardware software stack ingredient development teams, with seamless visibility and tracking of all integration issues and bugs in one CI framework can improve the collaboration and bug fix turnaround times. The CI environment enables faster feedback loops on bugs and fixes for all software ingredients within one framework. "Simulation can also bring other benefits, such as better feedback loops to developers for issues discovered in testing, and expansion of testing to handle faults and difficult-to-setup configurations" (Jakob Engblom. 2015).

6.2 Software Quality Qualification and Software Stack Readiness in Pre-Silicon

With Virtual Platforms and other pre-silicon software enabling vehicles, the entire platform software stack from BIOS/firmware to workloads/ applications can be run, integrated and validated to meet the expected software quality goals. This level of software integration and validation was only possible on real silicon few years ago, but with virtual platforms and other virtual prototyping tools, and with the convergence of agile development frameworks, this can be achieved in pre-silicon. Software development and integration teams can target executing 100% of system and functional test cases in pre-silicon, setting the goals of 90 to 100% test execution and test pass rates. With this level of software quality and readiness at pre-silicon exit or power on, compute platforms and solutions can be ready for market in matter of months, significantly reducing the number of post-production software bugs and issues. Application and workloads can run to their fullest efficiency and potential, taking advantage of latest hardware innovations as soon as the hardware platform is available to the consumer.
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Abstract

Many organizations have adopted process improvement models (e.g., Capability Maturity Model Integration (CMMI)) and have seen marked improvements in quality and performance. Yet, a number of these organizations, including some who have achieved Capability Maturity Level 5, still fail to achieve their product or service delivery milestones. High maturity organizations create process performance models (PPMs) which theoretically are more accurate in predicting realistic delivery dates, but don’t always succeed. PPMs rely on knowing the variability of constituent subprocesses and typically include in a Monte Carlo simulation model those that have a major impact on a given process performance goal. PPMs tend to focus more on components that can be characterized by subprocesses having variability. Risk factors don’t vary over time and are typically not included. Yet, risk realization often becomes the primary cause of program slippage. The failure to include risk in PPMs is a major contributing factor to a project’s lateness.

To combat this shortcoming, the Australian DoD Capability Acquisition Sustainment Group (CAG) has created a review methodology called Schedule Compliance Risk Assessment Methodology (SCRAM). It addresses 11 major categories of risk and enables an assessment review team to evaluate how both customer and development organization have addressed these categories to mitigate their impact on critical milestones. SCRAM establishes the probability of meeting critical milestone dates, and is a proven methodology that has been used very successfully on a large number of projects in a variety of technology and environmental domains (Air, Land, Sea). This paper describes what SCRAM is, how it can be used, and notable successes to date.
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1 Introduction

Many organizations have adopted process improvement models (CMMI, for example) and have seen marked improvements in quality and performance. High maturity organizations, rated at maturity level (ML) 4 or 5, have successfully implemented PPMs that predict the ability to achieve quality and performance goals. Some models have been constructed to predict the ability to achieve critical milestones, such as delivery date. In spite of that, a number of these organizations still miss the mark when it comes to delivery of the product or service on the original promised date. During development, delivery often gets renegotiated with the result that the contractor delivers on the final renegotiated date and claims victory. Yet delivery didn’t really occur when the customer originally wanted it.

High maturity organizations create PPMs which theoretically are more accurate in predicting realistic delivery dates. The problem is the basic structure of a PPM. They rely on knowing the process variability of constituent subprocesses and including in the model those that have a major impact on a given process performance goal. This data and the current performance of a constituent subprocess are typically inputs to a PPM to assess the probability of achieving that goal on the project of interest. Consequently, PPMs tend to focus more on issues of quality since aspects of quality can often be characterized by variable subprocesses. Risk factors are not easy to include since they don’t vary over time and are typically characterized as point values of impact and probability of occurrence. Yet, risk realized, technical debt, and poor management decisions often become the primary causes of program slip. The inability to include these factors in PPMs is a major factor in a project’s failure to meet the predicted delivery date.

To combat these shortcomings, CASG of the Australian Department of Defence created an
assessment methodology called SCRAM (Schedule Compliance Risk Assessment Methodology). SCRAM addresses 11 major categories of programmatic problems. It enables a review team to evaluate how the development organization of interest addressed these factors to mitigate their impact on meeting critical milestones. For any critical milestone, SCRAM quantifies the potential risk (slippage) and determines the numerical probability of meeting that date. It is a proven methodology that has been used very successfully on a large number of projects in a variety of capability domains. This paper describes what SCRAM is, how it can be used to address these issues, and notable successes to date.

2 Statement of the Problem and Its Solution

The media abounds with stories about well-known programs that were late, over budget, and in some cases had quality problems as well. Some notable recent examples include the California High Speed Rail (HSR) project between San Francisco and Los Angeles, the Joint Strike Fighter (F-35), the rollout of the Affordable Care Act web-based user interface, and the Los Angeles Department of Water and Power billing program. Some of these have involved organizations that have been rated at ML 5. Nonetheless, these organizations were not able to create a schedule that guaranteed delivery of the product on the date that the customer originally required. Phase 1 of the HSR project is already several years late, for example.

As an organization matures, its ability to control development processes improves, thus improving product and service quality as well as creating more accurate schedules. An organization at ML 3 has significantly-improved capability to accomplish this over an organization at ML 2. The hallmark of a high maturity organization is its use of quantitative methods to quantitatively control project processes; use of this data to make predictions concerning the achievement of quality and process performance goals; and implement corrective action on the offending process. They create control charts to quantitatively control critical subprocesses and use the current data on the performance of these controlled subprocesses in PPMs to make predictions about, for example, residual defects in the delivered product and to predict if they will meet their schedule constraints. Yet, as noted above, even high maturity organizations miss the mark.

The problem is that most PPMs do not address risk directly. Anecdotally, several lead appraisers have indicated that none of them had ever seen a PPM that included risk or other issues that create schedule risk, for example, technical debt. As noted previously, risk is typically characterized by citing a fixed probability of occurrence and numerical estimate of impact (for example, on a scale from 0 to 1). Since most PPMs are built on parameters having variability over time or frequency of occurrence, risk does incorporate well into such models because it has fixed values. Yet, there are PPMs to predict the ability to meet schedule, but because risk is rarely considered, they often fail to make accurate predictions.

SCRAM, because of its explicit consideration of risk and factors related to risk, does a significantly better job of calculating the probability of meeting critical milestones. Moreover, the process of conducting a SCRAM reveals what was not considered in creating the schedule, an example of which is technical debt. Technical debt is the price a development team pays for omitting or reducing a part of a process, often for the sake of short-term expediency. When an organization, in the interest of shortening development time, reduces the number of peer reviews for example, there is a risk that some defects will go undetected. The price and interest that is paid is the amount of rework unaccounted for in the schedule that is often revealed later in development when it is more costly to correct.

Technical debt is only one aspect considered in a SCRAM Review (see Figure 2). The interview process in a SCRAM typically reveals other things, as well, that were either not considered, or were poorly considered, when the schedule was created. By accounting for these omissions or poorly
estimated effects, SCRAM is able to come up with a more accurate estimate, and identify where the root cause of schedule slippage occurred.

SCRAM can be effectively applied during the proposal phase to determine the probability that the customer-desired delivery can be met, and if not, what strategies can be applied to better align capability with the desired date. It can be used during development to assess the probability that critical milestones will be met. It can also be used as a diagnostic tool when it becomes apparent that a critical milestone will not be met. Acquiring organizations can use SCRAM to assess the probability that their contractor will meet the desired delivery date.

3 Overview of SCRAM

A SCRAM Review is an independent, non-advocate and non-attributable engineering focused approach used to evaluate a program’s schedule performance and identify risks to contractual schedule compliance. SCRAM was developed to benefit defense and industry decision makers and program managers by providing a method that assists experienced engineers and program controllers to consistently identify root causes of schedule slippage and recommend corrective actions.

SCRAM\(^1\) uses two established scientific analysis techniques: Schedule Monte Carlo simulation to model estimation uncertainty and risk impacts and a dynamic software model to assist in forecasting schedule milestone completion based on objective data characterizing performance to date. SCRAM utilizes best practices from systems and software engineering together with schedule development and program execution. In addition, SCRAM facilitates improved organizational processes and practices based on feedback and systemic issues obtained from SCRAM Reviews.

There are three SCRAM delivery or application modes. These modes are:

- \textit{Pre-emptive SCRAM} - conducted early in the Program life-cycle to avoid systemic issues and risks (e.g. ideally prior to contract award and/or an Earned Value Management - Integrated Baseline Review (EVM-IBR));
- \textit{Assurance SCRAM} – conducted at any point in the program lifecycle to ascertain schedule performance is on track; and
- \textit{Diagnostic SCRAM} - when a Program is experiencing significant schedule slippage i.e. a program is of interest or concern (similar to a US Nunn-McCurdy breach situation, i.e., one that requires notification to Congress if the cost per unit goes more than 25% beyond what was originally estimated, and calls for the termination of programs with total cost growth greater than 50%).

In addition an organization acquiring a product or a service from a prime contractor can utilize SCRAM to independently evaluate if the contractor is likely to deliver when promised.

The SCRAM Review process, shown in Figure 1, is typically conducted over a two-week period on site followed by a written detailed report two weeks later. The SCRAM process is in accordance with the guidelines described in International Organization for Standardization/International Electrotechnical Commission (ISO/IEC) 15504 – Information technology process assessment.

\footnote{SCRAM uses SLIM-Control, a commercially available tool from Quantitative Software Management in McLean, Virginia.}
A SCRAM Review is conducted with seven Key Principles. These are:

- **Minimal Disruption**: information is collected one person at a time through interviews that typically last an hour. Artifact reviews (plans, detailed schedules) are conducted offline.
- **Independent**: SCRAM Team members are organizationally independent of the program under review. Some SCRAM Reviews have been joint contractor/customer team to facilitate joint commitment to resolving the review outcomes.
- **Non-advocate**: all significant issues and concerns are considered and reported regardless of the origin of the issue (customer or contractor).
- **Non-attribution**: the information source is not attributed to any individual instead focusing on identifying and mitigating the issues/risk.
- **Corroboration of Evidence**: significant findings and observations are based on at least two independent sources of corroboration.
- **Rapid turn-around**: only one to two weeks are spent on-site with an executive out-briefing presented at end of second week and a written report two weeks later.
- **Sharing Results, Openness and Transparency**: particularly for the parametric modelling component of a SCRAM Review, the organization under review may witness the data analysis process and challenge the results, and a preliminary out brief of findings is delivered prior to departure from the review site. This principle builds cooperation, trust and confidence in the schedule forecast.

SCRAM Reviews, data gathering, analysis and reporting in SCRAM Reviews are structured around the Root Cause Analysis of Schedule Slippage (RCASS) model shown in Figure 2. RCASS organizes program information into categories related to planning and executing a program.
The Stakeholders category reflects program turbulence and entropy because of difficulties in synchronizing the program's stakeholders: i.e., users, customers, system engineers, developers, maintainers, and others, relative to meeting commitments.

The Requirements category reflects understanding and stability of the functional requirements, performance requirements, constraints, standards, for example, used to define and bound what is to be developed.

The Technical Solution category reflects the design considerations and approaches needed to ensure that the chosen solution is architected, logically and physically designed to align with the business enterprise architecture, satisfy functional and non-functional requirements (quality attributes) and optimized to meet system development and sustainment life-cycle objectives.

The Pre-Existing Assets category reflects products developed independently of the project that will be used in the final product, i.e. an asset that can reduce the amount of new work that has to be done on a project.

The Subcontractor category reflects subcontractor products or services that will be delivered as a part of the overall deliverable system.

The Workload category reflects the quantity of work that has to be done.

The Staffing and Resources category reflects the availability, capability and experience of the staff necessary to do the work as well as the availability, and capacity of other resources, such as test and integration labs.
• The Schedule and Duration category reflects the tasks, sequencing and calendar time needed to execute the workload by available staff and other resources.
• The Project Execution category focuses on schedule, management and monitoring and controlling the execution of the program in accordance with the program schedule.
• The Rework and Technical Debt category reflects additional work caused by the discovery of defects in the product and/or associated artefacts, work that is deferred for short-term expediency (technical debt) and their resolution.
• The Management and Infrastructure category addresses factors that impact the efficiency and effectiveness of getting work done, e.g. work processes, use of management and technical software tools, or management practices.

A SCRAM review is conducted by a team of typically five people certified to participate in a SCRAM. It includes a certified team leader, two team members technically qualified to participate in a SCRAM for the type of project involved, a source material expert (SME), and a scheduling expert. Certification is granted by CASG after participation in a training program, demonstration that the candidate understands the SCRAM methodology, and passing an exam.

4 SCRAM Successes

SCRAM has been used for over ten years and has proven its value in a variety of application domains including aerospace, maritime, communications, space, training, logistics, and mission planning. The RCASS model is general and is applicable to software-intensive programs and to programs with no software involvement (e.g., ship maintenance). SCRAM reviews span both acquirer and contractor organizations. Much of SCRAM’s success is due to the non-advocate, collaborative and transparent approach that serves to build trust and reduce defensiveness from programs and projects being reviewed. The following comments from the government Joint Program Office for the largest defense program ever undertaken, the F-35 Joint Strike Fighter, provides testimony to SCRAM usefulness:

“The SCRAM reviews were very collaborative...When we went forward with the results to our senior leadership, it was a jointly endorsed assessment. You gave us plenty of time to concur with your assessment or not. In short, we felt SCRAM was great.”


Nowhere is the transparency and collaborative nature of SCRAM as important as when using program data to forecast critical milestone dates. In our experience, the first question typically asked by any program when asked to provide data for forecasting is “how can this hurt us?” This is a natural and understandable concern because data is often gathered and used to make forecasts without a full understanding of the context surrounding the data. People often take data and “run with it.” In contrast, part of the SCRAM forecasting methodology is to spend great care ensuring that data is understood, is summarized correctly, that any apparent anomalies are explained or corrected and only then, is data entered into the dynamic forecasting model. In addition, contractors are given the opportunity to observe the modeling and are presented with the results prior to anyone else seeing them (including the government program office). This goes a long way to dispelling concerns. Equally important, it greatly increases the likelihood of having valid, correct data.

Over the years, the SCRAM milestone forecasts have proven to be quite accurate. SCRAM Reviews included forecasts for the F-35 onboard software (approximately nine million lines of source code) and the off-board support software encompassing logistics, training, and mission planning. A testimony as
to the accuracy of those forecasts was provided by Lt. Gen. Christopher Bogdan, the former Program Executive Officer for the F-35 Program:

“SCRAM gave us new techniques for measuring the progress of software development and for predicting how long the software development was going to take. In 2014, I briefed the SCRAM results to the Defense Acquisition Board. Of all the organizations that were making estimates, the SCRAM estimates, in hindsight, were the most accurate.”


Perhaps no other evidence is more telling of the value of SCRAM than the fact that several complex, multi-phase programs have requested multiple SCRAM Reviews over a period of years at their cost and on their own initiative. In the words of one program staff member:

“We know when our program is going off the rails but we often don’t know why. The SCRAM Team can bring independent eyes to quickly identify why things are starting to go off track. That’s been very helpful for us”

Mr. Robert Jackson, Chief Engineer, ANZAC System Program Office, Australian DoD

5 Conclusion and Summary

The private and public sectors of commerce have been plagued by projects that are delivered late, over budget, and sometimes lacking the required quality. Industry has adopted models and standards to improve quality and the ability to deliver on time and within budget (such as the CMMI and ISO 9000), but still many projects fall behind schedule even when developed by organizations rated high on the CMMI or ISO 9000. SCRAM has been demonstrated to be a very effective method to determine the ability to meet critical milestones, and can be used to great effect by development contractors and by acquiring organizations to monitor their contractor’s ability to meet critical dates. It is a very effective adjunct to the CMMI, ISO 9000, and other process improvement models and standards.

We believe there is no reason to abandon the use of PPMs. SCRAM experience indicates that it is a highly valuable addition to the program management toolkit. Currently under development by the SCRAM development team is a detailed taxonomy of technical implementation risks called TIRA (Technical Implementation Risk Assessment). For example, decisions that are made concerning the development approach to be taken (e.g. custom vs commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) based development) can result in a specific set of risk areas. The risks identified in TIRA will facilitate development teams in better identifying the risks that may impact their projects and its schedule and to take steps to mitigate those risks.
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Abstract
Testing should not be an island and we should not be throwing code back and forth over a wall, however this is what happens when there is poor or no cross functional collaboration. Cross functional collaboration is essential for successful agile environments.

Everyone has opportunities to encourage and implement behaviors that improve Cross functional collaboration. This also allows additional benefits such as getting out ahead of defects by driving quality upstream, encouraging earlier QA engagement, greater understanding of the product and user behaviors, and an improved ability to identify non-functional defects.

This paper examines practices that can be used for improving cross functional collaboration, adding to this are the authors experience with this practice, pitfalls encountered, and successes.
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1 Introduction

Cross functional collaboration involves people with different roles and expertise contributing to a common project or goal. These people may be grouped into a specific team for the duration of a task, project, or longer term for a company strategy or initiative. Additionally this involves people not dedicated to a specific team whose intentions are divided on many differ tasks and projects.

There are a number of benefits to a work culture that encourages and supports cross functional collaboration. A few of these benefits are:

- Improved project visibility across departments. This helps avoid gaps with what's delivered vs expectations.
- Identify misalignment of project goals earlier in the projects life cycle. This can reduce late scrambles adding missed features or pushing out features to future projects.
- Helps to improve the entire teams understanding of the feature and can aid in identifying bugs earlier.
- Gives people a stake in the project outside of their specific area.

An individual cannot always dictate exactly how a team functions, let alone additional teams one may have to work with due to common tasks and goals. But that does not mean an individual has no power to encourage cross functional collaboration. There are many opportunities for professions to incorporate practices that can develop, improve, and strengthen cross functional collaboration throughout the software development lifecycle.

2 Why poor cross functional collaboration is a problem.

A key component of Agile development is cross functional collaboration. A team can claim to be Agile, but with poor cross functional collaboration they are effectively tossing handoffs over walls to each other. Poor cross functional collaboration is a leading contributor to project delays and failures.
What is the problem?

- Poor cross functional collaboration negatively affects performance. (Schenk, 2016)
- A lack of collaboration is cited as a leading cause of workplace failures from a survey of 1400 corporate executives, employees, and educators. “86 percent cite lack of collaboration or ineffective communication for workplace failures.” (Stein, 2012)
- Cross functional collaboration is challenging when:
  - People are only partially dedicated to the project.
  - Team members are in different locations around the globe.
  - Poor tools and/or processes in place to support cross functional collaboration.
- Moves teams closer to separate entities where code is tossed over the wall for each step of the process.
- Individuals don’t feel they can implement change. Instead complain hoping and waiting for leadership to fix everything.

The blueprint for building an agile team with a strong culture of cross functional collaboration can be found in many books and all over the web. Examples are Martlew’s book Changing the Mind of the Organization: Building Agile Teams, (Martlew, 2015) Adkins book Coaching Agile Teams: A Companion for ScrumMasters, Agile Coaches, and Project Managers in Transition, (Adkins, 2010) and web sites like Atlassian’s Agile Coach. (Atlassian, 2018) Just because a team is functioning exactly to an agile blueprint does not mean that there are no opportunities for improvement. Teams are made up of unique individuals, no two teams will ever be the same and no blueprint will work perfectly for every team. A blueprint for agile can be an excellent guideline for implementation, but to excel a team should be adaptable, willing to try different things, and always looking for ways to improve.

3 Techniques to improve cross functional collaboration.

Communication is key to successful cross functional collaboration. There are a number of practices that can help to encourage and improve communication across departments such as development, quality assurance, business stakeholders, project managers, and customers. Not all practices require a mandate from high up or a major overhaul of a work culture. Many practices can be introduced and encouraged on an individual level.

3.1 Developer handoff demo.

A powerful tool that can be used to ensure a feature is really ready for testing and ensures the testing professional understand the feature is for the developer to demo their code. This involves having the developer explain their code to the testers and display how it works. This can easily be initiated and driven by the developer or testing professional and does not have to be limited to these two professions.

3.1.1 Why use the developer handoff demo?

The first benefit lies in the description, the developer has to show it working. There are many stories of experiences where a handoff should have never happened, the code was just not ready. This can waste countless hours troubleshooting, debugging, and filing bug after bug without the ability to fully test the feature. Developers may then waste additional time getting refreshed on the code to work on it again. Requesting a demo of the code at hand off can save time for everyone involved in this stage. Think of the time and effort saved if during the demo, it’s identified that a piece of the feature is not working. For
quality assurance, no time is wasted testing a feature that is not ready. As for the developer, the code is fresh, resulting in quicker turnaround time due to the reduced ramp up needed when reviewing to make corrections.

Another benefit a dev demo has is how they allow the testing professional to review the code with its creator. This is an opportunity to clear up any uncertainties the tester may have. This is an opportunity to ask questions while the code is fresh in the developers mind. The tester should walk away from the demo with a good understanding of the item being handed off, how it works, and how to test the feature.

Finally, this is beneficial to the tester as they gain insight into how the developer uses the feature. Understanding how the developer uses a feature can help to identify areas overlooked with development and target test cases that are not covered with unit and integration tests. This can aid in setting priorities in testing to identify bugs quicker.

3.1.2 Only when its needed.

A developer handoff demo should not be requested for everything as they take time and add meetings to the schedule of those involved. Questions should be asked prior to requesting one to ensure the dev handoff demo is being used effectively: Is the code extremely complex? Is there confusion with some portion of it? Does the tester understand the feature? A no to any of these questions is a good indication that a code handoff demo can be useful. Be smart in knowing when a demo can be of benefit and use this tool effectively.

3.1.3 How its used in the office.

In my current workplace this is encouraged by leadership whenever a tester needs to improve their understanding of the feature being handed off. If there is confusion with the feature, we request a demo from the developer. A request is not always made to initiate a demo, developers will also choose to demo their feature if they feel it's needed with the feature being handed off. Most of the time I find it sufficient to do the demos while pairing at a desk, only requesting a conference room as needed for larger groups.

3.2 Test case reviews.

Another technique that encourages collaboration between testers, developers, and feature experts are test case reviews. This is where the tester walks through the test cases with the parties responsible for the code and any feature experts.

3.2.1 Why have test case reviews.

Developers should know their code better than anyone else, they wrote it. There are likely product owners or business associates that know the features expected behaviors better than anyone. Fellow testers will have insights based on their experiences and different understandings. A test case review provides opportunity for attendees to bring insights with testing and additional risks that tester was unaware of or was overlooking.
3.2.2 Key for effective test case review.

Attendee engagement is key for this to be successfully. Be smart with who is being invited to attend the review. Include those that are willing to speak up and help generate ideas no matter how obscure an idea may be. If all attendees think the test plan looks good, challenge them to come up with ideas even if there are low priority edge cases that may never get tested. Try to keep these review groups small with involved players as this helps to avoid ideas being drowned out by stronger personalities.

3.2.3 Benefits of test case reviews.

Test case reviews provide attendees with insights on how and to what extent QA is testing. Because they are being asked for feedback on the test methods and coverage, attendees can get a sense of having a stake in the testing. This is important for the developer and tester relationship because they are most effective as a team working to make the code better vs the destructive environment of us vs them.

3.2.4 Test case reviews in practice.

For my current team, we strive to have test case reviews for most projects. My team has been fantastic in these reviews with calling out additional tests or questing existing ones. These reviews can be difficult for the testers with test cases being challenged and called out. We need to understand this is an opportunity to learn and improve rather than being defensive. The result is improved testing coverage, improved understanding of the feature and project, and allows everyone to learn and grow from each experience.

3.3 Daily stand-ups can be effective even if they do not fit the mold.

A very common agile practice are daily stand-ups. Daily stand-ups are short regular meetings that are part of agile methodologies. The intent is to have everyone standing so people do not get comfortable and to keep the meeting short, preferably under 15 minutes. The meeting consists of everyone answering three questions: What did you do yesterday? What do you plan to do today? And do you have any roadblocks or impediments?

When executed well, these can be a great resource for collaboration on your team. They provide insight and understanding towards the big picture and allow for visibility on blocking issues. When not utilized or executed poorly, an individual’s focus can become tunnelled to their current work which can result in missing the overall picture. The stand-up is an opportunity to gain awareness of what the team is doing as a whole, bring to light issues, and set up collaboration among the attendees.

Typically, when implemented, stand-ups follow agile best practices guidelines. However, for stand-ups to have long lasting effectiveness, teams should constantly evaluate what’s working, be willing to try new things, and make adjustments for areas that are identified as broken.

3.3.1 Keeping stand-ups small.

What happens when a team or project grows too large, to the point where stand-ups are excessively long losing their effectiveness? Too many involved they will become disengage and feel that their time would be better spent elsewhere. One option is to consider shrinking the stand-up back down by splitting up into smaller groups. Each group would then have a designated spokesperson that would meet with the designated people from the other groups to relay any information pertinent to all. This process is known as a Scrum of Scrums. This does not mean bringing more people together is always wrong, just be sure the situation calls for a larger stand-up and try to avoid making a habit of it. It’s suggested for when groups get very large to no longer call the meeting a stand-up, but to rebrand it to help set expectations that differ from a stand-up for the meeting.
3.3.2 Asynchronous stand-ups.

Another option to managing large stand-ups and involving global remote attendees are asynchronous stand-ups. These are stand-ups that are typically managed through a chat bot. The bot will ask the three standard stand-up questions, or more if defaults are changed, and at a designated time will share all answers through the chat. An example of a bot for asynchronous stand-ups is the Standup Alice bot in Slack. Image 3 shows the slack bot initial greeting to start the gathering of information.

During large team stand-ups, people will lose focus and may miss key points. But with asynchronous stand-ups there is a record saved so it can always be referenced. This is also beneficial to those who are unable to attend the stand-up but have an interest in it. Conflicting meetings are not a problem as the stand-up content can be reviewed as availability allows. This is also convenient for remote team members, attendees around the globe do not need to join stand-ups at weird hours due to different time zones.

There are risks to be aware of with asynchronous stand-ups. Blocking issues may not be addressed right away, since asynchronous stand-ups do not always happen at the same time for everyone. Since brainstorming is not done face to face, they may be a reduction in ideas generated. There is also the loss on interpersonal team building that occurs from coming together in person.

3.3.3 Hybrid stand-up.

To combine the benefits of a traditional stand up with the advantages of an asynchronous stand-up, consider a hybrid stand-up. This starts with an asynchronous stand-up, after which everyone still comes together in person or video conference for remote attendees. This provides an opportunity to address questions or concerns from the asynchronous stand-up. This also keeps the face to face interaction short as the three questions have already been answered and reviewed by everyone. Only clarification questions and issues are discussed. For those who are unable to attend and interested, there is still the record for review.

3.3.4 Personal experience with stand-ups.

Having experienced recurring oversized stand-ups where attendees would become disengaged and discussions were not relevant to most in attendance, I have a strong preference for scrum of scrums and asynchronous meetings. With my last experience of an extremely large stand-up, we had good intentions with different teams forming a joint stand-up for a specific project. However, the net result was the majority of people’s time being wasted. Once it was acknowledged that this was not an effective use of our time, we broke back up into smaller stand-ups with pertinent information being shared by the leads. Currently my team is executing the hybrid stand-up. When we do this right, it has helped to keep everyone informed and engage with our colleagues in Argentina. This also keeps the face to face time short and effective. When done wrong, the traditional strand up takes place after the asynchronous and the effectiveness is lost. We continue to work on and improve our implementation of this.
3.4 Engage stakeholders and users.

There can be disconnects between stakeholder expectations and what is being delivered. Perhaps there was a misunderstanding, perhaps something was missed or left off the acceptance criteria, or perhaps it was unreasonable with the time and resources allocated. But the result is the same, when delivery arrives, the stakeholders are disappointed. One way to help avoid this is by engaging stakeholder and internal users throughout the development process with demos.

3.4.1 Demo to stakeholders and users.

Providing visibility through the development of a project to users and stakeholders can provide a number of benefits. Demos help to ensure everyone is on the same page with deliverables. There are no surprises at the end. If there are concerns with anything, these concerns come out much sooner in the product life cycle. This feedback loop helps to establish and manage expectations, identify disconnects, and if changes are needed due to disconnects, development does not waste time ramping back up as they are currently engaged.

What if there is nothing to demo but still want to build engagement with the project?
- Share metrics.
- Talk about the benefits the feature will provide.

Attendees are taking time away from their work to come see the demo. It's important to keep demos on time, focused, and to the point. The goal is not to bore everyone, you want to engage attendees, build excitement for the project, and invite involvement and engagement.

3.4.2 Situational settings for the demo.

My office uses different techniques for this demo depending on situations. There have been quick demos at the end of stand-ups with stakeholders attending. We pair at a desk for short demos to an individual stakeholder. Last, conference rooms are used for short demos as part of a meeting or more formal demos that are the purpose of the meeting.

3.5 Pairing with User Acceptance Testing (UAT) & Test in production with partner users.

When handing off for User Acceptance testing there is the old throw it over the wall methodology. Evolving past this old methodology, there are better ways to hand off for UAT.
3.5.1 Demo the UAT handoff.

Similar to how the developer demos a feature to the tester, the tester can demo the feature to those conducting UAT. First demonstrating what the user needs to do to access the feature. For example, if the feature is in a test environment, the first part of the demo will be how to access the environment. The next part of the demo is showing the feature. This helps prevent confusion with how to access the update and establishes exactly what was included with the feature.

3.5.2 Pairing during UAT and with partner users.

The second option that can be used is pairing during UAT. This is where the testers sits down and watch the users use the feature. Done right and improved understanding can be gained on how the product is used by the user. If a bug is encountered, the tester will have a clear understanding of it rather than getting a vague email and trying to reproduce it. Last, this provides opportunity for quick feedback and discussion if there are concerns. Below are suggested tips for effective pairing.

- Don’t influence the experience by showing or explaining expectations.
- Have the stakeholder use the product without giving steps. Provide them with a task and see how the task is completed. Many times, a behavior outside of expectations will be observed. If the user can not figure out how to complete the task on their own. Then there may be a UX design flaw.
- Ask about scenarios that are not used. Are there better ways or does the user not know about capabilities.
- Conducting multiple sessions with different users, especially if there are multiple groups that use the feature. Do different groups use the different ways?
- Smaller “focus groups” with 2 to 3 people max. Larger groups will drown people out, especially with direct reports in the room. People seem to be less vocal on opinions when their boss is present.
- Have multiple sets of keyboards and mice set up. This encourages getting others involved rather than only one person driving with the mouse and keyboard.
- Consider inviting a developer or two to attend. Developers can also learn for observing how the feature is used in the real world.
- Prepare what if questions. E.g. If a feature breaks what do you do? If someone asks you to do something, how do you do it? If you could improve something about this flow, what would it be?

Pairing can be an effective exercise and should not be limited to the UAT process. Depending on the workplace and industry this exercise can be an effective tool for testing in production with partner users.

3.5.3 Pairing during UAT and with partner users personal experience.

Depending on who the user is, many companies need to set up focus groups to observe their users with new features. It’s much easier with my company, all that is needed is to set up a meeting. This is due to the end users being the portfolio managers and traders in the building. It has been an effective tool in improving developments understanding on how products and features are being used and in creating effective solutions.

3.6 Building work relationships.

3.6.1 Advantages of building working relationships.

Positive working relationships allow employees to be more comfortable in interactions with colleagues. This can be extremely important when collaborating with people across different teams and departments. Getting to know coworkers such as subject matter experts and developing working relationships only
pays dividends in the future. Take advantage of opportunities during and outside of work to get to know colleagues and develop working relationships. Establishing a positive working relationship will encourage behaviors like collaboration and team centric thinking.

The challenges are amplified when attempting to improve cross functional collaboration with colleagues in different offices or regions. If possible put in the extra effort for face to face interactions when the opportunity to meet in person exists. Set up team activities outside of work to build working relationships among different offices and regions.

3.6.2 Personal experience example.

When a new colleague visited from Argentina, the team made it a point to do outside work activities. While not everyone attended all the team lunches, happy hour, and dinner that was set up, everyone did make it a point to make it to multiple engagements. This was done to help establish interpersonal relationships with the team’s new colleague and to create building blocks for communication and collaboration in the future.

4 Conclusion

Cross functional collaboration is an important component for productive work environments, successful projects, and effective teams. Without effective collaboration, there is a shift from agile to a silo style development and the us vs them mentality. This can lead to longer delays, roadblocks, incomplete projects, and increased hostility in the workplace. A culture of cross functional collaboration can combat these issues and lead to improvements in projects and their development life cycle. Building working relationships across functions with face to face interactions, providing information and feedback between cross functional roles, and having bigger picture engagement all contribute to a culture of collaboration. There are many opportunities to build engagement between departments and employees in different functions through the development life cycle. Taking advantage of opportunities and molding them to best fit your people and company will contribute in creating a more enjoyable and collaborative work environment.
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Continuous Integration is the need of the day for dynamic software, where time to market is the key. To achieve this, it’s necessary that all incoming code Merge Requests (also known as Pull Requests) meet the quality criteria and doesn't break the master build. These checks cannot be only manual, and hence all repetitive steps need to be automated. This paper talks about automated checks that ensure that the incoming code meets the recommended coding guidelines, contains enough unit tests, references the feature it adds or the issue it fixes, maintains backward compatibility, contains documentation (if needed), etc. The comprehensive list of possibilities is dependent on the criteria defined by the team. Failure to meet such criteria results in rejected merge request. Once these checks pass, the reviewer has to only review the code and the artifacts of the automation manually. This cuts down on the review time drastically and prevents wastage. It also helps to keep the quality quotient high and the software always ready for continuous deployment.
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3. Introduction

Dynamic software with frequent release cycles are dependent on Continuous Integration (CI) and Continuous Deployment (CD). In the cut-throat world of fierce competition, a delay in the release cycle due to an ineffective CI or a CD can negatively impact the businesses. In this paper, we’ll focus on CI and discuss various ways of making it effective by leveraging automation and reducing the manual steps to the minimum. We’ll also discuss how data generated by a CI system could be used as quality metrics.

4. Opportunity

Making CI effective, though most are already doing it, is a challenge. An effective CI system, to a large extent, depends upon automated quality checks. These checks should not only ensure complete regression (reactive), but should also ensure that the new code is not adding to the technical debt (proactive). Most automated quality checks focus excessively on the former, but ignoring the latter would eventually lead to a situation where regression will forever play catch-up with new code.

The proactive approach, too adds value but only when its automated, or else it may slow things down. For the scope of this presentation, let’s refer to this automated CI plugin as the *checker*.

5. Solution

5.1 Avoid technical debt

All new code must come with its own set of new tests, else it adds up to technical backlog and increases testing gaps. The *checker* must automate this check and take necessary action in case the minimum conditions are not met. Let’s consider the following few cases:

**When:** No tests written for the code being submitted.

**What:** The code merge request is Blocked and is also marked as such.

**How:** This could be achieved by scanning the files submitted as part of the merge request and identifying the files added that represent tests. For example, assuming a project source directory has all tests nested under the “tests” directory, so additions to files under that directory could be assumed as new tests.
Why: This process enforces a habit of writing tests along with production code. It ensures that people don’t spend precious time reviewing incomplete and possibly dysfunctional code. It also makes regression easy to manage and hence increases code maintainability.

5.2 Don’t break the working code

While it’s important to ensure tests are written for new code, it’s equally important to ensure that the old code continues to work as before. No amount of fancy new code can justify a breaking change at the customer’s end. The CI system must automate this regression based on existing tests:

When: The new code submitted breaks an existing test.
What: The code merge request is Blocked and is also marked as such.
How: Configure the CI system to automatically run the existing tests (unit, integration, functional) against the build that is generated using the new code. Let the build fail on a test failure.
Why: This process ensures that the new code doesn’t destabilizes the existing code and the current user experience is maintained. This check provides a safety net to engineering and instills confidence to roll out code more frequently without worrying about the outcome.

5.3 Maintain Code Coverage

Now that it’s ensured that all new code is submitted with additional tests, we also need to ensure that the new tests added are sufficient too:

When: A fairly large amount of new code is submitted with a single new test.
What: The code merge request is Blocked and is also marked as such.
How: Configure the checker to automatically calculate the code coverage metrics. This could be done using tools like Codecov\(^1\) or Gcov\(^2\). A simple goal could be that adding new code should not bring down the code coverage percentage any lower than before. The checker can compare the coverage numbers

---

\(^1\)https://codecov.io/
\(^2\)https://gcc.gnu.org/onlinedocs/gcc/Gcov.html
and then take appropriate action.

**Why**: This ensures that the new code not only adds new tests, but also adds sufficient amount of tests. With this system in place, it would be difficult to game the system by adding minimum tests and getting away with it.

### 5.4 Ignore non-production code

Not all merge requests carry code that runs in production environment. Examples of such requests could be automated tests, non-production configuration changes, documentation, etc. Such requests could safely be ignored by the checker:

**When**: A new merge request is made that only contains test scripts.

**What**: The code merge request is ignored by the checker.

![Figure-4: Checker skipping a merge request containing only non-production code](image)

**How**: Configure the checker to specify directories that contain only non-production code. Commits to such directories would be assumed to contain non-production code and hence, would be ignored.

**Why**: This ensures that non-production code is spared the unnecessary scanning as the process to treat such code could be totally different than production code.

**Note**: It is quite possible that, even with all the check customization, there could be merge requests that carry production code, but doesn't require additional tests (e.g. config file changes). In such cases using a keyword, reviewers and administrators can bypass the otherwise mandatory quality checks.

### 5.5 Manage the process

**Reviewer’s accountability**: A merge requests submitted requires a review from a peer, before it gets merged with the master branch. While we’ve been talking about the authors responsibilities, the reviewer, too has its own responsibilities. The reviewer needs to provide feedback within a stipulated time. A feedback provided towards the end of the sprint is undesirable as it would be too late to make the changes and the author might be hurried into delivering the fixed code.

**Work-in-progress = Ignore**: Any merge requests that are marked for work-in-progress are to be skipped from the quality checks or peer review, as they are still not ready. The checker can take care of this by looking up strings like *WIP/work-in-progress* either in the title/description/labels.

![Figure-5: Checker adding a “work-in-progress” label to the merge request](image)

![Figure-6: Checker blocking the merge request unless the “work-in-progress” label is removed](image)
Figure-7: Checker removing the “work-in-progress” label from the merge request

Figure-8: Checker unblocking the merge request

**Reason of the merge request:** When a merge request is submitted for review, it must either be to implement a story or to fix a defect. Random requests with no references are not encouraged as the reviewer would also need some context before reviewing the work. The checker ensures that this process is followed by ensuring that a reference hyperlink to the user story or the defect that is addressed is provided in the merge request.

Figure-9: Checker marking the merge request as a link to the issue it fixes is missing

Optionally, the presence of minimum description text could also be enforced by counting the characters entered by the author in the description field.

### 5.6 Deep Insights

Having an automated quality checker has its advantages, beyond great quality software; quality metrics! Each quality check failure could be captured as a metric and collection of such data can indicate deeper insights into the real issues that teams might be facing. Consider the following:

a) A large number of merge requests that are blocked due to missing or insufficient tests indicate a skill gap. It’s possible that the team need additional training to start writing tests.

b) Sizable regression failures indicate careless coding practices and may require a stringent peer-review system to fix. This metric also indicates the number of potential breaking defects that were prevented from reaching the production system.

c) A peer feedback to the merge request could be captured using special flags representing defects. For example, feedback reported like this:
“/defect-high Missing null check”

This could be tracked as a defect against the code. Similarly, the author can mark a defect resolved like this:

“/defect-high-fixed Missing null check”

As a precondition to merge the code, all defect counts against the request must be zero:

i. All defects reported and fixed as reviews could be termed as early defects, which are the preferred type of defects.

ii. Early defects are the ones that failed to reach production. Similarly, an escaped defect is that defects that slipped your checks and processes to reach production.

iii. Using an automated CI process, keeping a count of such defects is possible.

d) Since the code and tests are tracked as part of single merge request, it’s possible to create an automated map between the code churned and the tests that cover it. Let’s call it code-test matrix. This could be used in future for effective and smart regressions.

e) If the code and the defect tracking is consolidated in a single system, then tracking back a defect to its original source of introduction could also be tracked. Since the code commit history is maintained at all times, a late defect while being fixed, could be traced back to its original source of injection. Not to play a blame game, but to learn about the reason the defect escaped in first place.

6. Results

An automated quality checker that not only performs regression, but also ensures process compliance results in a self-sustaining model of development that always keeps pace with the pace of development. The resultant product is of high quality with reduced probability of finding defects in production. The metrics that it can offer also acts as a feedback to allow continuous improvement of the continuous integration system.

7. Final words

The changes suggested in this paper require a system that may have to be developed grounds-up as it may not be available off the shelf. Folks using GitHub, you can look at the open source Ike Prow Plugin developed by Red Hat. This may give you a head start, but remember the plugin is still in its early days and all functionality discussed in this paper may not be available. Here is the recommended workflow in the form of a flowchart:

---

Such a system will extensively depend upon the API availability of the source repository system in use, and processes used in different organizations vary, so a one-size-fits-all approach will not work. Developing such a system will require investment and hence management commitment is needed to charter on this journey.

*Figure-10: Recommended workflow*
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1 Abstract

Communication is essential for a successful project. Acceptable results can only be reached when all participants are communicating effectively. However, it is often difficult to establish this level of communication.

This talk encourages all project participants to think about their own methods of communication. It uses a real-world example to point out one specific problem: the “Chinese Whispers” cumulative error, which is characterized by people talking only to the person next in their hierarchy. It results in distorted information and creates an outcome quite different from the input. The talk will present the issue in a humorous way and give some solid advice.
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1 Introduction

Communication is the most important thing in a project. More than testing. More than coding. More than planning. More than managing. It's all about communication. We communicate all day, discussing problems and try to solve them. Spoken and written words carry the information we want to share with other people.

To this end we need to ensure that we communicate effectively. That's the difficult part, because usually communication is more than words. It contains emotions, facial expression, gestures and much more. It is also driven by the context, the relation to the person you are speaking to.

After all, communication is important. It can improve the project, the outcome of the project, and the quality of the product. If you can convey all the things you want to say with your words then your expectations and intent can be understood more easily by others. So why does it so often fail?

2 So, what’s the problem?

In my years as a software tester, as a Scrum Master, and as a consultant and a trainer for many companies in Europe, I realized that a lot of the communication is not respected enough by people. Information often flows in one direction only without any feedback and not really wanting a response. In hierarchical organisations especially there is a missing culture of communication. The results are sometimes catastrophic: wrong outcomes, buggy products and much more.

2.1 NLP as a start

A lot of the defects in communication are systematic. That means we are doing them over and over again, because we are “programmed” to act like that. But, systematic also means that there is a pattern. And where there is a pattern, there is a possibility to break that pattern. There are a lot of books, blogs, and other resources dealing with communication defects and how to solve them. One of the most popular is Neurolinguistic Programming (NLP). It was developed in the 1970’s for the treatment of psychological illnesses. It was intended to help the therapist to understand the patient more clearly. NLP deals with three main defects in communication I often encounter even today.

Generalization is one of the defects you may encounter. Last week I heard the following sentence in a company’s jour fixe: “If we don’t deliver on time, the product will fail.” It’s a special case of generalization because the product will not be successful even if you deliver on time. The failure or success of the product depends on a complex combination of different factors like costs, time, environment, quality and more.
Another defect is deletion where necessary information is omitted. In a management conference the speaker said: “You have to believe me and carry out the orders I give you.” The funny part was, the speaker used the deletion by intent. He wanted to show how problematic it is to obey orders without knowing everything. He purposefully didn’t give any information on what would happen if somebody didn’t follow his instructions. The deletion is the missing consequence and the free interpretation. Everybody was looking for a safe space, so everybody obeyed the speaker. They painted their faces with green paint. Five minutes later it was time for lunch, but people with green faces were not allowed in the dining room. It turned out that the paint was very difficult to remove, so the dining room remained almost empty while the queue for the toilets grew. The speaker said to me: “Look at the sheep. And they think they are leaders.”

The third defect is distortion. It is generated by the speaker, often unintentionally. “I always have to do all the stuff.” But who is saying that? “I have to work at least to 8pm because everybody will say, that I’m lazy if I don’t.” Really? Perhaps you have good time management. Perhaps you carry out the work much faster than others because you’re more intelligent?

2.2 Biases to intensify them

There are more than 130 biases you can find while surfing the web. The swimmers body illusion, the availability bias or the sunk cost fallacy. All of them influence the way we behave, the way we communicate. One of the biases is the authority bias. I will explain this bias, because it will be important in understanding the Chinese Whispers defect I want to explain later.

The authority bias is one which predisposes us to respect authorities much more than we trust ourselves and so we stop thinking. It is related to the example of deletion. The speaker used his authority and...
everybody stopped thinking. To explain it a little bit more concretely, just think about your latest tests. If a “simple” tester says: “The product is crap. I found so many defects that it will be catastrophic if we release right now!” Would you trust them? If a test manager with a high reputation in the company says: “The product is crap. I found so many defects that it will be catastrophic if we release right now!” Would you trust them more? And why? Is the manager smarter than the tester who executed the test and really saw the problems in the product?

3 How the improve quality with communication

Let’s assume that the quality of your communication directly affects the quality of the product. Wouldn’t you set up a communication test? What if this wasn’t just an assumption, but product quality really does improve with good communication? We take classes in better coding, better architecture, professional project management, better testing, better everything. Instead, what we really need is better communication classes. Many people think we are good speakers because we use our speech every day, almost always in spoken or written formats. Consider what would happen if you were no longer able to use words to transfer information. What would you do?

To increase the complexity further, imagine trying to give this information to a person without a direct line of communication. A person that you don’t know. How would you do this? Sign language? Prototypes? How would you effectively communicate?

In a lot of projects and companies I have encountered the tapper and listener syndrome. It is another bias that leads to the Chinese Whispers defect. You start omitting this information because you assume that others already have the same knowledge as you. Why is it called tapper and listener? There was an experiment that divided people into two groups. The first group were tappers, and the other were listeners. The tappers were given a list of songs like “Happy birthday” or “The Star Spangled Banner”. Then they have to tap the rhythm of the song and the listeners have to guess the song. In advance the tappers and listeners were asked about the probability the listener would guess the song correctly. The tappers said that the others would be right 50% of the time. So, one of two songs is guessed right. The listeners were more sceptical and thought that they would be right 25% of the time. While conducting the experiment, the quota of correctly guessed songs was about 2%! The most disappointed group was the tappers. Why? They couldn’t believe that the listener misinterpreted “The Star Spangled Banner” as “Happy Birthday”. Why did this happen? The tapper has the information, the listener doesn’t. The tapper has the melody in mind while tapping, the listener only hears some sort of freaky Morse code.

4 Chinese Whispers

Perhaps you know this game from kindergarten, from your youth, or perhaps from your kids. Five or more children sit in a row and the child at one end of the row thinks about a word. Then this word is quietly whispered into the ear of the child sitting next to the first. Then the second child gives the information received to the next child. And so on until the last child receives the information. This child has to loudly speak out the “word”. And in most cases, it is definitely not the word provided by the first child.
If an easy word is chosen, like “Needle” or “Bus”, it is more likely that the correct information is transported. That’s because it is an easy to speak and mostly unambiguous word.

You can increase the difficulty if you choose a word that rhymes with, or sounds similar to, another. If you choose “Book” you can get “Hook”. Or if you choose “Mouse” you can get “House”. In that case the information transforms to something else. And there is definitely a difference between my giving a “book” or a “hook”.

To create real chaos the child could choose a complex word. For example: “Surreptitiously”. I’m pretty sure that this word wouldn’t make it through Chinese Whispers correctly. Most often the result would be something Germans call “Wortsalat” or “Buchstabensalat”. It literally means “word salad” or “letter salad”. Everything is scrambled. If this happens it is great fun for the kids!

Why don’t the children ask their neighbours to repeat the whispered words if they don’t think they’ve understood the word correctly? Why not ask if the word is understood correctly? Well, that’s the only rule in the game: No asking, no repetition.

5 The Story of Chinese Whispers

So, what does this game have to do with reality? Why is this game relevant to quality and testing? Let me take you to a project of mine from some years ago…

The project was at a big IT-consulting company that was, in turn, part of an even bigger company which produced lots of different goods, from electronics to machinery. The project’s objective was to create an IT-asset management system for the company itself as well as a number of external customers. The system should be capable of managing orders from employees if they needed something for their work. The most important categories were IT equipment, telephone infrastructure, moving of offices, file sharing and access rights, servers, room bookings and office furniture. There were other things as well but as you can see, the system should be capable of everything.
The system was a complex client-server application with a lot of different rules, databases and connected systems orchestrated by JBoss. The team had to connect to the current LDAP and Active Directory. To make it even worse, there was an IT management system capable of performing some of those tasks in one division of the company that didn't want to give up their system. So, it had to be integrated.

The development time was about 5 years in total. The number of parallel users was estimated to be more than 5,000. The budget, of close to 2 million Euros, was far too low.

Over the years the team produced a working system in several releases, but it was not finished. In spite of that the CEO deciding in a management jour fixe that the first customer should be given access to the system within two weeks. Everybody was so enthusiastic at the beginning that the manager decided a risk management strategy would not be necessary.

The company was very hierarchical and you had to follow the defined way of "communication". You were only allowed to talk to your subordinates and to your one and only supervisor. Therefore there was a perfect chain of children sitting next to each other. Oh, sorry: People.

After testing the system, our tester (let's call him Bob) raised a warning that the system was in a non-deliverable state. He did this via email because the team was distributed all over Germany. This is the email Alice, the test manager, received:

Hi Alice,
I'd like to inform you about the latest test results:
I have executed 250 test cases and only 53 were successful without errors.
All major risks are still not mitigated. In my opinion there is no chance for a successful roll out.
We haven't been given enough time to fix the errors and the product will not work at all. Please inform everybody.
Bob

Let us analyse that email. What does Bob do well, and not so well? At first, he takes the initiative to speak out about a problem. He mentions that there are problems and even included figures. So, there is no defect in the words he used. Bob does state a personal assumption but makes it clear to Alice that this is what it is - an assumption. The only big problem is the request for action, where Bob says "everybody" without specifying who this included, is a deletion.

After further emails were exchanged between the developer (Charlie) and Bob, Alice writes an email to Daniel, the Development Lead:

Hi Daniel,
Bob and Charlie informed me that meeting the deadline is impossible. The testing department won't give this release a go ahead until all major bugs are fixed and all critical (priority 1) test cases are successfully executed.
Alice

This email is interesting, because it is the beginning of the Chinese Whispers. So, let's take a closer look at it. She states the impossibility of meeting the deadline, without including what would go wrong. This is a deletion of what problems might arise. This information is in the next sentence, but the consequences of releasing the product anyway are still not included. By generalizing in this way, Alice reduces the criticality.

Hi Eric,
Alice informed me that an on-time release of our product is going to be difficult. They have too many bugs and have problems executing all the important test cases. We should monitor the situation by keeping an eye on development and testing.
Daniel
Daniel informs the project manager Eric and the next defect strikes. Daniel seems to have massive respect for Eric. Authority bias combined with a fear of asking softens the “impossible” to a “difficult”. This is the point where everything is going wild and crazy. In this project everybody acted this way. You can see an increasingly soft tune in the emails. The following email is from the project manager (Eric) to the business unit manager (Franck) and his email to the CEO (Gerry):

**Hi Franck,**

it seems there are some difficulties in testing and development. Something about some bugs that occurred and too little time to test everything. I think we should go on with our plan but keep our metrics in mind, so we can react.

**Eric**

---

**Hi Gerry,**
you wanted some information on the new release. Eric told me that some bugs occurred, and they need to test further to execute the test cases. I think we are on a good way. Will you tell Hannah, so she can inform our customer?

**Franck**

---

What happened? I will call this a cumulative error. Everybody acted the same way and softened the message. The impossible situation morphed into being on a good way! And accordingly, Gerry goes on to send this email:

**Hi Hannah,**
good news from our development and testing department! We are on a good way and keep the work up with our actual release. Can you inform Irene?

**Gerry**

---

At the end, the customer representative (Irene) receives the complete opposite of the initial warning.

### 5.1 The Big Bang

As you can see, this conversation went really strange and had an interesting outcome. At least we can learn from their mistakes. For the company it went terribly wrong. After deploying the system to the customer an undocumented and untested function dropped the customer's database and caused a stop in production and a loss of 1.6 million Euro. The CEO was not amused with the outcome and wrote the following email:

**Hi Alice, hi Daniel,**
can somebody explain to me what happened after releasing our new version? I THOUGHT WE HAD A GOOD DEVELOPMENT AND TESTING DEPARTMENT???
Why did this happen? What should I tell our customer? His systems were going down and we have had a massive data loss. We cannot afford such bad work! Why was I not informed about these massive problems?
Crisis meeting in 15 minutes in my office! **Gerry**

---

### 6 Lessons Learned

Who is guilty? I don't want to blame a single person. Instead I want to focus on the important details. As it is a cumulative error there are a lot of factors contributing to this situation. But there are some indicators that can give you a clue that there is something strange happening.
6.1 Subject line of emails

An interesting part was the subject line. It was growing. From:

“Test results”

To:


In addition, all of the previous emails were attached! The first indicator and lesson learned is that you should read all the emails throughout. Especially if the email was forwarded multiple times. I advise you to stop the chain if there is the second “FW:” in the subject line. Furthermore, read the whole email. Don’t expect that the latest comment has all the information.

6.2 Don’t trust the rabbit

If there is only a vague expression of detail in an email, then ask the people directly. This concerns all words like “some”, “good”, “maybe”, “eventually”, “only”, “always”, “sometimes” and so on. Ask for the real meaning and if there are exceptions. Fighting generalization is like cutting the heads off a hydra.

6.3 Talk about the risk

If you see a risk, you are the one to talk about it! Even more so if you are a tester or test manager. It is your job to inform others about potential risks. If the risk is too big, and you expect severe damage, then ignore communication rules. Talk directly to the people who are affected and whose decisions are based on your information.

6.4 Don’t play the game

There are a lot of companies playing that Chinese Whispers game. Don’t be part of it. If you are forced to play it, explain the risks. You lose information every time it is transferred via another person. That’s normal, that’s human. That’s a common linguistic defect. But it is systematic. And you now know the root cause and can do something against it.

7 Conclusion

This event as described may appear to be exaggerated. I wish I could say “Yes, it is fiction!”. Sadly, it is not. All of this did happen and it was a pity to see the cumulative effects. It was a big lesson for me and has changed the way that I act as a tester or test manager. Quality improvement is not only testing, reporting, finding bugs and debugging, reviews and all the other tools we have. Quality is based on communication. The same problem can occur whilst creating requirements and communicating them to developers. It can occur during estimations. It’s everywhere!

I want you to think about your method of communication. The way you distribute information. I would encourage you to improve your communication skills, to watch for biases and linguistic defects. Then you will have taken a further step “On The Road To Quality”.


Good communication is as stimulating as black coffee...

...and just as hard.

- Anne Spencer
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Abstract

Often, the silos of Development and Blackbox Testing groups within an Engineering team result from issues that are more than mere skill differences. There is a much larger cultural aspect that usually needs addressing for an engineering team that has clear cut Development and Blackbox Testing roles but struggles to deliver quality software. While an all-round engineering team must have various skills, we want to highlight the importance and the role of "Software Development Engineers in Test" (SDET) in bringing about a culture change in engineering paradigm. When our own team at McAfee made the conscious decision to arm the team with SDETs, little was known as to what they would do and how their role would be different than the clear-cut demarcations that already existed. As we found out, it was a journey that resulted in greater collaboration, testing of areas unheard of in the team, increased operational efficiencies and a mature engineering team. In this paper we want to share our experience of how SDETs were change agents in the evolution of our engineering team, what challenges we faced along the way and how we were able to overcome barriers as a team. We hope to highlight the following:

1. What a model testing team should be comprised of in skill sets (SDET, Automation, and Product Experts)
2. How the role of SDETs differ from Blackbox/System testing roles
3. Why SDETs are important in fast paced engineering environments (with our own example of a complex product platform)
4. How to hire, train and engage successful SDETs
5. What metrics to introduce to measure success
6. Making role models out of SDETs
7. Seeing measurable improvements in product quality by using SDETs
8. Using SDETs to take the team to the next level

Our paper will cite real examples and we hope that our experience will give engineering leaders an insight into how they can bring about change in their teams but more importantly that we will encourage young engineering professionals to look at becoming future SDETs.
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Introduction

Software is always evolving and growing in complexity. In a typical environment where multiple security software co-exist depending on a single platform product, the software quality and early availability of the dependent software becomes paramount.

Being a platform product, multiple security solutions (products) had to be integrated with us to make them extremely powerful to fight cyber-attacks. To cater newer business and security needs, we decided to revamp our product architecture and design. As we embraced the new design, technology and implementation, we felt it was also time to re-think on the process that we had been following for our sustenance projects - traditional approach of Dev team and QA (Quality Assurance) team. The process followed being Agile, which required a parallel code and test development.

Thinking beyond the traditional approach

The new design and implementation gave us an opportunity to try out our new idea - test the code before the build with the core modules integrated was ready, so that this could be consumed by our internal security software products. This demanded the team have engineers adopting the new role of software test developers a.k.a. SDET (Software Development Engineer in Test) s.

Being a team that followed the traditional software procedure having virtually two groups - software development and Testing group (QA) despite working for the same product, the first thought was to look outside for engineers to fit this new role in the team. After hiring a few SDETs, we came to realize this was an uphill task as there aren’t many who could effectively satisfy our need.

The thought crossed our minds – Why shouldn’t we look for our own teammates who could fit this role by following a few transitioning steps to become SDETs? But there were a few storms that had to be weathered – How to change the engineering culture? What are the transition steps? How do we measure and appreciate success?

Challenges – Weather the Storm

We also knew this transition could not be done overnight because it involves

1. Addressing the cultural change in the team.
2. Removing Engineers’ stigma to adopting the new role, as they were not sure about the expectation for this role.
3. Coming onboard the required skills and meeting the expectations.

Considering a team such as the one mentioned under modern approach - having an SDET engineer, who could be a developer willing to test software or a black box QA engineer who could write tools to test the software, will help in early identification of defects. With automation engineers available, automating end-to-end scenarios during early phase of software development would drastically bring down the manual regression time and increases the team’s confidence in the software.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Traditional Approach</th>
<th>Modern Approach</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Developers</td>
<td>1. Developers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Black Box QA</td>
<td>2. Software Development Test Engineers (Dev/QA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Process - Water Fall/Agile</td>
<td>3. QA Engineers as Product Champions (PCs)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4. Automation Engineers (Develop the automation frame work)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5. Process – Agile</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SDETs are Change Agents – How?

The team's composition being this – Developers, SDET, PC (Product Champion)s, and Automation Engineers to bring in early defects and confidence, greater collaboration amongst them was needed.

1. As the product design discussion started, the SDETs and PCs (aspiring to become SDETs) were very much part of the discussion to understand and provide constructive feedback on the design.

2. SDETs worked collaboratively with developers to come up with UT (Unit Test) and WB (White Box) Framework and to add test cases incrementally.

3. After the Design Commit phase, in parallel to the development activity, SDETs were made available with a prototype of the module (in the form of header files) to start test preparation.

4. SDETs also worked with the PCs to help them understand the test frameworks (UT and White Box Testing), provide training on development and testing tools (Visual Studio, WinDbg, Valgrind, BullsEye, Coverity)

5. SDETs and PCs came up with test plan and test cases for modules under development and seek early feedback from developers.

6. Module development was done in phased manner where, upon every module phase completion, the library was available for SDETs to work on the following checks: Unit Testing, Error Conditions, Test for buffer overflow error, Memory Leak errors, Design deviation, False Positive behavior tests, Boundary Value Checks.

7. Being a product that will be integrated by multiple internal security products, conscious decision to test modules used by them was taken as part of SDK (Software Development Kit) testing. As part of this activity, exposed APIs for integration would be tested in a WB framework. The focus was on Argument errors, functional behavior, and scenario-based testing.

8. Based on the results of above tests, the module was either re-worked or made available as part of nightly builds.

The other area of focus was Automation where, automation engineers came up with an automation framework to test E2E scenarios.

1. They worked closely with PCs on the end-to-end scenario identification and get early feedback from the developers.

2. PCs (aspiring to become automation experts) where given training on scripting language, working and execution of automation framework.

Finally, with all the collaborative work, on the nightly build with incrementally developed modules, following validations are done in parallel - UT suite, static Analysis check and automation would be run.

Additionally, these builds were used to measure the code coverage against the available UTs. This code coverage results also facilitated the SDETs to add more UT cases to identify negative scenarios and dead-code. This activity ensured that “the code” is tested to the maximum using WB methodology.

Now comes the million-dollar question – How QA engineers were transformed to SDETs and Automation Experts? What are transition steps? Our long journey on product development provided the answer - in order to adopt the above said new approach we came across the following transition phases in our team.
The Transformation Approach

Based on the current role an engineer plays in the software industry, we would like to propose different approaches for transformation to SDET considering the current role of team member.

Approach 1 - Transition of Black Box QA engineer to SDET:

The first approach is for an engineer who currently performs quality assurance and testing using typical black box methodology and aspires to be a SDET

1. Identify a black box QA engineer willing to transform into a SDET.
2. Provide the language training related to software, if required.
3. Undergo training from developers on product implementation and design.
4. Participate on code reviews and design discussions.
5. Start developing UT and tools that tests software modules

Approach 2 - Transition of Black Box QA engineer to Automation Engineer:

The second approach is for an engineer who currently performs quality assurance and testing using typical black box methodology and aspires to be an automation engineer who basically writes code to test the commonly used functionality of the software to provide quick confidence on the software builds.

1. Identify a black box QA engineer willing to transform into an automation engineer.
2. Provide the language training related to automation, if required.
3. Undergo training from product champions on software from end-to-end user perspective.
4. Identify features or test cases that could be automated.
5. Design Automation frameworks.
6. Start automating feature test cases.
Approach 3 - Transition of a developer to SDET:

The third approach is for an engineer who currently develops software is aspiring to perform the role of an SDET.

1. Undergo training from PC understand the software from end-to-end user perspective.
2. Identify the features that could be tested using test tools.
3. Start developing test tools on the features.
4. Integrate with automation framework for daily run.

Results

Traditionally team’s release check-list would e – BVT (Basic Verification Test), FVT (Functional Verification Test), Soak, Regression, Open Defects etc.

With the new approach the check-list was modified as – Unit Test, Memory Leak check, Scenario based white box testing, Static Analysis, FVT, BVT, Soak, Automation Results, Number of high severity open defects.

Advantage of a PC (one who is aware of the end-to-end functionality of the product) transitioning as an automation engineer would ensure the presence of better automation framework that suits the product and yield better test coverage.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Defect Removal Method</th>
<th>Minimum Efficiency</th>
<th>Maximum Efficiency</th>
<th>Average Efficiency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Formal design inspection</td>
<td>65%</td>
<td>97%</td>
<td>87%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formal code inspection</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td>96%</td>
<td>85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Static analysis</td>
<td>65%</td>
<td>95%</td>
<td>85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pair Programming</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>65%</td>
<td>55%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Informal Peer Review</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk-based Testing</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System Testing</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>42%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unit Testing</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regression Testing</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>45%</td>
<td>35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acceptance Testing</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>35%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: The Economics of Software Quality by Capers Jones, Olivier Bonsignour
How gaps in the Testing life cycle were filled by SDET activity’s and their early feedback right from design discussion phase to actual end to end scenario testing. This will help to get quality product at the end of the life cycle.

Understanding Product Enhancement Requirement
Test Plan Identification/Review

Identify/Create Feature Based Test Suites/Cases

Understanding Design Implementation and providing design changes if any.
Creation of test framework, Unit Test, Test scenarios

Perform Code reviews and provide feedback
Create test code to test product functionality, performance, Memory leak

Automate End to End Scenarios
Suggest design/implementation changes

Integration/System Testing/Regression Testing
Identify and resolve functional defects

Design And Coding Phase

Release Quality Product
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This paper demonstrates how to solve these quandaries by combining traditional tools for defining quality targets with modern agile methods. We’ll present a checklist of nonfunctional requirements, a set of agile tools for incorporating those attributes into your project, and some criteria for deciding which tool to use in which circumstances. As a bonus, we’ll also explore how to surface hidden quality requirements by developing a defect severity chart.
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1 Introduction

Customers and developers spend most of their time talking about features and functionality – in other words, what the system will do. After all, that’s why people buy your system, right? If your agile team uses good testing practices and a solid Definition of Done, your system should also have all those other characteristics such as availability, reliability, installability, usability, and so forth, as if by magic.

Ah, but often the magic doesn’t quite happen. After a few weeks or months of building individually delightful user stories which pass all their acceptance tests, the team discovers that the performance has degraded. Or the users can’t find their way through the numerous screens. Or the system starts hanging sporadically. What’s gone wrong?

Usually the problem traces back to a lack of awareness regarding the nonfunctional requirements for this product. Nonfunctional requirements define not what a system does, but how well it does it. Nonfunctional requirements describe expectations for system-level characteristics or quality attributes such as availability, usability, reliability, security, performance, and so forth. A nonfunctional requirement states how much of a particular attribute is desired. How fast should the system respond? How comfortable should a particular type of user feel?

Products fall short of meeting expectations regarding quality attributes for two main reasons:

1) Nobody ever nailed down the nonfunctional requirements – the goals for the quality attributes. The team didn’t have a clear definition of what the stakeholders and users expected, so they didn’t drive the design and the code to meet the users’ expectations.

2) The team understood the expectations, but didn’t successfully capture them in any structure or process, so the expectations were overlooked or forgotten.

The first problem involves talking about quality – clearly stating the expected behavior. The second problem involves talking about your quality process – how your team will make the expected behavior happen. In this paper, we’ll talk about both.

2 Talking about Quality

If you simply ask your product owner for their nonfunctional requirements, you’ll probably get a blank stare. And if you ask about quality expectations, most likely you’ll hear a discussion of either defect counts or test coverage. None of these are an effective way to discover what the users actually want.

We need to understand what quality means to the users for this product. How would the users recognize quality? What level of performance, or scalability, or reliability, or usability should the product have? And how can we tell whether the product has that?

2.1 Establish a Common Language for Quality Attributes

Having a conversation with your stakeholders about their expectations for quality attributes is much easier if you have some common language. The team can provide the stakeholders with some language by using a quality attributes list.

The following list is adapted from chapter 14 of Karl Wiegers’ excellent book Software Requirements, Third Edition [WIEG2013].
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accessibility</td>
<td>How easily people with a range of physical abilities can use the system.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Availability</td>
<td>The extent to which the system’s services are available when and where they are needed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Installability</td>
<td>How easy it is to correctly install, uninstall, and re-install the application.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturability</td>
<td>How easy it is to correctly produce copies of the software on intended media.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrity</td>
<td>How well the system prevents information loss and preserves data entered into the system.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correctness</td>
<td>For systems which analyze data or make predictions, how accurate is the answer provided.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance</td>
<td>How quickly and predictably the system responds to user inputs or other events.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reliability</td>
<td>How long the system will run before experiencing a failure.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robustness</td>
<td>How well the system responds to unexpected operating conditions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety</td>
<td>How well the system protects against injury or damage.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security</td>
<td>How well the system protects against unauthorized access to the application or data.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usability</td>
<td>How easy it is for people to learn, remember, and use the system.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interoperability</td>
<td>How easily the system can interconnect and exchange data with other systems or components.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Efficiency</td>
<td>How efficiently the system uses computer resources.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scalability</td>
<td>How easily the system can grow to handle more users, transactions, servers, or other extensions.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

You can find similar lists many places, organized in various ways. You might see lists called *nonfunctional requirement types, quality characteristics, quality attributes, capabilities*, or even the -ilities. The most complex collection is the ISO/IEC standard 205010 [ISO2010], which organizes quality attributes into eight quality characteristics and thirty-one subcharacteristics.

Since the early 1980s, system test strategists have used a similar list of *system test types* to structure test coverage and brainstorm system tests.

All these different lists are heuristics or shortcuts for finding overlooked nonfunctional requirements. Most are not intended to be exhaustive or complete. They are tools to trigger thinking about important requirements which might have been missed. The definitions are part of the trigger, to help ask “how well does our product do this?”
2.2 Skip Attributes Which Aren’t Relevant

The quality attributes list is meant to trigger conversations. For your product or business, there are probably some quality attributes you don’t need to discuss. Either they aren't relevant, or they are so central to your product that they've been extensively discussed already. On the other hand, if your organization usually overlooks particular attributes (and is sorry later), add those attributes to your list.

Sue’s team is developing the electronic brake control module (EBCM) for a major auto manufacturer. As part of their initial project startup, they sit down to review a list of quality attributes looking for things they've missed.

Sue: “How about scalability?”

Bitra: “The ability to handle more users, transactions, or whatever? That's not relevant – our firmware has to do its job, but the job isn't going to grow.”

The rest of the team agrees, so they drop “scalability” from their quality attributes list. They won’t ask their stakeholders for expectations in that area. But if Sue’s team was working on an Internet service, they would definitely ask about scalability.

Before removing an attribute from your list, consider all your stakeholders, not just the end users. Some of your other stakeholders might include buyers, operations staff, or maintenance staff. For instance, the operations staff of a utility company is usually quite interested in the installability of customer-facing applications, because they have to install them onto the company’s servers. The utility’s customers aren’t even aware of the installation, so they aren’t going to have useful opinions on how much installability is needed.

A list of quality attributes forces the team to look at the system from different perspectives. For instance, one might think that the attribute “availability” is only relevant to Internet services. But if one component in an app is unavailable to another component because the first component is off doing garbage collection, that can cause a huge quality problem. Asking about “availability” might surface this simply because you’re looking at the system from a different angle.

2.3 Ask the Customers What Matters to Them

A quality attributes list helps you have productive conversations with your stakeholders.

Sit down with a stakeholder and walk through your quality attributes list, asking them which attributes matter to them. When the stakeholder identifies an attribute, ask for specific goals in that area. You might find these questions useful:

- “What do you want?”
- “How will you know when you have it?” These lead to acceptance tests.
- “What will that do for you?” Understanding the relative value of different attributes helps when there are trade-offs to make.

2.4 Get Specific

In agile projects, goals for quality attributes are usually captured as acceptance criteria, tests, or release criteria. In waterfall projects, the goals are captured as written requirements. In either case, vague statements such as “the system must be fast” or “the system must be user-friendly” aren’t very helpful. The development team needs measurable, testable specifics, so they can tell when a story is “done” or when the software is “good enough” to release.
Johanna Rothman shares some examples of “good enough to release” in her book *Create Your Successful Agile Project* [ROTH2017]. These “Release Criteria” are high-level goals which were set by stakeholders.

- **Performance**: For a given scenario (Describe it in some way), the query returns results in a maximum of two seconds.
- **Reliability**: The system maintains uptime under these conditions (describe the conditions).
- **Scalability**: The system is able to build up to 20,000 simultaneous connections and scale down to under 1,000 connections."

Notice that these are measurable, testable statements of expectations. The scenarios and conditions are critical parts of the requirements. There are plenty of examples of such specifics in any standard requirements text. It’s worth being familiar with some of these even if you never write a formal requirements document, because they help you ask interesting questions. For instance, Karl Wiegers points out that it can be helpful to explore the attribute from multiple perspectives [WIEG2013]:

- What would users consider an unacceptable response time for this query?
- What times of the day, week, or month have much heavier usage than usual?
- How many simultaneous users do you have on average?

Expected performance attributes for the EBCM look somewhat different than performance attributes for an Internet application, but they follow the same principles. The EBCM firmware responds to “events”, which are triggered either by end user actions such as applying the brakes or by measurements delivered on a regular basis from other system components, such as sensors measuring speed. Sue’s team might put together a chart of performance requirements such as the one below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Must respond to event within…</th>
<th>Must not respond in less than…</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BRAKE01</td>
<td>2 msec</td>
<td>0 msec</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRAKE02</td>
<td>3 msec</td>
<td>0 msec</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRM01</td>
<td>2 msec</td>
<td>0 msec</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRM02</td>
<td>4 msec</td>
<td>0.5 msec</td>
<td>Too fast a response can cause mechanical stutter</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 2.5 Landing Zones

In some cases, there is a degree of flexibility in the requirements. Often this is a tradeoff situation, such as smartphone weight versus battery life. If the battery life is significantly better, it may be ok for the phone to be a bit heavier. In these cases, the stakeholders may want to delineate a “landing zone”, such as in this example from Rebecca Wirfs-Brock [WIRF2011].
### Landing Zone for Smart Phone

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTRIBUTE</th>
<th>MINIMUM</th>
<th>TARGET</th>
<th>OUTSTANDING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Battery life – standby</td>
<td>300 hours</td>
<td>320 hours</td>
<td>420 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Battery life – in use</td>
<td>270 minutes</td>
<td>300 minutes</td>
<td>380 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Footprint in inches</td>
<td>2.5 x 4.8 x .57</td>
<td>2.4 x 4.6 x .4</td>
<td>2.31 x 4.5 x .37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Screen size (pixels)</td>
<td>600 x 400</td>
<td>600 x 400</td>
<td>960 x 640</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital camera resolution</td>
<td>8 MP</td>
<td>8 MP</td>
<td>9 MP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight</td>
<td>5 oz.</td>
<td>4.8 oz.</td>
<td>4.4 oz.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The team is expected to aim for the target values, but has the option to accept a minimum value in one attribute in order to achieve outstanding in another.

This method was pioneered by Tom Gilb in the 1980s [GILB1988] using the terms “Goal, Stretch, Wish”, and has since appeared in other places using terms such as “Must, High Want, Want”, or “Must, Want, Wish”. These older sets of terms are sometimes misinterpreted, resulting in the team aiming for the lowest value rather than the middle value. In contrast, “Minimum, Target, Outstanding” clearly says: “You should aim for the target, and accept minimum only if you have to. And a gold star if you reach outstanding!” The terms themselves contribute to a productive conversation with stakeholders.

In addition to the usual pass/fail results, the team will probably be expected to report the observed value for each landing-zone attribute. This tells the organization exactly where the system has landed within the defined landing zone. If the economic return on each attribute is known, trade-off decisions can be made. See Wiegers for a systematic method to make such quality attribute trade-offs. [WIEG2013]

### 2.6 Ask the Business What Else Matters

Quality attributes which matter mainly to the development and maintenance teams are sometimes called Internal Quality Attributes. A shortfall in internal quality attributes is often considered to be technical debt rather than a defect per se.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Some Typical Internal Quality Attributes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Modifiability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reusability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verifiability or</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Testability</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Expectations around internal quality attributes can affect how you choose to do your development, so it’s important to understand those expectations early in the project. Let’s see what these four internal quality attributes mean to Sue and her team.
After a lively discussion, Sue’s team writes down list of attributes, associated requirements, and their action items to meet those requirements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quality Attribute</th>
<th>Our Requirements for this Attribute</th>
<th>What we will do</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Modifiability Requirements</td>
<td>We want to refactor easily and safely, so we want:</td>
<td>Include in our Definition of Done:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Clear, complete documentation of API contracts.</td>
<td>• API documentation review.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Compliance with our company’s “Future Maintenance Standard” (which covers revision control, storage of tests, coding style standards).</td>
<td>• Review of compliance with our “Future Maintenance Standards”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Enough low-level tests to quickly detect whether we’ve broken a module</td>
<td>• Has documented unit tests (coverage TBD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Enough documented, repeatable tests to detect whether system is staying stable.</td>
<td>Create some automated end-to-end regression tests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portability Requirements</td>
<td>We don’t see any beyond the “Future Maintenance Standard”</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reusability Requirements</td>
<td>None that we know of.</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verifiability or Testability Requirements</td>
<td>Testability requirements from other subsystems. Verifiability regarding correct ABS responses.</td>
<td>Go ask the other teams.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Already covered in stories.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A project may also have other miscellaneous nonfunctional requirements or constraints. Perhaps the head of the Information Technology department has forbidden use of Gnu GPL (General Public License) open source code. Or required that any use of open-source code must include capturing the exact origin and license. These types of requirements must also be taken into account in a similar fashion.

3 Quality Process: Capture and Implement the Expectations

So now you have a bunch of nonfunctional requirements. What do you do with them? In a Waterfall project, you’ll capture them in a Software Requirements Specification (SRS), and then start writing acceptance tests to verify that the system meets these requirements.

In an agile project, you won’t write an SRS. But user stories aren’t necessarily the answer either.

In agile, we have more than one way to capture expectations and make sure they happen. User stories are the primary method, particularly for functionality, but we also capture expectations through story acceptance criteria, tests, Definition of Done, and Release Criteria.

Let’s look at how to decide which method to use for a particular requirement.

3.1 Why Not User Stories?

User stories do two things for us:

1) capture the user’s point of view, ensuring we understand the purpose and value of a feature

2) split the work into small, independent sections so we can get immediate feedback from users on each section
Many nonfunctional requirements can be written in user story format, such as “As an admin, I want to receive a response to any input in less than a second, so I can get on with my day.” That captures the user’s point of view nicely. But it doesn’t split the work into small, independent sections. This story will affect many, many other user stories, and the story isn’t implementable on its own. A story which affects many other stories is known as a crosscutting story.

Behavior related to a quality attribute very often results in a crosscutting story. Crosscutting stories don’t help you manage your work, but instead create confusion.

3.2 Capture Expectations as Acceptance Criteria or Definition of Done

Since crosscutting user stories aren’t a good idea, what else can we do? One answer is a quality gate. A quality gate checks whether a story, or group of stories, or the entire product meet expectations.

All of these are quality gates:

- Acceptance Criteria for specific stories. These are often captured in the form of an acceptance test. For instance, “One-month sales data can be displayed within 1 second.”

- Definition of Done, which applies to a group of stories. This is often captured as a regression test run during every sprint. For instance, “Every story related to data display must pass Test B which demonstrates that screen response time is still 1 second.”

- Team Operating Agreement. “Everyone shall abide by our security coding standard.”

- Release Criteria. Release criteria are acceptance criteria for the entire product. While many release criteria are quality-related measurements such as “zero open high-priority defects”, some projects capture system-wide behavior specifications as release criteria, as in the example in section 2.4.

Quality gates support the experimental, iterative approach which is central to agile. Literally, we “Do the simplest possible thing that could possibly work.” [JEFF1998] and then test to see whether it passes the quality gate.

Back to Sue’s team. They’re looking at some more quality attributes. Let’s see how they apply these ideas.

Bitra: “‘Integrity: How well the system prevents information loss’. Isn’t integrity mostly a capability of databases? Maybe it doesn’t apply to our module.”

Sue: “Does the EBCM firmware capture and store any data at all?”

Bitra: “Well, there’s some logging. The logs are used when something goes wrong. We’ve got user stories about the logging already. The diagnostic codes go into nonvolatile memory, of course.”

Tom: “Remember that space probe which failed because its logs overflowed? Maybe we should have some acceptance criteria for the logging stories which test the failure modes. We could just put a note in the user story now and add the criteria when we work on the story.”

In this case, the expectations for the attribute “Integrity” led to acceptance criteria for just a handful of stories. Sometimes that happens. Other times, a great many stories are affected.

For example, performance is almost always crosscutting. Sue’s team has defined performance requirements for each individual user story in the acceptance criteria, but will that be enough?
Bitra: “I know each user story already has acceptance criteria to ensure adequate response time, but what happens if implementing a later story makes an earlier story’s response time longer? Do we have enough regression testing to notice this?”

Sam: “What if we pulled together all the tests for response times and put them in one big test? We could put that in our Definition of Done so we run it every sprint.”

Tom: “Wow, that would be a big test. We’d have to automate it for sure. But then the test itself would define the acceptable performance, right? That’d be good. We could review the test with the communication harness team, to make sure they agree with us on the response times.”

When it would make more sense to run the test once per sprint instead of once per user story, the test is often put into the Definition of Done rather than into acceptance criteria for individual stories. This can be appropriate for regression tests which haven’t been finding many problems, or tests which require an expensive or time-consuming setup. Sue’s team has used both acceptance criteria and a Definition of Done as quality gates.

For more discussion of a Definition of Done, see: http://www.jamesshore.com/Agile-Book/done_done.html

### 3.3 Use Standard Practices When Appropriate

Standards such as architecture, design guidelines, and coding standards take a more prescriptive approach than quality gates. Standards say: “Do the work this way so the end product will be good enough”.

In a traditional waterfall project, quality gates are much more widely spaced than in an agile project. Problems accumulate between these quality gates. The organization tries to prevent the issues with layer upon layer of standards.

Agile methods depend on their frequent quality gates, but there is still a place for standards. Sometimes it is obvious that you will have to do certain things in certain ways. For instance, your security requires protecting against SQL injection. That in turn requires following certain coding practices. If you know this up front, it would be rather wasteful to not follow those practices in multiples stories and then go back and refactor. Necessary standards are usually captured in either the Definition of Done or the Team Operating Agreement.

Whether you are doing agile or waterfall, your decisions on whether a standard is necessary should be based on data, not “everybody knows it should be done this way”. In Sue’s company, the maintenance teams created their Maintainability Standard to prevent specific problems they’d encountered in the past when code was “thrown over the wall”. If no one can remember why a particular standard is necessary, it may be time to question it. An experiment or spike can sort out which design guidelines, coding standards, or architecture decisions are actually necessary.

For more details on the use of standards versus quality gates, see Neal Herman’s 2016 paper “Implementing Agile in an FDA Regulated Environment” [NEAL2016]. It’s an interesting tale of their transition from a standards-based process to an agile process.

### 3.4 Not Sure? Use a Spike

Sometimes it’s not clear what “good enough” would look like. Or it’s not obvious what type of test would detect “not good enough”, so you can’t write the acceptance criteria. Or you suspect that a particular design choice isn’t going to meet your stakeholder’s expectations, but you’re not sure.

In these cases, a spike or experiment is very helpful. A spike is a time-boxed bit of programming which is intended to answer a particular question. Once the question is answered, the spike stops. Sometimes the code is thrown away, sometimes it is integrated into the product, but the end goal of the spike isn’t code. The end goal is knowledge – the answer to the question.
3.5 If It Is a Feature, Create a User Story

Sometimes a quality attribute review turns up something which can be captured as an independently implementable user story.

Sue’s team continues through their quality attributes list, looking for more things they might have missed. They find two features.

Sue: “Let’s take a look at what else we might have forgotten. Let’s see, how about installability?”

Bitra: “The car comes with the firmware already loaded into the module. So installability isn’t relevant.”

Tom: “What about the original installation of the firmware into the module?”

Bitra: “That sounds like manufacturability, not installability. I think the manufacturing engineers will want the firmware installation to be automated.”

Sue: “It doesn’t matter what we call it, as long as we capture it. Do we have a new epic here?”

Tom writes: “As a manufacturing engineer, I can automate installation of the firmware onto the chip.”

Joe: “Wait – don’t we issue updates sometimes? Which would be installed by service techs?”

Tom: “The EBCM isn’t supposed to be serviceable, it just gets replaced.”

Sue: “Hmm, if there was a warranty issue, would the company ever want to do a firmware update rather than a replacement? Let’s put it in the backlog and ask our product owner.”

Tom writes a new epic: “As a service tech, I can install a firmware update, so the car is fixed under warranty.”

Notice that the two user stories just written by this team are quite ordinary. There’s a specific action, and a specific result. The story doesn’t cross-cut other stories. The question “How much installability do you want?” doesn’t even make sense. That’s how we know they are valid user stories.

A quality attribute list is a good place to keep track of aspects of the system which are often overlooked in a particular organization, whether or not those are literally “system-level characteristics”. Installability, manufacturability, configurability, and interoperability are often found on quality attribute lists yet can usually be captured in garden-variety user stories.

4 Nobody Wants to Play? Try a Defect Severity Chart

Sometimes, you’re at the other end of the spectrum. Not only is no one interested in a systematic and thorough approach, but you can’t even get the stakeholders to sit down and look at a quality attribute list, or discuss how good is good enough.

This lack of engagement can be addressed by starting at the opposite end of development, with test failures. Assume you will have defects, and ask which types of defects are serious and which aren’t. Sometimes this approach is easier for stakeholders who have little development experience.

Their answers can be captured in a “Defect Severity Chart”, which is an objective way to decide on the severity of a defect.
A defect severity chart is specific to the product and project for which it was written, because it defines what is considered a “serious” problem for this type of product and this group of users. That means the chart is a form of requirement. For instance, while potential injury to a user will probably be treated as a critical defect in all fields, the tolerance for intermittent failures or screen layout problems varies quite a bit depending on what type of product you are making and for whom.

Creating a defect severity chart of your own may help your team understand “how bad is bad?”. For example, this severity chart has a row for intermittent failures. That’s a reliability specification, albeit a rather fuzzy one. Stakeholders who have no experience with formally stated reliability targets will usually understand and be able to respond to a target stated in this fashion.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Problem</th>
<th>Critical</th>
<th>High</th>
<th>Medium</th>
<th>Low</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Safety</td>
<td>Can injure user</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functionality used by 80% of users</td>
<td>Fail with no workaround, OR causes damage to data or system OR report incorrect data.</td>
<td>Fail with workaround, requires support call</td>
<td>Fails with obvious workaround</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functionality used by 20% or fewer of users</td>
<td>Causes damage to data or system OR report incorrect data.</td>
<td>Fail with no workaround</td>
<td>Fail with workaround, requires support call</td>
<td>Fails with obvious workaround</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermittent Failure</td>
<td>Causes damage, or fails more often than 1/day</td>
<td>Happens 1/day</td>
<td>Happens 1/week</td>
<td>Happens 1/month</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internationalization</td>
<td>Screen is unreadable. Language considered insulting in a major market or preventing importation</td>
<td>Screen is readable but looks very sloppy, Translated text is wrong, correct meaning is not obvious to user</td>
<td>Text is cut off in minor ways, Translated text is wrong but meaning is obvious</td>
<td>Minor messiness</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The severity chart sometimes surfaces interesting implied requirements. For instance, if all safety problems are considered critical, has anybody thought about the various ways in which the software could injure the user? That might yield some new requirements which are intended to prevent failures. Severity charts can also reveal negative requirements. In this example, the internationalization row suggests that there is probably a list of phrases which should not appear in the user interface.
5 Conclusion

Quality problems often trace back to overlooking or shortchanging some of the system’s nonfunctional requirements. Quality can be improved, and development made easier by using some simple tools and methods aimed specifically at surfacing and implementing nonfunctional requirements.

First, enable more productive conversations with stakeholders around nonfunctional requirements by using a quality attributes list. A quality attributes list provides:

1) language with which you can ask specific questions that will trigger useful feedback, and
2) a structure to prevent forgetting some area entirely

A quality attributes review at the start of a project may take only a few hours when the team is proficient with both the list and their subject area. If the risks, technologies, or customer expectations are quite new to the team, there is considerable disagreement concerning the expectations, or the project is quite large, the process may take as much as a few days.

If your organization has a system test team which is separate from the development team, it is definitely worth asking your system test team what they are doing regarding nonfunctional requirements. Frequently they are also asking stakeholders about quality attributes in order to develop a system test strategy. Combining efforts will likely save both groups some time. The overlap is more obvious on traditional waterfall projects using the V-model, because one of the early steps in the V-model is writing high-level acceptance tests based on the functional and nonfunctional requirements, which means the test team is out looking for those requirements even if they are not written down.

Second, systematically consider how you will ensure your product meets the nonfunctional requirements. Agile projects have more tools to employ than the team may realize. Different tools are more effective for different requirements, so you will probably use more than one.

- For non-crosscutting requirements, user stories and their acceptance criteria.
- For crosscutting requirements, quality gates at various levels:
  - Story acceptance criteria.
  - Definition of Done at either story or sprint level
  - Release criteria.
- Standard operating procedures captured in a Team Operating Agreement.

Waterfall projects use quality gates as well, albeit much more widely spaced, and usually make heavy use of standard operating procedures. The relationship between tests and requirements is less obvious on a waterfall project than it is in an agile project, so a requirements traceability matrix might be used to keep track of all the details.

Lastly, a defect severity matrix can help surface hidden requirements, especially when the organization is not enthused about a systematic review.

These methods are fairly simple to implement and can dramatically reduce unpleasant surprises late in a project. I hope you have seen at least one method which will help you talk about quality more effectively with your stakeholders and your teammates.
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1 Introduction

Parametric is a financial company that do wealth management. We build proprietary software for our business to manage daily business workflows. Our development team supports over 36 applications running with 67 services on 14 databases. We started using Agile Development process over 10 years ago. Our QA team has been playing an important role in making the development process successful. During these 10 years, we have been experimenting with various processes and approaches to make our development process more efficient; some work well for us, some do not work at all, and some need to be modified to fit our needs. In this paper, I would like to discuss what role our QA team plays in different stages of the software development lifecycle. What are the challenges we have encountered and how we have resolved them?

2 Development Team Overview

First I would like to give an overview of our development team structure. Our development team consists of four subdivisions. The responsibilities of the development team are split into four and distributed amongst these subdivided teams; Project Teams, Performance Team, Maintenance Team, and Tools Team. There are 4 Project Teams and they are responsible for the development of new features and applications to support company operations and workflows. The Performance Team is responsible for the improvement and optimization of our application performance to ensure smooth operation of all the features. The Maintenance Team is responsible for resolving production escalations and supporting minor feature backlog items. Finally, the Tools Team is responsible for development and deployment tools. These four subdivisions of the Development Team work in tandem to produce the most optimized and effective software applications and tools. With the exception of the tool team and one of the project teams, all of our development teams have one to two developers and only one QA. With the Agile development approach, we release new features and feature updates very frequently. Our development team has deployed over 250 feature updates to production in the year 2017. This makes the job of QA very challenging.

3 QA Lifecycle Overview

Before getting into the challenges, I will give a brief overview of the current QA workflow in our development team. Our QA workflow starts from the beginning of the product lifecycle. We begin with consulting the Business Analysis and Business Users to draw out acceptance criteria for the project. Based on the acceptance criteria, we develop test plans and test cases, followed by test cases execution, and user acceptance tests. Finally, we coordinate with the release team to release the project to production. QAs face different challenges in different phases of the QA lifecycle. In order to overcome and reduce the bad side effects of the challenges, we continuously adjust and modify our QA workflow to make the QA team more efficient. We will discuss each phase of the QA lifecycle in detail in the later section of this paper. For now, let us go over the challenges and explain how we adjusted the QA process and lifecycle to reduce the bad side effects of these challenges.
4 Challenges

4.1 Frequent Releases

As an Agile development shop, we release updates and new features frequently to production. Often times, we release updates for an application as frequent as a couple times each week. Because of that, the risk of breaking existing features becomes very high. In order to ensure that we do not break any existing features in a release, we have to run very extensive application regression tests. This places a massive overhead in the time and effort required to finish regression tests each time before the release. To address these challenges, we adjusted our project planning to get releases into smaller chunks. This will reduce the risk of breaking existing features and the impact of the release in production. Smaller releases means more frequent releases. However, this puts a large burden on the QA to regress the application features before every release. To resolve this, our QA team maintains a set of comprehensive regression test documents. We automate the regression tests as much as we can, specifically in the areas that would take a long time and effort to test manually. For example, data validation logic, mathematic calculation logic, etc. would be prime areas to automate. We also check developers’ code commits to the source control to better understand what areas are being updated. This allows the QA to better plan regression tests to ensure that the updated areas are being tested sufficiently.

4.2 Developers are always ahead of QA in completing tasks

Another challenge that QAs normally face is that developers are always ahead of the QA in completing tasks. QAs always get pushed at the end of the development cycle to finish testing new and existing features.

When we first employed the Agile Development methodology, we used the fixed iteration method, which was 2 weeks cycle. This was because we wanted to find our team velocity. In addition, by using fixed iteration development cycle, developers will not acquire any non-planned tasks before the end of the iteration, and subsequently, developers will not be too far ahead of QAs. However, we found out later that fixed iteration would only work well if we could accurately estimate how much time we needed to finish the tasks for the iteration. We often either overestimated or underestimated the time and effort for the iteration. The team either ran of tasks to do or could not finish all the tasks we planned for the iteration.

We adjusted our process to plan our tasks based on project features. We do not use fixed iteration. Instead, we release when features are ready to be released. But by having a dynamic release cycle, the problem of developers finishing tasks ahead of QAs came back to us. In order to narrow this gap, we integrated more automated tests in our code to test features. These automated integration tests are run after the project has been built. We have also adjusted our project task breakdown process to make every feature task testable. By having testable tasks, QAs can work in parallel with the developers to test the task as soon as the developers have finished implementing it. In addition, developers help our QAs demonstrate features to the business users and run regression tests. Since we have developed a set of comprehensive regression documents that the developers can just follow, the ability to run regression tests has been made vastly easier.

4.3 We are not building the right thing

Building a feature that does not meet user expectations is a mistake commonly made in product development. In order to ensure that we develop the right feature that meets business user needs, the QA is involved very early in the product development lifecycle. We meet with the developers, business analysts, and business users to review test cases. Test case review meetings provide the opportunity for business users to communicate their expectations and business workflow to developers and QAs.
Through test case review, developers and QAs also communicate with each other how the features should work for the business users. And ensure that the test cases provide good feature coverage and the features are being tested correctly.

In addition to test case review sessions, we also demonstrate the features to business users as soon as the features are completed and tested. This allows development teams to get feedback from the business users and make necessary changes as early as possible. The further along the development cycle, the higher the cost is to make changes to the code. To further ensure the right features are built, QA conducts “Paired UAT” with the business users, which is a process in which the QA sits down with the business users to execute user’s acceptance tests.

We also narrow the communication gap between us and the business users by co-locating with them. The development team, including QAs, sit right next to the business users. This allows QAs to demo new features to the business users and get feedback during the development process.

4.4 Agile development emphasizes Test Driven Development (TDD) no QA is needed

There is a myth that test automation is all that is required in software testing. While test automation is important in software testing, automation cannot completely replace manual testing. Manual testing is still needed for tests that are difficult and costly to automate. For example, end-to-end functional test.

End-to-end functional tests involve testing across applications and services. It is difficult to automate testing across applications as we need to pass data and commands between application projects.

5 QA Lifecycle at Parametric Portfolio Associates

5.1 Review requested feature

Our QAs work very closely with business analysts and business users (stake holders) to define acceptance criteria for feature requirements. We ensure that the acceptance criteria is clear and correct and that feature requirements are correctly translated to acceptance criteria.

5.2 Test cases development

Based on the acceptance criteria, the development team goes through a task breakdown process to break down the projects into testable tasks. While developers are implementing the features, the QA develops test cases and reviews them with the developers. We also often involve business users in our test case review meetings to ensure that we are testing the features correctly and ensure that QAs and developers have a good understanding of feature workflow.

5.3 Feature testing and regression

As developers finish a feature task, the QA will pick up the task and test the feature by running the test cases. The QA will also regress the feature with existing features of the application to ensure that the new feature does not break any existing features. This will offload the burden of running regression at the end of the project development cycle. Once the development team finishes implementing and testing a feature set, the QA will demo the features to the business users.
5.4 Demo

5.4.1 Why do we demo?

Demo is “Show and Tell”. Regardless of how well the requirement and acceptance criteria are written, it is difficult for business users to picture how exactly a feature works. Demo is always the best way to communicate how a feature will function to the business user. By using the feature during demo, the business user can visualize how the feature functions and verify if the feature fits their workflow and if the user interface is intuitive. Demo also allows development teams to gauge user feedback from the business user earlier. This will minimize the cost of changes, as changes in the later stage of the development cycle cost significantly more. Finally, by demoing features as soon as they are ready to be used to the business users, the business users will be more involved with development cycle, leading to better communication and more effective product development.

5.5 User acceptance testing

User Acceptance Testing (UAT) plays an important role in ensuring that the development team built the correct product. The user acceptance testing phase takes place at the end of the development cycle after features have been demoed to the users. Developers will create a release candidate of the application and the QA will push the application to the test environment for business users to run tests on the application.

During feature demo to the users, the QA reviews acceptance criteria and test cases with the users as preparation for UAT. The QA also provides guidelines to the user in how to run tests and what they need to look for when running tests. UAT feedback, which can be bugs, feature updates, or new feature requests, are reported to the development team. These issues will be triaged and fixed accordingly. After the bugs or features are updated, updates will be pushed to the test environment for another round of testing and verification.

This cycle will continue until the user has verified that all the features are working as expected. At this point, users will give their approval to release the updates to production.

5.6 Prepare for release to production

After getting business approval, the QA will run a final round of regression tests of the released application. After the regression tests have passed, the QA will submit release tickets to our application support ticket system. Then, the QA coordinates with the DevOps release team to prepare the release of the application to production.

5.7 Post release support

The QA’s responsibilities do not end with the release of the application. After the application release, we run demos for the Maintenance team and Application team so that they understand how the new features work and are able to support production requests and escalation of the release features. QAs will also continue to support the features if a warm fix (bug introduced with workaround) or hot fix (work stopping issue) is needed after features are released. Finally, QAs also update our application regression test document with the new features so that these feature will be tested in the next release of the application.
Diagram 1 QA Lifecycle at Parametric
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6 Conclusion

As mentioned in the beginning of the paper, we started using Agile Development process over 10 years ago. Ten years ago, QA lifecycle at Parametric was limited to test planning, application testing and regression testing. In these 10 years, QA lifecycle has expanded to start at the beginning of the product development cycle, which is feature analysis with business users and business analysts; and end at providing post-release support.

QA works very closely with the business users and business analysts to derive acceptance criteria for the project. We conduct test case review sessions with the business users and developers to ensure features are being built correctly to meet business users’ expectations. In order to narrow the gap that developers finish all the tasks before QA, we adjusted our project task breakdown process to make every feature task testable. By having testable tasks, QAs can work in parallel with the developers to test the task as soon as the developers have finished implementing it. In addition, we integrated more automated tests in our code to test features. We also develop sets of application regression test documents to allow developers help with regression testing.

To further ensure that we build the product features right, we demo the application features to the business users as soon as they are finished. QA also plays a very important role in conducting and coordinating the user acceptance testing with the business users. We communicate feedback from the business users to the development team. QA responsibility does not end after we finished testing the application features. We co-ordinate the release to the production. QA also provides post-release support to the application support team and the maintenance team.

Our development and QA team have been working very hard to make the Agile Development process work well for us. We attended conferences and workshops every year to bring new technologies, new knowledges about Agile Development back to our team. We constantly slim line our development and testing processes to improve efficiency and accuracy. We will continue strive for improving our QA processes to make our development team more efficiency.

7 Appendix

The following are the major tools our development and QA team use for project management, managing project documentations, such as technical requirements, acceptance criteria, test cases and regression test documents, and application deployment tools.

7.1 Project Management

- Leankit/Jira
- Confluence (project stories, test cases)

7.2 Automation

- Unit Tests
- Integration Tests (Specflow)
- Postman (WebApi testing)

7.3 Logging

- Kibana
- Elk Stack/ Elastics Search

7.4 Deployment

- TeamCity (Build Agent)
- Octopus
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Abstract

Metrics provide insight into system health, performance, and stability and must be monitored throughout the software release process to catch issues before they reach production. Therefore, a fast, effective method of identifying deviant metrics is necessary to more quickly identify and stop regressions. However, manual analysis of hundreds of metrics is time-consuming, subjective, and error-prone. Some automation can be achieved by alerts that trigger when metrics cross a hardcoded threshold, but smaller changes with a noticeable but less severe impact would not be picked up.

In this paper, we introduce a technique we developed to automate building a model of expected behavior for each metric based on its previous data and using it to compute variable thresholds for the current metric data. We then describe our experience using it in our own deployment process.

We found that all metrics flagged as deviant were confirmed by human analysts to be so, including subtle cases where the deviation was not immediately obvious. Our technique also streamlined our deployment process by reducing the number of metrics our analysts had to review by 92-98%, and manual review of the remaining 2-8% was only needed to use the flagged metrics to diagnose the problem.
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1 Introduction

Metrics provide insight into system health, performance, and stability and must be monitored throughout the software release process as new software is deployed first to the testing, staging, and then production environments. They are needed to catch issues before they reach the latter and affect end users, as well as to detect issues that do slip into production. However, manual analysis of hundreds of these metrics, usually by visual inspection of their graphs, is time-consuming, subjective, and error-prone.

Some automation may be achieved by setting alerts that automatically trigger when a particular metric crosses some critical threshold, but it may take time for the metric to reach them, or the metric may just never reach a level that triggers it, thereby allowing moderately severe issues to slip through. Therefore, it is still necessary to inspect metrics for anomalous behavior that occurs below the critical level.

One way this can be done, whether through manual inspection or an automated detection algorithm, is by comparing metric data from after a deployment, which we call test data against metric data from before the deployment, which is selected to exhibit the expected behavior of the metric and which we call model data. Another method, used by Elasticsearch's X-Pack extension [1], is to look for individual anomalous points within a dataset.

Many algorithms have been proposed to do one or the other. Some can find individual anomalous points, such as one algorithm that compares a data point to those around it and flags the point if it differs from its neighboring points by more than some threshold [2]. Others instead detect general changes in behavior between the model and test data, including algorithms that encode time series data as strings and generate detector strings that do not match the string for the model data [3], or use the edit distance between model and test data strings [5].

However, while solutions that detect individual anomalous points can help identify exactly when a metric deviated, they do not indicate whether the deviation was temporary noise or a change in the metric’s behavior. On the other hand, algorithms that detect overall changes based on how different the encoded datasets are do not identify individual anomalies that could help diagnose whether a deviation is ongoing or was resolved.

In this paper, we describe an algorithm for automated detection of both individual anomalies and overall changes in metric behavior, which allows us to determine not only whether a metric's behavior has changed after a deployment, but also which data points in the time series contributed to the change. A model of expected behavior is built and used to predict the test data values, and anomalous points are identified based on how far off the predictions are from the actual observed values. Then, the number of anomalous points and how recent they are used to determine whether the test data exhibits different behavior from the model data. Human involvement is necessary only when alerts have been generated for the flagged metrics, and only to review them and make a call on the deployment based on them.

2 Methodology

The detection algorithm we describe below is entirely automated except for the one-time, initial configuration setup and runs as a cron job that sends notification emails listing the flagged metrics when alerts are triggered.
For the purposes of this paper, we will focus on the detection algorithm and minimize implementation details, such as configuration file formatting and the underlying statistical packages used, to what is necessary to understand the algorithm.

2.1 Initial setup

The initial setup step involves the creation of configuration files that describe the metrics to be monitored and is the only manual step in the otherwise automated detection algorithm.

Configuration files contain a list of metrics and their metadata. Each job has its own configuration file, and we define a job as a set of related metrics to be monitored, e.g. metrics for the staging environment.

Metadata for each metric will be explained in the algorithm below as they turn up but include the source to retrieve the metric data from, time ranges to use for the model and test data, season size to use when modeling a metric that exhibits seasonal behavior, etc. These are fed as parameters into the algorithm and used to customize modeling and detection for each metric.

2.2 Modeling the expected behavior

For each metric to be monitored, the following steps are performed when building a model of the metric’s expected behavior to compare against its behavior in the test data:

- Get the model data based on the data source and model data time range metadata given in the configuration file. The data source is queried for the metric values within the time range and returned as a time series, where the metric values are matched with their corresponding timestamps.

  For our own use case, we selected the metric’s data from midnight to noon of the second most recent day of data available. This was done since our deployments almost never occur during that time range, so the metric should be most stable and best demonstrate the ideal behavior for that metric.

- Similarly, query for the test data that needs to be checked for anomalies and behavioral changes, also using the data source, as well as the test data time range.

  For our own use case, we select the most recent hour of data available for a metric as its test data. This time range was selected to give our deployed application just enough time to warm up and receive enough traffic to stabilize the metric, and to allow us to evaluate the deployment without losing several hours or an entire day while accumulating data.

- Remove outliers from the model data so that they do not affect the model. Here, we use the interquartile range (IQR) method to find outliers rather than the mean and standard deviation method, since the latter depends on the data being normal. However, since this is often not the case with time series data, as can be seen by visual inspection of the graphs of ours and other time series, we use the more generic IQR method.
Using this method, we define any data point below $p25 - n*IQR$ or above $p75 + n*IQR$ as an outlier, where $p25$ and $p75$ are the 25th and 75th percentiles of the model data, respectively.

For normally-distributed data, the commonly used value in statistics for $n$ is 1.5, but since time series data often does not appear normal, we make $n$ a parameter in the configuration file so that it can be customized depending on how sensitive we want the alert to be. Larger values of $n$ generally result in less sensitive alerts that tolerate more deviation before flagging the metric.

- **Build the time series model for model data.**

  We use the autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) class of models to model the data. Since ARIMA models are well-known and common models in time series analysis and statistics in general, we will not explain them in detail in this paper.

  The algorithm may select either an ARIMA model or a seasonal variant of it as the model to fit the model data to. Which one the algorithm chooses to use is determined as follows:
  
  - If a metric is marked as seasonal in the configuration file, the seasonal variant is selected. To use this model, the seasonal difference of the data is computed, and the resulting time series is used to build an ARIMA model.
  - Otherwise, the algorithm checks that the conditions for using ARIMA, such as stationarity of the data, are satisfied. If not, the data is processed so that the resulting time series satisfies the condition; else, the original time series is used. The model is then built using the resulting time series.

  Note that, though the model orders are usually chosen by inspecting a graph of the data, we use an information criterion to estimate them so that we could automate the process of building the model. Maximum likelihood estimation is then used to estimate the best-fitting model coefficients. Since both are done via the Python statsmodels package, we do not go into more detail here on how model for the model data is developed.

- **Compute the prediction errors between the actual observed model data points and the values predicted by the model. These are the model prediction errors, and we call the distribution of these errors the model error distribution.**

  Models are expected to exhibit some prediction error, as the model may otherwise be overfitted and unsuitable for forecasting on new data. We use the model error distribution to determine approximately how much error is expected for a given model.

  This distribution will then be used to determine whether the errors for the model's prediction for the test data points are within the expected errors for the model, or if the test point value deviates significantly from the expected value and is likely an anomaly.

### 2.3 Finding anomalous data points in the test data

Once the model for a given metric has been generated, we compare its predictions with the actual test data. If the behavior of the metric hasn’t changed between the model and test data, the test data predictions should have approximately the same distribution of errors as the model data predictions. Any test point that is too far from the prediction would be flagged as an anomaly.
The following is done to determine whether the error between the actual value of a test point and its prediction is too large:

- Forecast the predicted values for the test data point values using the ARIMA (or seasonal ARIMA) model generated for the model data.

- Similar to what was done to get the model prediction errors, compute the prediction errors between the actual test data points and the predicted values from the model.

- Check whether each test point's prediction error is an outlier with respect to the model error distribution, using the same IQR method and parameter \( n \) to identify outliers as was used to remove outliers from the model data. Any test point whose prediction error is an outlier with respect to the model errors is flagged as an anomaly.

We do this because the model error distribution gives the approximate amount of error to expect from predicting with the model, since the model points are known to exhibit expected behavior. So if a test point's prediction error is too large, whether in the positive or negative direction, that point's actual value exhibits a greater deviation from the forecasted value than expected, and are thus anomalous.

### 2.4 Identifying overall changes in metric behavior

After identifying individual anomalies, we use the number of anomalies and their times of occurrence to determine whether a given metric is currently exhibiting different behavior from the model data.

Essentially, if most of the points in the test data are anomalous and the anomalies are relatively recent in the test data, then the metric behavior is flagged as anomalous. We consider how recent an anomaly is so that a metric isn't flagged for possibly unrelated behavioral changes if it was behaving differently earlier in the test data but has returned to expected behavior. Such anomalies may be caused by factors like unusually high spikes in traffic or load to the deployed application that are independent of the deployment itself.

- If the majority of the test data points are flagged as anomalies and the majority of those anomalies are in the more recent half of the test data, then that metric's behavior is flagged as changed.

In our own default use case, we defined *majority* as at least half of the test data points, so a metric is flagged only if it has been consistently deviating. However, we also did not want the alert to trigger only when all of the test data points deviated since it is possible that there are still occasional test points that occur within expected levels. Requiring that multiple, but not all, test points deviate is done so that a temporary anomaly will not generate noisy alerts, but also so that the metric need only be deviating consistently and repeatedly, without errors having to be permanently elevated.

For example, consider a latency metric that measures how long an application took to handle a request. A spike in the number of requests may cause the metric to deviate temporarily, even if it was unrelated to the deployment being tested and was resolved by itself. Or an actual
performance issue in the deployment could cause the latency to increase most of the time but sometimes fall within the error range due to multiple requests that were not affected by the issue.

In the case where a metric's trigger should be more or less sensitive, our algorithm does allow a value to be passed in each metric's configuration. With this, a lower threshold for majority can be used to create more sensitive alerts that are triggered by fewer anomalies and vice versa.

- Send an email alert detailing which metrics were flagged for changes in behavior and which points in each of the metric's test data were anomalies (i.e., contributed to that metric's behavior being flagged as changed).

2.5 Making a call on a release

Once all metrics in a job have been analyzed, a single alert email is sent to the interested developers for all metrics flagged in that job.

Since the algorithm only automates the detection of anomalies and behavioral changes, human involvement is still required after it is run to make a call on whether to proceed with deploying a release to the next environment in the release process, or whether the build has an issue and needs to be blocked and reworked.

This involves reviewing the alert to determine what metrics were flagged and whether the anomalies and changes in those metrics were expected and/or acceptable since depending on the metric, some increases or decreases are considered improvements, or a new feature could cause a metric's behavior to change.

For example, if a computationally-heavy new feature was added, it may be expected that latency metrics would increase. Or if latency decreased, the release would be considered an improvement and allowed to proceed. However, if error rates also increased, the build may be blocked pending an investigation since that would suggest that the system is encountering problems that cause it to terminate early, thus decreasing latency.

In short, our algorithm analyzes the metrics and provides the results, but not the final call on a release, so the final decision on whether a release moves forward depends on the human analyst and whether they are able to use the information in the alerts to make a judgement.

2.6 Related works

A similar approach to ours was proposed in an earlier work by Laptev et al. [4], where expected behavior is modeled by an ARIMA time series model and anomalous points are identified by the prediction error of a test point.

The primary difference is that Laptev et al. compared a given test point's prediction error with that of other test points and flagged a given point when its error was an outlier with respect to other test point errors. In contrast, we compare with the prediction errors of the model points and flag a given test point whose error is an outlier with respect to the model errors.
This is significant, as it allows our algorithm to flag an entire test data set whose overall behavior differs from the expected. It also allows us to detect when all test points are anomalous. Additionally, if all test data points deviate from the model by approximately the same amount, even if the test point values are visibly behaving differently from the model, the test points would not be flagged due to all of them having approximately the same amount of prediction error. Therefore, none of the test points would appear to be an outlier when compared to each other.

Other differences also include our support for seasonal ARIMA models and our use of the IQR method of identifying outliers rather than the standard deviation method, so that the algorithm is viable even in the case where the prediction error distribution does not fit a normal distribution and thus cannot use the three-sigma rule.

3 Results

Using our own deployment process and its associated set of metrics, we ran this algorithm and also had our human analysts perform manual metrics analysis to compare the algorithm’s ability to detect anomalies and overall changes against that of the analysts.

We found that the algorithm was at least as capable of identifying changes in metric behavior as manual monitoring by a human. In some cases, the algorithm was also able to pick up changes that were missed during a manual inspection of a metric's graph (e.g., a slow but persistent increase in a latency metric that suggested a growing problem but that was not steep enough to be flagged during a manual analysis). Some changes were too subtle for the human to notice, depending on the resolutions of the graphs they used for manual inspection.

We also greatly reduced the amount of time spent on inspecting metrics since we now need to manually review only the flagged metrics. The need to manually review metrics was not eliminated as it is still necessary to figure out, when diagnosing a problem with a deployment, what metrics were flagged and in which direction they deviated. There is no need, however, to analyze the data and make a decision on whether the metric is deviant.

This resulted in a reduction of about 92-98% in the number of metrics that our human analysts needed to review, where the type and magnitude of the issue in a deployment affected the number of deviant metrics that were flagged. For the purpose of the comparison, metrics that were not flagged were also reviewed to ensure that they did not exhibit deviant behavior that was missed by the algorithm. But when using this algorithm in practice, the non-flagged metrics, which made up 92-98% of the total number of metrics, need not be manually inspected.

Additionally, no further analysis of the metric's behavior needed to be done during the review; only a go/no-go decision on the deployment needed to be made based on which metrics were found to exhibit changed behavior.

Overall, use of this algorithm has allowed us to greatly reduce the time spent on metrics monitoring while increasing the rate of detection of both individual anomalies and overall changes in metric behavior. Use of the algorithm also made the metrics analysis results less subjective than “eyeballing” the metrics graphs since the data models and error distributions could be used to justify the decision on whether a metric’s behavior changed.
3.1 Example analysis

The figure below shows a graph of several of the metrics we monitor during the deployment process. The four metrics are the maximum (lightest grey), 99th percentile (lighter grey), 95th percentile (darker grey), and median (black) values at a given time of a metric being collected by our application.

The model data was taken from 6:00 to 9:00, and the test data was taken from 15:00 to 16:00.

Based on a visual manual inspection, the 95th percentile appears to exhibit a visible increase from the model to the test data, while the 99th percentile and maximum metrics’ behaviors may have changed, though it is hard to tell whether the increase is due to a few spikes from noise or if the increase is persistent. And without much closer inspection, for which there is not often time when analyzing hundreds of metrics for a deployment, it is not noticeable that the median metric also increased.

Meanwhile, our algorithm was able to correctly flag all four of the metrics for an overall increase in the test data when compared to the model data. Not only do the model parameters and other data provided by the algorithm reduce the subjectivity of the judgement, but the algorithm also runs in less time than it takes for a human analyst to retrieve and inspect the metric graphs; approximately one to two minutes compared to ten to fifteen seconds. It is also worth noting that since dozens of analyses can be run in parallel, the percentage reduction in time spent when using the algorithm is even greater for larger numbers of metrics.
4 Conclusion

In this paper, we have described a new algorithm to automate the detection of both individual anomalies and overall changes in metrics behavior. The algorithm offers an improvement on methods that detect only individual anomalous points by analyzing overall behavior within the data points being tested. It also improves upon previous methods that measured overall changes by using the individual anomalies to identify what times in the test data exhibited the most deviant behavior and contributed most to the change in metric behavior.

We found that the algorithm could identify changes in our deployment metrics at least as well as manual monitoring of metrics graphs by human analysts. In some cases, the algorithm was also able to identify more subtle changes in metric behavior that were missed during manual inspection, and reduced the time spent on analyzing metrics, in addition to reducing the subjectivity of the analysis.

4.1 Future work

Future work would include expanding the types of models available beyond ARIMA and experimenting with other time series-specific models, and even non-time series models to better support the rare metrics that do not behave like typical time series.

We also plan to gather results and feedback from more teams, including those with fewer metrics but who still prefer to automate the monitoring process. While we have made most of the parameters involved customizable via the job configuration file, we would like to receive feedback on what other options other teams would like to have control over.
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Abstract

It’s common for humans to err, so goes with software makers. We don’t just come across performance issues they generally are designed into the product. We make reasonable assumptions when we design and write the code and that’s where we stumble. With the increasing adoption of virtualization and the transition towards Cloud Computing platforms, modern business information systems are becoming increasingly complex and dynamic. This raises the challenge of guaranteeing system performance and scalability while at the same time ensuring efficient resource usage.

This paper exhibits an approach for analyzing the performance of layered, service-based enterprise architecture models, which comprises of two phases- analysis of workload parameters with ‘top-down’ propagation, and a ‘bottom-up’ propagation of performance or cost measures. It also aims at detecting and predicting performance problems at the early stages of development process by evaluating the software design or deployment using simulation, modeling or measurement. Considering the tradeoffs that come with security parameters and their impact on performance. People use terms “performance” and “scalability” as synonyms, this paper concludes with few highlights on how the two are quite different problems having the same symptoms.
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1 Introduction

Nowadays, performance and scalability requirements have drastically increased to cater modern business information systems. It is often seen that the performance validation is pushed to the end of the release cycle this could result in uncovering problems that can jeopardize the original project goals and deadlines. Hence, it is essential to focus on performance at the early stages of development.

We often see that it is a dedicated (Quality Assurance) QA team’s responsibility to execute performance testing. On the contrary, if everyone responsible for the development lifecycle contributes their bit to improve the performance then we can surely ensure that when the output gets to the dedicated performance analysis team it is already in an optimized state.

When it comes to the overall performance of a system these are few questions that cross our mind:

1. How well an application handles the incoming demand?
   a. How can we estimate the average response time?
   b. How large should buffers be?
2. Given a maximum acceptable response time, what is the highest demand the web site can handle?
3. How will you handle unexpected load?
   a. Do you drop additional request or downgrade response time for a higher throughput?
   b. What are parameters do you decide on the elasticity?
4. Which component is the bottleneck?
   a. Should it be upgraded or replicated?
   b. How does the transmission rate of the data affect performance?

2 Differentiating Performance from Scalability

It very important to understand the subtle difference between performance and scalability. In an everyday scenario we often hear people saying, “the performance of the application is bad”, but does this mean that response times are too high or that the application cannot scale up to more than some large number of concurrent users? The symptoms might be the same, but these are two quite different problems that describe different characteristics of an application.

Performance refers to the speed and effectiveness of system under a given workload within a given timeframe. We consider several factors when talking about performance efficiency (ISO 25000 Standards, 2018):

- Time-behavior: degree to which the response and processing times and throughput rates of an application, when performing its functions, meet requirements.
- Resource Utilization: degree to which the amounts and types of resources used by an application, when performing its functions, meet requirements.
- Capacity degree: to which the maximum limits of the application, parameter meet requirements.

Scalability on the other hand, is the ability of an application to handle a sudden increase in workload. The increase could come from a surge in simultaneous users, a rising amount of data being processed, or it could also arise from large number of individual requests for access. The increase could be from anything that places higher demand on available resources. Scalability requires applications and platforms to be designed with scaling in mind, such that adding resources results in improving the performance. In case redundancy is introduced, the system performance should not have an adverse effect.
3 Use case

Let us take into consideration a management platform application (Internet of things/Security) which integrates with several third-party plugins/products. In our example let us focus on one workflow of the management platform system. In a big customer environment this application will have the responsibility of managing thousands of end points based on the size of the organization. Each of these nodes would have plugins deployed that can respond back with different types of events. Server involves in parsing these events and aggregating them for further investigation.

In general, management platforms consist of several products with different capability, let us focus on one such work flow of a plugin that is part of the management platform. The workflow for this plugin would begin with the admin analyzing a lot critical information that is fed into the console in the form of event information, system characterization and several other aspects. The admin then will create tasks to search for suspicious behavior and characteristics in the end points in the customer environment. This search operation triggered by the user needs to be run on each of the end nodes. The data returned by the search operation from several thousand nodes needs to be stored for a short duration and provided to the user on his console.

Before we dive into the details of the above system it is important to understand performance expectation from the perspectives of different stakeholders.

4 Perspectives on performance architecture

The views on architecture are aimed at different stakeholders that have an interest in the modelled system. Also, for the performance aspects of a system, many perspectives can be discerned, resulting in different (but related) performance measures.

End User perspective: The user of the system would be interested in response time, which is the time between issuing a request and receiving the result. The response time is the sum of the processing time.
and waiting times taking into consideration the synchronization loses. In our workflow this refers to the time required to retrieve search results from each of the end node.

**Process perspective:** the performance consideration that need to be taken from the process perspective. It refers to the time required to complete one instance of a process which could involve multiple products, services etc., as opposed to the response time, which is defined as the time to complete one request. This perspective takes into consideration the entire process of input events arriving at the system, aggregation of these events made by other plugins and the think time the user puts in before triggering the search operation.

**Product perspective:** As the above example consists of platform management system with several plugins/products we would need to consider the processing time for a product for a given workflow, the amount of time that actual work is performed for a certain product or outcome. In this scenario the response time is considered without waiting times. Hence it can be orders of magnitude lower than the response time.

**System perspective:** This perspective focuses on the performance consideration for a given system in the workflow. It can be considered as the throughput, the number of transactions/requests that are completed per time unit.

**Resource perspective:** It is very critical to understand how well resources can be utilized, this refers to the percentage of the operational time that a resource is busy. In terms of performance utilization can be considered a measure for the effectiveness with which a resource is used. On the other hand, a high utilization can also be an indication of the fact that the resource is a potential bottleneck.

### 5 Analysis of architecture components

Now that we have a good understanding of the workflow and performance expectations, we can take a deeper look at service layers and implementation layers. By identifying common architectural implementation errors, many potential performance issues can be caught and fixed early in the development process, including excessive remote service calls or making too many database retrievals, which can introduce architectural problems like latency bottlenecks.

#### 5.1 Detecting performance problems at design phase

Let's have closer look at the layers present in the current workflow. A service layer exposes external functionality that can be used by other layers, while an implementation layer models the implementation of services in a service layer. Thus, we can separate the externally observable behavior (expressed as services) from the complex internal organization (contained within the implementation layers). The implementation layer further relies on the infrastructure layer for serving the request that comes from the Service layers, like connections for database or network related operation between plugins.

In a layered view, analysis across layers is possible by propagating quantities through the layers. Which is nothing but the arrival frequency of the requests that come from the user. To analyze the load propagation between layers we need to first characterize our workload. This characterization can be done based on whether the load propagated through the layers is rhythmic and regular, whether it varies seasonally or by time of day, whether it is growing over time, and whether it is inherently subject to potentially disruptive bursts of activity. These workload characteristics must be understood for performance requirements to be properly formulated and for the system to be architected in a cost-effective manner to meet performance and functional needs (Andre 2008). The main components of the workload are identified by the amount of traffic that arrives at the system from an external source. Some examples include HTTP requests, Web service invocations, database transactions, and batch jobs.
In our flow we can consider the arrival frequency of requests as the “demand” from the topmost layer which consists of the admin/users. These requests are propagated towards the deeper layers of the architecture, yielding the demands of each of the model elements. Once the workloads have been determined, we can determine the effort these workloads require from the system resources. This effort can be expressed in terms of performance indicators: Throughput, System response time, Queue time for events, and Queue length for components. The throughput and the system response time indicate the overall performance of the system, while the other two metrics provide information about the internal behavior of the system, e.g., contention, possible performance bottlenecks, and starvation.

From the 'deepest' layers of the models, these measures are propagated to the higher layers. In general terms we can assess the performance of a system by the degree to which the system meets its objectives for timeliness and the efficiency with which it achieves this. We can measure timeliness in terms of meeting certain response time and/or throughput requirements, response time referring to the time required to respond to a user request (e.g., a Web service call or a database transaction), and throughput referring to the number of requests or jobs processed per unit of time.

We can use the throughput and response time values to create a performance profile for top down flow and bottom up flow of workload. Using this we can figure out how queueing times from the lower layers of the architecture accumulate in the higher layers, which results in response times that are orders of magnitude greater than the expected results which are derived during the profiling.

In the workflow mentioned above Events are analyzed by the user and the query to search for similar behavior on other end nodes is triggered by the user. As the system needs to trigger this search on all the...
systems in the environment, this search task will be queued to be executed on the end nodes. If the queuing time from the search task goes over the permissible utilization threshold then the response time to retrieve search result task is going increase drastically.

Below is the formula derived from Little’s Law (Simchi and Trick. 2013) for application in Performance analysis scenarios.

**Arrival rate or Throughput(λ):**

\[ \lambda = \frac{L}{R} \]  \hspace{1cm} (1)

L - no of requests/users in the system  
R - Response time

Another useful relationship is the Utilization Law, which states that utilization is throughput times service time. We can derive **Utilization(ρ)**

\[ \rho = \lambda S \]  \hspace{1cm} (2)

If you have M number of servers,

\[ \rho = \frac{\lambda S}{M} \]  \hspace{1cm} (3)

λ- Arrival Rate  
S- service time

We also consider the response time which consist of the wait time and the service time can be donated as **Response time(R)**

\[ R = W_q + S \]  \hspace{1cm} (4)

The response time in an M/M/1 queuing system:

\[ R = \frac{S}{1 - \rho} \]  \hspace{1cm} (5)

W_q - Wait Time  
S - Service time

**Analysis of workload from top layers to the bottom layers:**

We have taken a small subset of values from our experiment to depict performance evaluation on the model depicted in Figure 1. Below table shows the workload for services ‘s’ in the Figure 1 in terms of arrival rate λ. The arrival rate depends on the frequency of requests coming from the administrators/users. We have scaled the arrival rates as arrivals per second.

**Analysis of performance from the bottom layers to the top layers:**

This shows the performance results i.e., the processing and response times for services and utilizations for resources at the implementation and infrastructure layer. For simplicity we have assumed Poisson arrivals (This means that the requests arrive randomly and independently of each other, with average rate λ) and the time between arrivals is exponentially distributed, with mean 1/λ.
The results show that the queuing times from the lower layers accumulate in the higher layers. The ‘view’ component of the platform management application has a utilization of over 81%, which results in a response time of the ‘view search result’ service of almost 3 minutes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resource</th>
<th>Service(s)</th>
<th>$\lambda$ (sec$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$S$ (sec)</th>
<th>$R$ (sec)</th>
<th>$U$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Data Store</td>
<td>Data access</td>
<td>0.0382</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>0.229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Store</td>
<td>Data upload</td>
<td>0.0278</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data access Component</td>
<td>Retrieve results</td>
<td>0.0313</td>
<td>12.8</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>0.488</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data access Component</td>
<td>Store events</td>
<td>0.0069</td>
<td>12.8</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>0.488</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Datastore Component</td>
<td>DB query</td>
<td>0.0278</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Datastore Component</td>
<td>DB update</td>
<td>0.0069</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Search Component</td>
<td>Search results</td>
<td>0.0278</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>View component</td>
<td>View result</td>
<td>0.0313</td>
<td>27.0</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>0.813</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Event aggregator</td>
<td>Event aggr.</td>
<td>0.0069</td>
<td>33.7</td>
<td>44.0</td>
<td>0.234</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1

In the design stage these results help us decide the number of components required during the actual development phase.

There has been a lot of research in creating automated models and calculating performance at early stage of development (Balsamo, Marco, Inveradi and Simeoni. 2004, 295-310)

- Model-based software performance analysis introduces performance concerns in the scope of software modeling, thus allowing the developer to carry on performance analysis throughout the software lifecycle. (Cortellessa, Marco and Inverardi 2011)

- Evaluation of non-functional properties of a design (such as performance, dependability, security, etc.) can be enabled by design annotations specific to the property to be evaluated. Performance properties, for instance, can be annotated on UML designs by using the "UML Profile for Schedulability, Performance and Time (SPT)" (Bernardi, Donatelli and Merseguer. 2002, 35-45). However, the communication between the design description in UML and the tools used for non-functional properties evaluation requires support, particularly for performance where there are many alternative performance analysis tools that might be applied. (Woodside, Petriu, Shen, Israr and Merseguer. 2005)

Figure 3 Arrival rate vs. response time
As a good performance engineering process, we recommend predicting (at early phases of the life cycle) and evaluating (at the end) performance of an application, based on performance models, whether the software system satisfies the user performance goals.

5.2 Architecture validation during development phase

In section 5.1 of this paper we saw how we could analyze performance of an application at design phase. We would like to talk about an automated solution to evaluate performance that can be deployed in our development cycles, which could help accelerate the overall product performance. As part of this automated solution we add checkpoints that we consider are crucial in creating a feedback loop based on the inputs obtained during the runtime monitoring of system performance. We are all familiar with concept design patterns which defines good practices to design software. Conversely, the concept of antipatterns has been defined for characterizing bad design patterns. In this context, Smith and Williams introduced performance antipatterns (Smith and Williams 2002), which are bad design practices that may lead to performance degrade. We would like to state some common performance design flaws and how adding a rule check for each these performance antipatterns helps in creating a feedback loop to the software architectural models.

5.2.1 Scattered Information:

The information required by an object is scattered in several different places. The processing required to retrieve this information from different sources results in application suffering from performance problems. In our work flow as depicted in figure-1 the user retrieves information from the events table and the aggregation plugin then uses those results to query the table which has the results of search performed on the end nodes. The impact on performance is huge when the data is on remote server and each access requires transmitting all the intermediate queries and their results through the network. The above stated performance problem can be tied to the famous performance antipattern Circuitous Treasure Hunt (Smith and Williams. 2000)

In large customer environments we deal with huge result sets, one object invokes an operation on another object, that object in turn invokes an operation on another object, and so on, until the desired result is obtained. Then, each operation returns, one by one, to the object that made the original call. The performance of the systems will deteriorate due to such chaining of the method invocations among different objects. This chaining of the method invocations at different objects requires an extra processing to identify the final operation to be called and invoked, especially in distributed object systems where objects involved may reside in other processes and on other processors. The impact on performance degradation will be even greater, when every method invocation causes the intermediate objects to be created and destroyed. Allocation and De-allocation of memory on intermediate objects are performed frequently and consumes system resources.

Rule check:

- Inspect if the software entity is retrieving a lot of information from a database.
- Check if the software instance generates many database calls by performing several queries
- The processing node on which the database is deployed might show high utilization value for CPU(s) and disk(s). A check needs to be added to capture rise of at least one of these values above the performance threshold boundary.

Generally, a database transaction usually requires a higher utilization disk device instead of CPU, hence the max value for CPU is expected to be larger than the max value for disk.
5.2.2 Overusing database server for running code

In an ideal scenario it is more efficient to perform processing actions close to the data, rather than transmitting the data to a client application for processing.

In our workflow as depicted in Figure 1 we noticed that performing parsing of events and several other operations on the database end resulted in database server spending a lot of time in processing rather fetching data and serving client requests. As the database is a shared resource for both the event service and the search service it can become a bottleneck during high use. If in a cloud environment where Database Transaction units are charged the runtime costs would be huge as the datastore would be metered.

Moreover, moving the processing into computing resource which are scalable horizontally would always be better.

By doing so we should take into consideration of not moving the processing, if doing so can cause the database to transfer far more data over the network.

Rule check:

1. Add a check to monitor database activity, make sure to add rules that run a mixture of suspected scenarios with a variable user load. Telemetry data can be used to support this test.
2. Check the source code for DB activity that reveals significant processing but very little data traffic.

5.2.3 An excessive number of requests is required to perform a task

Small amount of information is sent in each message. The amount of processing overhead is the same regardless of the size of the message. With smaller messages, this processing is required many more times than necessary.

Rule check:

Consider a software entity that exchanges a huge number of messages with remote entities.

1. Check for inefficient use of bandwidth, by checking if the software entity under inspection is sending high number of messages without optimizing the network capacity. The process node on which this software entity is deployed needs to be checked for utilization of the network lower than the given performance threshold.

5.2.4 Stuffing of the Session

User session during the web site visit can be tracked using the Session object. It generally starts with putting very little information in the session, but over a period the session object keeps on growing. At times unnecessary/redundant information is stuffed into the session object. The objects placed in the session will last till the session object is destroyed.

This impacts the number of users that can be served by the application at that instance.

Rule check:

1. Get details of what goes into the session object and filter out unnecessary information
2. Track objects that can be removed from the session when the usage is over
3. Check for objects that can be defaulted to request scope.

The above mentioned antipatterns are frequent causes of application performance issues. The teams usually start with the right intentions but over a period, things will start slipping. Some of the common reasons
5.3 Role of concurrency models on Performance

Performance throughput can be improved to a great extent by appropriately designing various concurrency models such as thread pool, thread-per-connection, or thread-per-request. The design should be efficient enough for threads to be able to process new incoming client requests even while other threads are blocked waiting to receive a response from a backend server. Due to the cost of thread creation, context switching, synchronization, and data movement, however, it may not be scalable to have many threads in the server.

Each of the above-mentioned concurrency models have the following limitations:

**Thread pool**—In a thread pool model, the number of threads in the pool limits the throughput. For example, if all threads are blocked waiting for replies from backend servers no new requests can be handled, which can degrade the throughput of busy middle-tier servers.

**Thread-per-request**— In this scenario a thread will be created for every incoming request from a client. Server can create a number of threads as per request. This concurrency model may not scale when a high volume of requests spawns an excessive number of threads.

**Thread-per-connection**— is the concept of reusing the same HTTP Connection from multiple requests. This model may result in server running out of threads if many clients connect to the server at once. If the server is slow in processing a client request, a single client may create many connections and threads on the server, further slowing it down. Moreover, if a server is busy processing a client's request, that client can open a new connection to send a new request. Also, the server has no way of knowing when a given (persistent) connection can be closed. If the browser doesn't close it, it could "linger", tying down the Thread Per Connection thread until the server times out the connection

Let us further consider the problem with thread per connection

- **CPU** – Thread switching is considered very expensive. The OS may switch between threads at any time and needs to save the entire thread state so that it can restore it when it switches back. For 10,000 threads, the overhead of switching takes up more than 40% of the CPU resources.
- **Memory** – Each thread would need a stack for all its function parameters, return values and local variables, which is large enough to prevent a stack overflow. If we consider a standard stack size of 1MB, for example, we will be dealing with 10GB of memory for 10K connections.
- **I/O** – We see that most of the server activity is I/O, like sending a request to another microservice or calling a database server. Therefore, at any given time, most of the threads will be idle, waiting for some I/O to return.

How the use of event loops helps dealing with above issues

In today's market, we have access to many technologies which have implemented a paradigm known as event loops. These servers use a single-thread which runs through a loop of CPU-bound code, using callbacks to manage I/O completion. In these cases, I/O is implemented using the operating system's asynchronous APIs. This method deals with all the drawbacks previously discussed:

5.4 Extraction of architectural performance models from execution traces

Real-world execution traces collected can record performance problems that are likely perceived at deployment sites and usually triggered by complex runtime environments and real-world usage scenarios. By analyzing large-scale and diverse execution traces collected from deployment-site computers, performance analysts and developers can gain useful knowledge for system design and optimization.

However, finding performance problems from real-world traces is challenging. The problems can be rooted subtly and deeply into system layers or other components far from the place where delays are initially
observed. Performance analysts should spend great efforts to confirm the existence of subtle problems, and to figure out how they were caused and spread. Given many real-world execution traces where bad performance may be amortized over various underlying problems, such performance-analysis activities become harder or even infeasible.

To tackle challenges of identifying deeply rooted problems, we propose a new trace-based approach consisting of two steps: impact analysis and causality analysis. The impact analysis measures performance impacts on a component basis, and the causality analysis discovers patterns of runtime behaviors that are likely to cause the measured impacts. The discovered patterns can help performance analysts quickly identify root causes of perceived performance problems.

6 Implementing architecture validation into build process

The goal of performing architectural validation as mentioned in section 5 is to recognize potential trouble spots in the application runtime behavior that can lead to performance and scalability problems. To achieve this, we would need a solid set of architectural rules to be defined by the software architects.

![Figure 4: Performance architecture validation cycle](image)

Our Proposed approach starts with the design model or existing version of the application, that does not fulfill certain performance requirements like the response time for a given service. To make sure the performance goals are met for the application it is required to conduct performance analysis. For an application that is in design phase, we can incorporate performance considerations using performance modelling techniques and for the application in development phase we can make use of performance monitoring methodologies to aid in improving the performance of the application. Based on the requirements gathered and previous programming experience we can add architecture rule checks to find the performance bottlenecks at an early stage and provide valuable feedback to avoid performance issues at later stages of the development cycle.

As part of the agile development methodology, it is required to test using stable system on regular and continuous intervals. Therefore, we would need to trigger automated architecture rule check framework within the build process. The results as with functional tests can be formatted as Junit or HTML reports. In case of execution errors we could use logs or tracing data. In addition to the results obtained from functional tests, performance-test results are analyzed and recorded for each build, and it is this integration of
continuous testing with the agile ideal of continuous improvement that makes this method so useful. Developers can collect feedback on specific components in a sort of continuous feedback loop, which enables them to react early to any detected performance or scalability problems.

Choosing the apt tracing and diagnostic tools to measure performance and to determine architectural metrics can be substantially hard. The biggest problem with the current profiling tools, from the most basic to the most sophisticated is that they do not perform any meaningful analysis on the data collected. The most sophisticated tools merely perform statistical analysis on performance metrics and give average resources consumed by the different components/classes. When profiling large enterprise applications, the amount of information recorded can be truly overwhelming. It can be difficult and time consuming for developers that have to analyze the data produced by these tools in search of particular problems. Furthermore, even when developers manage to identify issues often they are unsure as to how to go about the issue.

Another problem with the current tools is that they tend to focus on identifying low level performance bugs that exist in the system. The tools, however, do not focus on analyzing the system from a design perspective. Thus, design flaws can easily go unnoticed. While identifying and fixing low level bugs in the system will very often improve the system performance, it is common that this is not enough to meet performance requirements.

To be able to deduce the run-time design from an application we need to identify the relationships that exist between the different components that make up the system. These relationships can be captured by recording run-time paths. There are commercial application monitoring tools, such as DynaTrace. Which uses its own PurePath technology which captures timing and context for all transactions across all application tiers. It has support for both Java and .NET environments. These paths maintain the order of calls between components they also capture communication patterns between the components. Such communication patterns can be analyzed to identify inefficient communication between components. We can also deduce performance metrics (such as CPU and memory usage) on the component methods. Below is a sample architecture validation rule snippet available through Dynatrace

```
<archival>
  <rules rulesDashboard="RulesDashboard">
    <rule name="OnePurePath" description="Verifies that there is at least one PurePath" dataset="/purepath:
      <rule name="3APIS" description="Verifies that there are 3 APIs" dataset="/apis/api verifyType=\"null\">
        <rule name="10MethodCalls" description="Verifies that the sum of all method call counts is not greater!" source="count"/>
        <rule name="CallsHandleInternal" description="Verifies that there is a method call to handleInternal()" source="method"/>
      </rule>
    </rule>
  </rules>
  <transactions transactionDashboard="TransactionDashboard">
    <transaction transactionDashboard="TransactionDashboard" pattern="*" rules="OnePurePath,3APIS"/>
    <transaction pattern="test.*" rules="CallsHandleInternal"/>
    <transaction pattern=".*NA.*" rules="10MethodCalls"/>
    <transaction name="ByTraceName?testHomeHandler" rules="*"/>
  </transactions>
</archival>
```

Figure 5 Architecture validation rule checks using Dynatrace

Tracing and Monitoring tools like DynaTrace have also enabled REST API which allows us to programmatically query for all the required information using Java.

In our management platform workflow, we encountered a major performance mishap, due to one of the third-party plugin which had few design flaws. Due to which the entire management platform was failing to function. To avoid such mishaps, we worked on coming up with a performance rule check framework with relevant architecture validation rules in place. The rule check framework would analyze a plugin deployed on the management platform and would monitor its interaction with the database and several other core
services of the management platform. As this rule check helped maintain the overall performance of the platform, we would recommend this mechanism of including this architecture validation process as part of the performance engineering process.

Below is a graph with few response values extrapolated for the search result component that we have seen in figure 2. As seen in the below graph we see the difference in the response time of the search component has improved in the consecutive builds after incorporating few design changes based on the rule checks.

![Performance Comparison](image)

**Figure 6 Performance Comparison of search implementation between 2 different builds**
7 Conclusion:

In the grand scheme of things, you would need to take one of the three options to increase any given application’s performance and scalability:

- Invest time in improving the performance of the application right from the initial stages of the development lifecycle
- Migrating the application or individual tiers to nodes with greater capacity- which is also known as Vertical Scaling.
- Instead of adding more resources, which is in the case of vertical scaling, a web application or its tiers are decoupled so that demand is spread out among multiple nodes- which is also known as horizontal scaling.

Which of the above three approaches should be considered depends on a series of factors, including the specifics of your web application, expertise of the team, initial design considerations of the application and what is more attainable given the resources you have in hand.

As depicted in the above figure, what factor is too expensive totally depends on the current state of the application. If the decision is made to implement performance tuning, it is very much required to have a well-experienced team which can incorporate several checks right from the design phase, if that is not feasible it can be easier to skip to the next step of vertically scaling an application or vertically scaling its different tiers. By the same notion, if the service providers or data centers are unable to provision vertical scaling then it would be easier to skip to the step of implementing horizontal scaling on the application tiers or horizontally scaling tiers in themselves. If neither of the scaling options are possible and if there is an experienced team, sticking to performance tuning using the approaches mentioned in this paper maybe a better alternative.
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Abstract

Performance testing is an indispensable part of testing lifecycle. In endpoint software’s, it is one of the key requirements to be met. Traditional performance testing scope has been around measuring response time, latency and resource availability for high frequency features, e.g. system start-up time, system shutdown time, in web services its request and response (turnaround) times.

Performance optimization has always been concentrated around the high frequency code paths. The logging associated with these paths are also optimized to great degree to increase performance. When an error condition occurs, i.e. a deviation from a known positive path, the optimized code flow diverts to forensic code flow and as much information of the current system state is captured.

Test designers rarely consider the most vulnerable area of performance testing – that of less optimized internal error condition reporting and logging code. These vulnerabilities can be identified and tested using targeted resource utilization tests which force application code to switch from a high frequency code path to a forensic code path. These tests are specifically designed to identify performance flaws that make the system vulnerable to a low-rate denial-of-service(DoS) attack. Low-rate DoS attacks are particularly concerning because they require less attack resources to be deployed against an application to achieve the desired effect.

In this paper, we discuss how we design specific resource utilization tests, which help us expose lesser optimized code areas which could lead to potential DoS attack entry points. We have effectively used this technique to explore how better designed test scenarios for resource utilization, can aid in uncovering performance bottle necks, security vulnerability and DoS attack entry points. The end results of this testing help not only fixing performance issues but also making design changes, making the overall product robust to attacks. This method of testing is applicable to any software. Test case efficiency of these tests are designed not only to help uncover performance issues but also to identify potential vulnerabilities.
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1 Introduction

Performance design considerations for a software product is as important as the product design itself. What do we test to ensure the product meets all the unforeseen performance challenges it may face in the field? During the product design phase, the emphasis is centered on meeting larger performance guidelines and less emphasis is given to functional deviation paths. These overlooked performance considerations come back to haunt us by making the system performance sluggish and in some cases, leading up to a DoS attacks resulting in complete failure of the product or system being overwhelmed by it (Changwang Zhang 2012).

2 Performance Testing – What We Know

2.1 For Desktops and On-Premise Servers

Desktop applications and on-premise server applications are covered by the same general performance criteria guidelines, just at a different scale.

For Windows systems, Microsoft has “The Windows Assessment and Deployment Kit (Windows ADK)” (Microsoft 2018). It’s a collection of tools which helps you to customize Windows images for large-scale deployment. It also aids to test the quality and performance of the system under test.

ADK assessments are tasks that simulate user activity and examine the state of the system. Assessments produce metrics for various aspects of the system and provide recommendations for making improvements. ADK has a standard set of assessments.

- Boot performance (full boot and fast startup)
- Hibernate and standby performance
- Internet Explorer startup performance and security software impact
- File handling and memory footprint
- Windows Store Apps

Software vendors add their software to the system’s initial state and run ADK assessment test to see how the system is holding, this however does not exercise the software under test(SUT) but records the effects of its presence in system during ADK assessments. Parts of the SUT does get executed, however they are not the target of specific test execution. The larger goal is to record the effects of SUT’s presence in the system when nothing unexpected is happening. Drawback of this test includes the following:

- Writing custom ADK assessments requires the tester to have a working knowledge of ADK.
- Default assessments rarely expose functionality issues of SUT. There is no targeted functional test executed, no corner case looked at. These tests are good for baseline testing but lack some key components for more robust performance testing.

Example:

- These tests do not cover functional test areas or any error conditions the software would be subjected to or targeted towards.
- The SUT is tested with no-load condition, not even an optimal load condition is considered.

2.2 Performance Testing of Cloud Based Applications

Cloud computing is changing the way applications are deployed, monitored and used by the end users. Cloud offers a virtually infinite pool of resources for computing, storage and networking resources where
applications can be scaled as desired. So how do you measure the performance of these applications in the cloud?

Performance is a key factor in testing a web application as it directly impacts the end user experience. Performance testing in cloud is different from that of traditional on-premise hosted applications. Traditionally, the main aim of performance testing is to measure the various parameters such as system throughput, latency with changing number of parallel users accessing your application with different load profiles and various other performance metrics.

Some of the cloud metrics which are important are storage, processing, bandwidth and number of users accessing it at any given point. Scalability, availability, fault tolerance and reliability are the other factors which define a robust cloud infrastructure.

Below are the types of performance tests commonly performed on cloud applications:

- Stress, load and performance test
- Browser performance test
- Latency test and targeting infrastructure test
- Failover and capacity test
- Soak test

These tests help to characterize the quality aspects of the application like reliability, security and latency. Some of the areas overlooked in cloud performance are: DB latency, latency between two services, I/O delay, load on individual services, resource availability of each services.

Example:

- When a get request received by DB server in cloud that triggers the maximum number of permitted reads, there arises a situation of DB read request capacity being throttled. This leads to performance dip owing DB latency. This situation is not considered when the performance suite is designed as only turnaround time matters most.

### 3 Code Execution Frequency

When a software application is designed, it is expected to follow specific standards and attain certain performance expected characteristics. This ensures that all user flows are designed with same amount of scrutiny and critical flows are further combed through for fine tuning. Even though there are open source and commercial tools available for static and dynamic analysis of code (Softwaretestinghelp 2018) (Anderson 2008), they help achieve 100% code test coverage, review coverage and to a great degree, help uncover issues but shed little light on the frequency of the flow execution under real conditions.

We conducted a survey questionnaire to help us understand experienced software developer’s perspective on code frequency when they write code. The survey (Survey by authors 2018) helps us confirm our understanding of the SUT from a black box testing perspective. The developer’s responses helped us segment the SUT into areas where we can begin to target our testing. The segments are defined as shown in the table below.
# 4 Logging

Incorporating logging in code flow is an important, integral part of any commercial software. Logging information helps developers not only to debug issues better, but also helps quality analyst and service/support engineers to do first level of investigation in case of escalations. Logging also helps immensely in code maintenance. It is rare that a commercially released application will not have any form of logging.

The following represent a broad categorization of logging typically incorporated into all sections of code (Yuan, Park and Zhou 2012).

- Fatal
- Error
- Warning
- Information
- Debug

Each logging category has different verbosity levels (Yuan, Park and Zhou 2012) associated with them. The detail of less critical events (i.e. debug) will include events from higher category levels, i.e. debug captures everything which is captured by fatal, error, warning and information. Depending on the software module (e.g. Kernel Mode, User Mode or Web application); different default logging levels are enabled. In most open source software, on an average a line of log code exists for every 30 lines of code.
In a production system, logs are sometimes the only source of problem identification and troubleshooting of an event. Studies have shown that the use of log messages for troubleshooting on average, speed up root cause analysis by 2.2 times (D. Yuan 2011). This motivates developers to add more logging information as it gives a flow of thread-start, code flow and the unfolding of events as they happen. Logging is also crucial to system administrators as they are first responders and assist end users when a system malfunctions.

What to log? How much to log? How little to log? (D. Yuan 2011), there has been no formal study around this and it depends on experience of the developer.

### 4.1 Developer Bias in Code Modules and Logging

Logging is an integral part of software programming practice as it helps to save important runtime information by adding statements in source code as shown below:

```
Log (level, “logging message %s”, variable);
```

A logging statement typically consists of a logging function and its parameters, including text messages, variables, and a verbosity level.

When we examine a typical code path for any functionality, you may observe something like the simplified snippet below:

```java
if (testExpression1)
{
    // statements to be executed if testExpression1 is true
} else if (testExpression2)
{
    // statements to be executed if testExpression1 is false and testExpression2 is true
} else if (testExpression3)
{
    // statements to be executed if testExpression1 and testExpression2 is false and testExpression3 is true
} . . .
else
{
    // statements to be executed if all test expressions are false
}
```

The positive or expected outcomes usually log minimal information to convey the event was a success and for rightf ul reason, this is expected for performance optimizations. It is when this expected condition fails, and an alternate option path is executed that additional information needs to be captured. To better understand the unfolding events, we tend to focus on capturing current system state information before we attempt the next step. The application moves from performance optimized code to a non-optimized forensic flow, i.e., logging. This switch is implicit, necessary and built into the design of the software.

However, the developer then has a choice of how much or little to log (D. Yuan 2011), invariably when software defects are uncovered in any state of the lifecycle, developers will often enhance logs to capture a better understanding of system state at the time of failure. This approach reduces the diagnosis time for future system anomalies. There are several logging libraries, such as syslog (C. Lonvick 2001) and log4j (The Apache Software Foundation 1999-2018) that provide better logging interface (e.g., multiple verbosity levels). However, in the end, it is the developers’ decisions on when, what to collect and log.

### 4.2 Area of Interest

For the purposes of this paper, the high frequency code paths are of interest, specifically, the isolation of a single code flow or a sub flow, which under normal conditions would be executed most number of times.
Our focus is to record its behavior and inherent design characteristics to build targeted test cases that force the code from the optimized state to deviate to the forensic (log) state.

Following are some of the guidelines we use to identify high frequency code execution flows and record the events that unfold when execution is in positive flow, as well as when a deviation flow is executed.

- Can the software be broken down into individual modules, individual functions/code flows, sub-flows?
- Are these sub-flows part of multiple flows? A sub-flow reused in multiple flows is an indicator for high frequency code. How easy is it to simulate a high frequency execution flow with minimal effort without complex dependencies?
- Is there an event type that needs to be recorded against a positive flow and a deviation flow? What is the data recorded? How different is it in both conditions?
- Are the events status recorded locally? Updated on a remote server? What is the frequency of server – client update?
- Is there a queue maintained when one flow is triggered and another trigger for same code flow is waiting for execution? If there is an event wait queue, execution wait queue, any buffer that is used. Can this be tested?
- Do the logs collected roll over? Is roll over applicable for all event types?
- Are there UI action alerts involved? Are these actionable alerts or informational alerts? What is the queue like when multiple actionable alerts are queued?

The outcome of subjecting a software module to the above list helps us pick those basic functional tests which can target the high frequency code flows and their potential deviation paths. The goal is to pick the most basic feature and design tests to use its intended behavior under unexpected conditions.

Example:

- When a restricted action is performed on an enterprise managed machine, the event is blocked and event type is logged in a central management DB capturing system information, user details and the restricted operation performed. This information is stored in a remote DB. Can we perform restricted action on the managed machine to flood the database? Can we tweak the test, as to send more information to the server?
- Email scanners on mail exchange servers scan incoming emails for malicious file attachments. This is a basic feature. If the attachment is a compressed file, the scanner would decompress it and then scan it. This is a sub-flow. Now, if the file attached is a super compressed file, the exchange server will need to decompress it and this action can consume the entire CPU and disk space; this is a DoS attack. For the right reasons, when decompression exceeds a certain size or CPU utilization, it gets flagged as DoS. What about small, clean but nested compressed files or a Zip bomb (Peter 2004-2009)?

4.3 Introduction to Soak Testing

Once a high frequency code flow and its normal (positive) and deviation paths are identified, the next step is to subject the path for targeted soak tests. A widely accepted definition of soak testing is “soak testing involves testing a system with a typical production load, over a continuous availability period, to validate system behavior under production use.”

In simplified terms, our goal is to do high volume testing of high frequency code flow for normal and deviation events. This type of testing helps to simulate months of activity on the system in short duration of time.
Below figures explain a hypothetical case of soak testing.

**Figure 1** represents a basic code flow execution under a positive condition, which we would expect to be triggered approximately every 5 minutes in the production system. The code itself takes approximately 2 seconds to execute under normal operating conditions. In a 24-hour period we would expect this event to be triggered approximately 288 times in the production system.

**Figure 2** represents soak tests which focus on time compressing the event trigger from 5 minutes to every 2 seconds. In a 24-hour period we would expect this event to be triggered 43,200 times in our test system, simulating 150 days of production environment.

With this trend, in 36hrs we would have 64,800 executions. This could be soak test under ideal conditions.

**Figure 3** represents further time compression of the event by continuously triggering of the same block of code. This represents positive flow (non-deviant) soak test.

**Figure 4** represents the parallelization of the continuous testing of the same positive flow of code. This test also begins to represent a positive flow, DoS simulation.

**Figure 5** introduces the deviation flow test being executed in the soak test. This scenario begins the transformation from the positive flow, DoS simulation to the deviation flow, DoS simulation.

**Figure 6** illustrates one positive flow, among a series of deviation flows. This is a full deviation flow, DoS simulation.
These soak variants (Figure 4, Figure 5 and Figure 6) not only help expose soak issues that Figure 2 and Figure 3 could expose but in addition also expose if there are any other hidden performance issues. This is our area of interest for this paper. In real world, code flow requests are both synchronous and asynchronous in nature. The above described approach though simplistic, still holds good for both conditions.

4.4 Guidelines for Running Soak Tests

Below are guidelines on how long to run the tests, and how to identify if this soak scenario, if extended could result in a DoS attack.

- For Windows environment, perfmon (Rusen 2016) is used to record resource utilization counters. Private Bytes and handle count is a good set to begin with. Note: Private Bytes refer to the amount of memory (RAM) that the process executable has asked for. Handle count is the number of logical associations with a shared resource like a file, window, memory location, etc.
- Duration: 25% of the time is for pre-cooling (this is a test ramp up time when SUT is subject to no load. It is expected to be in running condition and waiting for specific path trigger). 100% run time, 25% of time should be post-cooling (this is the state where all the load is taken off and SUT is expected to cool down, in best case resource come to a base level as exhibited by pre-cooling time behavior). Example: 4hrs test duration, 1hr will be pre-cooling and 1hr will be post cooling. Total 6hrs.

The figures below depict hypothetical cases of both a clean soak run and a run which shows signs of resource leak.

**Figure 7:**
This illustrates an ideal process resource utilization graph.

1st spike in memory or handle consumption: When actual test starts the memory and handle counts begin to ramp until optimal resource usage is achieved. This results in a flattening of the curve. In an ideal case, the memory and handle graph for a process will flatten after increasing for about 30-40 mins of peak tests. For some processes, it may take 1-2 hrs as well.

Decreasing trend: Once the test is over, resources consumed are freed, displaying ideal behavior.
Figure 8:
This illustrates a process resource utilization graph which shows resource leaks as well as potential DoS scenario.

Resource utilization keeps increasing with increasing code execution requests.

The cases mentioned (line 1 and 2) post code execution requests stop, in both cases, if the code execution requests would have continued, it would have been a potential DoS due to over utilization of resources.

Resource leak and DoS indicators:

- For Private Bytes: If we see an increasing trend in consumption of Private Byte at the rate of 500KB/hr. for more than 4hrs, it's a concern. (This rise is monitored after initial jump in resources.)
- For handle count: 25 handles/hr. for consecutive 4hrs is a concern.
- If graph shows slow growth rate, but consistent increase, a re-run of the test with increased time duration is recommended. Probably it is a small resource leak not resulting in DoS.
- If graph shows huge jump e.g. 250 handles/hr. and keeps growing, it's a clear concern. It is both a resource leak as well as if the tests are run long enough could result in DoS.

Reference to previous runs:

- Every test run is unique, and every operating system (OS) resource consumption is unique.
- Same test, same process on different OS's consume resources differently. On same OS, process resource consumption comparison in different test runs is valid. e.g. OS A vs OS B memory consumption cannot be compared for same test. However, different test runs of same test on OS A vs OS A, resource consumption can be compared.

4.5 Case Study of How to Build a Soak Scenario

On a popular OS type, we created two types of files: type A and type B. Both files are text files with varying content. Each file type creation triggers specific code flow execution. Below are couple of simulation run graphs when we tweak file name for long and short names and we measure a system process private bytes.

System configuration: 8GB Ram, 8 Core, 100GB HDD

We used a sample python script to create different file types i.e type A and type B files for this simulation.
Test Duration: 3D 2hrs, Private Bytes: Max value ~565MB.

**Figure 9:**
Type A files are created with maximum allowed file name character. Default maximum length of file name is 256 characters.

**Analysis:**
The system and application are stable with no memory leaks.

---

Test Duration: 3Days 19hrs, Private Bytes: Max value ~1.3 GB.

**Figure 10:**
Type B files are created with short file names (8-15 characters)

**Analysis:**
With each type B file creation, memory consumption keeps increasing and continues to grow. We do not see optimal resource utilization level reached. Private bytes show signs of memory leak.

---

Test Duration: 1Day 3hrs, Private Bytes: Max value ~1.2GB.

**Figure 11:**
Type B files are created with maximum allowed file name character

**Analysis:**
By stacking multiple type B file creation events along with max length of file name we have started converting Figure 10 scenario to deviation flow. Private bytes show signs of high memory leak.
Test Duration: 1D 11hrs, Private Bytes: Max value ~7 GB.

5 Parallel Soak Testing and how it is linked to Security Testing

Functional testing dominates the testing landscape with little to no scope for non-functional test areas. For Security and Performance testing, standard test templates are followed which do not cover much beyond what is traditional. Due to aggressive project timelines, security testing and performance testing has not had its fair share of attention

- **For Security Testing:**
  Standard templates or models are used, and security testing is planned. Standard tests are, threat modelling, penetration testing and to lesser percentage privilege escalation. DoS attack does not have dedicated test slot. It is, in most cases a post release test.

- **For Performance Testing:**
  Performance testing is heading towards being a check box item in overall testing life cycle. Major emphasis is given to standard test templates defined or assume positive conditions in test environment. These tests are a good start for projects doing performance testing for the first time.

The gap in performance testing gives scope, where a DoS attack could be possible by exploiting the basic built in feature of the module. When soak testing is planned, it is planned only for positive linear flow and never considers a parallel soak conditions. This switch in our approach to run parallel soak test, help us expose potential DoS scenarios and as well as soak issues. The strength of the test is to use basic functional test case, and re-wire the conditions to expose issues which otherwise are waiting to be exploited in field.

There are multiple reasons why this area of testing is overlooked or has never been exposed. Among them are:

- The level of expertise required range from advanced to expert level functional testing knowledge.
- Understanding of how to leverage functional test cases to expose alternative code path weakness.
- Having a good understanding of logging involved at each failure stage is the key to parallel soak testing. This helps to better select the most vulnerable, high frequency code flows for test.
• Time. Product release cycles are under immense pressure, but making time for this type of testing, even periodically, is the key.

6 Key Takeaway of Parallel Soak Testing Approach

Parallel soak tests exhibit high test case effectiveness. Every test case is effective until it fails, once a fix is in place, chances of this modular test case failing are greatly reduced. There have been multiple attempts to define test case effectiveness mathematically (Chernak 2001), as-well-as to define test case efficiency (Naidu, Vasudeva 2012). Both definitions can be used to justify parallel soak test effectiveness.

We would use “Test case efficiency” with respect to detecting defects as a closer measure to evaluate soak testing contribution to test life cycle. Our definition is “the number of defects found per test case designed”.

Test case efficiency = (Total actual defects found / Number of times a test case is run) * 100

• Number of times a test case is run = Number of times a specific test case is run against the application. Minimum value being 1.
• Total actual defects found = Total Actual defects found using this test case (which is intended defects + other defects found)
• Intended defects = Intended defects to be found by each test case, which at minimum per test case, will always be 1. This value cannot be zero, simply because you write a test case to find a defect, at the very minimum 1 defect, else the test case should not exist.

Our Observations:

• A value of 0 indicates the test case never found a defect, or all defects detected by it have been fixed, hence making the code immune to this test.
• A higher number would indicate multiple defects found by a single test case. This makes the test case one of the most effective and efficient test cases to be executed on every run.
• For a well-designed soak test case, the test case efficiency will always be a greater than 1, as it not only helps to expose performance issues but also, it exposes design flaws and security issues. For a functional test case, this value ideally will always be ‘1’
• For every test release cycle, when we evaluate test case efficiency after at least one run, a ‘0’ would indicate time for designing a new test case.

Given a higher “test case efficiency” factor, return of investment to uncover defects is higher in soak tests when compared to standard functional tests.

Conclusion

Targeted parallel soak tests help expose resource utilization issues and low-rate DoS vulnerabilities in applications. Traditional performance and security testing do not cover this particular application security vulnerability/performance weakness. These tests can be achieved by simple rewiring of existing functional tests and adjusting the current performance testing approach. By doing these simple adjustments to the existing testing regiments, the parallel soak testing of deviation flow has a high rate of test case efficiency and yield positive return on investment (ROI) for the organization.
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1 Introduction

In developing the most recent version of the SAFECODE Fundamental Practices for Secure Software Development paper, it became obvious to the team of contributors that the paper may seem intimidating to those who are new to the world of secure development. Those experienced in applying and evolving secure development practices will appreciate the depth of the full publication, but those who are just dipping their toes into the SDL ocean may find the details overwhelming and struggle with ‘where do I start?’ This shortened paper, presented in layman development terms, will attempt to

- demystify the secure development practices for the beginning secure development professional
- provide actionable guidance on where to start in applying secure software development practices
- provide guidance on planning the rollout of an SDL in your organization.

Secure development practices, or SDL (Security Development Lifecycle) as commonly referred to in the industry, fundamentally boil down to a few essential steps:

1. Know what you need to protect, and protect it
2. Use secure code and components
3. Validate that protections are successful
4. Manage issues
5. Continuously improve

Every SDL needs to address each of the steps listed above – with varying levels of breadth and depth. An SDL needs to cover all of the steps identified above, but doesn’t initially need to address all of the specific techniques identified within each of these topic areas. Don’t expect to start with a highly mature set of secure development practices, as there is a lot to do, but rather start with some solid foundational pieces and plan on constantly evolving and maturing your practices.

2 Know what you need to protect, and protect it

2.1 Know what you need to protect

A key consideration in applying secure development practices is understanding what, if anything, needs to be protected. Consider software that manages personal medical records. Clearly there is some very important information to protect and the software must be designed and implemented appropriately. Conversely, a simple text-editor could probably leverage the security of the underlying operating system. The first step in understanding what secure development practices to apply, is understanding what you need to protect. This is best achieved through a common secure development practice called Threat Modeling. Threat modeling enables the development team to identify data that needs to be protected, the ways in which an attacker could access the data, and the security features that are necessary to protect the data. These security features perform functions such as user identification and authentication, authorization of user access to information and resources, and auditing of users’ activities as required by the specific application.

Threat modeling is started early in the development lifecycle before the core architecture or design is finalized and requires the participation of the system’s architects and a security expert. During threat modeling, specific architectural or design changes will be identified to protect the data. There are many different models and methods for doing threat modeling.

Further Reading:

- More information about the benefits of threat modeling, some of the methodologies in use, simple examples and some of the pitfalls encountered in day-to-day practical threat modeling, as well as more complete references, may be found in the SAFECODE paper “Tactical Threat Modeling.”
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2.2 Protect It

Once you understand what information you have to protect and you have identified some methods for protecting it, you must apply secure design principles to the product’s design. It is critical that the product architecture/design for any product is evaluated from the security perspective. Architecture/design flaws often cannot be fixed with a few lines of code, but rather require a re-architecture, a typically expensive proposition. Experienced practitioners have learned the hard way how best to design a product to prevent these kinds of bug. These practitioners have developed volumes of secure design principles and practices to guide your application’s design. These include things like fail safely, the principle of least privilege, an encryption strategy, and defense in-depth, to name a few. Learn from others past mistakes and avoid them by applying secure design principles and practices. Make sure that all of your organization’s architects and designers are well versed in the secure design principles and practices. Architecture/Design reviews should include a checklist of secure design principles and practices that designs are reviewed against. Some obvious items to include on your checklist are:

- Never trust input from an unknown component
- Always use secure protocols
- Never roll your own secure algorithm or crypto

Further Reading:

- More information on secure design principles and practices is provided in the full SAFECodenet Fundamental Practices for Secure Software Development, see section: Design.
- The principles of secure system design were first articulated in a 1974 paper by Jerome Saltzer and Michael Schroeder (The Protection of Information in Computer Systems)5
- ISO/IEC 27034-1 provides a method for identifying and incorporating Application Security Controls into a software project.5

3 Use secure code and components

Whether software is built as a monolithic block of code or as a highly modularized framework of components and micro-services, the following secure-coding principles are critical to achieving a well-written, secure software product.

3.1 Secure Coding

When developers write software they can make mistakes. Left undetected, these mistakes can lead to vulnerabilities that can compromise that software or the data it processes. A goal of developing secure software is to minimize the number of these unintentional code-level security vulnerabilities. This can be achieved by defining coding standards, selecting the most appropriate (and safe) languages, frameworks and libraries, ensuring their proper use (especially use of their security features), and performing both automated and manual code vulnerability analysis.

3.1.1 Establish Coding Standards and Conventions

Every software development language has strengths and weaknesses that need to be understood by the development team. For example, C++ requires significant memory management and input validation but there are also many commercial and Open Source code vulnerability analysis tools that can help with reviewing the code. Conversely, Golang avoids most memory issues but has few automated code analysis and test tools. Once a language choice is made, appropriate coding standards and conventions...
that support both writing secure code and the re-use of built-in security features and capabilities should be created, maintained and communicated to the development team.

Where possible, use built-in security features in the frameworks and tools selected and ensure that these are on by default. This will help all developers address known classes of issues, systemically rather than individually.

3.1.2 Use Safe Functions Only

Many programming languages have functions and APIs whose security implications were not appreciated when initially introduced but are now widely regarded as dangerous. Although C and C++ are known to have many unsafe functions, many other languages have at least some functions that are challenging to use safely. For example, dynamic languages such as JavaScript and PHP have several functions that generate new code at runtime (eval, setTimeout, etc.) and are a frequent source of code execution vulnerabilities.

Developers should be provided guidance on what functions to avoid and their safe equivalents within the coding standards. Additionally, there are resources such as Microsoft’s freely available banned.h header file that, when included in a project, will cause usage of unsafe functions to generate compiler errors. It is quite feasible to produce code bases free of unsafe function usage.

3.1.3 Use Current Compiler and Toolchain Versions and Secure Compiler Options

Using the latest versions of compilers, linkers, interpreters and runtime environments is an important security practice. Development tools and compilers are constantly evolving and incorporating automated checks for newly discovered vulnerabilities. For example, many C and C++ compilers automatically offer compile-time and run-time defenses against memory corruption bugs. Such defenses can make it harder for exploit code to execute predictably and correctly.

Enable secure compiler options and do not disable secure defaults for the sake of performance or backwards compatibility. These protections are defenses against common classes of vulnerabilities and represent a minimum standard.

3.1.4 Use Code Analysis Tools to Find Security Issues Early

Tooling should be deployed to assist in identifying and reviewing the usage of dangerous functions. Many static analysis tools plug directly into the integrated development environment and help developers find security bugs early and effectively without leaving their native development environment. Many of these tools will identify common issues such as unbounded functions, potential buffer overflows, etc.

3.1.5 Handle Data Safely

Input validation is one of the single most important coding practices. You have probably heard about SQL injections, a common attack that can be achieved when code accepting user input doesn’t validate that the input satisfies pre-defined size and type constraints. All user-originated input should be treated as untrusted and handled consistently throughout the entire system. Additionally, input from micro-services and 3rd-party components should also be treated as untrusted. For example, in web applications the same input data may be handled differently by the various components of the technology stack; the web server, the application platform, other software components and the operating system. An attacker could potentially inject malicious data at any input. If this data is not handled correctly it can be transformed into executing code or unintentionally provide access to resources.

There are many different techniques for safely handling input, including encoding and data binding, and many different problem areas. This secure coding area is addressed in great detail in the SAFECode Fundamental Practices for Secure Software Development paper.
3.1.6 Handle Errors

All applications run into errors at some point. While errors from typical use will be identified during functional testing, it is almost impossible to anticipate all the ways an attacker may interact with the application. Given this, a key feature of any application is to handle and react to unanticipated errors in a controlled and graceful way, and either recover or present an error message.

While anticipated errors may be handled and validated with specific exception handlers or error checks, it is necessary to use generic error handlers or exception handlers to cover unanticipated errors. If these generic handlers are hit, the application should cease performing the current action, as it should now be assumed to be in an unknown state. The integrity of further execution against that action can no longer be trusted.

Error handling should be integrated into the logging approach, and ideally different levels of detailed information should be provided to users as error messages and to administrators in log files.

When notifying the user of an error, the technical details of the problem should not be revealed. Details such as a stack trace or exception message provide little utility to most users, and thus degrade their user experience, but they provide insight to the attacker about the inner workings of the application. Error messages to users should be generic, and ideally from a usability perspective should direct users to perform an action helpful to them, such as “We're sorry, an error occurred, please try resubmitting the form.” or “Please contact our support desk and inform them you encountered error 123456.” This gives an attacker very little information about what has gone wrong and directs legitimate users on what to do next.

3.2 Use Secure Components

Today’s modern applications contain a vast amount of third-party components. The majority of these third-party components are open source components.

Open source components are here to stay, and you must have a plan for 1) identifying components used, 2) assessing the security risk of these components, 3) monitoring components used, and 4) mitigating vulnerable components in your products. The management of security risk in third-party components is a complicated topic with many different approaches from highly governed internal repositories of acceptable components to security risk evaluations of components to automated scanning tools and scheduled security releases. SAFECode has an entire publication dedicated to this topic. Whatever the approach you take, you need to understand the risks and have a plan for selection, identification, monitoring and maintenance.

Further reading:

- SAFECode publication: [Managing the risks inherent in the use of third-party components](#)

4 Validate that Protections are Successful

An essential component of an SDL program, and typically the first set of activities adopted by an organization, is some form of security testing. For organizations that do not have many security development practices, security testing is a useful tool to identify existing weaknesses in the product or service and serve as a compass to guide initial security investments and efforts, or to help inform a decision on whether or not to use third-party components. For organizations with mature security practices, security testing is a useful tool both to validate the effectiveness of those practices, and to catch flaws that were still introduced.

There are several forms of security testing and validation, and most mature security programs employ multiple forms. Broadly, testing can be broken down into automated and manual approaches, and then
further categorized within each approach. There are tradeoffs with each form of testing, which is why most mature security programs employ multiple approaches.

As in other areas of development, automated security analysis allows for repeatable tests done rapidly and at scale. There are several commercial or free/open source tools that can be run either on developers' workstations as they work, as part of a build process on a build server or run against the developed product to spot certain types of vulnerabilities. Automated tools are adopted because of the speed and scale at which they run, and despite having false-positives, they allow organizations to focus their manual testing on their riskiest components, where they are needed most.

There are many categories of automated security testing tools. Some common automated testing tool categories: Static Analysis Security Testing (SAST), Dynamic Analysis Security Testing (DAST), fuzzing, software composition analysis, network vulnerability scanning and tooling that validates configurations and platform mitigations. Each category will be briefly introduced with an assessment of ease to implement for organizations newly venturing into this space. Note that no single tool will find all security flaws and mature organizations use a suite of tools.

The full publication SAFECode Fundamental Practices for Secure Software Development includes much greater detail and depth on security validation tools and methods. Below is a summary of some of the techniques and tools that may be utilized for security validation.

**Table 1 Summary of Security Validation Techniques**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technique</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Difficulty to Implement</th>
<th>Security Expertise Required</th>
<th>Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Static Code Analysis</td>
<td>Automated</td>
<td>Easy</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>$$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic Analysis Scanning</td>
<td>Automated + configuration</td>
<td>Easy</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuzz Parsers</td>
<td>Automated + configuration</td>
<td>Difficult</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>$$$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perform Automated Functional Testing of Security Features/Mitigations</td>
<td>Automated</td>
<td>Varies</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manual Verification of Security Features/Mitigations</td>
<td>Manual</td>
<td>Varies</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>$$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verify Secure Configurations and Use of Platform Mitigations</td>
<td>Automated</td>
<td>Easy</td>
<td>Some</td>
<td>$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penetration Testing</td>
<td>Manual</td>
<td>Difficult</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>$$$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.1 Use Static Analysis Security Testing Tools

**PROS:** good coverage efficiently, finds problematic patterns, can be tuned

**CONS:** may not cover all languages, can be noisy (false positives)
Static analysis is a method of inspecting either source code or the compiled intermediate language or binary component for flaws. It looks for known problematic patterns based simply on the application logic, rather than on the behavior of the application while it runs. SAST logic can be as simple as a regular expression finding a banned API via text search, or as complex as a graph of control or data flow logic that seems to allow for tainted data to attack the application. SAST is most frequently integrated into build automation to spot vulnerabilities each time the software is built or packaged; however, some offerings integrate into the developer environment to spot certain flaws as the developer is actively coding. SAST tends to give very good coverage efficiently, and with solutions ranging from free or open source security linters to comprehensive commercial offerings, there are several options available for an organization regardless of its budget.

4.2 Perform Dynamic Analysis Security Testing

PROS: ease of use, few false positives, good coverage

CONS: un-credentialed scans may produce false negatives

Dynamic analysis security testing runs against an executing version of a program or service, typically deploying a suite of prebuilt attacks in a limited but automated form of what a human attacker might try. These tests run against the fully compiled or packaged software as it runs, and therefore dynamic analysis is able to test scenarios that are only apparent when all of the components are integrated. Most modern websites integrate interactions with components that reside in separate source repositories – web service calls, JavaScript libraries, etc. – and static analysis of the individual repositories would not always be able to scrutinize those interactions. Additionally, as DAST scrutinizes the behavior of software as it runs, rather than the semantics of the language(s) the software is written in, DAST can validate software written in a language that may not yet have good SAST support.

4.3 Fuzz Parsers

PROS: deep test capabilities of known APIs and I/O

CONS: laborious to setup and determine root causes

Fuzzing, a specialized form of DAST (or in some limited instances, SAST) is the act of generating or mutating data and passing it to an application’s data parsers (file parser, network protocol parser, inter-process communication parser, etc.) to see how they react. Fuzzing is a very advanced security validation technique.

4.4 Verify Secure Configurations and Use of Platform Mitigations

PROS: ease of use, few false positives, good coverage

CONS: un-credentialed scans may produce false negatives

Most security automation seeks to detect the presence of security vulnerabilities, but as outlined in the secure coding practices section, it is also important that software make full use of available platform mitigations, and that it configure those mitigations correctly. These tools are very strong in finding security issues like patch levels, secure configuration settings, secure and HTTP Only cookie flags, and that a server’s SSL/TLS configuration is free of insecure protocol versions and cipher suites. Regular validation that software and services are correctly using available platform mitigations is usually far simpler to deploy and run than other forms of security automation, and the findings have very low false positive rates.

4.5 Perform Automated Functional Testing of Security Features/Mitigations

PROS: utilizes existing functional validation capabilities
CONS: Should not be perceived as comprehensive security validation

Organizations that use unit tests and other automated testing to verify the correct implementations of general features and functionality should extend those testing mechanisms to verify security features and mitigations designed into the software. For example, if the design calls for security-relevant events to be logged, unit tests should invoke those events and verify corresponding and correct log entries for them. Testing that security features work as designed is no different from verifying that any other feature works as designed and should be included in the same testing strategy used for other functionality.

4.6 Perform Manual Verification of Security Features/Mitigations

PROS: Flexibility, leverage prior findings, good training tool

CONS: more laborious, not comprehensive security validation

Manual testing is generally more laborious and resource intensive than automated testing, and unlike automated testing it requires the same investment every time that it is performed in order to produce similar coverage. In contrast to automated testing, because human testers can learn, adapt and make leaps of inference, manual testing can evolve based on previous findings and subtle indicators of an issue.

Just as security features should be included in existing unit tests and other automated functionality verifications, they should be included in any manual functional testing or code review efforts that are performed. Organizations employing manual quality assurance should include verification of security features and mitigations within the test plan, as these can be manually verified in the same way that any non-security feature is verified. Organizations that rely more heavily on automated functional testing should still perform peer review and occasional manual spot-checks of security features to ensure that the automated tests were implemented correctly because mistakes in some security features are less likely to be caught and reported by users than mistakes that result in erroneous outputs. For example, a user is likely to report if a text box is not working but is not likely to identify and report that security logging is not working.

4.7 Perform Penetration Testing

PROS: can discover complicated vulnerabilities, mimics attackers methodologies and tools

CONS: the most laborious and time-consuming form of security testing, not comprehensive coverage

*Many consulting companies exist that specialize in penetration testing services. For security-critical applications, contracting out penetration testing may be the best option.

Penetration testing assesses software in a manner similar to the way in which hackers look for vulnerabilities. Penetration testing can find the widest variety of vulnerabilities and can analyze a software package or service in the broader context of the environment it runs in, actions it performs, components it interacts with, and ways that humans and other software interact with it. This makes it well suited to finding business logic vulnerabilities. Skilled penetration testers can find vulnerabilities not only with direct observation, but also based on small clues and inferences. Using their experience testing both their current projects, and from all previous engagements, they also learn and adapt and are thus inherently more capable than the current state of automated testing.

However, penetration testing is the most laborious and time-consuming form of security testing, requires specialized expertise, scales poorly and is challenging to quantify and measure. Large development organizations may staff their own penetration test team but many organizations engage other companies to perform penetration testing. Whether using staff or consultant testers, it is appropriate to prioritize penetration testing of especially security-critical functions or components. Also, given the expense and limited availability of highly skilled penetration testers, performing penetration testing tends to be most suitable after other, less expensive forms of security testing are completed. The time a penetration tester
would spend documenting findings that other testing methodologies can uncover is time that the penetration tester is not using to find issues that only penetration testing is likely to uncover.

Further Reading:

- More information on secure design principles and practices is provided in the full SAFECODE Fundamental Practices for Secure Software Development, see section: Testing and Validation.

# 5 Manage Issues

## 5.1 Issues Discovered During Development

Practices such as threat modeling, third-party component identification, SAST, DAST, penetration testing, etc. all result in artifacts that contain findings related to the product’s security (or lack thereof). The findings from these artifacts must be tracked and action taken to remediate, mitigate or accept the respective risk. While we all desire to ship defect free products, there will inevitably come a time when you will be faced with a decision on whether or not to ship a product with a vulnerability. Before you find yourself in this unpleasant situation, you should have a predefined policy and model for assessing risk and making an informed, risk based decision. This model should include things such as (this is not an exhaustive list):

- Severity of the vulnerability
- Likelihood of exploit
- Potential for brand damage
- Remediation options

It is essential that you adopt a consistent formal process for assessing the risk with a decision maker with the appropriate level of authority to accept the risk and a system to track such decisions and any closing actions needed.

Further Reading:

- More information on managing security issues is provided in the full SAFECODE Fundamental Practices for Secure Software Development, see section: Manage Security Findings.

## 5.2 Issues Discovered in Released Software

Despite the best efforts of software development teams, vulnerabilities may still exist in released software that may be exploited to compromise the software or the data it processes. Therefore, it is necessary to have a vulnerability response and disclosure process to help drive the resolution of externally discovered vulnerabilities and to keep all stakeholders informed of progress. This is particularly important when a vulnerability is being publicly disclosed and/or actively exploited. The goal of the process is to provide customers with timely information, guidance and, where possible, mitigations or updates to address threats resulting from such vulnerabilities.

Many companies establish a dedicated team, called PSIRT (Product Security Incident Response Team) whose primary function is to respond to and manage security vulnerabilities in released product. There are many industry papers regarding vulnerability response and disclosure process and/or PSIRT that provide a wealth of information and guidance.

Further Reading:

- More information on managing security issues is provided in the full SAFECODE Fundamental Practices for Secure Software Development, see section: Vulnerability Response and Disclosure.
• FIRST PSIRT Services Framework: https://www.first.org/education/FIRST_PSIRT_Service_Framework_v1.0

• ISO/IEC 29147 – Vulnerability disclosure (available as a free download). Provides a guideline on receiving information about potential vulnerabilities from external individuals or organizations and distributing vulnerability resolution information to affected customers

• ISO/IEC 30111 – Vulnerability handling processes (requires a fee to download). Gives guidance on how to internally process and resolve reports of potential vulnerabilities within an organization

6 Continuously Improve

Secure development practices are constantly evolving as technology, tools and attack techniques evolve. It is essential that you establish feedback loops that evaluate the outputs of your secure development practices and identify improvement needed to your policies, processes and tools. The Cost of Quality model principles apply to security just as they do to quality -- security vulnerabilities found early in development cost a lot less to fix than those found later in development. We want to prevent security vulnerabilities from being introduced, but when they are present, we want to identify and fix them as early as possible. Performing root cause analysis on issues found will help us identify the gaps in process/policy and prevent them from re-occurring. An example:

• A buffer overflow vulnerability is identified in a released product with a root cause of improper usage of an unbounded function. POSSIBLE improvements: make sure static code analysis software scans for these by default and identifies them, update policies requiring teams to run static code analysis software and address findings, update coding standards to ban usage of unsafe, unbounded functions.

This type of analysis and secure development practice evolution is critical to identifying gaps and closing those gaps. In addition, as the secure development practices you have adopted become standard practice and are woven into development, you will want to assess other practices, policies or tools that can strengthen the security posture of your products and/or improve efficiency. If done well, your secure development practices should be constantly evolving, just as the attackers and attack techniques are.

7 Planning the Implementation and Deployment of Secure Development Practices

An organization’s collection of secure development practices is commonly referred to as a Secure Development Lifecycle or SDL. While the set of secure development practices described previously in this paper are essential components of an SDL, they are not the only elements of a mature SDL. A healthy SDL includes all the aspects of a healthy business process, including program management, stakeholder management, deployment planning, metrics and indicators, and a plan for continuous improvement. Whether defining a new set of secure development practices or evolving existing secure development practices, there is a variety of factors to consider that may aid or impede the definition, adoption and success of the secure development program overall. Below are some items to consider in planning the implementation and adoption of an SDL:

• Culture of the organization
• Expertise and skill level of the organization
• Product development model and lifecycle
• Scope of the initial deployment
• Stakeholder management and communication
• Efficiency measurement
7.1 Culture of the Organization

The culture of the organization must be considered when planning the deployment of any new process or set of application security controls. Some organizations respond well to corporate mandates from the CEO or upper management, while others respond better to a groundswell from the engineering team. Think about the culture of the organization that must adopt these practices. Look to the past for examples of process or requirements changes that were successful and those that were not. If mandates work well, identify the key managers who need to support and communicate a software security initiative. If a groundswell is more effective, think about highly influential engineering teams or leaders to engage in a pilot and be the first adopters.

7.2 Expertise and Skill Level of the Organization

If an organization is to be successful in implementing an SDL, some level of training is necessary. The entire organization should be made aware of the importance of security, and more detailed technical training must be provided to development teams that clearly articulates the specific expectations of individuals and teams. If individuals do not understand why these practices are important and the impact of not performing these practices, they are less likely to support them. Additional training will likely be needed, depending on the expertise in the organization. For each of the secure development practices, consider the expertise/skill level needed and the coverage of that expertise in the organization.

7.3 Product Development Model and Lifecycle

Along with a specification of the secure development practices, it is essential to consider when the practices are required. When or how often a practice is applied is highly dependent on the development model in use and the automation available. Although security practices executed in sequential and logical order can result in greater security gains (e.g., threat model before code is committed) and cost effectiveness than ad hoc implementation, in agile or continuous development environments, other triggers such as time (e.g., conduct DAST monthly) or response to operating environment changes (e.g., deployment of a new service or dataset) should be considered.

Not everyone is nor needs to be a security engineer, and the SDL framework should provide engineers with clear actionable guidance, supported by efficient processes, carefully selected tools and intelligent automation, tightly aligned with the engineering experience. To facilitate change at scale, security process and tools must be integrated into the engineers’ world and not exist as a separate security world, which is often seen as a compliance function. This not only helps to reduce friction with engineers, it also enables them to move faster by integrating security tools into the world in which they live and operate.
7.4 Scope of Initial Deployment

Often, the teams implementing the secure development program are resource constrained and may need to consider different ways to prioritize the rollout across the organization. There are many ways to manage the rollout of the SDL. Having a good understanding of how the project planning process works and the culture of the organization will help the secure development program manager make wise choices for the implementation and adoption of secure development practices. Below are some options to consider:

- Will the initial rollout include all secure development practices or a subset?
- Consider the product release roadmap and select an adoption period for each team that allows them time to plan for the adoption of the new process. It may be unwise to try to introduce a new process and set of practices to a team nearing completion of a specific release.
- The initial rollout might also choose to target teams with products of higher security risk posture and defer lower risk products for a later start.
- Consider allowing time for transition to full adherence to all SDL requirements.

7.5 Stakeholder Management and Communications

Deploying a new process or set of practices often requires the commitment and support of many stakeholders. Identify the stakeholders, champions and change agents who will be needed to assist with the communications, influencing and roll-out of the program. Visit these stakeholders with a roadshow that clearly explains the value and commitment to secure development practices and what specifically they are being asked to do.

7.6 Compliance Measurement

In implementing a new set of security requirements, the organization must consider what is mandatory and what (if anything) is optional. Most organizations have a governance or risk/controls function that will require indicators of compliance with required practices. In defining the overall SDL program, consider the following:

- Are teams required to complete all of the secure development practices? What is truly mandatory? Is there a target for compliance?
- What evidence of practice execution is required?
- How will compliance be measured? What types of reports are needed?
- What happens if the compliance target is not achieved? What is the risk management process that should be followed? What level of management can sign off on a decision to ship with open exceptions to security requirements? What action plans will be required to mitigate such risks and how will their implementation be tracked?

7.7 SDL Process Health

A good set of secure development practices is constantly evolving, just as the threats and technologies involved are constantly evolving. The SDL process must identify key feedback mechanisms for identifying gaps and improvements needed. The vulnerability management process is a good source of feedback about the effectiveness of the secure development practices. If a vulnerability is discovered post-release, root-cause analysis should be performed. The root cause may be:

- A gap in the secure development practices that needs to be filled
- A gap in training/skills
- The need for a new tool or an update to an existing tool
In addition, development teams will have opinions regarding what is working and what is not. The opinions of development teams should be sought, as they may help identify inefficiencies or gaps that should be addressed. Industry reports regarding trends and shifts in secure development practices should be monitored and considered. A mature SDL has a plan and metrics for monitoring the state of secure development practices across the industry and the health of the organization’s secure development practices.

7.8 Value Proposition

There will be times when the funding for secure development practices support will be questioned by engineering teams and/or management. A mature secure development program will have good metrics or indicators to articulate the value of the secure development practices to drive the right decisions and behaviors. Software security is a very difficult area to measure and portray. Some common metrics can include industry cost-of-quality models, where the cost of fixing a vulnerability discovered post-release with customer exposure/damage is compared to that of finding/fixing a vulnerability early in the development lifecycle via a secure development practice. Other metrics include severity and exploitability of externally discovered vulnerabilities (CVSS score trends) and even the cost of product exploits on the “grey market.” There is no perfect answer here, but it is a critical aspect of a secure development program to ensure that the value proposition is characterized, understood and can be articulated in a way that the business understands.

Further Reading:

- More information on managing security issues is provided in the full SAFECODE Fundamental Practices for Secure Software Development 1, see section: Planning the Implementation and Deployment of Secure Development Practices

8 Moving Industry Forward

One of the more striking aspects of SAFECODE’s work in creating this paper was an opportunity to review the evolution of software security practices and resources in the seven years since the second edition was published. Though much of the advancement is a result of innovation happening internally within individual software companies, SAFECODE believes that an increase in industry collaboration has amplified these efforts and contributed positively to advancing the state of the art across the industry.
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Abstract

Many current automated test suites are brittle and not adept to handle change. This often occurs when people get pressed for time and begin to focus on short-term goals. This focus on the short-term can mean that your team will not be successful long-term as technology or your application goes through drastic changes.

The goal of a test development team should be to make a test suite that can stand the test of time. Common code development techniques such as Orthogonality, DRY (Don’t Repeat Yourself), Metaprogramming, Refactoring, TDD (Test Driven Development), Dynamic Failures and Data Setup/Cleanup can help us create a more robust test suite that delivers value to the user.
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1 Introduction

This paper is an overview of the ways in which an automated test suite can be developed to be dynamic and robust by utilizing: Orthogonality, DRY (Don’t Repeat Yourself), Metaprogramming, Refactoring, TDD (Test Driven Development), Dynamic Failures and Data Setup/Cleanup.

These ideologies are largely part of the standard body of knowledge for development for a variety of technologies. The source for definitions in this paper is the Pragmatic Programmer\(^1\) which is consistently rated as one of the best software development books on the market. The challenge is that it is difficult to find examples on how to apply these ideologies within a testing framework.

With that being said, my goal in writing this paper is to start a conversation about how we can utilize these coding practices in a testing framework in order to develop more robust and dynamic tests that require minimal effort to maintain. The test frameworks in which I have utilized these ideologies include: database testing frameworks, mainframe testing frameworks, web testing frameworks and REST testing frameworks.

The structure of this paper will list first the ideology being discussed followed by a definition, then a section of examples of how to implement this ideology within a testing framework, and last any constraints that the ideology may have.

2 Making Code Orthogonal/Decoupling

2.1 Definition

Orthogonality is a term stolen from Geometry, two lines are orthogonal if they meet at right angles. In a programming sense parts of code are orthogonal if changes in one do not impact changes in the other (Hunt, 34).

Orthogonal code is beneficial as your team will not have to change existing code as new code is developed. (Hunt, 34).

Orthogonal code will reduce risk in the following ways (Hunt, 34).

A. Bad code is isolated.
B. Changes are isolated.
C. Easier to unit test.
D. Layer of abstraction between services and code.

2.2 Implementation

The main way decoupling is beneficial in an automated test suite is through providing an abstraction layer between your internal code and any external functionality. Some examples of external functionality are:

A. Excel
B. Watir (Web Application Testing In Ruby)
C. Databases
D. Rest Client

\(^1\)Hunt, Thomas. 1999. *The Pragmatic Programmer: from journeyman to master*  
Excerpt from PNSQC Proceedings  
Copies may not be made or distributed for commercial use
E. Mainframes

Most often in test suites we see step definitions directly interacting with the services mentioned above. This non-orthogonal design will make it difficult to change and test your code.

Orthogonal Code – Step Definitions reference a helper method which interacts with the service being utilized. Changes to the service only impact the helper.

Another big benefit of utilizing these helper methods is that you now have a bit of functionality that is easy to unit test.

Unit testing is the act of testing a single section of functionality without outside interference. Within Ruby, RSpec is typically utilized to unit test code.

2. 3 Constraints

There is a balance that needs struck between complexity and orthogonality.

3 DRY (Don’t Repeat Yourself)

3. 1 Definition

In programming we want to be as lazy as possible, this means that we should take steps so that we do not repeat the same code. If the same logic is utilized twice this logic should be extracted into a method and stored so that it can be reused later on down the road.

3. 2 Implementation

The concept of DRY seems simple enough, most of the difficulty comes when you start making alterations that impact what others have developed. I would recommend first fostering a culture where no individual
owns portions of code but the whole team shares that responsibility. I would also recommend discussing 
the changes you are making with the team and showing the value that the changes are providing.

3. 3 Constraints

Making changes to code often times has unintended consequences. Ensuring that unit testing is 
performed on your code is a good way to ensure that your changes don’t impact the external functionality 
of the code.

4 Metaprogramming

4. 1 Definition

The process of taking details out of the code. Developer should utilize metadata from the end user to set 
the arguments for the methods, the methods should be dynamic enough to allow for maximum reuse.

4. 2 Implementation

Within a Ruby/Cucumber test automation suite most of the details get into our code externally from the 
Gherkin level passing in arguments to the step definition. But what some teams miss is that while we are 
passing data from the Gherkin level to the step definitions, the data passed should only be enough to 
make the end user capable of understanding what the test is validating.

For example, it makes sense that the expected business logic that needs validated is housed at the 
Gherkin level like:

Given the user inputs 2 + 2

When the user selects calculate

Then the application returns four

The more meaningful form and less evident way of metaprogramming is utilizing data keys where 
business logic is not concerned. In the example below the business can define what it means by valid 
credentials, and our code can go retrieve that test data and utilize it. This is beneficial as it prevents hard 
coding of values where it is not necessary and you can utilize the same data object in multiple flows.

Good Example:

| Gherkin: The user logs into the application utilizing valid credentials | Step Definition will then call helper method and pass the argument “valid credentials” | Helper method will then access YAML Files and retrieve the Valid Credentials and pass them back to the step definition. |
We can contrast the above with the unnecessary hard coding seen below. In addition to being brittle this has little value to the end user. When they read this test they don’t know what the JackSmith user is or what status his account is in.

Bad Example:

4. 3 Constraints

We should be careful only to take the details out of the code when it makes sense.

I would also caution that when utilizing metadata/metaprogramming we should write our test in a way that only valid data should pass the test. Otherwise we risk having false positives in our testing suite.

5 Refactoring

5. 1 Definition

Refactoring is the process of improving the structure of code without changing how the actual code functions.

5. 2 Implementation

In the previous three sections we have discussed orthogonality, metaprogramming and DRY ideologies. All of these ideologies are examples that overlap with the ideals of refactoring. Ruby is a text manipulation language. Most often in test automation we are either manipulating input text, or validating data returned to ensure it meets our expectation. How we structure the code that supports this input preparation and output validation is where refactoring becomes important and the three previous ideas lay a good groundwork to begin refactoring.

5. 3 Constraints

Refactoring is meant to be an organic process that happens as it provides value. Software is meant to be soft and change is supposed to be constant. One should not “own” code and one should not be defensive when code is critiqued.
Having a refactoring session is very beneficial in bringing about change to a test suite. These meetings should be discussions about finding improvements, not as a time to point blame.

6 Test Driven Development

6.1 Definition

TDD- Test Driven Development is the process of developing code through testing. The benefit being that the software you develop is much more likely to be robust and less error prone. Additionally you have developed unit tests that can be utilized for the life of the functionality you have implemented.

Test Driven Development Steps:

A. A programmer writes a test for a bit of functionality that is not yet developed. The test is ran and it fails.
B. The programmer then writes the code that he thinks will satisfy the unit test
C. The test is ran and it passes or fails
D. If the test passes the programmer can then refactor the code or move on to additional functionality.
E. If the test fails the programmer can make modifications as needed.

6.2 Implementation

Within Ruby, RSpec is the most common framework for implementing unit tests that you can utilize for TDD. The Unit test developed provide continual benefit as you can test the validity of your code long after the code has been developed.

6.3 Constraints

Most often the constraint with utilizing TDD come about through managerial concerns about implementing the new process.

7 Dynamic Failures/Timely Failures

7.1 Definition

Test your code to fail as early as possible (RSpec). Once a failure occurs have code to ensure that steps are completed to roll back any changes made to your environment.

Ensure that failures occur in a manner that will direct the developer to the root cause of the issue.

7.2 Implementation
A programmer can implement simple checks on the input data that is provided to a method to ensure that the input data received is valid. This layer of checking when a method begins running provides an ideal separation of work for items.

Example:

In the above example if method_b always accepts what method_a returns, method_b can be blamed for method_a’s failure.

If instead method_b looked at what method_a returned to make sure it was valid any failure within method_b is sure to be caused by the logic within that functionality.

Rescue clauses within Ruby provide an easy way to catch a failure and continue on an alternate flow that allows for the failure to be addressed through additional steps or cleanup if need be.

7.3 Constraints

Rescue clauses should be used carefully. A true failure within the application that could be representative of a defect should not be caught by the rescue clause and should be passed to the tester as an issue.

Methods should not be so constrained by what they can receive as input that they lose a lot of flexibility.

8 Data Setup/Cleanup

8.1 Definition

Data necessary for a test should (as often as possible) be created and destroyed within the context of a test. The benefits being that each test is receiving clean data, and the test leaves less of a footprint once complete.

8.2 Implementation

In Ruby, hooks provide the ability to execute certain functionality before and after a test. For example; I worked on an account origination application and we had a tag invoked after hook that would remove account linking for a current user so that the test data would be able to utilize multiple times within the test suite. Without this after hook this test data would’ve been ruined after each test run.

8.3 Constraints

This process of test data setup and tear down is the gold-standard but can become inefficient, this should only be used where it makes sense by improving the quality and efficiency of a given test.
9 Conclusion

In conclusion we have discussed:

- Orthogonality and decoupling as a way to provide a layer of abstraction between the step definitions that run your tests and the services that support those step definitions.
- DRY as a way to minimize duplication and the ideology that the team owns the code not the individual.
- Metaprogramming as a way to remove details from our code that would otherwise make our code base brittle.
- Refactoring as a process combining a bunch of individual ideas to modify the structure in which our code operates.
- TDD as a way to minimize risk when creating and updating test automation software.
- Dynamic/Timely Failures as way to make sure that the developer can quickly identify problem code rather than going down a stack trace goose hunt.
- Date Setup/Cleanup as a way to maintain robust tests that require minimal preparation prior to execution.

All of these ideals combined provide the groundwork for a robust testing framework that can be fun to work within and easy to modify when necessary. One point to consider is that any programming standard has a point where the usage of that ideal can make a test suite optimal and a point where it can make a test suite inefficient. The conversation each team has to have is how they can use these ideals effectively in the environment in which they operate.
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Abstract

On the road to agility there are organizational impediments ("potholes") that teams could run into if not removed. An agile coach could be brought in to help the organization identify and resolve those potholes. But where should a coach look to find the potholes? They could attend and observe countless ceremonies and interview dozens of team members. But it is time consuming and difficult to discover organizational impediments. A better approach is to use an agility assessment tool that easily and quickly captures data about multiple teams and guides coaching strategies.

This paper describes Catalyte’s Agile Coaching Center of Excellence process to build a simple agile assessment methodology and tool that can assess teams and their organizations. The assessment tool started as a document-based worksheet that teams incorporate as part of its retrospectives. It evolved into a spreadsheet that added scoring and measured changes over time. Then a survey form was used to better capture individual responses. The coach collects and analyzes the results from multiple teams and visually compiles the data providing pictures into each team and the organization simultaneously; helping teams at the enterprise level by identifying team and organizational impediments.
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**Introduction**

Agile, from learning to adoption to practice, isn’t a one-and-done exercise. It is a journey rather than a destination. With that metaphor we can equate a team with driving and navigating a car, where it needs fuel (requirements) and mechanical problems need to be discovered and repaired (inspect and adapt). Extending the metaphor further, the organization can be considered “the road” – multiple teams travel on it and any organizational impediments are the potholes that all teams end up needing to navigate around or running into. But organizations often do not see the potholes they have created for its teams. This is where an agile coach comes in. A coach can reinforce agile values and key practices while working at both the team level and organizational level.

Most agile frameworks are aimed at the team level.

- Daily standups help identify team impediments so that they can be quickly removed
- Retrospectives are vital for improving team performance and product quality
- Sprint reviews ensure the team is moving the product in the right direction

As the number of teams increase, the complexity of resolving issues at the organizational level increases exponentially because it’s difficult for an organization to identify and prioritize issues at this level.

Organizational "potholes" include

- Lack of knowledge/training
- Inadequate tools
- Not using or incorrectly leveraging an agile framework
- No cross-team learning
- Non-transparency
- Poor estimation
- Over-management preventing self-direction
- Lack of business analysis capabilities
- Non-involvement of stakeholders

It becomes a situation where the loudest team or the most recent complaint gets prioritized for help from the organization.

Scaled agile frameworks have some mechanisms in place to help identify and remove organizational impediments. But these frameworks are primarily for multiple teams working on a single large product. These mechanisms don’t help much for organizations that have multiple teams working for multiple products, in different domains, and for multiple clients.

Agile coaches are often brought in at the organizational level to help multiple teams. They identify organizational impediments by observing and interviewing multiple teams for several sprints and look for anti-patterns that repeatedly occur that individual teams cannot resolve on their own. This would take months.

Fortunately, there is a way for a coach to quickly gather the information they need to identify common anti-patterns: an assessment. By assessing each team, analyzing the findings and looking for opportunities that could improve multiple teams simultaneously, an organization can save time and money.

**Background**

The most common stumbling block to adopting and practicing agile is organizational culture and its resistance to change. To succeed in agile adoption, IT leaders need to train their organizations and reinforce agile values and key practices, create communities of practice, and deliver business outcomes.
To effectively institute cultural change, companies need to develop comprehensive hands-on agile coaching programs to assist real-world projects.

Catalyte has an Agile Coaching Center of Excellence (CoE) that provides coaching services to its teams and its clients. This group is made up of agile coaches, project managers, analysts, developers – anyone within the company who is interested in agile and coaching. The CoE was created to centralize all previous work regarding agile coaching, create coaching collateral for training and reporting, and drive initiatives to improve agile within Catalyte and its clients.

Much of Catalyte’s coaching practice was based on directly observing teams, which is time-consuming and hides organizational impediments. The Agile Coaching CoE thought that a low-impact assessment would provide a quicker “lay of the land” and create opportunities for immediate recommendations.

There were several business reasons for creating a common agile assessment solution. First, Catalyte provides software development teams that work in a variety of domains: healthcare, finance, hospitality, retail, logistics, etc. Some teams are stand-alone and are managed internally; some are blended with client teams and managed by either us or the client; and others are managed by the client. The challenge is to identify teams that need coaching or expose issues that require cooperation with our clients.

Second, Catalyte provides agile coaching services for both new agile transformations and teams that are already on their agile journey. For novice organizations, assessments are like test-driven development. The initial assessment is expected to fail but improvements are expected in subsequent assessments. For mid-journey teams, assessments provide the initial snapshot of the strengths and opportunities that a coach can use to advise teams and organizations.

Lastly, Catalyte teams often need to work within a client’s established agile framework. Assessments would be great to identify any organizational impediments prior to Sprint 1 and help Catalyte work with the client to mitigate risks.

**Requirements for Assessments**

Once the CoE decided to try assessments, the next task was to come up with some initial requirements for an assessment method.

**Assessments need to be quick** - People are less willing to participate in an assessment if it interferes with their sprint commitments. The longer the assessment, the less accurate the responses. We determined that an assessment shouldn’t take more than 15-20 minutes to complete.

**Results need to reflect the team and not individuals** – Agility is about the team. Any assessment needs to focus on improving the team. This means keeping individual responses confidential in anything that is shared outside the team as well as not assessing individuals. Since the Scrum Master and Product Owner are individuals caution must be exercised when assessing the performance of those roles.

**Participants need no other instructions or guidance than what’s provided** – Participants shouldn’t have to figure out what’s expected of them when completing the assessment. Observational trials can help, but always expect opportunities for assessment improvements based on feedback.

**Results identify opportunities for team improvement** – A team will be more likely to participate if they get something for their efforts. The team results can be something they can use towards their own excellence.

**Aggregate results to identify organizational impediments** – Aggregated results can show patterns that may indicate tools, process, or training issues that affect many or all teams. Teams may not even be aware as they are more focused internally.

**Participants need to be able to provide details on their responses** – To make assessments quick, simple responses are required, but at the cost of understanding why best practices aren’t used. A more
detailed feedback mechanism needs to be in place during or after the assessment. This, in turn, feeds back into the assessment.

**Identify improvements or regressions over time** – Follow-up assessments provide additional snapshots to see whether teams are improving, staying stagnant, or getting worse.

**Accommodate any flavor of agile, not just Scrum** – Even though most teams practice Scrum, it’s not a guarantee. An assessment needs to be applicable to many flavors of agile, including Kanban.

### Building the Assessment Tool

In building an assessment tool, we wanted to focus on getting the tool right before covering all agile topics. We decided on five initial assessment topics to be covered in Version 1 of the tool. We felt that these were a good initial sampling of topics covering issues that we have seen in our projects at Catalyte. The five topics were:

- Team Integrity (ability to get its work done without external interference)
- Retrospectives
- Requirements
- Backlog Management
- Refactoring

Next, we determined a method for the assessment. We chose to have five-to-seven statements for each topic, where each statement represented an intended practice or outcome. To make the assessment easy to take and to generate comparative results, we chose a Likert scale: “Always”, “Mostly”, “Sometimes”, and “Never” where “Always” would be the most positive response.

For each topic, most of five-to-seven statements were written from scratch then reviewed and revised in the CoE several times. Others were pulled from other existing assessments [1] and revised to fit our goals and format.

#### 1.1 Version 1 – Word Document

For the first iteration, we were more interested in piloting the topics, method, and statements than making the tool a great user experience. So, for executing the assessment we created a simple Word document that teams would use during one of their retrospectives. The document included instructions and places for feedback on the assessment itself.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Refactoring</th>
<th>Always</th>
<th>Mostly</th>
<th>Sometimes</th>
<th>Never</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>There is a business justification when refactoring is performed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Refactoring is performed with a goal in mind (maintainability, portability, etc.)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>There are “safeguards” against introducing defects when code is refactored (e.g., regression testing, unit tests, and acceptance tests)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defects are not introduced when code is refactored</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Refactored code follows the same quality controls that new code goes through (e.g., peer review, pull request, QA)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Refactoring work is tracked and managed with full visibility of stakeholders</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Figure 1 Early survey items for Refactoring topic*
Figure 1 shows the survey section for the Refactoring topic. Teams would fill it out together, usually during the Gather Data part of their retrospective [2], giving them an opportunity to discuss areas where they were not responding with “Always” or “Mostly”. This version of the assessment tool was piloted with six teams.

From an organizational perspective, Figure 2 shows an agile practice that is usually being done across the organization.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team Integrity</th>
<th>Always</th>
<th>Mostly</th>
<th>Sometimes</th>
<th>Never</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Estimates are only made by the team</td>
<td>XXXXX</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 2 Successful Agile Results**

From a team coaching opportunity perspective, Figure 3 shows that one team is not having full participation in retrospectives. A team coach or scrum master can investigate where this team is taking any actions to help improve this.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Retrospectives</th>
<th>Always</th>
<th>Mostly</th>
<th>Sometimes</th>
<th>Never</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Every member of team participates (including PO and SM)</td>
<td>XXX</td>
<td>XX</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 3 Single Team Opportunity Identified**

When looking at Figure 4, only one team stated that they were freezing story cards, but the other five teams were indicating that in-sprint story cards are often being changed during sprints. A coach working at the organizational level, would want to dig into this a little deeper to see if there are any organizational impediments that teams are working against. In this example, one team stated that they were always preventing card changes, but it might be worth the effort to check with that team to see if that’s truly the case – they could have misunderstood the statement or found a way to overcome the organizational impediment that other teams could leverage.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team Integrity</th>
<th>Always</th>
<th>Mostly</th>
<th>Sometimes</th>
<th>Never</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cards are not changed after they’re pulled from the Product Backlog</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>XXXX</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 4 Organizational Pothole Discovered?**

There were two main drawbacks to this Word-based version of the tool. First, it was time-consuming to compile the results by hand – and therefore error-prone and not very scalable. Second, there was a challenge to show team and organizational improvements or regressions after repeating the assessments.

### 1.2 Version 2 – Spreadsheet

One of the CoE members took a Scaled Agile Framework (SAFe) course and discovered the SAFe Team Self-Assessment [5]. The similarities surprised us as both our home-grown assessment and the SAFe Team Self-Assessment covered five topics and had a similar number of statements per topic.

The CoE also liked these additional features:

- More refined choices of responses that allowed for more precise measurement
- A scored response for each statement
- A combined percentage score for the topic providing indications of change in subsequent assessments
• A comment section for each statement that provided details at the statement response level rather than at a topic level.

The CoE decided not to use the SAFe spreadsheet statements because it covered some topics, like PI Health, not relevant in non-scaled situations. Also, its terminology was very SAFe-specific and something not necessarily familiar to most participants. However, some statements from the SAFe assessment form were added to Version 2 of Catalyte’s assessment (see Figure 5).

Unlike Version 1’s table format, Version 2’s spider chart (see Figure 6) now shows all team scores in all topics in one place.

There are three key learnings from the chart in Figure 6:

• Team 3 did well with requirements. Need to find out what the other teams can learn
• Team 2 needed to improve their retrospectives.
• Teams 5 and 6 scored relatively low overall

As an agile coach, there is plenty of data to help individual teams and to find some areas to improve at the organizational level:

• Why were Requirements so inconsistent?
• Why weren’t there any teams that scored at the highest levels for Team Integrity and Refactoring?
• What was going wrong with Teams 5 and 6?
• Why were half the teams underperforming in Retrospectives?
One of the teams took the Version 2 spreadsheet and created a Google Form and had each team member fill out the survey individually then they met as a team, reviewed the results, and formed a consensus response on the spreadsheet. The CoE liked that concept and used the form for the next round of assessments. The thinking was that responding to surveys might minimize the effect of strong, dominating voices pushing the responses higher in a group setting.

We found that when we compare the results using this method with the previous results the data points were generally lower and more spread out (see Figure 7). There are two key advantages to surveying
individuals. First, it’s easier to identify the organizational potholes. For example, Backlog Management looks to be an area that is inconsistently performed. Second, a large spread of responses within a team to the same statement could be a signal a lack of common understanding, a practice that is not consistently done within the team, or an ambiguously written assessment statement.

1.4 Version 4 – Expanded Topics

For the next iteration of the assessment tool, our intent was to increase the number of topics covered. We went to some of Catalyte’s other CoEs (Architecture, DevOps, and Quality) and asked them for a set of assessment statements to include in the tool. Any results from these topics would be shared directly with the respective CoE for their own analysis and follow-up.

For the Quality topic, the following statements were included in the survey:

- Our test coverage satisfies our test quality goals
- Critical defects are prevented from reaching Production
- Our product is stable
- The tests are automated where possible
- Test results are used as the basis of code integration and deployment

Figure 8 shows an analysis of teams that have potential coaching needs with respect to quality.

![Figure 8 Analysis of Quality Topic (Team Subset)](image)

There are some key coaching opportunities when look at the survey results:

- There are some teams doing well with test automation but there are some other teams that are doing poorly. This would be a great time for knowledge sharing between the strong teams and the struggling teams.
In looking for organizational improvements, there seems to be some barriers preventing any teams from scoring well in test code coverage and using test results in integration and deployment.

Next Steps

One of the challenges of an internally developed, custom tool is that a lot of extra effort is required to administer assessments, analyze the data, and share results with the teams. This is fine for a handful of teams, but this will not scale and may not be as professional when we assess client teams. The Agile Coaching CoE is piloting the Comparative Agility tool (comparativeagility.com). Although it has its own topics and statements, and it doesn’t meet some of the original requirements, the CoE feels it is worth it to see if the added value is greater than the requirements not met.

Valuable features include:

- Easily compare team results with its previous results, with the organization, or with a world index of all teams that have taken the assessment
- Quick and easy reports that are also interactive
- Visual representation of the distribution characteristics for each statement to show where there are large disagreements within the team

Comparative Agility covers the quality topic with these statements:

- Product owners actively participate in the creation of the acceptance criteria for each feature.
- All bugs are fixed during the iteration in which they are found.
- At the end of each iteration there is little or no manual testing required.
- The team performs a variety of types of testing including functional, performance, integration, and scalability each iteration.
- Team members who perform testing are involved and productive right from the start of each iteration.
- At the end of each iteration, the team has high-quality working software that it is comfortable being tested by people outside of the team.
- The team has pre-defined and agreed-upon criteria for considering a feature done.

Summary

Our journey in building our Agile Assessment Tool, just like our teams’ journeys to agility, it’s never ending. Catalyte’s Agile Coaching Center of Excellence has learned as much about assessments as has been learned about the teams. We’ve learned

- The faster and more accurate we can process assessment data, the better we, as coaches, can help teams and organizations
- Visual representation of data helps identify coaching opportunities
- Multiple individual survey responses are often better than single team responses in identifying areas for deeper investigation

With better visibility of the organizational road we can find and fix the organizational potholes and help teams go faster in their journey to agility.
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Abstract

Every day, we can find new software security issues, exploits and new ways to misuse the software to do things never thought. Security criminals look every day at the software we produce and try to find a simple breach to exploit it and gain control to use it as they wish.

Many times, the security tests are not considered because it is difficult to see results, it is difficult to implement, or it costs time and money. But, when attackers find security flaws in our software, we regret the decisions made previously and we wish to have checked again with a security perspective.

For these reasons, it is important to add controls and security checks in our development process. The application of the Secure Development Process (SDL) added to a Security Maturity Model (SMM) helps our development teams find security infractions in the early stages before the software comes out into the open.

The purpose of this paper is to review an introduction to the life cycle of secure development and how it can be improved by verifying it with a measure of the security maturity model. We discuss how this process helps to find security problems in a new feature development. And a practical application of lessons learned to make this process faster and easier for development teams.
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1 Introduction

This section introduces software security and how it should be incorporated in a software development lifecycle, considering an agile implementation. Following sections go into detailing best practices around security on each different development activity.

1.1 Software Security

Software security is the idea of developing software so that it continues to function correctly under malicious attacks of vulnerabilities. Security is necessary to provide integrity, authentication and availability as non-functional requirements.

Software security best practices leverage good software engineering and involve thinking about security at early stages of the software development lifecycle, considering and identifying common threats, designing for security and subjecting all software artifacts to thorough objective risk analysis and testing.

Security and privacy perspectives should be included in all software and application development practices. Product security policies and processes must be applied, to proactively find and remove software security defects or vulnerabilities as early as possible.

1.2 Secure Software Development Lifecycle

Software Development Life Cycle

The Software Development Life Cycle (SDLC) is a process used by software engineers to design, develop and test high quality software [9]. It describes the stages and tasks involved in each step of a project to write and deploy software. A mature process should be documented so it can be properly communicated, incorporated, measured and ideally improved over its own lifecycle.

Secure Development Lifecycle

The Security Development Lifecycle (SDL) is a software development process that helps developers build more secure software and address security compliance requirements while reducing development cost [1], [4], [8]. The goals of SDL therefore are twofold:

- Reduce the number of security vulnerabilities and privacy issues.
- Reduce the severity of the vulnerabilities that remain unaddressed.

Agile SDLC

An agile SDLC favors collaboration thru frequent and incremental releases, made by self-organizing teams in direct interaction with end users, it was made popular after a manifesto were customer satisfaction is the top priority [11].

An agile implementation of a SDLC following the scaled agile framework [10] is depicted in Figure 1.

Investment themes are used to drive definition from a high-level plan of intent until concrete development stories, refining work items from a program backlog into a team backlog. Team ceremonies including daily syncs, sprint reviews and retrospective sessions drive the team pace on shippable increments until a finished product is completed.

Agile SDL

For a new product, the security process typically begins at project initiation. A seasoned security architect assesses a proposal for its security implications. The output of this engagement is any additional security
features that will be added for software self-protection so that the software can be deployed in accordance with the different security postures.

**Agile SDLC**

![Agile SDLC Diagram](image)

*Figure 1 - Agile SDLC*

Any project that involves a change to the architecture of the product is required to go through a security architecture review. The proposed architectural changes are analyzed for security requirements, as well as analyzed within the whole of the architecture of the product for each change’s security implications. A threat model is created or updated. The output of this analysis will typically be the security requirements that must be folded into the design that will be implemented. An architecture review may be a discreet event or may be accomplished iteratively as the architecture progresses (Agile).

The Agile SDL requires that designs that contain security features or effects are reviewed to make sure that security requirements will be built correctly. The Security Architect signs off when the design meets expectations. All functional items, including security design elements, are included in the thorough functional test plan. Like architectural reviews, a design review may be a discreet event or may be accomplished iteratively when design work occurs (Agile).

In tandem with architecture and design reviews, privacy reviews are conducted. A Privacy Impact Assessment (PIA) is performed to determine if any additional privacy activities are required to protect personal data. Privacy reviews cover the whole lifecycle of personal data and often extend beyond the product collecting the data and include backend systems and infrastructure.
The above chart shows how can a traditional Waterfall SDLC can be adapted to Agile methodology and security tasks can be applied on each phase. Integrated into Secure Development, security and privacy tasks are executed as seamless and holistic process designed to produce software which has an appropriate security and privacy attributes built into it.

The set of security tasks can be applied either as a Waterfall development or in Agile development, performing them across the iterations. For Continuous Integration, SDL activities are determined by certain triggers which are set by milestones, events, and time intervals.

Security Maturity Model

A Security Maturity Model applied to SDL is a multi-layered measurement approach that can be applied to any product to understand security practices. Is not different from other maturity models [12] but having security-related practices as the focus.

The McAfee Product Security Maturity Model [2] is how McAfee evaluates developing team’s work and procedure related to implemented tasks, activities and findings before, during and after the development process. The McAfee's PSMM covers around 16 topics which are evaluated in all aspects related to secure development, since new initial requirements are defined, architecture and design of new changes are reviewed, the whole process is monitored, and final checks are executed.

Post-release activities should be discussed independently when considering security, as vulnerabilities on the field might impact not only the product but the customer relying on it. McAfee establishes a company-wide Product Security Incident Response team (PSIRT), who oversees all answers of product security concerns to customers including vulnerability handling.
Security Bulletins (SB) are security documents that ISVs publish when they fix some vulnerability on their products. An SB contains a brief description of each fixed vulnerability including affected products. Fixes and their release date are specified sometimes including workaround mitigations until patches are applied. McAfee follows this practice as well [3].

2 Tools and Automation

This section describes what and how security can be considered on each different task to be completed during process development stages. Lessons learned are included so other team can leverage.

2.1 Concept

2.1.1 Security Training

Training is a tool that avoid bugs up-front as they are not even created. Training should be considered a never-ending activity delivered to the team incrementally. Each training increments should cover topics around:

1. **Security Domain:** the team should be familiar with the security domain, including corporate practices around managing products on the same vertical.
2. **Used Technology:** the team should know language or framework specific hurdles around potential vulnerabilities when not implemented properly.
3. **Security Tools and Processes:** eventually the whole agile team should understand how to run security scans, how to test security communications, etc. Every task with changes to be required again should be documented for the rest of the team, and documentation on tasks should evolve when the tasks reoccurs.

2.2 Requirements

2.2.1 Definition of Done (DoD)

The definition of done explicitly defines to the team members what needs to be completed before closing an assigned epic or story. From a security point of view:

1. Critical code should be reviewed by a senior or security SME (Subject Matter Expert)
2. All code changes should be statically analyzed, and found defects addressed
3. New and modified interfaces should be dynamically tested using scanners and fuzzers.
4. New or modified dependencies (such as 3rd party libraries) should be reviewed.

Following the agile concept, we have established a flexible approach for DoD as well. There are different levels: Good, Better, Best. For instance, an epic might be in a good state if functionally is completed but not all peer review findings are addresses yet. With regards to security, an epic might not be in best state until security testing has confirmed proper cryptography is being used in a new communication channel.

This incremental DoD follows the idea of tracking technical debts but does it without splitting the tasks and helping the team to avoid postponing resolving it. The incremental DoD also allows integrating components on a complex product to delivery incremental value altogether.

2.2.2 End of Life Components

Most products today rely on multiple third-party components. Each component should be reviewed in search for vulnerabilities and signals of being out-of-maintenance. The company keeps track of whitelisted and blacklisted projects so the analyzed does not need to be repeated across teams.

Factors while analyzing the health of a dependency are:
1. User base (downloads, discussion posts quantity)
2. Frequency of releases
3. Known and patched vulnerabilities

For Java and Python based components we leverage and contribute into OWASP dependency checker [13], and recently added Safety [14] for Python as an early adopter in the community.

A roadmap of component updates should be kept updated and each product release should incorporate upgrades to avoid vulnerabilities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>2014</th>
<th>2015</th>
<th>2016</th>
<th>2017</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Postgres 9.3</td>
<td></td>
<td>Postgres 9.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Postgres 9.6</td>
<td>Linux Kernel 3.18</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Linux Kernel 4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JBoss AS/7 support</td>
<td>OpenJDK 1.7</td>
<td>Spring 3.2.3 (.ED 7)</td>
<td>OpenJDK 1.8</td>
<td>OpenJDK 1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hibernate 4.2 (.Central + Red Hat release)</td>
<td>Hibernate 4.3 (.Central + release)</td>
<td>Hibernate 5.0 (.Central + Red Hat release)</td>
<td>Hibernate 5.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hibernate 5.2 (.ED 8)</td>
<td>Hibernate 5.2 (.ED 8)</td>
<td>Hibernate 5.2 (.ED 8)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OpenSSL 1.0.1</td>
<td>OpenSSL 1.0.2 (.TS)</td>
<td>OpenSSL 1.1.1</td>
<td>OpenSSL 1.1.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jetty 9.2 (.ED 7)</td>
<td>Jetty 9.3 (.ED 8)</td>
<td>Jetty 9.4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This is an example of how EOL libraries and their versions can be tracked.

### 2.2.3 SDL Kanban

The security architect creates a storyboard or Kanban with all mandatory, required, and optional SDL activities. Those activities can be ordered by sprints, how they can be implemented, and ordered by importance and/or effort.

Once this is prioritized together by the team, it should be captured in the product backlog itself. During this phase a standard questionnaire is used to dimension the SDL work for the release, for instance:

1. Is the target release vehicle a major update or just contains minor maintenance changes?
2. If the product architecture changed?
3. Is there any change on dependencies?
4. Is any new PII information being handled at the product?

Explicitly listing what security-related work not will be included in the release has been found useful to direct effort and communicate with stakeholders.

A discovery meeting involving stakeholders and reviewing target features is also held towards early discussion of security concerns and identification of next steps on each case.

### 2.2.4 Privacy Impact Assessment (PIA)

Feature review from privacy point of view. Detailed documentation of information being collected, persisted and ship to cloud-based services if that is the case. Also details about how long the information will be stored and documentation on how to delete them if required.

For instance, product telemetry is the usual feature being considered here, a spreadsheet with each particular data attribute is kept updated with field name, purpose, examples, etc. Product documentation
should clearly discuss what, when and why telemetry is sent. Product logging should include full telemetry payload as part of special log level to allow confirmation of telemetry content by customers. Opt-in and not opt-out.

2.3 Design

2.3.1 Security Plan

A security plan documents targeted tasks (also non-targeted ones) after prioritizing and ranking requirements. All tasks in scope are then added to the backlog thru user stories. The security plan should include user stories towards maintaining or increasing the product security maturity level.

2.3.2 Architecture and Design Security Analysis

A security architecture review fully documents the product’s architecture. This architecture review is then used to produce the Security Design Review and Threat Model. These help to identify possible attack vectors early in the product development lifecycle before design. The security architecture review is intended to be a starting point to build security into the product.

2.3.3 Threat modeling

A threat model uses the security architecture to identify all possible attack vectors. The attack vectors that expose areas of potential security exploitation weaknesses (a.k.a. vulnerabilities) are then addressed by defining countermeasures to prevent, or mitigate the effects of, threats to the system early in the design phase. Threat models are used to prioritize the threat/attack vector based on risk and business requirements.

To identify those weaknesses, many methodologies can be applied, among them STRIDE is widely used for this purpose. STRIDE means Spoofing, Tampering, Repudiation, Information Disclosure, Denial of Service and Elevation of Privilege. Can be used to identify new threats answering typical questions around each component (or new integration).

It's recommended to divide the working project into multiple layers, from a very high-level scheme were the component under analysis is just a minimum part of the whole ecosystem, and then create new layers with more details (zooming in). Making an analysis of each layer and applying a detection methodology to each one, is the easiest approach to identify all possible vulnerabilities.

To reach this purpose Microsoft offers a specific tool, which is Microsoft SDL Threat Modeling Tool.

2.3.4 Privacy information gathering and analysis

Privacy protects the confidentiality, integrity and availability of personal and corporate data. In this stage known what kind of data will be collected, how long and where, it’s necessary to be compliant with standards regulations and company policies.

2.4 Implementation

2.4.1 Secure Coding Standards

Ensure secure coding standards and best practices are used throughout the development of the product.

One way to achieve that is trainings the development team and adding plug-ins with custom information to the development IDE.
One tool that can be used is Checkstyle. Checkstyle is a tool that can be installed as a plug-in on the development IDE and checks Java source code for adherence to a Code Standard or set of validation rules.

Findbugs is another tool that can be implemented on the development environment. Findbugs is an open source tool that executes a static analyzer over Java code.

PMD also can be used for this purpose, it’s open source code analyzer which finds common programming flaws. Supports multiple languages like Java, C, C++, Python and Ruby.

### 2.4.2 Static analysis

Static analysis is a method of examining software for vulnerabilities at compile and/or build-time, reporting potential defects in source code. The analysis searches the code for known weaknesses such as buffer overflows, null pointer exceptions, among others.

A lot of tools exist on static analysis field, multi-language or specialized can be found on Internet. Coverity by Synopsis is one of them and can be integrated to a CI/CD plan, in a way that a developer make code changes and generates a new entry into the code repository. A dedicated Coverity servers is listening for new changes and if it found a new one, it triggers a static scan. Once the analysis finishes and new findings are discovered, it can trigger an email to the entire development team and assigned owners to fix them.

Other tools used for this purpose also are Checkmarx, Klockwork, Veracode. IDEs like Eclipse or IntelliJ also have integrated code inspection on compile time. A developer can install those IDEs, plus static code analyzer plug-ins such as Findbugs, to detect vulnerabilities, before submitting their code.

### 2.4.3 Threat Modeling (updates)

On this phase we recommend looking again the Threat Model in order to find new changes, missing vectors due to design changes.

We found that a threat model update on this phase also can be useful to make because architecture changes can be in place due to unexpected conditions or requirement changes.

### 2.4.4 New Tools Evaluation

In a mature development team, multiple tools can be integrated during the development pipeline. All tools already implemented in the CI/CD process helps at the beginning to get new findings and then to keep the quality code standards.

Every day new tools are created and shared into the market. Testing or implementing those tools helps not only to get new findings

During the implementation phase, new tools can be used and tested.

Running different tools vs always running the same one.

### 2.5 Verification

#### 2.5.1 Dynamic analysis

Dynamic analysis tools find vulnerabilities in the binary executables and other runtimes, like Web applications at run-time, by executing the code over multiple test cases, reporting actual defects.
Most dynamic solutions test only exposed HTTP and HTML interfaces of Web-enabled applications, they’re also called Web Application Scanning.

A difference to static code analyzers, dynamic tools need a running application. Most of tools implemented in this field are Web Application Scanners and for this purpose tools like Netsparker, ZAP Proxy, w3af, Burp Suite and homemade scanners can be used.

In case of Zed Attack Proxy Project (a.k.a. ZAP Proxy), it’s an Open Source tool created by OWASP community helps to find security vulnerabilities in a web application automatically. This tool provides you an automatic web spider which helps you to collect the information and then make the analysis but, one of the most useful features that this tool provides, it is his proxy. Using the proxy, you can navigate thru your web page and collect only data for those modified web pages (or where the spider can’t reach), and then analyze them. The tool also provides a Jenkins plug-in which can be installed.

2.5.2 Interactive analysis

Interactive analysis is a different form to test your application security that stems from a combination between dynamic and static analysis technologies. This approach analyzes leverages information from inside the running application, including runtime requests, data flow, control flow, libraries, and connections, to find vulnerabilities.

2.5.3 Fuzz Testing

Fuzz testing or “fuzzing” is a subset of dynamic analysis. It finds vulnerabilities and system crashes in the running binary executables by probing all inputs, network protocols, and file formats with intentionally invalid data. It permutes the packet boundaries with illegal formats to see if the running program will trigger an error condition or fault. These error conditions can lead to exploitable vulnerabilities.

We found that not all tools support automatic generation of payloads after a JSON Schema, only after JSON examples of the payloads.

2.5.4 Manual Code review

Security-focused manual code reviews involve humans to search for and find vulnerabilities and weaknesses in the source code.

Code review it’s a fundamental step when a developer wants to add his own code to the main repository. Github has his own Code Review tool and it’s widely used across all development teams. CodeCollaborator helps to accomplish the objective and has the capability to integrate with other versioning software like SVN.

2.5.5 Vulnerability Scan

A vulnerability scanner is a tool used to find known vulnerabilities and exposures in a binary executable and the environment to which it is deployed and runs.

This stage where most of the tools can be found. The most used ones are based on environment scanner like OpenVAS by OWASP, Nessus and Nexpose.

2.5.6 Penetration Test

Pen testing requires sophisticated use of tools by human analysts to find and then prove vulnerabilities in executables and the environment in which they run.

On this stage mostly, custom scripts should be implemented and integrated with common tools and frameworks like Nmap, Metasploit.
We have made pre-build templates so team members can easily spin up new instances of the required tooling to perform security testing.

2.6 Release

2.6.1 Conduct Final Security Review

After the development a testing conduct a final security review helps to summarize and improve all security controls made during the development phase.

2.6.2 Retrospective

A retrospective review, from a security related perspective is useful. During this meeting, new tools can be discussed, how to track security tasks, know what was useless during the process, what can be improved or modified, what can be a good thing to start doing.

2.7 Response

2.7.1 External Vulnerability Disclosure Response (PSIRT)

It's very common that new vulnerabilities appear once the product is running in production. You can either document the vulnerabilities and their impact, and/or implement changes fixing the vulnerability.

A Security Bulletin is a document where the vulnerabilities are described and analyzed by the security experts. In this document information related to the vulnerabilities such as vulnerability ID, widely known as CVE, their impact on the software using an attack vector known as CVSS, and if it's a workaround or software fix update.

2.7.2 Post-Release Certifications

We have undergone multiple independently product certifications, as they are required by many verticals in the financial and aerospace industries.

FIPS requires evidence of using proper cryptography providers and their configuration, we recommend putting automation in-place to gather evidence without investment effort each time a dependency is upgraded. Performance gaps need to be considered and they are usually caused by lack of entropy pools being properly configured at platform level.

Common Criteria requires thorough architecture and design documentation. Finding an individual with experience in the paperwork is key.

FedRamp compliance is not a big difference when previous two certifications are completed, we have identified the requirement of having an antivirus and file integrity components in place at platform level as the main gap.
3 Conclusions

This section covers a quick summary of interesting talking points in previous sections.

The impact on having automation in place for defect identification and testing APIs and communication channel cryptography cannot be highlighted enough. Removing security issues in the code is cheap when they are identified earlier in the development process. Quick re-test of cryptography over communication channels allow the usual fine-tuning on default (and allowed for negotiation) algorithms and key sizes when undergoing compliance certifications such as Common Criteria and FIPS. The same happens with vulnerability scanners against dependencies, they should be hooked into build systems for best results.

The identification and tracking of EOL components helps planning of current and future releases, allowing to establish what not will be updated and how it would be mitigated if required up-front.

Having an agile mindset towards the application of DoD and the team training has allowed teams to harden components and add expertise incrementally and globally.
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Abstract:
Making the right tooling decisions can impact how effective you are when managing, testing and maintaining an application. Regardless of whether a tool is - open source, free or paid - all tools have their pros and cons. The roles and duties of Quality Assurance are vast and ever changing. However, there will always be a need to: manage test cases, verify information and automate workflow. But there is no need to reinvent the wheel! There are a number of tools/ venders /consultants out there that will probably satisfy the needs of your team. The true dilemma becomes: “What is right for my team?”, “Am I really getting what I need out of this?”, “How much does this cost?” Culminating to a simple question: “Worth it?” The process is simple! Compare different tools at different price points to see which tool is the most worth it to us at its given price point.

1. Our Dilemma
Concepts like continuous integration and continuous deployment become reality and achievable when there are sets of tests that can be run: On Commit, Ad Hoc, Scheduled, etc. However, in order to get to
that point everyone needs to be part of the conversation. From the developers, dev-ops, sys-ops, Software Development Engineers in Testing (SDET) to manual testers. The right tooling decisions can impact how effective a team is when managing, testing and maintaining an application. Regardless of if a tool is open source, free, or paid, all tools have their strengths and weaknesses. It’s hard to know what tool is right or wrong for your organization, without having to spend precious time testing and evaluating each tool. However, is that entirely necessary? In the age of google, the internet and YouTube. There are easy ways to find whether a tool fits your needs without having to spend hours, days and weeks testing and evaluating. Chances are, as long as you are diligent and have your personalized set of criteria, a few hours of research and a few YouTube / plural sight videos later, you will emerge from your den with an idea of which tool is right for you. Your personalized criteria will help you quickly sort through the numerous number of tools, venders, consultants out there. The original dilemma of: “What is right for my team?”, “Am I really getting what I need out of this?”, “How much does this cost?” quickly boils down and becomes a data point in our criteria. Only tools that are able to meet the baseline should be evaluated, otherwise any time put into the effort would be for nothing. This process will turn the selection of a testing tool from a feel into an engineered science, and ultimately help us decide, is it worth it!

1. Our Focus on Web APIs
There are many layers that make up a full stack application. From the UX/UI used by users to the database(s) used to store information provided by the user and stored by the application. Web application programing interfaces or Web APIs act as an interface that allows anyone the ability to access features, logic or data through the use of HTTP protocol. It can be appropriate to think of APIs as pieces of software modules that enable systems to communicate, start process and initial tasks with other systems or programs. According to Forbes contributor Louis Columbus, “2017 is quickly becoming the year of the API economy. Businesses are now realizing that APIs can be used to create new business models and new opportunities for income streams.” Through the use of API keys, business and entrepreneurs with an idea or program allow access to registered users and track their usage of the API as a means to bill the user while protecting the system as a whole from fraud and abuse. The more users and the more your API is used, the more in revenue your API is able to earn. ProgrammableWeb.com, one of the world’s leading sources of news and information about internet-based APIs is currently reporting more than 19,910s publically accessible APIs. This does not even include APIs that are used in a private business to business (b2b) capacity. Since 2005, there has been an exponential growth in the number of APIs that are open to be used. The graph shown in exhibit 3 illustrates the level of growth seem in APIs since 2005.

1. Why Web APIs
The level of growth Web APIs has seen over the last decade presents quality assurance engineers (QAE) and software developers with an interesting problem - How do we going to keep all of the chief information officers (CIO) & chief technology officers(CTO) of the world happy by constantly and consistently releasing quality APIs and how are we supposed to test and maintain all of these APIs as we release them to the public to be used by the masses? There are many ways to go about testing your own APIs, such as: Unit Tests, PowerShell & manually. Luckily for us, there is no need to reinvent the wheel on how to test web APIs. Vendors and companies out there that have invested a significant amount of time and resources and are more than happy to sell you a product for you to be able to verify, test and maintain your Web APIs. So then, the question really becomes - Is it necessary to pay a company or is it to the advantage of your organization and your team to spend a little time and energy to create a self-hosted mechanism to test? Culminating to the ultimate question – Is it worth it?
1. **The sea of solutions**
There is a proverbial sea of solutions out on the marketplace that advertise their tools and solution can help you achieve continuous delivery and rapid deployments of your projects. With Web APIs being a mature and well understood framework and understood problem, many problems and uncertainties that usually come with a new technology have already been solved and addressed. A quick search on Google for the phrase “Testing Web APIs” yields over 482,000,000 results, with the top results coming from many popular providers and vendors that are used by many of the large fortune 500 companies of the world. A screenshot of these results can be seen in exhibit 4. Through a bit more surfing, poking and prodding of the wares, you can easily discover that for the most part, many of these vendors and products offer a free version and a subscription based version. The goal for our process it to be completely tool & process agnostic. Ideally, our criteria can be used to access thousands of tools and processes and provide a score that will help you decide whether or not a tool deserves a second glance.

1. **Our Criteria**
Before we set out to examine and uncover the dark secrets of these applications and vendors, it is imperative that we arm ourselves with the means to properly evaluate and rate the products in order to stay objective. In order to achieve a holistic picture of a given application we will look at five different categories and see how the product lives up to our standards by assigning it a score between one and five. (One being the WORST and 5 being the best) Our five categories are as followed:
   1. Features
   2. Price
   3. Ease of use
   4. Community Support
   5. Repeatability

3.1. **Feature rich**
The features we look for in an application fall into two sub-categories, needs & wants. It is important to understand this distinction. An example of a need might be that the application must be compatible with Windows & IOS, where a want might be having a Chrome plugin. As many of the applications usually have some sort of tiered payment system. We will evaluate each tool’s features at its highest price point and attempt to break down the major features, both the “needs” of the application as well as the nice “wants” that the application may or may not have. Through experience and from colleges, I’ve compiled a list of needs & wants that we will look for when examining a tools features:

**Needs:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Web or Console UI</th>
<th>API</th>
<th>CD / CI</th>
<th>Asynchronous</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Monitoring</td>
<td>Documentation</td>
<td>Windows/ Mac/ Linux</td>
<td>Repeatability</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Wants:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Easy to set up</th>
<th>Multiple Language support</th>
<th>Multiple Format support</th>
<th>Plugins</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Playback</td>
<td>Open Source</td>
<td>Free/ Cheap</td>
<td>Cloud</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

While the list is not 100% exhaustive, it does give us a good picture of features we need and want to look for when evaluating a tool. Before beginning your search for a tool, it is highly recommend that you
compile a list of your individual needs & wants. The exercise should only take you 5 mins but will give an anchor point when doing a quick evaluation of a tool. Our scoring system will follow the below rubric:

1. Lacking in both needed features and wanted features.
2. Has a number of needed features with very little wanted features.
3. Has all needed features but only a few wanted features which may lead to the tool being cumbersome to use
4. A feature rich application of both needs and the majority of your wants
5. A feature rich application of all needs, wants & even bonuses

3.2 Price matters
While features are certainly important, so is how much we are paying for those features. Many of the vendors and the applications promise the holy grail of web API testing. From creating, administering to even automating your web API testing. However, behind the glitz and the glamor is a platform that requires a great deal of time and money to set up. While it is easy to see and evaluate the price seen on the “pricing” page of a tools website. It is much harder to calculate the amount of costs that you may incur from using a tool. Cost to set up a self-hosted server, training costs and support, at the end of the day, will affect the bottom-line of any business or organization. Our hope is to uncover all costs associated with using a tool and thus score it from 1-5 using the below criteria:

1. Costs are astronomical: Cost of tool exceeds $5,000 a year, Servers need building / maintenance / support staff & consultants needed
2. Costs are high, total costs per year will exceed $5,000
3. Costs are moderate, but totals cost per year will not exceed $5000
4. Costs are low and total cost per year will not exceed $1000
5. There are no costs, 100% free to use

3.3 It’s bought, now how do I use this...

Let’s attempt to look a week into the future after we’ve purchased the tool and signed the licensing agreement. Our goal is to look at the: “What needs to happen to get this thing working.” Implementation can be difficult and time consuming and working with a new technology can be rough, especially if the tools do not follow best practices or have detailed documentation. It would be naive for us to believe that a tool will just work out of the box. There are a number of factors that should be considered at this stage. Those factors are as followed:

Factors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Physical</th>
<th>Human</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Does the Hardware exists to support my tool?</td>
<td>Do I have anyone to build out infrastructure if I need it?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does my tool require specialized components?</td>
<td>Do I have someone who would be able to support this tool?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does our current tooling already support a Web API Testing Framework?</td>
<td>Is there anyone else I will need to involve during the set up?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Many of the factors above all have a common theme, which is, who am I or what am I missing in this conversation. It is important to remember, that Rome was not built in one day, nor by one man. It takes
a village, and in this case, an organization to: set up, use and perfect a tool. Take 5 mins to ask yourself the above questions. Your answers should then be evaluated against the below scale:

1. I have not talked to enough people in the organization, there are 6 or more people I need to consult before I should proceed any further | infrastructure is not set up nor is there an appetite to invest in additional hardware.
2. Infrastructure will need over 50 hours of work & people will need to be hired
3. Infrastructure exists however will need some investment for scaling purposes | People in the org have had some experience with the tool
4. Infrastructure is in place with only minimal changes needed & People are on board with setting up the new technology
5. Infrastructure in place & people are already skilled at using the tool

**Example of people who you may want to speak with:**
1. Developers
2. Infrastructure
3. Dev-Ops
4. Sys-Ops
5. Security

### 3.4 Community support
Sometimes it’s just easier to run a google search in order to quickly answer a question. While documentation can be great. Sometimes it’s even better to have a mature community and well documented patterns on popular knowledge repositories (E.g. stack overflow). Other community support sources we will be looking for are: Libraries, best practices guides, mods, templates, etc. The following items will be counted as community support tools:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Official Documentation</th>
<th>Stack Overflow</th>
<th>Community FAQ</th>
<th>Blogs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Guides</td>
<td>templates</td>
<td>libraries</td>
<td>Open Source</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this 5 min exercise. Think of a common and simple question you may have when using or setting up a tool. Some example questions would be:
1. “When trying to POST app returns 500 -insert tool name”
2. “-insert tool name- continuous integration”
3. “Best way to use -insert tool name-”

Your questions should be similar in nature and should try to address any shortcomings that you’ve identified thus far down this process. Once your questions have been documented, perform a search on the tools community site, google, stack overflow and evaluate whether or not your question was answered and if there is any supplementary tools or processes that can take you one step further. As for the score, we will evaluate the community support based on the below criteria:

1. Searches yield little or no information
2. Searches does not provide much help or references outdated material
3. Search yields the answers that you seek after a little digging
4. Searches yield a plethora of answers & provides follow up instructions on how to proceed
5. Searches yield a plethora of answers, best practices, and even provides ways to solve it

### 3.5 Automatable?
In the age of Continuous integration (CI) and Continuous delivery (CD), just being able to run functional tests is not enough. Ideally, a Web API testing platform should allow a team to make quick iterations and most importantly, give the team the ability to add features and refactor without fear of breaking changes. While automation may not be important to you now, or in the near future. It is important to understand the technology is moving faster and faster. The ability for a dev to change code at a moment’s notice and have those changed into production minutes later is increasingly valuable. Our criteria on how repeatable a tool is as follows:

1. The tool does not support automation and is for manual testing only
2. The tool can be used for automation, however, tests can only be performed on an ad hoc basis
3. The tool supports automation through the use of its own internal UI
4. The tool supports continuous integration with your desired CI framework
5. The tool supports CI/CD development on numerous frameworks

**4.0 Tips and Hints:**
There are a number of very popular tools out there on the market place but sometimes it's easier to see if there are any tools that your organization already owns but just not utilized. For example if you use Smartbear as a service provider, it would be good for you to know that Smartbear partners with SoapUI and provides this service as part of their package of testing utilities. Other major vendors who provide testing applications as part of their contracts would be: Parasoft, Apache & Progress. So it is worth some time exploring some of your existing relationships to see if there is something that you are already paying for but not utilizing.

**Scoring:**
Scoring should be relatively straightforward. Every tool you evaluate will be out of 25. I would recommend any tool that scores lower than a B (80%) to be tossed aside as it would not be worth your time exploring the tool any longer. Where anything that scores 80% or greater should be evaluated at your own discretion. The scoring will look a little something like this:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tool: Postman</th>
<th>Quality</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Feature Rich</td>
<td>X/5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Price</td>
<td>X/5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ease of use</td>
<td>X/5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Community Support</td>
<td>X/5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Automation</td>
<td>X/5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total: X/25

**Tools:**
Below are some popular tools that I’ve done research on in the past.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Postman</th>
<th>Visual Studio</th>
<th>Fiddler</th>
<th>Soap UI</th>
<th>REST-Assured</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>apigee</td>
<td>jMeter</td>
<td>Tricentis</td>
<td>Katalon</td>
<td>Karate DSL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.0 Closing remarks:
The scoring and the evaluation methods detailed above do not have to stop at Web APIs. For the most part, the questions are agnostic enough for you to be able to slightly modify them and apply them to an array of tools. In addition, the questions should be general enough for anyone to be able to use them. From a QA manager to an individual contributor. I myself am not in a managing role, however, I have had a great deal of fun finding ways to make the lives of those around me a little easier. I encourage all to do a little homework and to think about what is important when it comes to your tooling and how you’d like to test now, tomorrow and in the future.

Happy testing
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Abstract

Cucumber is a tool that supports Behavior Driven Development (BDD), a software development practice that promotes collaboration. Cucumber will execute specifications written in plain language and generate reports to reveal the behavior of software against expectations. In the Fall of 2017, the Cucumber core team formally released Cucumber version 3.0.0, introducing changes that will shift how developers use the tool. Among those changes are Cucumber Expressions, updated Tag Expressions, Retry & Flaky Status, Strict Mode, and a new Events API. This paper will present the new features of Cucumber and how to integrate them into an existing automation suite.
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1 Introduction

The goal of Behavior Driven Development (BDD) is to combine automated acceptance tests, functional requirements, and software documentation into a single format that’s understandable by the entire team (North, 2006). The core feature of BDD is collaboration, through which a shared understanding of delivering features to the user is independent of role. In BDD, the “definition of done” is agreed to by the entire team. The development team focuses on making requirements pass in the form of tests. These tests are typically written in a business readable format to emphasize the purpose of creating a shared understanding.

Originally developed by Aslak Hellesoy in 2008 (Hellesoy, 2017), the tool called “Cucumber” can be leveraged to support BDD in creating automated tests, executable specifications, and living documentation. In describing the tool, Aslak wrote, “Cucumber was born out of the frustration with ambiguous requirements and misunderstanding between the people who order the software and those who deliver it” (Hellesoy, 2014). The business readable language for implementing Cucumber scenarios is called Gherkin. Chris Matts is credited with originally inventing the “Given-When-Then” keyword format for examples written as test scenarios (Wynne & Hellesoy, 2012). The Gherkin template implies “Given” some initial context, “When” an event occurs, “Then” ensure some outcome. Following BDD principles, the features written in Gherkin are intended to drive development, not follow it. The top-layer of Cucumber is the Gherkin, and will be the starting point for discussion of this paper.

The development team behind Cucumber implemented changes in five core areas for Cucumber 3.0: (1) Cucumber Expressions; (2) Tag Expressions; (3) Retry & Flaky Status; (4) Strict Mode; and, (5) new Events API (Wynne, 2017). Cucumber Expressions are intended to replace Regular Expressions for matching patterns of user behavior in Gherkin. The Tag Expressions replace prior tag standards to enhance readability. The Retry & Flaky status are intended to identify tests that flicker from pass to fail. The Strict Mode will provide more options with Gherkin that is unimplemented or unfinished. Lastly, the new Events API has been updated to model the execution of automation as a series of distinct events.

2 Cucumber Expressions

Cucumber Expressions are simple patterns for matching Step Definitions with Gherkin steps. The Cucumber development team wanted to replace Regular Expressions with something more user friendly and powerful (Wynne, 2017). Cucumber Expressions are an expression language for matching text and the syntax is altered for legibility. In comparison, Regular Expressions were previously used for more flexibility and control. The development team for Cucumber reasoned that automation developers don’t need all the power of Regular Expressions, and that legibility is more important to Gherkin (Wynne, 2017).

Whereas Regular Expressions use capture groups to extract pieces of text, Cucumber Expressions use output parameters (Hellesoy, 2017). An output parameter is simply a name between curly braces. The sample scenario below shows a simple example of using a Cucumber Expression versus earlier versions of Cucumber.

@cucumber_expressions_example
Scenario: sample scenario for cucumber expressions using an integer
  Given the user navigates to the Example Search page
  And the user fills in "money" for search field
  When the user selects the 3rd predictive question result
  And the user waits for 2 seconds
  Then the user validates the url of the browser window contains search

It’s not advisable to use explicit sleeps in test automation, but for the purpose of this example it fits. Prior to Cucumber 3.0, the underlying step definition would be implemented like this:
When("the user waits for \(\text{\d+}\) seconds\)\) do |time|
    sleep time.to_i
end

The step would accept one or more digit characters as a parameter, and the sleep method call would wait a certain period of time. With the advent of Cucumber Expressions, the integer is a built-in parameter type. The step definition would now look like this:

When("the user waits for \(\text{(\d+)}\) second(s)\) do |time|
    sleep time
end

The above expression passes an Integer from the Gherkin by explicitly calling for an “int” in the step definition. However, the expression would match 2 seconds but not 1.5 seconds. Integers are not the only new parameters added – Float is a valid, built-in parameter type:

When("the user waits for \(\text{\d+}\) second(s)\) do |time|
    sleep time
end

Now the associated sample scenario will accept fractions of a second because the parameter type was changed to Float.

@cucumber_expressions_example
Scenario: sample scenario for cucumber expressions using an integer
    Given the user navigates to the Example Search page
    And the user fills in "money" for search field
    When the user selects the 3rd predictive question result
        And the user waits for 1.5 seconds
    Then the user validates the url of the browser window contains search

Another change was made to the step definition example in addition to using a double quoted String in place of "Regexp" and a parameter type. Cucumber Expressions allow for optional text. The step definition, “And the user waits for 1 seconds” is grammatically incorrect. Surrounding the text with parentheses makes the text inside optional.

When("the user waits for \(\text{\d+}\) second(s)\) do |time|
    sleep time
end

@cucumber_expressions_example
Scenario: sample scenario for cucumber expressions using an integer
    Given the user navigates to the Example Search page
    And the user fills in "money" for search field
    When the user selects the 3rd predictive question result
        And the user waits for 1 second
    Then the user validates the url of the browser window contains search

Before Cucumber 3.0, typically a non-capturing group with optional repetition parameter would be used.

When("the user waits for \(\text{\d+}\) seconds\(\text{?:s}?\)\) do |time|
    sleep time.to_i
end

Excerpt from PNSQC Proceedings
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Using an Integer parameter is more appropriate when decimals will never be needed. Cucumber Expressions also allow for alternative text. Sometimes the Gherkin needs two or more options from non-capturing groups to make the Step flow. Instead of using pure regexp to indicate multiple options within a non-capturing group, a forward slash works between two or more options:

Step for Cucumber < 3.0:

```
When(/
  ^the user selects the \(\d+\)(?:st|nd|rd|th) \(.*\) result\$/)
  do |index, page_element|
```

Step for Cucumber 3.0 and beyond:

```
When("the user selects the \(\d+\)(?:st|nd|rd|th) \(page_element\) result")
  do |index, page_element|
```

The current built-in parameter types are:

- `{int}`  
  # for example 71 or -19
- `{float}`  
  # for example 3.6, .8 or -9.2
- `{word}`  
  # for example bacon (but not bacon cheeseburger)
- `{string}`  
  # for example "money" or 'money'. The quotes are removed from the match.

Custom Parameter Types can be defined to represent types for any Cucumber suite. The benefits are: (1) automatic conversion to custom types; (2) document and evolve ubiquitous domain language (living documentation of variables); and, (3) enforce certain patterns (Wynne, 2017 and Hellesoy, 2017). Start by creating a Parameter Types Ruby file in the Support directory.

Under Parameter Type (reference shown below), “name” is the name of the parameter type, “regexp” (Array format) list of regexps for capture groups, “type” is the return type of the transformed, “transformer” is the lambda that transforms a String to another type, “use_for_snippets” is a Boolean that can be used for snippet generation, and “prefer_for_regexp_match” is a Boolean that should set preference over similar types (Wynne, 2017 and Hellesoy, 2017).

```ruby
ParameterType(
  name: 'name',
  regexp: //,
  type: Type,
  transformer: lambda {foo| foo.to_type_change},
  use_for_snippets: true or false,
  prefer_for_regexp_match: true or false
)
```

Custom parameter types are new to Cucumber 3.0. In prior versions, regexp for each step was the common practice. Now it’s possible to develop a set of parameters relevant to the application under test, as a form of business logic documentation about application specific criteria. An example is shown below:
ParameterType(
  name: 'page_element',
  regexp: /\+.+/,
  type: String,
  transformer: lambda { s.gsub('\\"/', '"') },
  use_for_snippets: true,
  prefer_for_regexp_match: false
)

The example using "page_element" for snippets on web applications is not an ideal implementation. When Cucumber encounters a Gherkin step without a matching Step Definition, it will print a Step Definition snippet with a matching Cucumber Expression as a starting point. Thus, the regexp will match one or more characters, so "page_element" will be recommended for snippet generation everywhere. Therefore, it's important to utilize as specific matchers as possible. Examples would be account numbers of a specific length, dates in a particular format, or word characters that must be phrased in a redundant manner.

Regular Expressions will not disappear from Cucumber. A regular expression used with a capture group for an integer, such as \(d+\), the captured String will be transformed to an Integer before being passed to the step definition. The Cucumber Expression library's support for Regular Expressions pass capture groups through parameter types' transformers, same as Cucumber Expressions. Cucumber will no longer suggest Regular Expressions in snippets. Cucumber Expressions will instead be recommended.

Step for Cucumber < 3.0:

```ruby
When(/^the user waits for \(d+\) second(?:s)?$/ do |time|
  sleep time.to_i
end
```

Step for Cucumber 3.0 and beyond:

```ruby
When(/^the user waits for \(d+\) second(?:s)?$/ do |time|
  sleep time
end
```

At the time of this writing, there are multiple unresolved issues with Cucumber Expressions as currently implemented. For one, RubyMine has a difficult time recognizing the Cucumber Expressions, giving the appearance of unimplemented steps when using that particular IDE. Another is when several parameter types share the same Regexp, only one of the parameter types can be preferential. If two parameter types are defined with the same regular expression that are both preferential, an error will be thrown during matching. Execution will have infinite hang-time with an invalid match with Parameter Type from the Gherkin. Typos will ultimately wreck execution. Both "use_for_snippets" and "prefer_for_regexp_match" parameters don't get passed through with the ruby interpreter using RubyMine. Lastly, Flags for regexp area are not recognized; instead, multiline, ignore case, and extended will throw a Cucumber Expression error that the Parameter Type cannot use that option.

3 Tag Expressions

The new Tag Expressions are Boolean expressions of tags with the logical operators "and", "or", and "not". The new Tag Expressions replace the old syntax with a new, plain language readable syntax to specify which scenarios to run. The intention was for Cucumber can store and reuse commonly used cucumber command line arguments for a project in a `cucumber.yml` file (Wynne, 2017). Now, defining a template requires a name and the command-line options to execute with a profile.
Tags are identified within Feature files or Hooks by an “@” symbol. Cucumber uses them as a query language; they help organize features and scenarios, as well as selectively run tests. The new Tag Expressions are used to: (1) run a subset of scenarios and (2) specify a hook that should be executed or excluded for a subset of scenarios (Wynne, 2017).

The command line arguments for execution are stored in the `cucumber.yml` file. Defining a template requires a name and various command-line options to execute with the profile. The execution of a profile requires the `--profile` or `-p` flag. The default profile is named `default` (the profile will execute if a profile is not specified). All common profiles exclude any Features or Scenarios with the `@wip` or `@manual` tags by using the tilde (`~`) in front of the tag.

```
default: --format pretty --tags ~@wip --tags ~@manual
run: --format pretty --tags @run --tags ~@wip --tags ~@manual
regression: --format pretty --tags @regression --tags ~@wip --tags ~@manual
jenkins: --format json -o cucumber.json --tags ~@wip --tags ~@manual
devops: --format json -o cucumber.json --tags ~@wip --tags ~@manual
```

Cucumber uses tags in multiple ways. With hooks, tags can be added to “Before”, “After”, “Around”, or “AfterStep” (Wynne & Hellesoy, 2012). This will execute hooks for only those scenarios with the given tags.

A Feature Tag is located above the feature header. Multiple tags can be applied to a feature (separated with a space or newline). A Scenario Tag is located above the scenario header. Multiple tags can be applied to a scenario (separated with a space or newline). Any tag that exists on a Feature will be inherited by each Scenario, Scenario Outline, and Example. The new Tag Expressions for Cucumber 3.0 and beyond will use Boolean expressions of tags with the logical operators “and”, “or” and “not”.

**Tag Expressions for Cucumber < 3.0:**

```
sample_or_tags_profile: --format pretty --tags @smoke_test,@pbi12345,@pnsqc
sample_and_tags_profile: --format pretty --tags @smoke_test --tags @pbi12345 --tags @pnsqc
sample_excluding_tags: --format pretty --tags ~@manual --tags @smoke_test
```

**Tag Expressions for Cucumber 3.0 and beyond:**

```
sample_or_tags_profile: --format pretty --tags '@smoke_test or @pbi12345 or @pnsqc'

sample_and_tags_profile: --format pretty --tags '@smoke_test and @pbi12345 and @pnsqc'

sample_excluding_tags: --format pretty --tags '@smoke_test and not @manual'
```

A parentheses can be used for clarity or to change operator precedence:

```
sample_parantheses_profile: --format pretty --tags '@regression and not (@wip or @manual)'

sample_parantheses_profile: --format pretty --tags '@pnsqc or @smoke_test) and (not @manual)'

sample_parantheses_profile: --format pretty --tags '@smoke_test) and (not @manual) and (not @wip)'
```

All new Cucumber profiles must use Strings around the tag expression and use logical operators. The optional parentheses are best used for clarity or precedence. Multiple usages of the `--tags` flag in a profile is still allowed. The new syntax also applies to the aforementioned tagged Hooks. There are no changes to how tags are written in Features or Scenarios. There is no change in behavior due to underlying code changes in the Rakefile, Cucumber Profile, or Hooks. There is, however, one warning to note: Cucumber
will yield a warning in the console to update the profile usage of tag expressions, but the old way of identifying tags won’t be deprecated until cucumber –v 4.0.0 (Wynne, 2017).

4 Retry and Flaky Status

A Retry flag has been introduced to retry any scenario that fails a given number of times. Scenarios that pass on a subsequent execution are given a “flaky” status. The Cucumber development team wanted to address flickering scenarios, since they reasoned automation developers were implementing their own solution to retry failed scenarios (Wynne, 2017). Retry is now an optional command line argument, which will accept integer values. Any scenario that fails is assigned the “flaky” status upon success after a prior failure. Example execution result is shown below:

Flaky Scenarios:
cucumber features/gherkin/sample.feature:3

3 scenarios (1 flaky, 2 passed)
23 steps (1 failed, 2 skipped, 20 passed)
1m1.651s

The usage of “retry” is questionable because it already exists as a keyword in Ruby, which can lead to confusion and potential misuse. Also, Flaky status is not present in outputted HTML report or JSON report, but the execution result is present for Rerun.

5 Strict Mode

The updated Strict Mode is more flexible about enforcing rules on the result of Scenarios compared to prior versions of Cucumber. The Cucumber development team changed the original strict mode, which failed if there were any undefined, pending, or failing results. One consequence of the old implementation was any execution in continuous integration (CI) tool such as Jenkins resulted in failures from the execution of many scenarios if just a single issue was present (non-zero exit code). The new Strict Mode implementation is intended to provide more flexibility for execution (Wynne & Hellesoy, 2017). Details of the command options are shown in the table below:
A Scenario with an undefined step will have two different exit codes depending on **Strict** mode. If the profile has nothing defined, the exit code is 0. If the profile has --no-strict-undefined, the exit code is also 0. If the profile has --strict-undefined, the exit code is 1. The console yields a Cucumber exception for that step.

**Profile with nothing defined:**

```
Then undefined step
```

2 scenarios (1 undefined, 1 passed)
5 steps (1 undefined, 7 passed)
0m13.087s

You can implement step definitions for undefined steps with these snippets:

```
Then("undefined step") do
  pending # Write code here the phrase here into concrete actions
end
```

**Profile with strict undefined set:**

```
Then undefined step
  Undefined step: "undefined step" (Cucumber::Undefined)
  features/gherkin/sample.feature:66:in 'Then undefined step'
```

**Undefined Scenarios:**

```
cucumber features/gherkin/sample.feature:63
```

2 scenarios (1 undefined, 1 passed)
5 steps (1 undefined, 7 passed)
0m17.919s

You can implement step definitions for undefined steps with these snippets:

```
Then("undefined step") do
  pending # Write code here the phrase here into concrete actions
end
```

**Process finished with exit code 0**

**Process finished with exit code 1**
A Scenario with a pending step will have two different exit codes depending on **Strict** mode. If the profile has nothing defined, the exit code is 0. If the profile has **--no-strict-pending**, the exit code is also 0. If the profile has **--strict-pending**, the exit code is 1. The console yields a Cucumber exception for that step.

Profile with nothing defined:

```
Then pending step
  TODO (Cucumber::Pending)
  ./features/step_definitions/custom_steps.rb:19:in '/^pending step$/'
  features/gherkin/sample.feature:66:in 'Then pending step'
```

2 scenarios (1 pending, 1 passed)
5 steps (1 pending, 7 passed)
0m19.316s

Process finished with exit code 0

Profile with strict pending set:

```
Then pending step
  TODO (Cucumber::Pending)
  ./features/step_definitions/custom_steps.rb:19:in '/^pending step$/'
  features/gherkin/sample.feature:66:in 'Then pending step'
```

Pending Scenarios:
features/gherkin/sample.feature:63

2 scenarios (1 pending, 1 passed)
5 steps (1 pending, 7 passed)
0m18.079s

Process finished with exit code 1

A Scenario with a flaky step will have two different exit codes depending on **Strict** mode. If the profile has nothing defined, the exit code is 0. If the profile has **--no-strict-flaky**, the exit code is also 0. If the profile has **--strict-flaky**, the exit code is 1.

Profile with nothing defined:

```
Flaky Scenarios:
features/gherkin/sample.feature:63
```

2 scenarios (1 flaky, 1 passed)
14 steps (2 failed, 12 passed)
0m36.332s

Process finished with exit code 0
Profile with strict flaky defined:

Then flaky step

Flaky Scenarios:
cucumber features/gherkin/sample.feature:63

2 scenarios (1 flaky, 1 passed)
11 steps (1 failed, 10 passed)
0m21.935s

Process finished with exit code 1

A Scenario with all failure types will have two different exit codes depending on Strict mode. If the profile has nothing defined, the exit code is 0. If the profile has --no-strict- the exit code is also 0 so long as pending or undefined occurs first. Even in --no-strict mode, a flaky scenario followed by a pending or undefined step will yield an exit code of 1. If the profile has --strict, the exit code is 1 regardless of order.

For any implementation beyond Cucumber 3.0.0, new profiles for strict mode conditions can be created in the cucumber.yml file. However, that would require many additional profiles without being able to modify the existing profiles. Instead, any existing profiles prior to version 3.0.0 should remain the same, with optional strict parameters. The strict flag can be passed in dynamically via environment variable. Without being set, the strict environment variable will default to the --no-strict flag (the default in Cucumber as before).

Strict Mode will not show you Flaky status either or provide additional context in the output HTML or JSON report. The existing color schemes provided in the formatter will have to be used for guidance. Even in --no-strict mode, a flaky scenario followed by a pending or undefined step will yield an exit code of 1; the result should be exit code 0.

6 Events API

The Cucumber development team updated the test automation execution of compiling and running features into a series of accessible events. The intent was for events to be read-only, which are used by writing formatters and output tools (such as test result persistence stored in database tables). Many of formatters prior to version 3.0.0 have been rewritten to use the new API, though some still use the old formatter API. The events are described as follows (Wynne, 2017):

- **StepDefinitionRegistered**: “event when the step_definitions directory is read”.
- **GherkinSourceRead**: “event when Cucumber reads a Feature file”.
• **StepActivated**: “events are fired as each step is activated when the Feature file is compiled into test cases”.

• **TestRunStarted**: “event describes what will run after the test cases are compiled”.

• **TestCaseStarted**: “event fires for each test case before any steps run”.

• **TestStepStarted**: “event (including hooks) fire for each Test Step”.

• **TestStepFinished**: “event contains the result and duration of that step”.

• **TestCaseFinished**: “event fires when all the steps have run, and includes the overall result of the test case”.

• **TestRunFinished**: “event fires when all test cases are done”.

There are still unresolved implementations for the new events API. The event, **TestRunFinished**, contains no data. Events API is a work in progress for many formatters. Lastly, the Cucumber Reports Jenkins plugin must be updated to parse Cucumber v. 3.0.0 results.

### 7 Additional Changes Beyond Cucumber 3.0

There are a few other changes to consider:

• Support for Ruby 1.9 and 2.0 has been dropped.

• Transforms have been removed in favor of Parameter Types (Cucumber Expressions).

• The Cucumber Core Team plans to open up contributions to more users in an effort to clean up the code base. The code base will be simplified.

• The old formatter API will be deprecated in Cucumber –v 4.0.0

• Existing Tag Expressions will be supported until Cucumber –v 4.0.0.

### 8 Appendix: Installation for Ruby with RubyMine IDE

Ruby-Cucumber can be installed via command line directly, bundle installation in the console, or within an IDE such as RubyMine. When the gem version is excluded from the command (e.g., `–v 0.0.0`), RubyGems will pull the most recent version by default. To install a specific version, include the –v tag in your install command with the specific version number. Alternatively, type "gem install cucumber –v 3.0.0".
For RubyMine, include ‘cucumber’ in the Gemfile so the bundle installation will install the other required project gems. If the version number is not included with the gem, bundler will install the most recent version.

To update the project suite with PDF Reader, follow these steps in RubyMine: Tools -> Bundler -> Install -> click ‘Install’.

```ruby
source 'http://rubygems.org'
group :default do
  gem 'rake'
  gem 'cucumber', '=3.0.0'
  gem 'rspec'
  gem 'page-object'
  gem 'watir'
  gem 'selenium-webdriver'
  gem 'cuke_sniffer'
  gem 'rspec_junit_formatter'
  gem 'pdf-reader'
  gem 'certified'
end
```

For Console Bundle Installation (within the project directory), include ‘cucumber’ in the Gemfile so the bundle installation will install the other required project gems. If the version number is not included with the gem, bundler will install the most recent version.
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Abstract

An effective method for increasing software quality is by preventing defects from entering the code base in the first place. Pre-merge gating tests, that must pass before code changes are allowed to merge, help prevent defects from ever entering a code base. This code gating process increases project velocity allowing you to merge hundreds of changes each week while ensuring a high degree of code quality. Blatant bugs are caught outright. Code reviewers are given as much information as possible on the functionality of the software under examination, and when things do break, logs provide additional information to determine when behavior changed.

This paper discusses the methods and tools developed by OpenStack\(^1\) and the Open Platform for Network Function Virtualization (OPNFV)\(^2\) to make this software approach practical. Both projects perform pre-merge testing on every change and require that they pass testing before they can merge. This paper will give other organizations a place to start should they choose to implement similar code gating practices to increase the quality of their code as well.
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1 Gating

Ideally we would never write broken code. Unfortunately, all software has bugs and the next best thing is to not commit broken code. Gating code merges by requiring certain tests pass, helps get to this ideal state: an unbroken code base. A reliable working base allows continuous delivery and deployment. This idea may seem obvious and while not new (Hoare 2014), it is not a very common practice to find within organizations or software projects. The availability of free and easy to use services like Travis CI have made pre-merge testing more common, but it is less common for projects to require that everything pass for code to merge. There are a number of challenges that one is faced with when attempting to gate all code commits on test passing. Following are challenges we encountered and the approaches we have taken to make code commit gating work within OpenStack and OPNFV.

2 Challenges

Understanding the challenges that gating poses is important for anyone implementing gating as it will shape the approach taken. This has definitely been true for OpenStack and OPNFV and there are some specific challenges we faced that have had a major impact on our approaches.

2.1 Resources

If every single commit needs to be tested prior to merging, you now need enough test job resources to run the tests at least once for each commit. If you have more than one developer, you will likely need enough resources to run several test jobs in parallel so that one developer does not block the others.

2.2 Execution Time

Your test suite has the demand of running within a reasonable amount of time. The time it takes to merge code is directly related to how quickly you are able to run the test suite that gates merging.

The coupling between test resources and test suite runtime is even more apparent when you realize that to avoid races between multiple commits that conflict with each other you need to serialize your testing and merging of commits. If you do not, it is possible for commit A, which breaks commit B but both pass testing independently, to merge and result in a broken base. The test runtime effectively determines the maximum number of commits that can merge per day unless, you find some way to safely run tests in parallel for commits A and B.

2.3 Reliability

Unfortunately, no matter how hard you try software will still have bugs. If left unmanaged, these bugs can quickly have major consequences for your gating system. Assume you have twenty unrelated bugs in your software and each of them cause an independent test failure 1% of the time. In aggregate, your test suite will now fail 18.2% of the time (almost one in five runs). This leads to not being able to construct good code in a timely fashion, as well as developer frustration.

---

3 https://travis-ci.org/
A gating system incentivizes keeping the tests that gate a project working. Generally, this is desirable unless it pulls developers away from larger scale testing that, due to time constraints, is not part of the gate. We have seen that this is a particular issue within OpenStack; few developers will care about tests unless they are gate tests. Google has written about their struggles with this problem too. According to Google 1.5% of their test runs exhibit flaky results (Micco 2016). Unfortunately, mitigation strategies, like rerunning failed tests, tend to encourage developers to ignore flaky tests even though they may expose real bugs in the software (Micco 2016).

While you can run periodic “bit rot” test jobs outside of the gate, if your project developers start to care only for the testing that allows their code to merge, then any lower activity code bases tend to “bit rot” or erode and their test suites stop functioning. If developers do not push code to these code bases, the gate tests do not run, and the “bit rot” tests are ignored leading to a broken base after all.

Another aspect to consider is that your tests are only as reliable as the infrastructure they run on. Even if the software being tested has no bugs, your operating system and hardware do have bugs. You must care for the infrastructure you rely on just as much as the software you are developing, and do your best to make them as reliable as possible.

2.4 Security

Pre-merge testing implies running tests before trusted developers have verified the changes themselves. This comes with security concerns, particularly for Open Source projects that accept code changes from individuals on the Internet. You should assume your contributors are well meaning, but you must still protect against the possibility that malicious code could be contributed. Typically, you would address this by reviewing code and not merging anything that looks suspicious, but when gating you are explicitly running tests before merging the code making these test environments vulnerable to this sort of attack.

2.5 Perceptions

Developers that have not used a gating system before (or used a poorly implemented system) there tends to be a reasonable amount of skepticism that you have to overcome. Developers do not like being told that some mechanical agent is responsible for merging their code.

3 OpenStack

Within the OpenStack project, we require all commits to be reviewed prior to merging and all commits to be gated by their test respective suites. This provides a consistent process to all contributors, but we faced many of the challenges detailed above that were worth addressing in order to maintain a functional base and allow for continuous delivery of our software.

All of our continuous integration systems and test job resources run on donated cloud instances from interested parties. This reduces much of the initial concern over finding and allocating (and funding) test resources, but we do still want to be good stewards of the resources we have. In order to ensure we only use what we need, we have built a demand based resource allocator, Nodepool⁴. This creates test nodes as needed and deletes them when completed. If the project is idle, we use near zero resources, but can ramp up in a very short period of time to meet demand (OpenStack Graphite 2018).

⁴ https://zuul-ci.org/docs/nodepool/
Another benefit to the Nodepool system is every test environment is used once then deleted. This behavior, combined with using virtual machines, largely mitigates the security concern created by running tests for code commits before they are reviewed and merged. In fact, we explicitly give our users administrative super user access within the test environments to make this point clear. A developer could do something malicious but only up to the test job timeout, then everything is deleted and the system is available again for testing, in a clean state.

Every test job instance we boot has a daily snapshot of our code repositories. We use Git\(^5\) for revision control allowing us to have a complete copy of every code repository distributed to every test node. Every cloud region we run in has a region local host which mirrors Linux distribution packages and Python Package Index packages. Our software is predominantly written to run on Linux and is written in Python, consequently many of the dependencies we need are found in Linux package mirrors and the public Python package index. These mirror nodes also act as caching proxies for external resources like Docker Hub. This highly reduces the external costs of running tests. It also minimizes the runtime cost of copying and installing test dependencies.

Very early on we were serializing gate testing of projects. At that time, the test suite would take about an hour to run. This meant that the best case scenario was merging twenty-four commits a day, quickly becoming a bottleneck we had to address. The fix for this problem is to run the gate tests for commits in parallel using a speculative future state. This assumes that once changes get to the gate, the chances they will fail in the gate are low. This assumption is necessary because failures require building new global states, and discarding all previous test results, which is not cheap. In order to ensure this assumption is a good one, we run the test suite on a commit proposal before anyone reviews the commits. Then reviewers only "approve" the commits for the gate if this "check" testing has passed.

\(^5\) https://git-scm.com/
In order to make this possible with our tool set at the time, we had to build a new continuous integration service called Zuul\(^6\). Since that time, Zuul has become far more general purpose and should be usable by anyone with projects hosted on Gerrit\(^7\) or Github\(^8\).

To keep track and manage the "small" bugs that cause big problems in aggregate, we indexed all of our test job logs and built a set of bug fingerprints to identify when specific bugs hit our tests. This allows us to track the cost of specific bugs as it relates to gate reliability and to know with a high degree of accuracy when specific bugs are fixed. All of this data is presented to our developers with a top level dashboard\(^9\). If we can identify the cause of a failure quickly, we report back to the code review itself with that data. This allows our developers to prioritize bug fixes with the greatest impact and provides understanding at a high level what sort of problems we are currently facing.

---

\(^6\) [https://zuul-ci.org/docs/zuul/](https://zuul-ci.org/docs/zuul/) & [https://zuul-ci.org/media/simulation.webm](https://zuul-ci.org/media/simulation.webm)

\(^7\) [https://www.gerritcodereview.com/](https://www.gerritcodereview.com/)

\(^8\) [https://github.com/](https://github.com/)

\(^9\) [http://status.openstack.org/elastic-recheck/gate.html](http://status.openstack.org/elastic-recheck/gate.html)
Managing "bit rot" has also required providing information back to our developers. We have built a more detailed status dashboard\textsuperscript{10} that allows people to easily consume information on jobs that run periodically outside of the gate. Developers can subscribe to web feeds using the Rich Site Summary protocol and automatically get notified when there are new test results. Additionally, they may manually access the page and search for test results that interest them. Making it easy to find this information, when it is not directly affecting the ability to merge code, has resulted in healthier periodic “bit rot” jobs.

Putting all of this together largely addresses the developer behavior concerns that contributors have. Providing the tools that make this possible allows them to use the continuous integration and gating systems as an extension of their workflow, getting more work done than they would otherwise. Many of our contributors end up using the continuous integration systems as an extension of their local workstations for running tests. They can also approve commits for merging without worrying about ordering things themselves or whether or not everything will break when they are done. Release managers can release when necessary to get bug fixes out quickly, including addressing security concerns. In 2016 this required we run more than 6 million test jobs (OpenStack Foundation 2016). In 2017 we enabled 2,344 developers to approve, gate, and merge 65,823 commits (OpenStack Foundation 2017). All this was done while requiring every commit to pass testing before merging.

4 OPNFV

Open Platform for Network Function Virtualization is a collaborative project under the Linux Foundation which provides an ecosystem for development, integration, deployment, and testing. It incorporates many “upstream” projects like OpenStack and supports the needs of its various target audiences. These include OPNFV developers who work with upstream projects, end users wanting to try specific use cases and network function virtualization (NFV) developers who use OPNFV as a reference platform for compliance verification.

Developers who work with one or more upstream projects can easily deploy and test their work. They can automatically verify their code in a realistic use case. It usually takes days to pull together each of the components that are relevant to their use case and when things break, it’s easy to throw away their code and re-deploy. OPNFV provides a way to include the latest working version, current stable release or development version.

\textsuperscript{10} http://status.openstack.org/openstack-health/#/g/build_queue/periodic
End users want to run one of the supported OPNFV use cases. They are interested in a stable environment and the ability to use the deployment for prolonged periods of time or multiple times without having to re-deploy. They value stability over having the latest upstream versions.

Companies that offer commercial carrier-grade open source NFV solutions use OPNFV. They want their products to have good interoperability with 3rd party MANO systems, virtualized network function (VNF) hardware, and key customer requirements. OPNFV provides a compliance verification program which confirms that the reference implementation has been verified according to transparent and well defined criteria.

OPNFV has a number of community labs to do development, testing and to support OPNFV releases. These are provided by member organizations and vary by size and function. These community labs are located throughout the globe to ensure the community needs can be met. Some of the challenges of these labs is that the number of hardware resources is fixed. This can cause resource contention during critical testing done before the release. To solve this problem, a lab was built to dynamically create OPNFV testing environments that could easily scale as needed.

OPNFV gating strategies work similarly to OpenStack’s in that code gets checked and tested before it is accepted. OPNFV confidence gate includes several levels of testing including a health check, smoke test and long duration test cases. The first level of gating is done in a virtual environment. It includes minimal functional testing for specific requirements for the project. Additional testing can be done if needed. The next level of gating is done in a lab on bare metal and includes additional feature testing. Specific testing to support a release is also performed. These include high availability (HA) testing for redundancy and some longer running testing. The last gating includes long duration testing and tests that support the compliance verification program.

OPNFV has several challenges due to having to meet the requirements of different stakeholders. These different stakeholders require trade-offs between recent versus stable components. The maturity of each installed version can vary, though the goal is to be able to deploy a reproducible stack every time.

5 Working Together

Starting in 2018, Open Source projects like OpenStack, OPNFV, OpenDayLight, and Ansible have begun collaborating on continuous integration concerns through the OpenCI initiative. To date we have had two face-to-face meetups and intend to continue meeting quarterly.

The two initial meetings were mainly spent learning about who we are and what we do, building common vocabulary to establish shared understanding around items like code gating, and planning specific areas where we can work together to improve the continuous integration and code quality within and across our open source projects. Topics included designing a system to send notifications from one continuous integration system to another, and documenting the ways in which we ensure our test environments remain secure.

OpenStack is one of OPNFV’s many “upstreams”, meaning OPNFV pulls in changes to OpenStack and integrates them with other software to provide a complete platform for network function virtualization. Being able to automatically negotiate between OpenStack’s Zuul and OPNFV’s Jenkins when new software is tested, merged, and published would drastically simplify the accounting process for OPNFV to
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11 https://www.opnfv.org/verified
12 https://wiki.opnfv.org/display/pharos/Community+Labs
13 https://openci.io/
pull in new artifacts. Today, this is a largely manual process managed by humans, but much of the data is already machine readable, we just need to move it from point A to point B. One potential outcome of this would be to have OpenStack Zuul act as a contributor to OPNFV via proposals to update dependencies which would then be run through OPNFV’s gate. The results of OPNFV’s gate could then be fed back into OpenStack’s gate.

6 Run Your Own

Specialized tools help, but are not critical to successfully running a gating system. In most cases the ideal would be to start with a small active project and rather than replace existing tools build upon them. This reduces the number of variables involved and should be easier for development teams to buy into. At the same time an active project is the perfect proving ground for a gating system as you know developers will be using it.

The first goal should be to develop a reliable test suite. If you are starting from scratch, this is easy because you can gate code commits from day one. If there is an existing test suite, your first task is to run it frequently and reduce unreliability. From here you can show developers that the test suite is reliable and start gating on that test suite.

If new tools are of interest, a revision control system, a code review system, and automated continuous integration tooling are all highly recommended. OpenStack uses a combination of Git for revision control, Gerrit for code review, and Zuul for continuous integration. This combination has been proven to work well over half a decade of gating commits and is entirely free and open source software.

Assuming that goes well, the likely next step is expanding to other code bases. Ideally you would do this one project at a time. Increasing load and demand on testing infrastructure has a tendency to find problems in that infrastructure. These problems are easier to debug and fix if the system undergoes small changes. This is important because the reliability of the infrastructure is now directly tied to developers’ ability to merge code.

There are several straightforward mechanisms that can be employed to ensure reliability over the long term. Many organizations tend to build software using a common set of languages and packaging tools. Standardizing your method for running unit tests against a particular language makes it easy to spin up testing for new projects. It also ensures that new projects end up using proven test tooling, leading to better reliability. When things do go wrong, fixing the standard quickly fixes it for all projects and you do not need to track down multiple cases of the same issue. You can extend this to code “linting”, functional testing, integration testing, package builds, and even deployment of your software.

With a reasonable set of standardized tests and jobs in place, you can build your infrastructure to further accommodate these standards and improve reliability. Base images with a common set of necessary tools as well as caching proxies or mirrors for external resources improve reliability by keeping network accesses to a minimum.

At the same time, you do want to accommodate differences among projects. An inflexible system is not likely to make its users happy. Technology moves at such a rapid pace that you will likely need to change your standards at some point. Happy users acting as beta testers are a great way to discover what does and does not work. All projects may not be held to the same standard of testing in their gates. The higher the standards, the more developers of a project will get out of it, but that may not be practical for all cases. A code base used in the short term may rely on static linting to catch the most obvious of bugs, while other more important code bases will perform a variety of testing including linting, unit testing, and integration testing.
Finally, you will want a safety valve of some sort. There is a non-zero chance that at some point it will be impractical to force a change to go through gating. One common situation that calls for bypassing the gate is when you have multiple issues affecting your code base at once, preventing fixes for any one issue from merging. You can either squash the fixes for all of the issues together into a single logical change or disable gating and merge the fixes separately. From the gate’s perspective squashing, the fixes together is the correct solution, but that may not be desirable if it results in hard to follow change history. From a human perspective it tends to make developers happy if they know there is an out if things go wrong in unexpected ways.

You should avoid relying on this safety valve. In our experience, changes that are merged bypassing the gate tend to be followed up with a change to fix whatever the ungated change broke. When you do use it, be sure to record the who and why associated with that change. This means using your code review system as you would otherwise, so as to not completely bypassing your tooling. This helps avoid unintentional mistakes by individuals that rarely have to do this themselves as the tooling typically handles it. It also gives you history to refer back to when you have to follow up on an ungated change with a fix to that change.

While we call this process “gating”, the intent is to enable developers to merge reliable code changes quickly with minimal overhead. Every organization will have to find their own balance between the work machines are required to perform, how much of that work must be successful before humans can override it, and the quality they desire in their code base. There is no single setup that will work for everyone and it will change over time. As long as you continue to accommodate these changing needs, you should end up with a successful gating system.

6.1 Implementation Ideas

These implementation ideas are opinionated and likely will not fit every project. The intent is to give concrete examples with specific tools and documentation starting points that individuals can get started with quickly.

6.1.1 Quickstart a Small Project

One of the easiest ways to start gating code commits is to host your project on Github and test it with Travis CI. Once hosted on Github the first step is to get reliable test jobs running with Travis CI. Travis CI supports a number of programming languages and tools and comes with extensive documentation to get you started. At this point nothing prevents you from merging Github Pull Requests when the tests are failing. To start gating on tests you will need to enable branch protection on your project and require the Travis CI status checks pass before Pull Requests can merge. This will prevent force pushes to your repository and require all Pull Requests have passing tests before Github will let you merge them.

This is a quick and easy way to get started because both Github and Travis CI are free to Open Source projects and have extensive documentation as well as many users to help you get set up. You do not need to run any of your own infrastructure which keeps the barrier to entry low. The drawbacks to this system are that your tests are limited by the constraints that Travis CI puts in place and the software has to be publicly available.

6.1.2 retrofit Existing Jenkins Installation
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14 https://docs.travis-ci.com/user/getting-started/
15 https://help.github.com/articles/about-protected-branches/
16 https://help.github.com/articles/about-required-status-checks/
Many organizations use Jenkins\(^\text{17}\) as the engine to manage their existing continuous integration efforts. Typically Jenkins is configured to pull code repositories on a periodic cycle and run jobs against the code in its post merge state. Developers can check the Jenkins status dashboard to see if these builds are passing or failing. Assuming you have a code review system we can configure Jenkins to run these builds when code changes are proposed then report results back to the code review system pre merge.

The Jenkins Github plugin has documentation\(^\text{18}\) on setting Jenkins up with Github similar to Travis CI in the previous example. You will want to protect your branches and require the Jenkins status results to enforce that Pull Requests have passing tests before they merge. This requires you run your own Jenkins, but many already do and this allows you to avoid the constraints put in place by Travis CI.

6.1.3 Large Scale Project with Many Repositories and Developers

Zuul presents many advantages to large scale projects. It can test speculative future states across many code repositories in parallel allowing large projects to move quickly without blocking for every change to be gated serially. It is able to scale up horizontally to handle a large number of changes and the required test jobs to gate them.

Zuul publishes an administrator guide\(^\text{19}\) (as well as user docs\(^\text{20}\)) which includes a “Zuul From Scratch” document to get you started\(^\text{21}\). This document guides you through the process of installing Zuul and Nodepool on a number of Linux distributions and has info for pointing Zuul at Github and Gerrit. This process is a bit more involved than the previous two as you will be starting from scratch, but you should end up with a robust system capable of scaling to the demands you throw at it.

\(^{17}\) [https://jenkins.io/](https://jenkins.io/)


\(^{19}\) [https://zuul-ci.org/docs/zuul/admin/index.html](https://zuul-ci.org/docs/zuul/admin/index.html)

\(^{20}\) [https://zuul-ci.org/docs/zuul/user/index.html](https://zuul-ci.org/docs/zuul/user/index.html)

\(^{21}\) [https://zuul-ci.org/docs/zuul/admin/zuul-from-scratch.html](https://zuul-ci.org/docs/zuul/admin/zuul-from-scratch.html)
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Notes

To determine the chance that a test suite will fail we determine the chance the suite will succeed then subtract from 100%.

\[
\text{Probability of Test Suite Failure} = 1 - \prod_{k=1}^{n} \text{Test Success Probability}_k
\]

For our example we get

\[
1 - 0.99^{20} = .1821 \text{ or } 18.2%.
\]
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Abstract

Presenting data to upper management and maintaining it is a challenge in any organization. Moreover, updating the data on a day-to-day basis and keeping the stakeholders informed about the progress is an added overhead. The data is often from different teams. For example, the testing team needs to present data with respect to the number of test cases added, number of test cases that passed/failed, and traceability of the test cases to the requirements. The development team needs to present data on the features implemented, estimation to implement the features, defects fixed and so on. After the product is released to the market, you will have customer found defects. This data also needs to be collected, resolved and maintained.

To maintain all the data from different teams working on various projects requires a lot of development effort and time in finding the right storage system with low maintainability. Challenges include analysis, storage, search, and query operations. Hence, we need a good database, which helps us store the information and retrieve it when required. The industry offers several open source tools stack. The most popular, LAMP (LINUX, Appache, MySQL, PHP), is a stack tool that uses MYSQL, a traditional database introduced in 1995, and has performance issues handling huge data that the technology demands. In addition, you require specialists for front end and back end development. To solve some of the existing problems in LAMP stack, the latest MEAN stack tool is a solution. MEAN stack is a free and open source Javascript tool stack for both front end and backend in web applications. MEAN stands for MongoDB, ExpressJS, AngularJS and NodeJS.

This paper presents an introduction to the MEAN stack tools’ advantages over another open source web app tool, LAMP stack. As an example, the paper would also cover the Dashboard web application we developed in our organization using the MEAN stack tools to collect and present various types of data from different teams for different products. Due to the ease of use of MEAN stack tools, with short ramp up time we were able to create and maintain our database and web application quickly.
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1 Introduction

In any organization where, multiple products are developed and released year after year there will be a huge collection of data. The data includes the requirements capture, test cases development and traceability coverage, release cycle testing, defects submission and maintenance, schedule estimation, number of products released, automated test cases’ coverage etc. Due to the numerous types of data collections, there is a need to use different tools to collect and maintain the data.

In our organization, we have defect tracking tools to submit, track and maintain the defects. For requirements and test cases management, there again is a separate tool to capture the requirements, track their status, traceability coverage and maintain it release after release. After the product release to the customers, we have another tool that is used to submit and maintain customer found defects.

The management finds it difficult to access all the data, as you need to login to each tool and access the data for various products developed. To make the data available and easily accessible, displaying all the data in one place using a Dashboard web application would be a huge advantage. At the click of a mouse button on the Dashboard webpage, the data is available. When product development occurs in multiple locations, internal communication within the teams and keeping the stakeholders updated also becomes very easy.

To develop the Dashboard web application and maintain the data we selected MEAN stack tool due to the various advantages it offers compared to the other web application development tools like LAMP present in the industry. In the following sections, you will see the advantages of MEAN stack tools over the traditional tools available.

MEAN stack is the latest technology in the industry. MEAN stack is an open source tool solution and uses Javascript as a single language both from the client side and server side to develop web applications. Hence, developers have the flexibility of using Javascript for both the front-end and back-end.

MEAN stack stands for **MongoDB, ExpressJS, AngularJS and NodeJS** (Figure 1)

- MongoDB is a NoSQL (Non-Structured Query Language) Javascript database and is document based. It stores data as a document in BSON (Binary JSON), which is like JSON (JavaScript Object Notation format).
- ExpressJS is a web application framework for NodeJS. It provides a flexible and wide variety of features for developing web and mobile applications easily using Javascript.
- AngularJS is an open source web application framework for front-end development using Javascript.
- NodeJS is an open source Javascript run time environment. It allows you to run Javascript on the server side.

MEAN stack can be used for maintaining big data and it is gaining importance in mobile application development, web applications, social media and health care industry where large amounts of data are used for analysis and storage. The flexibility and ease of use is one of the primary reasons why the industry is switching over to MEAN stack to develop web applications. The data transfer from server to client is done using JSON data format and along with it comes performance improvements. For developing cloud applications MongoDB is the right choice as it provides many flexible features to develop, test and host applications in the cloud.
2 Why MEAN stack tool?

For developing web applications, industry offers many open source tools. MEAN stack is a stack of tools bundled together, while LAMP is also an open source stack of tools bundled together as shown in Figure 2a. Let us look at the advantages of MEAN stack tools over LAMP (LINUX, Apache, MySQL, PHP) which has been a widely used tool since its introduction in 1995. MEAN stack, introduced in 2009, is gaining its importance, as it is easy to use and deploy cloud applications, which is the recent trend in web development.

The different elements of the stack is as shown in Figure 2b

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MEAN Stack</th>
<th>LAMP Stack</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MongoDB (database)</td>
<td>MySQL (database)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ExpressJS (server side Framework)</td>
<td>PHP (programming language)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AngularJS (client side app Framework)</td>
<td>Linux (Operating system)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NodeJS (web server)</td>
<td>Apache (web server)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2b. MEAN and LAMP stack components
Comparison of MEAN stack with LAMP stack

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LAMP</th>
<th>MEAN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LINUX (OS)</td>
<td>MongoDB (Database)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apache (web server)</td>
<td>ExpressJS (server side application Framework)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MySQL (Database)</td>
<td>AngularJS (client side application Framework)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHP</td>
<td>NodeJS (Server side Language)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **LAMP** has been around for decades and is a proven method of web app development.
- **MEAN** is relatively new and is gaining popularity.
- **LAMP** was not built originally for cloud applications.
- **MEAN** is designed with cloud in mind. It supports JSON, the document format which is flexible for cloud applications.
- **LAMP** requires several experts, MySQL, and PHP.
- **MEAN** both front end and back ends are built on JavaScript. You only need JavaScript expertise to develop web applications.
- **LAMP** has different languages for front and back ends.
- **MEAN** since both font and back ends work on JavaScript, command execution is quicker.
- **LAMP** is slower due to its blocking structure.
- **MEAN** is easily scalable as code can be easily added and removed.
- **LAMP** is supported by Google, IBM, Samsung.
- **MEAN** is supported by Oracle and Linux Foundation.

The primary reason for selecting MEAN stack for our dashboard web app development is due to the advantage of developing front end and back end using JavaScript and we did not need an expert who knows different languages as required by Lamp stack. In addition, the performance to host the web server is very easy in MEAN stack and this gave us an added benefit.

### 3 Brief introduction to the MEAN stack tools

MEAN stack as shown in Figure 3 is a stack of components that uses JavaScript-based technologies used to develop dynamic web applications and mobile applications. MEAN denotes MongoDB, ExpressJS, AngularJS, and NodeJS, the technologies used in the stack. It has gained importance because it allows developers to use the same language for both front and back end development.
Figure 3. MEAN stack components

3.1 MongoDB

MongoDB is the database in the MEAN stack tool. This is a NoSQL database with lots of flexibility and high performance. Traditional relational databases are being used for enterprise applications for decades. However, these days the industry is moving to an agile method of development, faster time to market to beat competition and innovative ways to quickly productize the design and maintain data easily with lots of scalability.

Maintaining huge data and connecting all of it together for the end-user with high accuracy requires faster and efficient ways to store the data and retrieve it as quickly as possible. Social media, online shopping and web portals are examples where large amounts of data need to be connected and accessible from any device anywhere in the world with a common login ID. Changes and improvements in such huge development projects cannot follow the traditional model where the features are tested at the end of the development cycle. Development and testing need to happen in parallel. To address the rapidly growing data, the industry is embracing the MongoDB database to help solve these issues.

The key features of MongoDB include:

1. Storing data in a document format called BSON (which is like JSON)
2. If any field in the document needs to be added, a change can be made to that particular document without having to take the system off-line.
3. Similar fields are grouped together in documents and this helps to query the data quite easily.
4. Data represented as documents are similar to data types in programming languages and this helps developers easily map the data in the application to the database.
5. Companies who have shifted to MongoDB have seen 2X to 3X improvement in their product lifecycle.
6. Schema rigidity is not present in MongoDB; this again helps developers save time compared to MySQL where the schema needs to be well defined.
7. MongoDB helps to build cloud applications with the best security practices. It provides features to operate and deploy the database in the cloud using the industry’s cloud platforms.
8. Supports Indexing on any attribute in the database, rich queries, replication and fast, in place updates.
9. Provides cost effective way to store and maintain data.

Documents in MongoDB

MongoDB is an open source document database that provides high performance, reliability and scalability. In MongoDB, a record is a document represented as Key value pairs. The documents are similar to JSON objects. The values of the keys can be arrays or other documents.

Example:

```
{
  Keys: "Rajesh",
  Values: [9809234530, 95235678]
}
```
3.2 NodeJS:

- NodeJS is a server side JavaScript based open source webserver, which is built on Chrome’s V8 JavaScript engine
- It supports event driven and non-blocking I/O API where the commands execute in parallel
- We can build interactive web applications by using only JavaScript
- NodeJS latest LTS Version: 8.11.3 (includes npm 5.6.0)

3.3 ExpressJS:

- Express is a NodeJS based open source web application framework released under an MIT license to develop web and mobile applications
- Express uses MVC model (Model-View-Controller)
- Express 4.16.3 is the latest release version

3.4 Angular JS: -

- AngularJS is an open source Javascript based front-end web development framework. It is maintained by Google
- AngularJS has a simple architecture, extends HTML with new attributes and is easy to learn
- The data binding capability eliminates much of the code that otherwise needs to be written and hence helps in faster development of web apps

4 Dashboard Web application for Requirements/Test/Defects data using MEAN stack

The block diagram of the Dashboard application is as given below in Figure 4. The purpose of the Dashboard app is to collect data for requirements, test cases, and defects of all the products developed and display it in the webpage
4.1 Requirements data

All the requirements for the various projects are captured and maintained in the requirement management tool. For any of the products developed, the requirement tool is used to capture the following data:

1. Newly added requirements
2. Existing requirements
3. Priority of the requirements
4. Status of the requirements
5. Traceability from requirements to test cases
6. Target release
7. Platform supported

For ‘n’ number of products there would exist ‘n’ number of projects. The data that are of primary importance to the management or stakeholders are the number of requirements that have been developed, the number of new requirements that have been captured along with priority and status. To present this data in the web application, the data existing in the requirement management tool are automatically exported to a spreadsheet for all the products developed. The data present in the spreadsheet are used as input in the web application and stored in the database MongoDB.

Example data for requirements gathering for ‘n’ number of projects is given below. Data are collected for all the projects and displayed in our Dashboard web application. Hence, at any point of time the data are available by accessing the web app for any of the projects desired.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Requirements Data</th>
<th>Project A</th>
<th>Project B</th>
<th>Project C</th>
<th>Project D</th>
<th>Project E</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total Requirements</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>7000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### 4.2 Test Cases Data

The test cases written against the requirements are collected from the requirement management tool and exported automatically to a spreadsheet. The details collected for test cases are included in the list below. The data collected in the spreadsheet serve as the test case data input to the web application and the database MongoDB.

1. Total test cases
2. Test case traceability to requirements
3. Test case priority
4. Test case status
5. Total number of automated test cases
6. Total number of manual test cases

### 4.3 Defect Tracking data

The defects for the software application developed are of two types:

1. Defects found during testing phase
2. Customer found defects after the software is released to the market.

The details of the defects are collected from the defect management tool, including the list below, are exported to a spreadsheet. The data present in the spreadsheet serves as the input to the database MongoDB.

1. Total defects count for each product
2. Total defects in open state
3. Total number of defects of each priority level
4. State of the defects
5. Resolution rate of the defects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Newly Added Requirements</th>
<th>200</th>
<th>500</th>
<th>700</th>
<th>1000</th>
<th>3000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Existing Requirements</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>4300</td>
<td>9000</td>
<td>4000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High Priority Requirements</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>4000</td>
<td>8000</td>
<td>6000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Status</td>
<td>Done</td>
<td>In Progress</td>
<td>In Progress</td>
<td>In Progress</td>
<td>Done</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target Release</td>
<td>Jan 2018</td>
<td>Jan-20</td>
<td>Mar-20</td>
<td>Jun-19</td>
<td>March-18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Platform supported</td>
<td>Windows</td>
<td>Linux</td>
<td>Windows</td>
<td>Windows</td>
<td>Linux</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 Requirements data
5 Procedure to develop Dashboard web applications using MEAN stack tools

First, you need to set up the environment by installing the MEAN stack tools in a development system used to develop web applications. You need to install MongoDB, ExpressJS, AngularJS and NodeJS. As shown in Figure 1.2, AngularJS is used as the Web Browser, ExpressJS is the framework that supports NodeJS, NodeJS is a webserver and MongoDB is the database. For details on installation of the various components of MEAN stack, please refer to the Appendix.

Section 5.1 explains the steps to create the Dashboard application for customer submitted defects. Similar steps need to be followed for adding requirements data and test case data to the Dashboard application.

5.1 Example Dashboard application for Customer submitted defects

After following the instructions in the Appendix, the required Mean stack tool is installed. In this section, we will create a sample web application for collecting data and displaying the data.

In the example, we will consider around 14 teams (i.e. TEAMA, TEAMB, TEAMC, TEAMD, TEAME, TEAMF, etc.)

We collect the customer found defects after the software is released to the market. Since there are several teams in our organization, each team having "n" number of projects, data from all these teams and all their projects are collected and presented to upper management.

The projects include the new active projects and projects already released and in maintenance phase, with newly added requirements.

The defects submitted by customers are analyzed and appropriate action takes place as per the diagram in Figure 5. The inflow of defects is counted and the state of defects is to be presented to the management team. The state of the defects changes on a daily basis as per the resolution rate or analysis rate by the development team. Hence, the changes in state also needs reporting on a daily basis. Towards this end, we required a good tool to store the data, analyze the data and present it to the management team. MEAN stack tool helped us store the data effectively, and easily query for the required results and display it on a daily basis.

The process followed for any customer submitted defect is as follows:

- The defect is submitted by the customer
- The product team analyzes the defect and plans for further action
- If further information is required, then the customer is contacted and information is gathered accordingly
- The defect is assigned to the respective team
- The team works on the defect
- The software with the defect fix is shared with the customer
- The customer works on the new software and acknowledge the defect as resolved
- The team verifies the state of the defect and then closes it.
The data presented include the following:

1. The total number of defects for each product line
2. Defects in state: open
3. Defects in state: in progress
4. Defects that has been fixed.

The below block diagram (Figure 6) explains the software design.
Figure 6. Block diagram- Software Design

- To create a project with folder structure, use the following command: `express express-demo-app --view=ejs`.

  ```
  C:\Users\mohantl>express express-demo-proj --view=ejs
  create : express-demo-proj
  create : express-demo-proj/public\javascripts
  create : express-demo-proj/public\images
  create : express-demo-proj/public\stylesheets
  create : express-demo-proj/public\stylesheets\style.css
  create : express-demo-proj\routes
  create : express-demo-proj\routes\index.js
  create : express-demo-proj\routes\users.js
  create : express-demo-proj\views\index.ejs
  create : express-demo-proj\views\error.ejs
  create : express-demo-proj\views\error.ejs
  create : express-demo-proj\app.js
  create : express-demo-proj\package.json
  create : express-demo-proj\bin\www
  change directory:
  > cd express-demo-proj
  install dependencies:
  > npm install
  run the app:
  > SET DEBUG=express-demo-proj:* & npm start
  ```

- Open the project using VS Code, project structure will look like this:
Here app.js is the entry point to the application.

In bin folder there will be a file with name 'www', which will contain the port number needed to run the application. We can specify the host name here as localhost.

```javascript
var port = normalizePort(process.env.PORT || '3000');
app.set('port', port);

/***/
* Create HTTP server. */
var server = http.createServer(app);

/***/
* Listen on provided port, on all network interfaces. */
server.listen(port,'localhost');
server.on('error', onError);
server.on('listening', onListening);
```

- Public folder will contain all the UI related stuff, like image files, js files and css files.

- View folder will contain all the .ejs files to create the web page UI.

- Routes folder will contain all route .js files.
➢ Route files are the .js files, which will execute according to the request from the user.

Example:
If the URL is http://www.tek.com/ and if we need to display user controls and some other specific task, we need to redirect the request to 'index.js', as specified in the following code:

```javascript
var index = require('./routes/index');
app.use('/', index);
```

If url is http://www.tek.com/user, we can redirect the request to 'user.js'.

```javascript
var users = require('./routes/users');
app.use('/users', users);
```

➢ In route .js file we can specify different functions like this:

This function will execute for get request with '/' like http://www.tek.com/

```javascript
router.get('/', function(req,res) {
    res.render('arts_home.ejs');
});
```

➢ Use ‘nodemon’ module, which will always watch the files of the application, if any file changes, it will automatically reload and restart the server. To install nodemon use the following command: ‘npm install -g nodemon’
➢ To start the application only, type ‘nodemon’.
➢ To see the application, open the browser and type the URL accordingly, specify in ‘www’ file which is present in bin folder like http://localhost:3000 and you can see the application.
➢ The screenshot shown in Figure 7 displays the different states of customer submitted defects
6 Return on Investment (ROI) for Defects data

In the time before the webpage was developed, when a new defect is submitted, the team would spend a day or two to download the defect list from the defect management tool for each of the products and then analyze the data and decide on a further course of action.

Once our tool was developed, it helped the team members to quickly get the data for their respective projects, analyze the defects and take appropriate action. There was steady progress in the saving time for analyzing the defects as shown in Figure 8.
7 Conclusion

Before the development of the Dashboard web application, the data were scattered over various tools and it was difficult for the management to get overall statistics of the requirements, test cases coverage, and defect trends of the various products being developed. For each of the products the specific tools needed to be accessed, to extract the required data.

Selecting MEAN stack tool for development helped us to build the application quickly, and we required only one resource who is good in a single language, i.e. Javascript, for both the front and back end. The MEAN stack components, being an open source tool, saves cost. Updates are available on a regular basis. MongoDB the database has several functionalities, which help to get query results faster and increase the performance in accessing the desired data.

This Dashboard web application helps us display the data for the requirements coverage, test cases coverage and defect trend at a single location for multiple products in the company.

The requirements coverage data provides a quick glance of the number of requirements implemented and not implemented in the products. The details enable better schedule prediction and release plans for the products.

The test cases coverage data help us understand how well we have tested the product against the requirements. The number of manual test cases vs automated test cases data help us better understand the test and release cycle time for any products that are being developed. In addition it serves as data for estimating the release date for future products.
Collecting data and analyzing the failures help us fix customer problems as quickly as possible. The teams are notified on a daily basis on the total defects open and the state of those defects. Since the data are available in a web site page, multiple teams can access it easily and work on the defects for which they are responsible. Accessing data from a common location help the team members to be coordinated with each other. Transparency is maintained at all levels i.e. from the developer to the manager on the defect fix rate, issues faced and how soon we can deliver a solution to the customer.

The dashboard application thus brought huge benefits in our organization and better communication with our team members who work in multiple locations. Single point of access helps all the team members, to access the data at any point of time and updated with the latest information.

For continuous improvement and exploring new ways to use MEAN stack, we are excited about the opportunities we have, to bring in more such applications like this to our organization.

8 Appendix

Installation of MongoDB on Windows System:

MongoDB version 3.6 is the current stable released version available. The open source version of MongoDB is licensed under free software foundation, GNU AGPL (The Affero General Public license). We will use the open source license for developing our web application.

1. Interactive Installation:
   - Download the MongoDB.msi from this url: 
     https://www.mongodb.com/lp/download/mongodb-enterprise?jmp=nav
   - Double click the .msi file, follow the instructions, and complete the process.
   - If you don’t change the installation path, then the default path will be: 
     C:\Program Files\MongoDB\Server\<Version Of mongo dB>
   - During the installation, there will be an option to install MongoDB Compass, which is the user interface (UI) for MongoDB server. If you require to see or create the database through a UI, you need to use MongoDB Compass.

2. Unattended Installation:
   - Open the Command Prompt with Administrator privilege.
   - Go to the directory which contains the .msi file and use this command: 
     msiexec.exe /q /i mongodb-win32-x86_64-2008plus-ssl-3.6.0-signed.msi ^
     INSTALLLOCATION="C:\Program Files\MongoDB\Server\3.6.0" ^
     ADDLOCAL="all"

Running MongoDB on Windows System:

1. Set up the MongoDB environment:
   - MongoDB requires Data Directory to store all data. Create the directory by running this command:
     EX: - "C:\Program Files\MongoDB\Server\3.6\bin\mongod.exe" --dbpath d:\test\mongodb\data
   - If the path contains any white space, enclose the entire path with double quotes.

2. Start MongoDB:
   - To start MongoDB, run mongod.exe from the command prompt:
     "C:\Program Files\MongoDB\Server\3.6\bin\mongod.exe"
   - This starts the MongoDB database process.

3. Connect to MongoDB:
➢ To connect to MongoDB, open another command prompt and run the mongo.exe:
"C:\Program Files\MongoDB\Server\3.6\bin\mongo.exe"

4. Begin using MongoDB:
   o MongoDB provides Getting Started Guides in various driver editions.

Configure a windows service for MongoDB:

➢ Open the command prompt with Administrator privilege.
➢ To create directories for DB and log file enter the following commands:
  mkdir c:\data\db
  mkdir c:\data\log
➢ Create configuration file in the following path:
  C:\Program Files\MongoDB\Server\3.6\mongod.cfg
➢ Edit the config file using the following commands:
  systemLog: destination: filepath: c:\data\log\mongod.log
  storage: dbPath: c:\data\db
➢ To install the MongoDB service, open the command prompt with Administrator privilege and enter the following command:
  "C:\Program Files\MongoDB\Server\3.6\bin\mongod.exe" --config "C:\Program Files\MongoDB\Server\3.6\mongod.cfg" --install
➢ To start the MongoDB service type enter the following command:
  net start MongoDB
➢ If you want to stop the MongoDB service use the following command:
  net stop MongoDB
➢ To remove the MongoDB service, use the following command:
  "C:\Program Files\MongoDB\Server\3.6\bin\mongod.exe" --remove

Installation of NodeJS on Windows System:

Download NodeJS:

➢ From the official site, download Node.js according to OS Type: https://nodejs.org/en/download/

About NPM:

➢ NPM (Node Package Manager) is automatically installed when you install Node.js.
➢ NPM is used to download the modules and packages, which you need to use to develop different applications.
➢ To check the NPM version, open the Node.js Command Prompt and type the following command:
  npm -version
Installation of ExpressJS on Windows System:

Express Installation:

- Before installing Express make sure that NodeJS and NPM are installed on the machine.
- To start writing the code for creating the web application, you can use different types of editors like Visual Studio Code, Sublime Text, etc.
- You can download and install the Visual Studio Code (VS Code) from the given link: https://code.visualstudio.com/download
- To install ExpressJS, you can use the Command prompt or the terminal given by VS Code.
- To open the terminal in VS Code, view option in the tool bar of the editor and then click Integrated Terminal option.
- Now type the following command “npm install express --save”, it will create node_module directory and package-lock.json file.

Node_module directory will contain all packages required for Express.
To start the application, use the command (node index).
To access the application, open the browser and type http://localhost:3000 (3000 is the port number specified in index.js file, you can assign a different port number also).
To develop the UI, there are different templates available like EJS, Pug, etc.
For this project, use EJS (Embedded JavaScript Template).
By using EJS, you can generate the HTML page by using plain JavaScript.
To install EJS in your application, type the following command: npm install ejs
For more information on EJS, you can visit the link: http://ejs.co/

Installation of Angular JS:

Angular CLI is a command line tool by using this we can create projects and perform different tasks like testing, building and deployment.
Before installing Angular make sure Node.js and npm is installed in your development environment.
To work with latest Angular JS, make sure you are using Node.js version 8.x or greater and npm version 5.x or greater.
To install Angular CLI globally open a command prompt and enter the below command

global: C:\Users\mohantil\my-anglar\node_modules\ng install -g @angular/cli

It will take some time to install all related files.
To create a new project, open a command prompt and go to the directory where you want to create the project and enter the below command

ng new angular-demo-app
It will create the project with name “angular-demo-app” with all the required files.
To run the application open a command prompt and go to the project folder and type the below command

ng serve --open
It will open the application in the browser.
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Abstract

Robotics software reliability is very crucial to control robot hardware while interacting with the physical world to accomplish a set of missions. The software needs to tackle sensor errors, incorrect functionalities, software exceptions and uncertainties from the external environment. This paper depicts the challenges of attaining software reliability in Android robotics through the experiences of FIRST Tech Challenge (FTC) robotics team, the Bytes of Kitkats.

The software fault tree analysis (FTA) and software failure modes and effects analysis (SFMEA) are accomplished to prepare the statistical testing to evaluate and improve the software reliability. Software reliability is employed to predict the software reliability growth model (SRGM) through the stochastic process. The objectives are to build the software reliability model with finite or fixed number of inherent defects and accelerate the software reliability improvement process to ensure the robot behaves consistently in the field. Through the case study of building and testing Android robots with different motors, sensors and 3D-printed attachments, authors categorized sensor reading uncertainties (e.g., the position of robot and surrounding objects, etc.) and multiple uncontrollable environmental factors from the physical world in software reliability modeling.
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school students to foster more passions and knowledge in Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM).

1 Introduction

It has long been recognized that experiential and hands-on education provides superior motivation for learning new material by providing real-world meaning to the otherwise abstract knowledge. Robotics has been shown to be a superb tool for hands-on learning, not only of robotics itself, but of general topics in Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM). Learning with robotics gives students an opportunity to engage with real life problems that require STEM knowledge. Mataric et al [1] describe the approach to enabling hands-on experiential robotics for all ages through the introduction of a robot programming workbook and robot test-bed aiming at providing readily accessible materials to K-12 for direct immersion in hands-on robotics. Additionally, the success of learning science through robotics is also explored by Chow et al [2] based on their experiences.

FIRST is among the broad spectrum of avenues for pursuing robotics at the pre-university level to promote STEM around the world. FIRST stands for "For Inspiration and Recognition of Science and Technology" and FIRST is an international youth organization to develop ways to inspire students in engineering and technology fields [3]. The FIRST Tech Challenge (FTC) is designed for students in grades 7–12 to compete using a sports model. Teams are responsible for designing, building, and programming their robots to compete in an alliance format against other teams. The robot kit is programmed using Java. Teams, including coaches, mentors and volunteers, are required to develop strategy and build robots based on sound engineering principles. The ultimate goal of FTC is to reach more young people with a lower-cost, more accessible opportunity to discover the excitement and rewards of STEM.

1.1 Background for FIRST Tech Challenge Robot Programming

The FTC competition field is 12’ x 12’. Each match is played with 4 randomly selected teams, 2 per alliance. 4 18” x 18” robots must be able to navigate around each other without breaking when hit by another robot.
Figure 1 shows the field setup for the 2017-18 FTC season. The FTC robot game is composed of two phases: (1) the autonomous phase and (2) the user control tele operation phase. There are 2 red and 2 blue balancing stones being mounted on the field. Teams must balance their robot on their balancing stones prior to the start of the match. Teams also preload one glyph per robot. Field personnel then randomize the location of the jewels. They also randomly select one of three pictograph designs and install them on the field walls. During the autonomous period there are many ways for teams to score using only pre-programmed instructions in the phone mounted on the robot. If only one jewel is left on the platform at the end of the autonomous period, the alliance corresponding to that color will earn 30 points. Each glyph scored in a cryptobox earns the alliance 15 points. The pictographs have a coded message indicating which of the cryptobox column is a key. If a robot can decode this message and place a glyph in the cryptobox key, their alliance earns a 30 point bonus. Each robot parked in a safe zone earns their alliance 10 points.

In FTC, the robot motions are controlled by Android phones. The Android phone sends commands to different types of motors in order to make the robot move. To aid with decision making, the phone also can receive input from internal and external sensors. The Android device on the robot is programmed from a computer, using Android Studio and the FTC software development kit (SDK), which adds functionality to control motors from the Android phone. Both autonomous and user control tele operation programs are loaded onto the robot, and then are run from the Android phone. During the autonomous phase, the robot moves based solely on its autonomous program. During the user control tele operation phase, the Android device on the robot is connected to another Android device through Wi-Fi connections. This second Android device is connected to two joysticks and transfers joystick input to the Android phone on the robot. From there, the drivers of the robot can use their joysticks to drive the robot. Teams use the Android software platform on the mobile phones located both on the robot and with the driver to run their programs that control the robot. During the tele operation period in this FTC season, the robot needs to collect glyphs and stack them up into the cryptobox to score points. A diagram illustrating the interaction among different components of this system is shown below (See Figure 2):
1.2 Introduction to FTC Software Reliability

Software reliability is often defined as the probability of failure free operation of a computer program in a specified environment for a specified period of time [6]. FTC software reliability is very crucial due to the high expectations of consistent performance during FTC competitions for the new and updated versions of autonomous and tele operation control software. Software reliability is also a very time critical requirement, and the software failure can significantly impact FTC competition results.

Through the case study of building and testing a robot with motors and sensors in FTC, we characterized the robot sensor reliabilities and variable environmental factors in the physical world (e.g., the robot setup and locations, glyph pile setup, and balance stone conditions, etc.). Software reliability for FTC robots is difficult due to the difficulty in isolating the precise point of failure and evaluating the fault conditions for defect removal. In addition, robot design consistently evolves in terms of its hardware and physical capabilities during the competition season. Moreover, field conditions vary, so the robot has to be able to adapt to a variety of conditions with reliable software functionalities.

This paper presents two main challenges in accomplishing software reliability for FTC robotic competitions. The first challenge is ensuring that the software defects are removed effectively and the software can be adapted to the new capability and environment changes rapidly to reach the software reliability target. The second challenge is ensuring that the robot can utilize the software algorithms to minimize effects of sensor variability and analyze the physical world inputs to make right decisions in varieties of different situations. Since there are so many factor changes between each run of the robot, the software algorithms have to be tested thoroughly to ensure the robot can consistently make the right decisions and have very reliable performances.

2. On the Road to Software Reliability in Android Robots

In this paper, we used the fault tree as a logic diagram to display the interrelationships between a potential critical event (top event) in a system and causes for this event. The goal is to find critical events concerning fault introduction and take appropriate actions to reduce the probabilities of these events and the subsequent probability of the top event. A Fault Tree forms a logical representation of the manner in
which combinations of basic events, often made up of failures at the component level, could lead to a hypothesized failure of a system. We then think about these potential problems and how to detect, prevent, or mitigate the problems before they create a catastrophe which is to drive software failure mode and effects analysis (SFMEA). Reifer was widely credited for introducing the SFMEA to software engineering for requirements analysis in 1979 [7]. During SFMEA, possible design failure modes and sources of potential nonconformities must be determined in multiple software artifacts. A complete FMEA for a software-based system should, however, include both hardware FMEA and software FMEA, and the effects should be assessed on the final system functions.

Software FMEA in practice is often performed at different levels (i.e., system, subsystems, and components) which corresponds to architectural partitions or levels of abstraction. As design and implementation proceed, more details of the system are revealed, which enables more meaningful low-level analysis. Neufelder identified 8 viewpoints: functional, interface, detailed, maintenance, usability, serviceability, vulnerability, and software process [8]. The functional viewpoint is mostly useful for software FMEA, the interface viewpoint is for software/software and software/hardware interface FMEA, and the detailed viewpoint is applicable to design and implementation FMEA. The outcome of an FMEA is documented in a worksheet. Failure modes need to evaluate (a) severity which is subjective rating and measures how bad or serious the effect of the failure mode is, (b) occurrence which is the likelihood that the failure cause occurs in the course of the intended life, and (c) detection which is a subjective rating that quantifies the likelihood that a detection method will detect the failure of a potential failure mode before the impact of the effect is materialized. The combination of the severity, occurrence, and detection ratings is used to prioritize potential failure modes and root causes. The software FMEA team then agrees on a threshold of these factors and need to address all items above the threshold.

After the fault tree and software FMEA analysis, Software Reliability Growth Models (SRGMs) are considered to predict the defect density. Over the past decades, many researchers have discussed SRGM assumptions, applicability, and predictability. The basic assumption in software reliability modeling is that software failures are the result of a stochastic process, having an unknown probability distribution. Software reliability models specify some reasonable form for this distribution, and are fitted to data from a software project. Once a model demonstrates a good fit to the available data, it can be used to determine the current reliability of the software, and predict the reliability of the software at future times.

This paper employed the shortcut model prediction approach based on input answers to key questions. The Shortcut Defect Density Prediction Model [9] assumes that the defect density is a function of the number of risks versus strengths regarding this release of the software. The shortcut model includes factors that affect failure process. Using real-life data sets on software failures, this proposed approach is evaluated and compared to the real existing data from FTC competition matches. As a result, the applicability of the model is validated on these software failure data.

The software size is estimated in terms of 1000 source lines of code (Kilo-SLOC or KSLOC) first, then the associated defect density was selected based on the shortcut model. Here is the sequence of actions to get the predicted defect density. Table 4 shows Strength and Risk Survey for the shortcut model:

a. Count the number of yes answers in the Strengths. Assign 1 point for each yes answer. Assign 0.5 point for each “somewhat” answer.

b. Count the number of yes answers in the Risks. Assign 1 point for each yes answer. Assign 0.5 point for each “somewhat” answer.

c. Subtracting the result of risk points from the result of Strength points.

d. If the result ≥ 4.0, predicted defect density = 0.110,
   If the result ≤ 0.5, predicted defect density = 0.647,
   Otherwise predicted defect density = 0.239 in terms of defects per normalized effective KSLOC.

The resulting defect density prediction is then multiplied by the normalized effective KSLOC (EKSLOC) to determine the defect density. EKSLOC is a weighted average of new, modified, reused, and auto-generated code. Here is the formula to normalize KSLOC for software reliability model effectiveness:
\[ EKSLOC = \text{New KSLOC} + (A \times \text{major modified KSLOC}) + (B \times \text{moderate modified KSLOC}) + (C \times \text{Minor modified KSLOC}) + (D \times \text{reused KSLOC without modification}) + (E \times \text{auto-generated KSLOC}) \]

where
- Reused code: Previously deployed on a previous or similar system without modification.
- New code: Code that has not been used in operation.
- Modified code: Reused code that is being modified.
- Auto generated code: Code that is generated by an automated tool.

The new code is 100% effective. Code that is reused without modification is fractionally effective as there may still be a few latent defects in that code. Code that is reused with modifications will have an effectiveness that is between these two extremes. Reused code that is subject to major modifications, for example, may be almost as effective as new code. Reused code with minor cosmetic changes, for example, may be slightly more effective than reused code with no modifications. Auto-generated code typically has an effectiveness that is similar to reused and not modified code since it is generated by a tool.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Multiplier</th>
<th>Ranges</th>
<th>Function of</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A—major modification</td>
<td>≥ 40%</td>
<td>Magnitude of requirements change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B—moderate modification</td>
<td>20% to 40%</td>
<td>Magnitude of design change and cohesiveness of design.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C—minor modification</td>
<td>5% to 20%</td>
<td>Cohesiveness of code (ability to change it without breaking an unrelated function).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D—reused</td>
<td>0% to 30%</td>
<td>Cohesiveness of design. How long the reused code has been in operation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E—auto generated</td>
<td>0% to 10%</td>
<td>The ability to program the automated tool to provide code as per the design and requirements.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Normalized EKSLOC is then normalized for languages (Table 2) so that it can be multiplied by the predicted defect density that are in terms of defects/normalized EKSLOC to generate the predicted number of defects.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language type</th>
<th>Normalization conversion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High order language such as C, Fortran, etc.</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Object oriented language such as Java, C++, C#</td>
<td>6.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hybrid</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Case Study: FTC Android Robot Software Reliability Analysis and Improvements

By using several case studies including the development of robots in the context of FTC competitions, the robot software reliability fault trees, software FMEA and shortcut model were utilized to improve the robot software reliability in the competition field. The thorough fault event analysis and software functional FMEA analysis are crucial to effectively characterize the software reliability behavior to cover three main perspectives including the software World, the Physical World, and how they interact with each other.

3.1 FTC Robot Autonomous Glyphs Collections and Delivery to Cryptobox

We executed the case study for FTC Robot autonomous glyphs collection and delivery to cryptobox to illustrate the software reliability improvement processes.
Figure 3 shows the robot software flowchart for the software controlling FTC robot movements. The robot left the balance stone with one glyph within the robot. The target is to collect as many as possible (e.g., 2 or 3) of glyphs and deliver them to the cryptobox while the robot can’t hold more than 2 glyphs at the same time. Figure 4 shows how the sequence of robot movements through the autonomous time period.

**Figure 3. Robot Software Flowchart in Autonomous Period**

Using **phone camera**, Vuforia SDK, OpenCV, identify the jewel, and flick it; Identify the crypto key.

Use **encoders** on the drive motors to drive off the balancing stone.

Use a Maxbotics **sonar sensor** to detect the robot’s distance from the wall, and based on this distance, we strafed to the correct crypto column and dump the glyph.

Using the Inertial measurement unit (**IMU**) on the expansion hub, we will turn about 45 degrees, making sure that we face the glyph pit.
The following graph (see Figure 5) shows how many glyphs the robot can deliver to the cryptobox throughout the 2017-2018 competition season for our robot. The team did a major software change before Houston World FTC championship competition in April’2018 in order to enable the robot ability to score more points during the autonomous time period. The shortcut software reliability model was employed to complete the defect predictions, and the team decided to complete the major software redesign with the understanding of the risk of small number of defects. Figure 5 illustrates that the software reliability is stable when the robot design and software algorithm intends to deliver only one glyphs to the cryptobox. The only incident happened during SC # 3 (Oregon State Championship Match #3) when the robot was positioned on the balancing stone incorrectly and later on was added to Fault Tree Analysis (Figure 6). Prior to Houston World Championship, the software was rewritten for ~ 50% of the code, the robot is capable of delivering 2 or 3 glyphs to the cryptobox. The testing spiral was rerun to cover scenarios based on fault tree analysis and software FMEA results for 4x2x3=24 test cases (Table 3). The differences among balancing stone, robot initial positions and cryptobox destination columns reflected the uncertainties in the physical world.
Figure 5. The number of glyphs that the robot can deliver in autonomous
(Qualifier Match: 1<sup>st</sup> level Oregon Qualifier Match
Qualifier: 2<sup>nd</sup> level Oregon Qualifier Match
SQ: Super Qualifier, 3<sup>rd</sup> level Oregon Qualifier Match
SC: State Championship, 4<sup>th</sup> level Oregon Qualifier Match
WR: US West Regional Match
HC: Houston World Championship Competition
HC E1/2: Houston World Championship Semi-Final)

Table 3: Test Scenario Summary for Glyphs Collection and Delivery in Autonomous

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Balancing Stone Selection (4 Balance Stones)</th>
<th>Cryptobox Destination (either near alliance station or far away. See Figure 1)</th>
<th>Jewel Flick</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. Red stone 1 (Left, Face Alliance Station)</td>
<td>a. Column 1 @ far Crytobox</td>
<td>a. Jewel on Left</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Red stone 1 (Right, Face Alliance Station)</td>
<td>b. Column 2 @ far Crytobox</td>
<td>b. Jewel on Right</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. Blue stone 1 (Left, Face Alliance Station)</td>
<td>c. Column 3 @ far Crytobox</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. Blue stone 2 (Right, Face Alliance Station)</td>
<td>d. Column 1 @ near Crytobox</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>e. Column 2 @ near Crytobox</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>f. Column 3 @ near Crytobox</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>g. Column 1 @ far Crytobox</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>h. Column 2 @ far Crytobox</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>i. Column 3 @ far Crytobox</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>j. Column 1 @ near Crytobox</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>k. Column 2 @ near Crytobox</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>l. Column 3 @ near Crytobox</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

After these rigorous testing for different functionalities, the software reliability experienced one critical
defect of the sensor failure with the wrong reading (HC #9) which caused the robot not able to collect
more glyphs and then later on recover from this autonomous period fall out using the joystick remotely
triggered software functions to recover the robot. Please note that HC #4 and #7 matches only delivered
1 glyphs because the glyphs pile is randomly setup and the robot intake mechanism can’t collect 1 or 2
more glyphs through the pre-defined robot traveling path within 30 second autonomous. For HC #4 and
#7, it is considered to be working successfully. Hence, the Mean Time between Failure (MTBF) is 720
seconds when considering both failures for SC#3 and HC #9. The # of defect matches the shortcut model
prediction. The fault tree analysis (FTA) is shown in Figure 3. The software that we use to create the fault
After we did fault tree analysis, we complete the Software FMEA for different viewpoints. Here is a sample software FMEA events for fault sequence and fault data category from the functional view point.

Table 4: Sample of Software FMEA Functionality Categorization and Action Implementations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fault Category</th>
<th>Definitions</th>
<th>Key Fault Events Being Addressed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Functionality:</strong> Fault sequence/order</td>
<td>A particular event is initiated in the incorrect order or not at all.</td>
<td>Fault Event: The robot lifting level in the software was set to zero at the incorrect lifting position due to the autonomous program stopped by the glyph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Solution:</strong> Developed the software reset program and trigger the one button manual reset at the beginning of the tele operation (TeleOpe) session to recover in 1 sec.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Functionality:</strong> Fault data</td>
<td>Data is corrupted, incorrect, etc.</td>
<td>Fault Event: The robot back sonar sensor reading incorrect data caused the wrong traveling distance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Solution:</strong> added the error protection in the software program to cap within the threshold for the traveling distance to avoid hitting the balance stone.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The shortcut model was employed in the software reliability growth model and calculating the predicted defects. Here are answers to Table 5 shortcut model questions through the survey within Bytes of Kitkats team. The score delta between the software reliability “Strength” (9.5 points) and “Risks” (3.25 points) categories is 6.25 points > 4. Hence, the software defect density is expected to be 0.11 in terms of defects per normalized EKSLOC based on IEEE Recommended Practice on Software Reliability guidance. This information guided the team to do the following in order to reduce the risk so that the defect density can be reduced to lower value (0.11): a) The code reuse is considered in the robot hardware and software redesign for the world championship event. b) The team also ensures the software code is up to date and avoid using legacy code >10 years.
### Table 5: The shortcut Model Software Reliability Answers to Survey Questions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strength</th>
<th>9.5 points</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1  We protect older code that shouldn’t be modified.</td>
<td>Yes (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2  The total schedule time in years is less than one.</td>
<td>Yes (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3  The number of software people years for this release is less than seven.</td>
<td>Yes (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4  Domain knowledge required to develop this software application can be acquired via public domain in short period of time.</td>
<td>Yes (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5  This software application has imminent legal risks.</td>
<td>No (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6  Operators have been or will be trained on the software.</td>
<td>Yes (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7  The software team members who are working on the same software system are geographically collocated.</td>
<td>Yes (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8  Turnover rate of software engineers on this project is &lt; 20% during course of project.</td>
<td>Yes (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9  This will be a maintenance release (no major feature addition).</td>
<td>No (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 The software has been recently reconstructed (i.e., to update legacy design or code).</td>
<td>No (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 We have a small organization (&lt;8 people) or there are team sizes that do not exceed 8 people per team.</td>
<td>Yes (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 We have a culture in which all software engineers’ value testing their own code (as opposed to waiting for someone else to test it).</td>
<td>Somewhat (0.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 We manage subcontractors—Outsource code that is not in our expertise, keep code that is our expertise in house.</td>
<td>No (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 There have been at least four fielded releases prior to this one.</td>
<td>No (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 The difference between the most and least educated end user is not more than one degree type (i.e., bachelors/masters, high school/associates).</td>
<td>Yes (1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Risks

| 1  This is brand new release (version 1), or development language, or OS, or technology (add one for each risk). | Yes (1) |
| 2  Target hardware/system is accessible within 0.75 points for minutes, 0.5 points for hours, 0.25 points for days, and 0 points for weeks or months. | 0.75 |
| 3  Short term contractors (< 1 year) are used for developing line of business code | No (0) |
| 4  Code is not reused when it should be | Somewhat (0.5) |
| 5  We wait until all code is completed before starting the next level of testing | No (0) |
| 6  Target hardware is brand new or evolving (will not be finished until software is finished) | Yes (1) |
| 7  Age of oldest part of code >10 years | No (0) |

### Table 6: EKSLOC Normalizations for FTC Robot Software

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>New KSLOC</th>
<th>Major modified KSLOC</th>
<th>Moderate modified KSLOC</th>
<th>Minor modified KSLOC</th>
<th>Reused KSLOC</th>
<th>Auto generated code in KSLOC</th>
<th>Total EKSLOC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Weight</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Software prior to April, 2018</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Software post April, 2018 (HC)</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2.5 + 0.125 = 2.625</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Once the effective KSLOC is predicted, the last step is to normalize the EKSLOC based on the language used to develop the code (See Table 6). Some languages such as object oriented languages are denser than other languages. For FTC robot software, the Object oriented language Java was used. Hence, the normalization conversion factor is 6.0. The total EKSLOC is then shown as follows with the language type and normalization for FTC robot software reliability defect density predictions. The defect density prediction guided us in defining our robot redesign strategy and also the timing to redesign the software for the increased robot capabilities before the world championship competition to gain more scoring capabilities. The software reliability model helped us to evaluate the defect density with 1.73 defects (See Table 7). This guided the team to evaluate the risk of critical defects with the comparison against the original robot design and hardening process (3.3 defects in Table 7), and then make the informed risk-taking decision to redesign the robot hardware/software for the world championship event in Houston, TX. The team used the fault tree and FMEA to improve the robot software reliability in less than a month so that the robot can perform well in the field for the world championship competitions. Furthermore, this process helped the team to grow knowledge and skills to improve the software reliability and can be employed in other fields in the future.

### Table 7: Final Computation for FTC Software Reliability EKSLOC Normalizations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total EKSLOC</th>
<th>KLSOC</th>
<th>Normalization for this language</th>
<th>Normalized EKSLOC</th>
<th>Predicted defect density</th>
<th>Predicted defects = predicted defect density × normalized EKSLOC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Software prior to April, 2018</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>5 × 6 × 0.11 = 3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Software post April, 2018 (HC)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2.625</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>2.625 × 6 × 0.11 = 1.73</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2 Autonomous Image Detection through Android Phone Camera Image and Reliable Software Algorithms

The accurate detections of VuMark and the two jewel locations are the keys to do the flicker action as part of the autonomous period. While a lot of FTC teams came up with designs to leverage different color sensors and complex software program, we utilized Android phone camera image and reliable software algorithms to find VuMark and the two jewel locations at a much faster speed of 0.25 second. As a result, this team eliminated unreliable sensor mount and reading errors, and also greatly simplified the software complexity to accomplish tasks reliably.

![Figure 7. Self-correction Image Detection through Android Phone Camera Image (Left: ROI (Region of Interest) with BGR format; Right: Image of VuMark and the two jewels)](image)

When we designed the solution to this complex problem, we found that the robot controller phones have cameras that can be accessed for computer vision purposes. As part of the design, we installed the phone mount on the robot frame. When we ran the autonomous code to initialize Vuforia software, the phone camera can view both the VuMark and the two jewels very reliably. Vuforia Software Development Kit (SDK) was then utilized to identify the VuMark to determine the correct crypto key. We then take the image in RGB format using Vuforia. Before inputting this image into OpenCV, we converted the image
from RGB to BGR, as OpenCV only processes in BGR format. Afterward, we converted the world coordinates to 2D image coordinates using Vuforia SDK. Once we know the coordinates of the center of the image, we identified the location of the Region of Interest (ROI) – the location of the left jewel in the image (See Figure 7). The rectangle containing the ROI is from (505, 540) to (600, 640), as the center of the image was around (360, 400) and the ROI covers almost 75% of the jewel. The ROI image is converted from BGR to Hue, Saturation, and Value (HSV) format. We then use OpenCV’s histogram analysis API to give the histogram of the color of pixels in the ROI. We count the number of red pixels in the histogram, if there are more than half red pixels, we declare that the left jewel is red, otherwise it is blue. This case study is to show how to use the phone’s camera to attain software reliability with very minimum hardware dependencies.

After we designed the phone camera based solution, we also completed fault tree analysis and took actions to address key fault areas to improve the software reliability and enable the consistent FTC robot performance in the field. In this case study, the ambient light fault event was addressed using the innovative software and hardware integrated solution. After creating a sample OpMode that plotted a histogram of BGR values using OpenCV, we saw that the histogram changed significantly when lighting conditions were changed which can be used to address ambient light fault event from Figure 8. After color representations, we chose to use HSV for color detection because the hue will be the same independent of the lighting conditions. The Opmode in FTC SDK is able to convert colors from the typical Red, Green, Blue (RGB) to Hue, Saturation, Value (HSV) format. To confirm the reliability of HSV, we conducted 3 tests to make sure that the correct jewel gets flicked consistently. During the testing, the image was taken by the phone camera and the OpenCV was used for color conversion and saving of the image:

![Figure 8: Jewel Flicker Fault Tree Analysis](image)

In order to quantify the results of the previous test, we ran another set of tests. In the new tests, we changed the brightness of the ambient light and apply a color filter over the lights. The figure below
provides an example of the method where a green film covers the only light source besides the phone’s flash (Experiment setup see Figure 9).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Light Condition</th>
<th>Image taken by Robot (camera flash is ON)</th>
<th>HSV image (shown as RGB)</th>
<th>Correct Jewel Flicked?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dark</td>
<td>![Image of Dark Condition]</td>
<td>![HSV Image of Dark Condition]</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>![Image of Normal Condition]</td>
<td>![HSV Image of Normal Condition]</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very Bright</td>
<td>![Image of Very Bright Condition]</td>
<td>![HSV Image of Very Bright Condition]</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8: Different Light Condition Testing for Jewel Flicker Missions

![Figure 9: New Testing setup to test effects for the brightness of the ambient light and color filters]

This table shows that regardless of the intensity or color of light, the algorithm accurately predicts the color of the jewel. Using HSV enables the robot to predict the color of the jewel with 100% accuracy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trial</th>
<th>Luminosity (lx)</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Correct Jewel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>Only flash</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>501</td>
<td>Standard conditions</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2400</td>
<td>Light focused on VuMark</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1100</td>
<td>Flash and focused green light</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>Flash and focused red light</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>Flash and focused blue light</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>1400</td>
<td>Standard and focused green light</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>Standard and focused red light</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>Standard and focused blue light</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9: HSV Prediction Accuracy for Software Reliability
4 Summary

This paper presented our approaches to improving software reliability in Android robots that integrates robot software and physical worlds together. Case studies were used to analyze fault trees, Software FMEA and the shortcut model for software reliability defect predictions in Android robots for the robot performance improvements in FTC robot competitions. The detail fault trees were analyzed to consider multiple factors including sensor reading and the environment uncertainties within Android robot and the field. With the evolvement of robot performances and capabilities, the software reliability theoretical model of the expected defect removal and software reliability growth model were generated based off the shortcut model for FTC robot software reliability characterizations. It was found that by comparing the software reliability model data and the robot performance in the field, the software reliability model is a very powerful tool to guide the team to close software reliability gaps in critical areas for consistent robot performances and also decide the robot redesign strategy and timing. Furthermore, the paper also presented the method to improve the software reliability through Android phone internal image process to minimize dependencies on the external physical sensor readings and the mechanism to mount the sensor. HSV based color processing methods were employed in order to ensure that prediction algorithms could accurately make decisions based on the input image data without being affected by the light conditions. All of these methods can be utilized in industries to improve software reliabilities when handling the physical world uncertainties and complicities.
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Abstract

As enterprises embrace the cloud for large-scale distributed application deployments, it has become crucial to making sure that systems are always available and resilient to failures. We are quick to adopt practices that increase the flexibility of development and velocity of deployment. But as systems scale, we expect part of the infrastructure to fail ungracefully in random and unexpected ways. We must design cloud architecture where part of the system can fail and recover without affecting the availability of the entire system.

We make our architecture fault-tolerant and resilient by adopting multi-availability zone deployments, multi-region deployments, and other techniques. However, it is equally important to test these failure scenarios to be confident about surviving in these disruptions and recovering quickly. Functional specifications fail to describe distributed systems because we cannot characterize all possible inputs, thus the need to validate system availability in production with chaos engineering.

This paper explains how our teams can take small first steps in learning and building Chaos Engineering and Testing tools for cloud deployment in Amazon Web Services. If adopted and experimented in a controlled manner, we will be able to learn system behavior in a chaotic state and design preventive actions to recover from disaster situations and reduce the downtime.
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1 Introduction

Over the years we have seen drastic changes in the way systems are built and the scale at which they operate. With the scale comes the complexity and there are so many ways these large-scale distributed systems can fail. Modern systems built on cloud technologies and microservices architecture have a lot of dependencies on the internet, infrastructure, and services which you do not have control over. It has become difficult to ensure that these complex systems are tested to be always on, resilient and fault tolerant. Confidence in distributed system behavior can be determined by experimenting with worst-case failure scenarios in production or close to production.

When we develop new or existing software, we toughen our implementation through various forms of tests. We often refer to this as a test pyramid that illustrates what kinds of tests we should write and to what extent. This pyramid at a minimum consists of Unit Tests, Integration Tests, and System Tests.

When creating unit tests, we write test cases to check the expected behavior. The component we are testing is free of all its dependencies and we keep their behavior under control with the help of mocks. These types of tests cannot guarantee that the system as a whole is free of errors.

Integration tests test the interaction of individual components. These are ideally run automatically after the successfully tested unit tests and test-interdependent components. We achieve a very stable state of our application with these tests, but only under real conditions of production environments, we see how all the individual components of the overall architecture behave. This uncertainty is increased with the adoption of modern microservice architectures, where set of possible system states grows exponentially over time.

Chaos Engineering is the discipline of experimenting on a distributed system to build confidence in the system’s capability to withstand turbulent conditions in production. Chaos Testing is a deliberate introduction of disaster scenarios into our infrastructure in a controlled manner, to test the system’s ability to respond to it. This is an effective method to practice, prepare, and prevent/minimize downtime and outages before they occur. Traditional testing methods mentioned above are necessary for every system. Most of these testing methods determine the validity of a known scenario under a given condition, whereas Chaos testing is one of the ways to generate new knowledge by experimenting complicated scenarios which these tests are not expected to cover.

2 Principles of Chaos Engineering

The term Chaos Engineering was coined by Engineers at Netflix. The idea of Chaos engineering is instead of waiting for systems to fail in production, perform experiments and proactively inject failures to be ready when disaster strikes. Chaos Engineering is all about running experiments and these experiments are designed based on the following principles (Principles of Chaos Engineering 2018).

![Figure 1 Principles of Chaos Engineering](image)
1. Define system’s normal behavior: The Steady state can be defined as some measurable output like overall throughput, error rates, the latency of a system that indicates normal behavior.

2. Hypothesize about the steady state: Make assumptions about the behavior of an experimental group, as compared to a stable control group.

3. Vary real-world events: Expose experimental group to experiments by introducing real-world events like terminating servers, network failures, latency, etc.

4. Observer Results: Test the hypothesis by comparing the steady state of the control group and experimental group. The smaller the difference, the more confidence we have in the system.

3 Real-world example of chaos experiment

Let us look at some examples that can be considered for experiments. Injecting failures such that individual pieces of the infrastructure become unavailable is a good way to learn about decoupling in systems.

1. Let us assume that our application performs compute-intensive operations like mathematical calculations. Resources like CPU and memory are limited on standalone machines. When number of computations increases, the application will be forced to handle lack of resource. We can test the precautions taken by the development team to handle the resource exhaustion verify that steady state remains unaltered throughout the experiment.

2. Let us say we are building a music streaming service with microservice architecture. This application has a recommendation service which recommends music to users based on history. When these services are built as loosely coupled independent services, deployed separately, it is a common scenario for services to go down for shorter or longer duration of time, or not reachable over the network. As a common practice, we can fall back to graceful behavior, subtly return recommendations from a cache or a list of static content to the user in this scenario. We can use chaos experiments to simulate this failure of network or instance and find out if the system behaves as expected.

With such cost-effective experiments, we will be able to disprove our hypothesis and find weaknesses in system behavior.

4 Chaos Engineering in practice

Chaos experiments should be designed by considering a collection of services as a single system to understand the behavior of the system rather than testing individual components in the system. Following is the overview of the process involved in designing chaos experiments (Casey, et al. 2017).

4.1 Prerequisites

1. As stated in principles, chaos engineering is all about discovering the unknowns, if you know that your system cannot withstand failures, fix those problems first.

2. Have monitors in place which can provide visibility into the steady state of the system and help in making conclusions about experiments. There are two classes of metrics which can determine your steady state.

   a. Business metrics: Business metrics are the numbers that indicate activities in the system, that have a direct impact on the revenue. For example, in e-Commerce systems, how many checkouts are successful over time? Metrics can also be answers to questions like, is each customer happy with response time of the application and not quitting before checkout? Typically, these metrics are harder to implement than system metrics. These metrics should be a matter of continuous monitoring in contrast to the calculations at end of the month.
b. System metrics: System metrics measure and monitor the overall health of the system. For example, CPU usage, memory, disk usage, response time, error rate of the APIs etc. These can help to troubleshoot performance issues and sometimes functional bugs.

![Diagram](image.png)

**Figure 2 Prerequisites**

4.2 Designing experiments

Let us look at the process involved in designing chaos experiments in general.

4.2.1 Pick a Hypothesis :

System behaviors are generally categorized as acceptable behaviors and unexpected behaviors. The normal state of the system should be considered as the steady state. The goal of this step is to develop a model that characterizes the steady state of the system based on business metrics. If a system is new, steady state is determined by regular testing of the application and collecting metrics over time which can portray the healthiest state of the system.

Once we have the steady state behavior and metrics, we can derive Hypothesis for the experiment. Hypothesis chosen here will be believed as the output of the experiment. If we have a strong hypothesis about the steady state, designing experiments becomes easy as we precisely know what experiments to create instead of creating uncontrolled Chaos. Since Chaos Engineering is to ensure the reliability or the graceful degradation of systems, the hypothesis for the tests should be in line with the statement “the events we will inject into the system will not result in a change from the steady state.”

4.2.2 Choose the scope of the experiment:

While planning the experiments we need to carefully consider how far we need to go to learn something useful about the system. We define the area which can get affected by the experiment as its blast radius and it should be as minimal as possible. The scope of the experiment should be determined to minimize the impact on real customers if running on production and in general. Although running tests closer to production will yield better results as the real events often happen to occur in production, not containing the blast radius can cause customer pain. Start experiments in test environments initially, and start with the smallest possible tests, until you gain confidence and then simulate bigger events.
4.2.3 Identify the system/ business metrics:

A central metric system could be capturing metrics for multiple services. Out of these metrics, identify the correct metrics which you can use to evaluate the results of the experiments chosen.

We should be very particular about evaluating the result of a test by relating it to a metric. For example, if our hypothesis states that an instance under our load balancer in auto scaling group is terminated, it should have no impact on the system. “No impact” is measured by checking the metrics. Number of failed requests for orders should be zero, the response time of the service falls in the expected range etc. Metrics will also help to identify when to abort the experiments if there is a larger impact.

4.2.4 Notify teams

It is important to discuss and notify the teams which handle the service about the experiments going to be carried out so that they are prepared to respond. This is required at initial stages of adapting Chaos Engineering. Once all teams are used to these types of experiments, teams gain confidence and they will start incorporating correct measures to withstand these tests in the development phase and they would start perceiving these exercises as normal events. If experiments are run in production, we should inform support and community staff which may start receiving questions from customers.

4.2.5 Run the experiment

At this step, we start executing our experiments and start watching metrics for abnormal behavior. We should have abort and rollback plan in place in case the experiment causes too much system damage or impact real customers. Alert mechanisms should be in place to act upon if there is too much variation in the critical metrics and handle customer impact. Our experiments should simulate real-world events. Experimenting and fixing events such as CPU exhaustion, Memory overload, network latency and failure, functional bugs, significant fluctuations in the input, retry storms, race conditions, dependency failures, and failures in communication between services can increase confidence in the reliability of the system.

4.2.6 Analyze the results

Analyze the metrics once the experiment is complete. Verify if the hypothesis was correct or there was a change to the system’s steady state behavior. Identity, whether there was any adverse effect on customers or the system, was resilient to the failures injected. Share result of the experiment with the service teams so that they can fix them. The harder it is to deviate from the system behavior with the experiments, the higher the trust in the reliability of the system. Look at recurring patterns in design or issues that need to be addressed and encourage teams to test for resilience early in the product lifecycle.

4.2.7 Increase the scope

As our experiments with smaller inputs and scope start succeeding, we can start increasing the scope. For example, smaller tests can target one host at a time under a load balancer. Start scaling it to take down two or more in further experiments. to test for resilience earlier in their lifecycle.

4.2.8 Automate

Initial experiments can be started with the manual process as it is safer to run manual tests than ruining a buggy script with unknown outcomes. As we gain confidence it the system we should start automating the tests so that we can save time and execute tests frequently.
4.3 Sample inputs for experiments

Experiments vary depending on the architecture of the systems being built. However, in a distributed system and microservices architecture deployed on cloud following are the most common experiments that can be automated with open source and commercial tools.

- Turning off instances randomly in availability zone (or data center)
- Simulating the failure of an entire region or availability zone.
- Resource exhaustion: Exhausting CPU and Memory on instances.
- Partially deleting stream of records/messages over a variety of instances to recreate an issue that occurred in production.
- Injecting latency between services for a select percentage of traffic over a predetermined period.
- Function-based chaos (runtime injection): randomly causing functions to throw exceptions.
- Code insertion: Adding instructions to the target program and allowing fault injection to occur prior to certain instructions.

The opportunities for chaos experiments are boundless and may vary based on the architecture of your distributed system and your organization’s core business value.

5 How we got started

In this section, we will focus on a few applications which our teams are responsible for and the chaos experiments carried out to find weaknesses.

5.1 Identity Service

Application: Identity service is one of the key services which is part of our Management Platform. This acts as central service to provide Authentication and authorization to all other services so that each application need not build its own authentication service. This service generates OAuth based identity and access tokens. This service becomes critical service as the other services depend on the token generated by this. Thus, it was crucial for us to make sure this service is always available and resilient to failures.

Architecture: To make this service highly available, we chose to deploy this on AWS and make use of managed services to reduce the operating cost.

1. Stateless application servers containing microservice were deployed on EC2 instances in 3 availability zones (AZ-#).
2. Application servers are placed under Elastic Load Balancer.
3. Auto-scaling enabled with Minimum one system in each availability zone and auto-scaling rules set to scale based on a number of parameters.
4. Cold stand-by set up in a secondary region to failover in case of region failure.
5. 6 node Cassandra cluster across 3 availability zones with Quorum consistency.

Deployments: Following is a typical deployment model for high availability in AWS
5.1.1 Experiment – Host failures

Target: Identity Service

Experiment Type: EC2 instance failure

Steady State: All requests to token endpoint (API serving tokens) return tokens with no failures

Hypothesis: If a single instance of EC2 hosting the identity service application fails, rest of the services should be able to handle the request. There will be no impact on the tokens generated. A new EC2 instance should come up with the application deployed on it and join the load balancer. While the new instance is coming, we might see an increase in response time for the requests.

Blast radius: Contained to a Single instance

Metrics: Kibana dashboard showing number of failed requests to token endpoints

Simulation: During the initial days of the experiment we started this in manual mode. The manual test was as simple as terminating one of the EC2 instances from AWS console. Our API test automation suite (Gatling tests) was continuously sending requests to token endpoint throughout the duration of the experiment.
Results and Findings:

When the EC2 instance was shut down, auto-scaling group configuration and scaling policies determined the change and started the process of launching a new instance. Requests coming in during this duration were handled by other two instances and we did not see any failed requests, which proved our hypothesis correct. As you can notice in the below screenshot from Kibana dashboard, all requests results returned 200 and none of the requests returned response error codes such as 500.

![Steady State of requests from Kibana](image)

*Figure 4 Steady State of requests from Kibana*

It can be observed from the below reports that more than 2000 requests show response times greater than 800 ms. This increase in response time was observed at the time when one instance was terminated.

*Figure 5 Status of requests*
Once we gained confidence in such manual tests, we moved on to use Chaos Monkey for terminating random instances in the setup. Once the experiments are stable we started scaling up the scenario by increasing the number of instances that fail and repeat the experiment.

5.1.2 Experiment 2

Target: Cassandra DB Nodes

Experiment Type: Un-reachable DB nodes and DB node restarts

Steady State: All requests to token endpoint (API serving tokens) return tokens with no failures

Hypothesis: Our Cassandra data store runs with a setup of 3 nodes. Key-space is initialized with replication-factor of 3. Read and write operations are processed on a QUORUM consistency level, i.e saving a new record will succeed only if at least two of the 3 nodes receive the new record. A select query will return record only if at least two of the three nodes return the record. If there is a problem with one of the nodes and it is not reachable by other DB nodes or the application server, service should continue to work as the consistency level is set to QUORUM.

Blast radius: Single Cassandra DB node

Metrics: Kibana dashboard showing number of failed requests to token endpoints

Simulation: We started this experiment in manual mode by blocking access to Cassandra Port – 7000 through AWS security groups. This made the node unable to communicate with other nodes in the ring. API test tool was continuously sending token requests.

Results and Findings: With QUORUM consistency set, the application can perform queries on DB without error when one node is not available. No failures were observed on the dashboard which proved our hypothesis.

Automation: We started using a tool like Blockade and Muxy to simulate these failures. Blockade is a utility for testing network failures and partitions in distributed applications. Blockade uses Docker containers to run application processes and manages the network from the host system to create various failure scenarios.
5.2 Order Management System

Order management system is a collection of multiple microservices facilitating customer orders for Endpoint solutions. This solution consists of a collection of REST APIs, built as microservices communicating with each other over HTTP. Order Data Service and Product Catalog services are two among other microservices in this system. Order Data service makes a call to Product catalog service to fetch information about Product SKU being placed.

5.2.1 Experiment – Network Failure, Retry Storms

Target: Product Catalog Service

Experiment Type: Network Failure, Retry Storms

Steady State: All orders received by order data service are successfully accepted for processing.

Hypothesis: If product catalog service goes down because of a node failure, or order data service is not able to connect to product catalog service, a retry mechanism will try again for 3 times. If 3 retries fail, order data service should call In-memory cache to get details of the product which is being placed.

Blast radius: Contained to product catalog service

Metrics: Dashboard showing number of orders failed to process

Simulation: To begin with, we took manual steps. We blocked access to port 8443 on the instance where product catalog service was hosted. Test tools started sending requests to order data service. In later stages, we used Blockade and Latency Monkey for this experiment.

Results: When the number of requests were low, order data service was able to handle the retries and return the cache for product catalog response after 3 retries. However, as the number the requests started increasing we started seeing an interesting failure scenario. Our CPU utilization on the order data service started spiking up and requests started to fail.

Findings: So, what went wrong with the retry mechanism? This unavailability or failure to connect is not due to any problem in the service, but due to some reasons like network failure or server overload. Such issues are ephemeral. If we call the service again, chances are that our call will succeed.
Such failures are called transient failures. Simple retry mechanisms work when transient failures are of short duration. However, if the duration is longer, our application will end up retrying, waiting and retrying till the maximum retry count is hit and thus wasting resources. So, we should have some mechanism to identify long-lasting transient faults and let this retry mechanism not come into play when we have identified the fault as a long-lasting transient fault.

Fixing: Circuit Breaker pattern is a better approach to handle the long-lasting transient faults. In this pattern, we wrap the service calls in a circuit breaker. When the number of retry failures reaches above a certain threshold value, we change the status of the circuit to OPEN, which means the service is not available at the time. Once the circuit reaches the OPEN state, further calls to the service will immediately return failure to the caller instead of executing retry logic. This circuit breaker will have some timeout period after which it will move to HALF-OPEN state. In this state, it will allow a service call which will determine if the service has become available or not. If the service is not available, it goes back to OPEN state. If the service becomes available after this timeout, the circuit breaker moves to the CLOSED state. The callers will be able to call the service and the usual retry mechanism will come into play again.

This helped in reducing all the retry execution in case the fault is long lasting and thus saving resource and providing more immediate feedback to the order data service.

6 Benefits of Chaos Engineering

1. Customer:
   - Benefits of chaos engineering at the top level can be measured by overall system availability. Companies pioneered in Chaos Engineering like Netflix, Amazon defines their availability for most of the services in terms of 4 to 6 9s or even more. Four nines availability mean that a system is available 99.99% of the time (or less than 1 hour a year). Translating these numbers into actual outage time can indicate why availability matters the most. Frequent chaos experiments make systems more resilient to failures and increase these numbers which makes happy customers.

2. Business:
   - Can help prevent extremely large losses in revenue and maintenance costs. Outages can cost companies millions of dollars in revenue depending on the usage of the system and the duration of the outage (Chaos Engineering: Breaking Your Systems for Fun and Profit 2017).
   - Increases confidence in carrying out disaster recovery methods. Most teams do not have enough confidence in full-scale disaster recovery as they perform these tasks only in extreme disaster cases. If the whole system has adopted principles of chaos engineering, disaster recovery practices can be performed more often to gain confidence.

3. Technical:
   - The insights from chaos experiments can mean a reduction in incidents.
   - Helps teams to see how systems behave on failure and prove that their hypothesis is valid.
   - Chaos Engineering also tests the human involvement in the system like the response of engineers to the incidents. It can verify when an outage occurs if the right alert was raised and the appropriate engineer was notified to take appropriate action.
   - Increases engagement of engineers to make applications highly reliable as they put more effort to make application reliable to sustain the chaos tests from the early stages of the development.
7 Tools & Techniques

Following are various open source and commercial products available for performing chaos experiments:

1. The Netflix Simian Army (The Netflix Simian Army 2011): Simian army consists of several services in the cloud for generating various kinds of failure.
   a. Chaos Monkey: Randomly terminates virtual machine instances and containers that run inside of your environment. The service operates at a controlled time (does not run on weekends and holidays) and interval (only operates during business hours).
   b. Chaos Kong: Simulates AWS region failure by injecting failures for all resources in a region. Best suited for disaster recovery testing to determine Recovery Time Objective (RTO) & Recovery Point Object
2. Chaos toolkit: This tool kit aims to be the simplest and easiest way to explore building your own Chaos experiments. Built as a vendor and technology independent way of specifying chaos experiments by providing Open API. https://docs.chaostoolkit.org/
3. Kube-Monkey: This is an implementation of Chaos Monkey for Kubernetes cluster. It randomly deletes Kubernetes pods to experiment with the resiliency of cluster. kube-monkey runs at a pre-configured hour on weekdays and builds a schedule of deployments that will face a random Pod failure sometime during the same day.
4. Pumba: Chaos testing and network emulation tool for Docker containers and clusters.
5. Gremlin: Gremlin offers a failure-as-a-service tool to make chaos engineering easier to deploy. It includes a variety of safeguards built in to break infrastructure responsibly
6. Chaos lambda: Chaos Lambda increases the rate at which EC2 instance failures occur during business hours, helping teams to build services that handle them gracefully. Every time the lambda triggers it examines all the Auto Scaling Groups in the region and potentially terminates one instance in each. The probability of termination can be changed at the ASG level with a tag, and at a global level with the Default Probability stack parameter.
7. Chaos monkey for spring boot: This project provides a Chaos Monkey for Spring Boot application and will try to attack your running Spring Boot App.
8. Blockade: Blockade is a utility for testing network failures and partitions in distributed applications. Blockade uses Docker containers to run application processes and manages the network from the host system to create various failure scenarios. A common use is to run a distributed application such as a database or cluster and create network partitions, then observe the behavior of the nodes. For example, in a leader election system, you could partition the leader away from the other nodes and ensure that the leader steps down and that another node emerges as leader.
9. WireMock: API mocking (Service Virtualization) as a service which enables modeling real-world faults and delays.
10. ChaoSlingr: ChaoSlingr is a Security Chaos Engineering Tool focused primarily on the experimentation on AWS Infrastructure to bring system security weaknesses to the forefront.
11. Muxy: Muxy is a proxy that mucks with your system and application context, operating at Layers 4, 5 and 7, allowing you to simulate common failure scenarios from the perspective of an application under test; such as an API or a web application. https://github.com/mefellows/muxy
8 Best Practices

Many organizations are reluctant to break the systems on purpose considering the risks involved as the experiments are run in production. We can follow some of the best practices that have evolved from the experience of people in the chaos community to mitigate the risks.

- **Minimize the blast radius:** Begin with small experiments to learn about unknowns. Only when you gain confidence, scale out the experiments. Start with a single instance, container or microservice to reduce the potential side effects.

- **Build v/s Buy:** Perform a study of on the tools available. Compare features available and time and effort required to build your own tools. Do not pick tools which perform random experiments as it would become difficult to measure the outcome. Use tools which perform thoughtful, planned, controlled, safe and secure experiments.

- **Start in the staging environment:** To be safe and get confidence in tests, start with staging or development environment. Once the tests in these environments are completely successful, move up to production.

- **Prioritizing Experiments:** Chaos experiments while running in production can have an impact on core business functionality. Several factors need to be considered while prioritizing the experiments.
  - Categories your services as Tier1 (critical) and Tier 2(Non-Critical). This can be determined by factors such as the percentage of traffic a service receives, ability function with or without a fallback path etc. Start experiments with Tier 2 services to verify if the unavailability of these services is handled gracefully and core business functionalities are not affected. If an attack on Tier 2 service brings the system down, then this service need to be badged as a critical service.
  - If your system is resilient to instance failure, start those tests firsts and then move on to experiments like latency injection and network failures which may require special tooling.
  - Among the categories chosen above, prioritize the experiments which can be executed safely without causing business impact.

- **Be ready to abort and revert:** Make sure you have done enough work to stop any experiment immediately and revert the system back to a normal state. If experiment by any chance causes a severe outage, track it carefully and do an analysis to avoid it happening again.

- **Calculate cost and Return on Investments:** Business impact of the outages can vary based on the nature of the business. Impact on revenue in case of outages can be calculated by number of incidents, outages, and their severity. Compare this with the cost of chaos experiments and other alternate ways of reducing outages to arrive at a conclusion.

- **Don't do the experiments if the problem is known to exist:** Brainstorm with the team to understand systems known weaknesses. If you know that an experiment can result in failures or cause outage to the customer, do not perform it. Fix the known issues and then experiment. Perform your experiments in the following order.
  1. Known Knowns - Things you are aware of and understand
  2. Known Unknowns - Things you are aware of but don't fully understand
  3. Unknown Knowns - Things you understand but are not aware of
  4. Unknown Unknowns - Things you are neither aware of nor fully understand
9 Limitations

1. Unplanned, careless chaos can cause damage to applications and impact the customer experience.
2. Executing large-scale experiments in the cloud can become expensive.
3. Failures in abort conditions and strategy can lead to downtime.

10 Conclusion

In today’s interconnected, internet-based world, no system is safe from system failure. Most of the Organization’s experience with the cloud and the distributed system has not been without glitches and some of them are major. Infrastructure can be volatile and can fail in ways dissimilar to the ones we had learned to expect using a data center. Apart from Infrastructure failures, APIs and services in large microservices ecosystem can fail for several reasons and it is important to make this system resilient and highly available. The key takeaway is that we need to plan and design around failures. Resiliency must be baked into our designs and plans.

One of the best ways for the failures to not impact customers, employees, partners, and your reputation, is to proactively find it and address it before they occur. Chaos engineering is one of the optimal and cost-effective ways to do this. Organizations that build distributed internet applications should consider chaos engineering as part of their Resiliency strategy.

The opportunities for chaos experiments are boundless and may vary based on the architecture of your distributed system and your organization’s core business value. Cost of deploying chaos experiments can be significantly lesser than hiring several system admins to fix problems when they occur. Running chaos experiments on a regular basis is one of many things you can do to begin measuring the resiliency of your APIs. Making sure you have good visibility (monitoring) and increasing your fallback coverage will all help strengthen your own systems.
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Abstract

Our team works on a native application that is deployed on tens of millions of machines worldwide. Frequent release commitments, new features and the agile process, stresses our need to increasingly speed up our validation process and our use of automation.

Over the course of the past decade, we developed couple of frameworks focused on features, services, or just simply automating our test suites. This worked well in the short-term but was unable to scale with our validation processes, which grew with every feature and release.

In this paper, we will highlight some of our pitfalls and how we overcame them by structuring our automation suite, segregating design, test suites, and considering the user experience in adding new test cases and extending the framework itself.
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1. Introduction

Automation[^1] is the task of repeatedly performing a set of actions without any manual intervention. Automated testing is the principle in which the validation of software modules is performed automatically as new code changes are introduced in the software. As the software lifecycle keeps evolving, the critical ask for every software project is to deliver software faster and with highest quality. As per our observation over several years, automation has taken center stage in the domain of Software Quality as it drives faster delivery with highest quality confidence. While new greenfield projects have the advantage of developing automation as the new code is put in place, there are organizations that have had the struggle of moving legacy code from manual testing to testing with automation.

Our product is a native application that supports various platforms including Windows, Linux, MacOS, HP-UX, Solaris, AIX and all their flavors and versions with varying hardware architectures. Our software has been deployed over tens of millions of computer nodes with various network topologies and infrastructure. While it has been of paramount importance for our team to keep providing customers new features and product versions with the highest quality, we must also keep delivering updates with an ever increasing pace. Over the past decade we have had various challenges in automating the testing of our product and have employed various “Automation Frameworks” and have also developed our own.

In this paper, we will focus on our experiences in the past, what we have learned from it and what we have done to utilize our learnings. The paper is organized into various sections starting from where we were and leading up to where we are with our automation testing efforts. Section 2 will focus on our history, the challenges we faced in a non-automated world, how we incrementally set up smaller automation fronts, re-architected the product and along with it developed our initial home-grown automation framework. Section 3 will focus on how what constitutes an automation framework based on the learnings we obtained from our past experience. Section 4 will detail what we identified as foundations for any framework that needs to be developed for a product. Section 5 will discuss in detail on how to apply this Structure, Design, Extensibility and User-experience (SDEU) philosophy to a product.

2. The Challenges of Automating “LEGACY” code

Our product has been deployed worldwide in tens of millions of end nodes and it has been successfully adopted for more than 15 years. Our product also supports over 200 flavors of operating systems including Windows, Linux, MacOS, HP-UX, AIX, Solaris, etc. These metrics speak to the efficiency of our quality process, which has continuously provided a better customer experience. Our team has constantly changed in size in the past 15 years and averages between 10-15 engineers at any given time. This is the team that has designed, developed and validated the product across various process lifecycles, platforms and release timelines.

Before we embraced automation, all validations were done through manual testing. A small change in one of the core modules would easily render a manual validation effort of five to six months. We did have a few unit tests that barely provided us 3% functional coverage due to an architecture that needed to support multiple hardware platforms and operating systems.

Our initial attempt at automation was to increase our code coverage through unit testing for legacy code. While this certainly helped in increasing our functional code coverage by 10%, it was still not enough. However, the core modules were actively tested through unit testing while functional verification tests and build verification tests were still being performed manually. This helped reduce a couple months’ efforts as core modules were not often worked upon and when we did work on them, the unit tests helped flag any anomalies with newly introduced code.

The above process worked well for a two to three year period, but a four month validation effort to verify a few lines of code changes was still affecting our delivery rate. We also started transitioning our lifecycle process from waterfall to a semi agile process since the validation duration was bottlenecked with manual testing. This was leading to story sizing issues as well as spikes in every sprint. We decided to tweak our process to fit our validation efforts. This was the time we decided to step in and build an automation framework, a home-grown project that could automate and validate test cases within the
python framework. This was keyword-driven automation suite to allow individuals to write new tests easily. It worked for a couple of years but as team members changed and new features came in, the framework couldn’t scale up to meet the demand for new keywords and it eventually failed to enable team members to automate new features (Figure 1).

After being in the field for nearly a decade, we wanted sleek and manageable product code that could support various platforms and operating systems, so we decided to re-architect our product to position ourselves with embedded devices as well as the other platforms we already support. This also allowed us to move our architecture to service-oriented architecture and a new automation framework to specifically verify services. We mirrored our development of the new automation to our new service-oriented design of the product and added service verification tests to gain more coverage of our new services. While this new framework proved useful during the development of our product, as we approached our release milestones, we started to build security controls into the product. The automation framework failed miserably since it was not able to perform the validations it could during development and the entire effort done to build the service verification framework had to be dropped altogether.

The third iteration of the automation framework focused more on automation infrastructure resources and on enabling testing in a rigid environment where the automation code, test suites, test cases and infrastructure details resided as part of code. Although this rigid automation style restricts who can modify the automation framework, this mode of automation served its purpose for a few years where the validation efforts were reduced to a month with the automation focusing on positive test paths for feature validations that usually run to the better half of a day.

While our third iteration is no way perfect, it served us well for some time where team could avoid manual verification of basic functionalities and focus on verifying the new features being delivered. We identified the challenges and limitations in the automation framework over the period. The next sections will cover the identified challenges and how we overcame those while making our journey towards end objective of continuous integration and release cycle.

2.1. Challenges

We identified a lot of problems and challenges when attempting to automate our validation plans. A few of the challenges we faced are as follows:

2.1.1. Tools

There are a wide variety of tools to solve problems, which we face in validating products and solutions. The bigger challenge has been in deciding the best tools and fit it into our product’s life-cycle process. As our product has been in the market for more than two decades, we realized that the most important factor is the amount of work required to adopt newer tools and frameworks. This adds cost and complicates long term support of the product. Moreover, identifying commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) softwares that continues to evolve and provide enhancement over the years, is a challenge.

2.1.2. Automation Development

As product grows, so does the automation suite/framework associated with it. Without proper maintenance or process it can quickly overgrow the product and become a complete mess. Building automation frameworks without a long-term vision for support and maintenance, the life of the automation framework is only as long as the developer who wrote the automation framework. It becomes non-reusable to more modern features and cannot support legacy features.

2.1.3. Design

A lack of automation design leads to quick fixes and short-term solutions but causes long term problems in maintaining the automation code. The automation suite/framework cannot scale or extend to support product engineering teams to validate future versions.
2.1.4. Code Structure

The most common approach we have observed is the quick fix approach to solve a problem or automate a component of the product. This leads to the framework code and the automation code for the business logic of the product component to be clubbed together, making the code non-reusable and rigid in its extensibility.

2.1.5. Software Builds

The idea of automation is to get results faster. A Continuous Integration (CI) process would result in giving faster results per check-in and can just run with unit tests, but the automation needs formally generated builds, which generally run into several hours depending on the language in which the product was implemented and size of the project. The delays in getting builds causes a lot of delay in finding out issues with newly checked in code, thereby causing overall delay in getting automation results.

2.1.6. Backwards compatibility

As product support runs long term, maintenance activities cause older versions to be supported with hotfixes or patches. The automation framework without versioning results in breaking older version validations due to addition of new code to support new/modified features. For example, a product is having a mainline development in version 4.0.0 and there are maintenance activities in its 3.0.0 and 2.0.0 versions. Automation codebase without versioning has been tuned to work with 4.0.0. If a hotfix or patch has to be delivered to 2.0.0 versions (as 2.0.1 or 2.0.x), the automation framework would miserably fail as the codebase contains automation code for 3.x and 4.x features.

3. What Constitutes an Automation Framework?

As we started to realize the challenges we faced in our past, we ultimately decided to ask the question “What constitutes an automation framework?” There is certainly a plethora of tools and each one of them solves a unique problem. But there is no tool that serves all purposes. We attempted several homegrown solutions to develop an all-in-one automation framework but as highlighted in the previous section, each attempt had brought about its own challenges. The other question that kept coming up was “For what purpose does the automation really bring value?” Should the automation framework focus only on faster delivery of validation results or should it also allow developers to be more vigilant about their code changes breaking something. We had unit tests running in our CI part of the pipelines, we also had a mix of tests automated for end-to-end workflows and the rest was covered as part of our manual validation efforts. So how do we keep things simple and automate our validations across white-box, grey-box and black-box testing as efficiently as possible?

We started to derive the foundations from what we have learned from our past encounters and we used that to build the foundations for the new framework. The automation framework will exist in any product that wants to automate their validation process. We define an Automation Framework as a codebase that controls, monitors one or more tools and independently facilitates execution and verification of test cases.

4. Foundations for an Automation Framework

We believe that any Automation Framework that is being developed should be founded on these four critical principles. An Automation Framework should encapsulate:

- Structure
- Design
- Extensibility
- User Experience
4.1. **Design of an Automation Framework (D)**

Any product being developed requires a simple but robust design to allow more features to be built into it. The same principle applies when designing an automation framework. It is essential for framework developers to model the framework in such a way that the product can exist for decades. Designing a framework to solve a short-term problem will give a life-expectancy for that short-term only. Most of our previous iterations in designing the framework aimed at solving short-term problems and that framework lasted only a few years.

A strong design for an automation framework should

- Be modularized.
- Be able to handle automation of standalone test cases as well as test scenarios requiring complex configurations and setups.
- Abstract the underlying tools employed to validate a test case.
- Make it easier for test automation engineers to add new test cases.
- Allow rapid integration of new as well as old technologies or frameworks from other scripting languages.
- Be extensible to accommodate multiple component architectures.
- Be able to integrate with continuous integration tools such as Jenkins\[4\] or Teamcity\[3\].

A strong design is what allows developers of products to keep building new features easily into a product. The same principle is often overlooked when writing for automation. A robust design provides inputs when structuring your framework, as well as provides extensibility and simple user-experience to write product test case automation.

4.2. **Structure of an Automation Framework (S)**

When a product is developed for more than a decade it shouldn’t be surprising when you end up with millions of lines of code. This would lead to your automation code as well to grow into a complex framework. The structure of your Automation Framework is defined as the boundary within which your automation code can be segregated. We believe this is one of the most important aspects to consider when writing the framework as well as when writing the test cases.

Here are some few pointers when defining the boundaries for your framework.

- Never combine product test cases with framework code.
- Apply versioning to your framework so that users know exactly which version of framework has what capabilities.
- Define packages (if applicable) to organize your framework code. Monolithic framework requires high maintenance.
- Maintain separate repository for your product test case automation code, if possible in the same branch as where the product development happens.
- Identify product features and their interdependencies and model your product test cases to mirror the dependency matrix of the features.

Maintaining a structure discipline in your framework and test code allows your framework to scale and be maintainable as your product’s features grow.

4.3. **Extensibility of an Automation Framework (E)**

Any framework that is being developed should have provision to extend its capabilities at any given point of time. A framework that is designed to be rigid will ultimately solve the short-term problem but will fail on the long-term. A few items to consider for extending your framework:

- Allow addition of new features to framework.
- Allow addition of new product test cases.
- Allow complex reporting mechanism on success and failures.
- Allow addition of new programming languages.
• Allow addition of new tools or substitute old ones.
• Minimize or avoid rewrite of product test cases.

4.4. **User Experience (U)**

Each of the below user profiles will have different expectation when using the automation framework.

• Automation Framework Developer.
• Test Case Automation Developer.
• Product Developer.

4.4.1. **Automation Framework Developer (AFD)**

This user is primarily responsible to add or maintain the framework and provide integration and reporting mechanism for other types of users. A good experience for an AFD can be characterized by

• Ease of maintainability of framework codebase.
• Ease of addition or removal of feature support.
• Ease of addition or removal of external tools.
• Abstraction of product test cases from framework codebase.
• Versioned framework releases to track and maintain framework capabilities.

4.4.2. **Test Case Automation Developer (TCAD)**

The predominant user of an Automation Framework would be the product’s test case automation developer. This can be any quality assurance engineer including the automation framework developer themselves. A good experience for a TCAD would be

• Ease of integrating test cases into automation framework.
• Platform agnostic way to acquire infrastructure resources to perform validation.
• Ability to write automation code that is coherent with the manual test case execution workflow.
• Framework that allows multiple technologies or architectures when automating different features.

4.4.3. **Product Developer (PD)**

The product developer is primarily the initiator of new product features and their inputs might be essential in adding new framework features to support automation of test cases. A good automation framework experience for a product developer would be

• Faster results of unit tests.
• Faster results of product feature validation.
• Faster results of end-to-end testing.

5. **Applying SDEU philosophy to non-server technologies**

While the Structure, Design, Extensibility and User-Experience (SDEU) philosophy can be applied to any product or automation, we will be focusing on applying this to automation of non-server technologies.
5.1. **Identify the structure of the framework**

- Gather the infrastructure requirements to perform validation of your product.
- Design the framework for reusability. Make components for your framework that can be re-used everywhere. Group utilities and build your framework on top of that.
- Identify your Continuous Integration (CI) pipeline and how to fit your automation to make Continuous Delivery (CD) of your product.
- Define an integration mechanism to allow automation engineers to seamlessly automate their product.

5.2. **Differentiate test cases from the framework itself**

- Never combine the automation framework with product test cases. The framework needs to be agnostic of the product to maximize reusability.
- A product test case will entirely focus on the product, whereas the framework would abstract the complexity of management of underlying tools.
- If possible, maintain versioning of the framework to facilitate addition of features and updating of tools as and when necessary.

5.3. **Optimizing build process**

While the build time of a product is entirely dependent on the technology or language used to develop the product, it does take considerable time and delays to validate code changes leading to duplication of a CI process and a build process.

Generally, when a build is triggered, debug and release configurations of the product are built sequentially. While there are no relations between the two configurations and can in fact be built in...
parallel, a small optimization is to modify the build script to build the configurations in parallel. (A MS-Build script can allow parallel jobs to build Visual Studio solutions or adding -j in a make file can produce a significant difference, depending on the size of your product and dependencies between its various components.)

5.4. Segregating white box, grey box and black box testable code base

Not every line of code written in the product needs to be validated through black box manual testing. Blocks of code that can run without any resource dependencies like server setups etc. can be unit tested.

- Identify areas of code like utilities or helper modules that can be unit tested independently of the product’s core business logic.
- The business logic may contain some blocks of code that can be unit tested, but based on our experience a lot of code changes that happen in this layer of a product’s architecture are better grey box tested Most of the automation code will be written for this layer.
- The end-to-end system verifications tests, or integration tests of our product from deployment to uninstallation falls under black box testing. This part of testing also needs to be supported from a framework perspective.

Having a clear demarcation between our product's utilities, platform support matrix and business logic helps build a reliable framework.

5.5. Keep Unit Tests simple

The purpose of unit test[^2] is to test whether individual units of source code or modules with associated data or procedures are fit for use. The definition of “unit of source code” varies from individual to individual and on the implemented programming language. In C or C++ development of our product, we have had debates on defining units of code, for e.g. a non-static function in a .c or .cpp file or exposed functions through DLL. In Java, it is the public methods of a class.

Based on our experience, it’s impossible to keep adding, updating and deleting unit tests for every piece of code written during development when features are added, modified or removed. To keep things simple, any non-business logic of your product needs to be unit tested and the tests need to be updated accordingly, based on the code change that goes in. Usually utilities, helpers, configuration of files and folders fall under the unit-testable category.

In C/C++, macros allow unit testers to make hidden static functions exposable based on some preprocessor definition at build time to expose the function to be unit tested. This allows unit tests to cover almost 100% of the code. Executing these unit tests falls under automation framework purview and the framework needs to expose methods to integrate new tests.

[^2]: Single source file or line of code
5.6. Identify tools for grey box and black box testing

A single tool or script written in one of the popular scripting languages like Perl or Python might never solve automation efforts for all features. The design of our automation framework should be accommodating in including different tools and provide a seamless switch between different tools and help in configuring them.

A product is made up of hundreds of features. Some of them may be independent and others interdependent on other features. As an automation framework developer, it is essential to identify the best tool to collectively test a particular feature or group of features and build the tool into the framework. This essentially granulates the framework itself and helps to maintain regression tests for features.

For system level tests and end-to-end tests, infrastructure orchestration, tools to deploy the product and run integration tests if our product is part of a larger solution, should be taken into consideration when designing our framework code.

5.7. Defining pipelines for components and features of the product

A pipeline in an automation framework is something we define as the process of setting up all necessary infrastructure and resources to validate a sub-component or feature of the product. Splitting up the product into features and related group of features helps in maintaining a strong automation pipeline to validate code changes and perform regression testing when required. The granularity of the feature allows selective validation of just the feature(s) being impacted by code change.
5.8. **Defining end-to-end automation pipeline**

While a feature pipeline helps in validation of existing and new features in the long run, integration tests and system tests deal with a whole other infrastructure and resource complexity, which should be run independently and at regular intervals (maybe per day once or twice a week depending on the build time of the product). The inputs for building an end-to-end automation framework would rely on parameters and configuration information collected and tests modeled from at least one round of manual testing.

5.9. **Framework implementation to connect the dots**

With all the different components of the framework in place and the tools necessary to run our automation suites and tests, the framework implementation should focus on two main areas.

5.9.1. **Abstracting the underlying tools**

For a TCAD engineer who engineers the test cases into the framework, the seamless experience would be where the engineer need not worry about what tools to use and what not to use. The framework’s integration kit would hide away the complex details and that is one of the focus areas when implementing the framework. For e.g., to execute unit tests, the framework would hide away the CI server like Teamcity\(^3\) or Jenkins\(^4\). The TCAD engineer or Product Developer simply integrates the unit tests to run with the Framework’s integration kit and the framework would take care of executing it in a Teamcity CI agent or Jenkins agent.

5.9.2. **Make extending the test code developer friendly**

For a TCAD engineer, writing framework code as part of product test cases should be avoided and the roles and responsibility of a TCAD engineer should be solely to automate the test cases for the business logic of the product. Any and all code that is required to ensure the test case can be easily automatable is brought under the framework implementation and the functionality required is exposed via the integration kit under a suitable package or component. This allows both the Automation Framework Engineer as well as a TCAD engineer to keep a productive pace in developing more test cases and build on top of the framework.

---

*Figure 3 – Feature Verification Tests in a Continuous Delivery pipeline*
5.10. Automate away!

With a clear segregation of different areas of the product’s validation areas, separate repositories for framework and product automation code, pipelines being set up for regression of features, system and integration tests gives a holistic perspective to automation engineers keeping a maintainable source code that is easy to scale and extend.

6. Conclusion

We briefly went over the challenges faced when developing an automation framework from scratch and our inferences from the challenges. We formulated a philosophy that can be built into any product line or technology based on the structure of an automation framework, its design, and focus on it extensibility, all culminating in a seamless user experience to automate test cases. After applying this to our product, we have had significant improvement both from a unit testing perspective and automation codebase. We were able to improve our unit test coverage to 27% conditional focusing on the areas demarcated as utilities and helpers. We were able to set up pipelines to validate our install and uninstallation steps and other core business logic of our application and run system level automation validations. While there is still a lot of work ahead of us in converting our manual regression tests to automation code, we have made it simpler for anyone in the team to pick up and automate the product’s test cases.
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Abstract

From years in the trenches of “test automation,” I found it broken. Applying “automation” to “test” creates mismatches leading to inefficiency, poor communication, and quality risk. I discovered and recorded the MetaAutomation pattern language to fix it and make quality feedback much faster, more reliable, richer, and more valuable across the larger team and distributed teams. The base pattern is simple and familiar: it enables self-documenting checks with complete details driving and measuring the System Under Test (SUT), creating very trustworthy structured artifacts that give deep knowledge of SUT behavior for rich communication and analysis. Any team member can drill down through the hierarchy from business-facing steps to technology-facing steps of the check result. Every completed or failed step shows milliseconds-to-completion, and the artifact shows blocked steps too. The hierarchy supports data-driven timeouts for any step. Manual testing becomes more fun and effective with complete clarity on automation actions and results. MetaAutomation shows how to maximize scale. It solves the flaky check problem, cuts defect escapes, and on check failures it sends directed notifications to team member(s) that need to know so issues needing attention from a team member are resolved at correct priority. This paper discusses how to prioritize and optimize automated checks and how to fill out the quality automation problem space to empower the QA team as the glue that binds the larger team together. Working samples on metaautomation.net show single-process, multi-process, and multi-tier checks.
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1 Introduction

Consider these four questions:

1. Does the SUT do what we need it to do, and do it fast enough?
2. Can automation verify requirements of behavior and perf on the SUT, and do it fast and thoroughly enough to ensure that quality always moves forward?
3. Can the whole team access highly detailed and trustworthy information on that, in role-appropriate ways?
4. Can we notify the developers and QA people who need to know, while avoiding non-actionable emails and improving response times to un-block the team as needed?

This paper, and the corresponding talk, is about enabling “Yes!” to the questions. The journey requires questioning some common understandings and practices.

1.1 A Better Way

Imagine the state of “test automation” applied currently to measure and report quality on the SUT.

By contrast, imagine an ideal solution for the business with automation: measuring, recording, and reporting detailed information to fulfill those four questions. This ideal solution reconsiders everything that we know or think we know about the profession and practice.

It helps to start with the “big picture” and define the space for the problem at hand. I call this problem space “quality automation,” with automation to serve quality between the technology-facing interface of driving and measuring the SUT, and the business-facing interface of serving information to the people of the business. Quality automation serves the interests of software quality: driving it forward, while managing quality risk, with automation where that applies to answer the four questions.

1.2 Break with the Past

Zooming in from the big picture to the component details shows that some practices are broken.

First, there was Glenford Myers’ mistake with his 1979 book “The Art of Software Testing.” Myers was explicit:

*Testing is the process of executing a program with the intent of finding errors.* (Myers, 1979, p. 5)

He elaborates on the topic at length, including this on the next page:

*… since a test case that does not find an error is largely a waste of time and money…*

(Myers, 1979, p. 6)

I summarize the mistake as “Testing is only about finding bugs.” The book was published so long ago, and the impact of software on people’s lives was so drastically different then as compared to now, that the mistake was a very minor one at that time and approximately correct – yet flawed. The importance of the flaw was magnified in the following 40 years, while the influence of such an important book from so long ago was magnified as well.

2 The Problem with “Test Automation”

Applying SUT automation to test birthed the obvious phrase to describe that union: “test automation.” Unfortunately, the implication of the phrase — that automation produces the same value as manual testing, just faster — lives on today. Automation applied to functional quality for “test” does not work like
industrial automation does for building furniture, or flight deck automation does to help pilots fly a plane; it is very different.

![Diagram showing the spectrum between exploratory and automated testing]

**Figure 1.** Two important focuses for automation and manual testing, and how some practices align towards one or the other

By linguistic relativity (a.k.a. the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis) “test automation” locks us into a very expensive misunderstanding about what automation can do for quality. This misunderstanding limits the productivity of the QA role and minimizes their importance to the larger software team.

The need for manual test will never go away because humans are unmatched in perceptive intelligence towards deciding whether some bit of SUT behavior is actionable or not (and, the rise of AI will not replace people for at least a decade). But, automation can be very valuable, and much more so if it is not constrained by misunderstandings.

Therefore, I use the phrase “quality automation” to describe the problem space (as discussed above) and the service of automation towards bringing value in that problem space. Quality automation is much broader in capabilities than “test automation” ever was or ever could be and does not have the baggage. One could replace the mistaken phrase “test automation” with “SUT automation” but since automation around reporting and communication depends so closely on what “SUT automation” does, I prefer to just replace “test automation” with “quality automation.”

As a side note, there are other positive movements in software quality that are complementary to quality automation: Analytics and A/B testing remain powerful and important trends. Shift-left testing is a clever idea to getting quality results faster and closer to developers — if system testing is not neglected.
My personal favorite is bottom-up testing: system testing done first at the least dependent layers of the SUT, e.g., a database layer with no mocks, and then working up to the more dependent layers, e.g., a GUI. This is powerful for quality automation, because higher-impact and higher-risk issues are found much faster this way. Complete system testing can be addressed at a lower priority because issues found in the most dependent layers are low-risk to change or fix.

![Diagram showing dependency vs. quality risk](image)

**Figure 2. Dependency vs. quality risk**

The focus of this paper is on repeatable checks, because those are of core importance to getting trustworthy quality results fast. The Hierarchical Steps application towards SUT automation, which creates a structured record of all data on driving and measuring the SUT, is also generally applicable towards model-based testing or other “big” tests with automation.

### 3 MetaAutomation

Simply put, patterns are solutions to a problem in a context. A prescriptive pattern language is a set of patterns with intra-pattern dependencies to address a complete problem space.

MetaAutomation is a pattern language that describes an ideal platform-independent, language-independent solution to the quality automation problem space. All patterns in MetaAutomation are based on existing practices, but it combines them in ways both old and new to achieve the ideal. It is not an unchanging pattern language; it will become a living pattern language with extensions and refinements as needed with input from the community it serves.
Figure 3, the MetaAutomation pattern map filling the quality automation problem space

Everybody uses the Hierarchical Steps pattern, whether they work in software or not; it is a natural way of describing, communicating, or executing any repeatable procedure. Applying this pattern to quality automation is the most fundamental — and radical! — change that MetaAutomation recommends. Implementing it is not trivial, so working open-source samples are available on GitHub, linked from the MetaAutomation.net web site.

Milliseconds-to-completion for every step in the hierarchy is automatically recorded. In case of check failure, the failed steps going from leaf step up to root are noted, and blocked steps show the quality risk of unmeasured SUT behavior. Each step can have a data-driven timeout for that step, too, configured directly in the artifact of a check run to serve as a guide for the next run of that check.

A check is a kind of test that is suited for automation; there are no extra steps or measurements, nor any assumption of powers of observation that a person might bring to a manual test but that SUT automation cannot do.

Atomic Check is familiar already to people who are skilled at SUT automation for quality. Simply put, it is about measuring a functional requirement in a way that is as simple as possible. Atomic checks have priority from functional requirements (from prioritized business requirements) first and implementation order second.
Event-Driven Check is like Atomic Check, but where the SUT is triggered by events that cannot necessarily be controlled in the same way as, e.g., API or service calls.

Precondition Pool is about managing check preconditions outside the check, to simplify and speed the check. This pattern is a generalization of the pattern of managing such check preconditions as environments in which checks are run, to also managing user accounts, documents, databases, or anything else the check needs but which is ancillary to the focus of the atomic check and can be managed asynchronously and out-of-process.

Parallel Run is widely used; it is just running checks in parallel across multiple processes and/or machines.

Smart Retry is like the Retry pattern where a check is retried on failure, but smart because the data (from applying the Hierarchical Steps pattern) is readily available to the automation to determine root cause of a failure, whether it as just been reproduced, and whether a retry is in order, e.g., in case of a timeout on a GUI thread or external dependency. When the Smart Retry implementation is correctly configured, it solves the flaky-check problem.

Extension Check is a check based on the detailed artifacts (results) from an earlier check, for example, to verify that certain performance criteria are met.

Automated Triage directs notifications based on root cause of an actionable failure. For example, it might notify a developer if it is determined – based on the artifact of a check, or a reproduced failure – that a developer “owns” the feature involved with that root cause.

Queryable Quality is an implementation of an intranet site to show all the data that quality automation provides on the SUT, including behavior, verifications, the performance measurements with every step, etc. This is like an information radiator for QA, but much richer in data and highly interactive. This is where team members might review a run of a set of checks or view the steps of a check or checks and drill down from the business-facing steps near the root to the technology-facing leaf steps that drive and measure the SUT.

4 Conclusion

Coming back to those four questions:

1. Does the SUT do what we need it to do, and do it fast enough?

For software that matters to people, it is both unethical and poor business practice for the team to ship anything that does not meet these criteria (other than explicitly alpha or beta software). Quality in software is becoming more important every year. The mistakes and inefficiencies of “test automation” are holding software quality back; software teams need a smarter approach to ground their quality efforts.

It is time to leave behind any illusion that manual test and automated verifications are effective at the same things.

2. Can automation verify requirements of behavior and perf on the SUT, and do it fast and thoroughly enough to ensure that quality always moves forward?

By using the wrong tool for the job — log statements — conventional “test automation” drops valuable information of SUT behavior on the floor, so it cannot answer the question in a detailed or even trustworthy way. Even BDD automation drops any information behind the keywords. Starting with the Hierarchical Steps and Atomic Check patterns, MetaAutomation shows how to record and present this information with no need to even look at the code, cut false positives, cut defect escapes and non-actionable SPAM notifications, and do it with specific guidelines and techniques to do it as fast as possible.
3. Can the whole team access highly detailed and trustworthy information on that, in role-appropriate ways?

The structure and detail of Hierarchical Steps extends from the business-facing steps at and near the root of the hierarchy, to the technology-facing steps at the leaf nodes. On an intranet site, team members can drill down into details of SUT behavior and verifications as needed to get an unprecedented view into behavior and performance.

For manual testers, it means that they do much less repetitive testing because they know exactly what the quality automation system did with the SUT, and they know exactly where exploration is needed. Manual testing becomes more fun and more effective.

For the whole team, defect escapes are reduced because the details of what is measured is highly trustworthy and accessible; what is not measured is discoverable by comparing SUT behavior with the quality portal that implements the Queryable Quality pattern.

4. Can we notify the developers and QA people who need to know, while avoiding non-actionable emails and improving response times to un-block the team as needed?

MetaAutomation shows how to record and communicate the detailed, structured, and highly trustworthy information, and the solutions that are needed to make these things happen. It shows the QA role how to assume the central role that they deserve: the backbone of communication and collaboration around SUT behavior, and the role that enables the larger team to ship higher-quality software faster.
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Abstract

Today’s IT systems communicate with customers through multiple points of engagement and various interfaces, ranging from web, mobile and voice, to bots and apps like Alexa or Siri. These systems need to provide seamless hand-offs between different points of interactions, while at the same time providing relevant and contextual information at speed. To accomplish this, your project team must be able to successfully pair device hardware capabilities and intelligent software technologies such as location intelligence, biometric sensing, Bluetooth, etc. Testing these systems and interfaces is becoming an increasingly complex task — traditional testing and automation processes simply don’t apply to next-generation interfaces.

This white paper will shed light on the landscape of these new, hyper-connected systems and their testing nuances, help you understand next-generation testing challenges that you need to address, and share the best strategies on how to effectively test them.
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1 Introduction

In today’s hyperconnected world, connectivity is not limited to the mobile device alone. A plethora of smart devices and variety of sensors have expanded the connected ecosystem. Applications are increasingly leveraging data collected from peripherals like camera, BLE (Bluetooth Low Energy), etc. to add new capabilities. Testing such new age applications is challenging as current testing frameworks are not capable of testing the end-to-end functionality of such applications. Today, the enterprises are no longer confined to mobile and web presence alone to connect with customers. Consumers have shifted to smart devices and wearables and expect the companies to serve them on all the channels. Hence, it has become mandatory for enterprises to have an omnichannel presence so that they can reach out to maximum number of consumers. Rising consumer expectations and new business models like Phygital – ‘Seamless integration of online and physical channels’ have led enterprises to develop applications across a range of new interfaces such as wearable devices, chatbots, voice bots, virtual reality, smart TV applications, etc.

Today, applications have become the face of the organization to interact with their customers. So while developing these applications, it is equally important to ensure that these applications work perfectly. Any service failure due to undetected defects during the development and testing phase is a huge reputation risk and can harm the brand image of the organization. In this white paper, we look at the various challenges encountered by enterprises to ensure that the new age applications are able to function correctly. This white paper discusses approaches to overcome the testing challenges posed by the addition of inputs from peripherals like camera, Touch ID, Apple Pay, GPS, BLE, etc.

This white paper also defines the approach to test chatbots and voice bots which have gained tremendous adoption in the recent years. Chatbots are now becoming common and are now available on all major platforms such as Skype, Facebook, Slack, etc. Similarly, adoption of voice assistants like Amazon Echo and Google Home has also increased multifold. This has compelled the enterprises to reach out to their customers through these interfaces. This white paper discusses the challenges faced while testing these bots as well as defines the major factors to be considered while testing them.

2 Mobile Automation

Agile practices and DevOps have put Test Automation into a very different ball game from an automation coverage perspective. Higher coverage will definitely help faster release of better, quality products.

Mobile technology has made giant leaps with hardware capabilities including faster CPUs, larger memory and built-in sensors. With customers going digital, technology change has created new business models as well as new use cases around leveraging new hardware capabilities. Almost all mobile applications have at least one feature using device hardware capabilities. Popular frameworks like Appium have limitations in automating test scenarios involving mobile hardware, sensors etc.

A couple of scenarios involving device hardware like camera, Bluetooth, touch sensor is mentioned below:

- Check deposit features using mobile banking application enables the user to deposit check by capturing check image using camera. Data like the amount, payee, etc. is captured using OCR (Optical Character Recognition). Testing of this feature includes scenarios like scanning a check with a different amount, different handwriting or maybe a blank check. Automated end-to-end scenarios coupled with different test data can validate the functioning of the application across multiple devices and operating systems combinations. There is also a need to test using actual devices and cloud devices. While testing such applications on cloud-based devices, performing actions like putting different checks in front of device camera for scanning is necessary.

- Fitness applications connect with various BLE peripherals like heart rate monitor, temperature sensor, activity tracker, etc. Apart from Bluetooth connectivity related scenarios, it is important to verify the application’s behavior for different test data values e.g. application behavior such as a case of abnormal heart rate. It is difficult to simulate scenarios involving different combinations of BLE peripheral events coupled with varying data for cloud-based devices.
Some applications might be using device’s biometric authentication system (i.e. Apple’s Touch ID). Testing of such applications may include scenarios like how the app behaves in cases of successful and unsuccessful biometric authentication on devices without having biometric hardware.

## 2.1 Infostretch Mobile Automation Framework

Infostretch has developed a Mobile Automation Framework to help customers automate test scenarios involving device hardware. This solution works for real devices as well as cloud devices. Infostretch Mobile Automation Framework doesn’t need application source code. Infostretch Mobile Automation Framework works on an application binary. Also, the framework can accept commands from any automation script and hence can be used in conjunction with any user interface (UI) based test framework, enabling customers to achieve highest level of test automation.

### Solution Overview

![Diagram: Overview of the process flow for integrating and optimizing Mobile Automation](image)

While writing the automation project, the peripherals that are required to be tested using the Mobile Automation Library are specified in the Project Configuration file. Based on the peripherals specified, the continuous integration (CI) server will prepare a customized mobile test automation library. This custom library is then integrated with the application under test. This application is then installed on actual devices or cloud-based devices for test case execution. Once the test suite is triggered, automation script will send command to Mobile Automation Library to simulate different hardware / sensor conditions based on the test case requirement.

Peripherals currently being supported in the Mobile Automation Library are:
- Camera
- Touch ID (Fingerprint-based authentication)
- Apple Pay (Biometric authentication for payments)
- GPS (Location Coordinates)
- BLE (Bluetooth Low Energy)
- System Date & Time

## 2.2 Mobile Automation Architecture

Mobile Automation Library’s capability of simulating various hardware conditions is the heart of the framework. This library gets injected in the application binary (source code not required) at runtime, just before the test suite is triggered by CI. The injected library monitors the system calls and messages between the OS & application. The library gets commands from an automation script via REST API or Socket Communication and then changes or spoofs the data or conditions based on the test case execution.
A high-level diagram below explains the working of the solution:

The diagram above depicts how an application requests an image from the camera peripheral and how the request gets fulfilled subsequently. The application requests the operating system to capture an image. The operating system uses camera hardware to capture a picture, process it and then returns it back to the application. Mobile Automation Library constantly monitors the communication between the application and operating system regarding camera capture operation. While running the test automation script, whenever the operating system will capture an image and send it to application under test, the Mobile Automation Library will replace that image with a simulated image. The application will always get our simulated image which will be appropriate for the automation scenario. By using this approach, we can provide images of different checks covering various test data as required by test scenario.

3 Automated Bot Testing

3.1 Overview

The term “bot” refers to both chatbots as well as voice-based bots. It represents the automated technology that understands user’s queries and then responds accordingly or performs an action. If I am interacting with a financial assistant bot and ask, “What is my net worth today?”, the bot will be able to understand what my intent was and then provide the corresponding figure as the response.

Before we move to testing of bots, we will discuss the common concepts and terminologies required for understanding. In the industry, bots can be classified into three types:

- Chatbots
- Voice Bots
- Hybrid Bots

**Chatbots**: They interact with users through text-based messages. Popular channels of chatbots are Facebook Messenger, Skype, Slack, SMS, etc.

**Voice Bots**: They interact with user using voice-based responses. Popular channels of voice bots are Amazon Echo (Alexa), Siri, Google Home, etc.

**Hybrid Bots**: They react to users’ questions using both text or voice. Very limited number of bots are available in the market that have capabilities of replying using text as well as voice. In near future, industries will see a wider adoption of such bots that allow users to communicate using both types of interactions — text and voice.
Bots cannot only answer questions posed by the users but can also initiate proactive communication (text/voice enabled) based on certain predefined triggers. For example:

- A weather bot would provide you the weather forecast for the day every morning at 6:00 am.
- A finance bot would alert you whenever your stock has reached to your defined level.

### 3.2 Need for Automated Testing of Bots:

**Manual testing is time consuming and costly:** Testing the bot manually is a cumbersome and time-consuming task due to the different flows created in the decision table defined for bot's responses. For example, take a simple bot which takes five steps to finish a transaction. In that decision flow, each step has four different options, and further flow is limited, there would be 256 unique flows which would need to be tested. We already know the limitations of the manual testing as it creates boredom and is often error prone.

**Lack of Automation Framework:** Bot development platforms don't provide automated testing capabilities. Current automation frameworks - e.g. Selenium provides limited options for testing of the bot.

### 3.3 Automated Testing of Bots:

Let's define "What" to test for the bot. We will confine our scope to the chatbot and voice bot only, as the hybrid bot is the mix of these two bots.

Types of testing for bots:
- Core Testing
- Peripheral Testing

**Core Testing:**

While testing any kind of bot - irrespective of its type (chat/voice/hybrid), a few core parameters should be tested to ensure that the bot is able to converse effectively with the users.

**Understanding User Intent:** Success of any bot relies on right understanding on what the user is trying to say. User converses with the bot using natural language, so, by processing the user’s utterances, the bot must be able to understand the user’s intent. So, when the user asks – “who won the Super Bowl game last year?”, the bot should be able to identify that the user’s intent is to “know the winning team”.

**Formulating Appropriate Response:** Another important aspect of the core testing is ensuring bot's response is understandable by the users. We need to test the bot's response when a specific intent has been triggered. So, taking the example above, against the intent of “knowing winning team”, the bot's response must be to return the correct winning team information using natural language. If the user has asked for last year's winning team, the bot should respond with the name of the 2017 Super Bowl Championship winning team. So, we need to verify that the bot's response is in line with the user’s intent.

**Peripheral Testing:**

This testing is specific to the type of bot under test. There would be different parameters to be tested for chatbot vs. voice bot. A list of parameters is shown below in the table. Peripheral testing is equally important as core testing, as it is a significant contributor in ensuring quality around overall user experience while interacting with bots.
3.4 Factors to be Tested for Bots:

Factors to be tested for chatbots:

1. Different Response – Same Query:
   Smart bots would react differently to the same query. When a user mentions “thanks” it would reply as – “Welcome” or “My Pleasure” or “No problem”
2. The bot’s understanding of Intents:
   Different users ask the same query in different ways. For example, User 1 asks – “Growth of my portfolio” whereas User 2 asks “Percentage change in my portfolio”
3. Typo Errors Understanding:
   How far a bot can understand the typo error from a user without polluting with other intent.
4. Response time from the bot:
   How much time your bot is taking to respond back to your user’s queries. Timeout defined for the bot response must also be aligned to that during automation
5. Multiple Queries in single sentence:
   How does your bot handle multiple queries in single statement? User asks – Show me the suspicious transactions value and total loss in 2017
6. Mixed Languages Query:
   Can your bot understand the multiple languages that has been asked? User may write - Combien avez-vous facturé pour mon POS system?

Factors to be tested for voice bot:

1. Different accents, gender:
   How does a bot behave for different accents & gender combinations - American female, British male?
2. Same meaning different utterance:
   Yes, yeah, true, exactly, certainly, etc. can be used interchangeably. The bot must understand them.
3. Different pronunciations:
   People often pronounce “assessory” instead of accessory – does your bot understand the essence of user’s intention?
4. Punctuations:
   How bot interprets the punctuations: Woman, without her man, is helpless – vs – Woman! Without her, man is helpless?
5. Background Noise:
   Check for the effect of noise on the bot’s capability to understand user’s intent.
6. User speaking at distance:
   Effect of user speaking from distance, or in case of listening device being stationary (e.g. Echo) and user is moving and speaking – how does that impact bot’s behavior?

3.5 Approaches for Automation of Bot Testing:

Mimicking the user’s action:

Under this approach, user’s actions are mimicked and the bot under test would interact with an automation script that is playing the role of a user. Infostretch’s Automation Testing of Bot Framework has a capability to test chat and voice bot using this approach.

While testing the chatbot, our framework extracts the test data from MS Excel and does the response validation based on the response from the bot under test.

While testing the voice bot, our framework extracts the test data from MS Excel, converts the text to speech, and checks the response from the bot under test. For Peripheral testing, we apply
conditioning such as varying distance, generating noise to simulate real-time conditions in our framework or allow user to do conditioning in the test data itself.

**Headless Testing:**

Under this approach, it is required to spoof the response from channel and interact directly with the bot server to understand the response to validate it. Infostretch’s Automation Testing of Bot Framework has a capability to spoof the response for chat and voice bots. For test data, we rely on the MS Excel or CSV or allow specific format.

In both approaches – Mimicking or headless, using the framework we can do intent validation and response validation.

For test data, we have utilized MS Excel for flow and test data both. An advanced approach to that is to bifurcate both. Utilizing the mind map diagram for the flow and business rules/logic of the bot, while for the test data, utilizing MS Excel or TDM would serve the purpose. Our framework follows a specific format derived from mind map and creates the test scenarios based on the test data. So, any change in the business logic gets reflected in the Mind map diagrams (which is popularly used for development of a bot) and for the testing of the data, it relies on MS Excel or any test data server.

**Summary**

As the adoption of newer technologies like chatbots and voice bots increases, the number of applications built upon these technologies will continue to multiply. Enterprises are increasingly trying to reach out to their customers on these new platforms. Along with bots, the application architecture is also undergoing a huge shift as sensor data collected from peripherals like camera, BLE, GPS is being leveraged to improve the functionality of the mobile applications.

This white paper lays down a fundamental approach to test the evolving mobile application by automating the end-to-end testing cycle of the application using Mobile Automation Library. It allows cloud-based testing of mobile applications by mocking the functionality of the sensors to speed up the testing of applications.

Bot Testing Framework discussed in this white paper lays down a structured approach to identify the key parameters to be tested to ensure that the bots are functioning as per design. It discusses the specific factors to be considered while testing chatbots and voice bots. The white paper also defines different approaches that can be employed for testing of bots. Using the methods discussed here, it is possible to accelerate the testing cycle of bots; thereby shortening the overall time to market for bots.
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Abstract

During the software development life cycle, there are many types of testing that are done to ensure the quality of work. While back-end testing is fairly standardized, testing your front-end work is more difficult - verifying implementation across a variety of devices, or making sure new style changes don't introduce style regressions across the site.

But how do you test front-end regressions? Manual testing is an option for smaller sites, but much less efficient as websites become bigger and more complex. After failing to scale exploratory testing and trying other tools that weren't the right fit, we finally landed on BackstopJS, an open-source npm package that allowed us to create a system for automated visual regression testing.

In implementing this tool, we had to overcome some challenges as we began to meet our initial goal of verifying front-end quality. Once BackstopJS was in place, new challenges came up that needed to be solved as well:

- Refining a broad testing tool into a more specific approach
- Ramping up a testing tool into the software development workflow
- Lowering the barrier of use to encourage other teams and developers to adopt it

As these challenges were solved, the result was a robust process for automated visual regression testing that is easily customized and iterated, and offers the ability to catch and fix mistakes before they become our clients’ problem.
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1 Catching Visual Regressions

Automated visual regression testing started as a solution to a specific problem for our engineering team. One of our websites was experiencing content loss and style regressions on deploys to staging and production. Unfortunately, we became aware of these challenges because the client would find them and tell us. We needed a better way to catch these regressions so we could rollback, fix the issue, and redeploy in a timely manner.

Our initial solution was to deploy during low-traffic periods, and to follow up the deploys immediately with exploratory testing. This was inefficient and mostly ineffective, as the website had so many pages and sub-pages that it just wasn’t reasonable to test this way and expect to catch regressions.

We needed a way to easily check large portions of the website for regressions, and we needed something pretty quick. Some of the initial options required too much configuration before tests could be run, or necessitated writing out all of the tests for each page of the website manually. The time and effort to do that meant that it wasn’t much of an improvement from the exploratory testing.

After researching a few options, BackstopJS stood out as the best solution for our problem. It was quick to set up, configure, and start running. It also offered a visual report that compared before and after screenshots side-by-side, which made it easy to see where any differences were.

Most of the setup involved creating a list of URLs for BackstopJS to iterate through for its screenshots. Because the regressions were inconsistent, 60-70 URLs were included in the configuration file. For each URL, a screenshot of the header, footer, and main content section were captured. Before a deploy, the reference command would be run, which captured the present-state screenshots for staging and production environments. The developer would deploy to staging, and the post-deploy BackstopJS command would be run to capture screenshots of the updated site and compare for style regressions. Once it was verified that the deploy went well - or the regressions had been fixed - the developer would deploy to production, and BackstopJS would be run on production to check for regressions.

With this tool in place, style regressions could be caught and fixed before they became a problem for our client. But there were a few more challenges ahead that needed to be solved in order to get the best use out of automated visual regression testing.

2 Narrowing the Scope

The initial problem had been solved, but the current setup required a lot of overhead to run the tests. Because so many URLs were being tested, there were around 400 screenshots per run. This broad sweep approach worked for catching regressions, but there were a few drawbacks. The screenshots included a lot of false negatives, which was tedious to parse through and verify whether a regression had occurred. The tests also took quite a long time to run, and would actually time out and fail about halfway through unless npm’s “no timeout” argument was included in the command.

From start to finish - running the references, deploying, running the tests, and reviewing - the process took about 45 minutes to an hour. This hardly made it more worthwhile than manually testing for regressions. A more effective workflow was needed to reduce the time and effort involved, and to take advantage of this automated testing tool.
Looking through the website, there were a handful of templates repeated across the site. This was helpful - the number of URLs in the configuration could be reduced, and still have all of the templates represented in the testing. The height value in the viewport was adjusted to 3000px, and each URL was given a single CSS selector to trigger the screenshot. The height change meant that the captured screenshot was tall enough to cover the whole page, instead of getting coverage via multiple CSS selectors.

These configuration changes drastically reduced the overall running time, removed the risk of timing out, and reduced the number of screenshots per run from 500 to under 100. This iteration made automated visual regression testing much more useful for wider use, and it was set up on all of our projects. Instead of just being a reaction to bad deploys on a single project, it was implemented as a smoke test for all deploys to staging and production.

3 Lowering the Barrier for Use

With the overall configuration improved, there was one challenge left to tackle. Although running the tests had become more efficient, maintaining and updating the configuration was still problematic. Each environment required its own configuration file, which meant four separate files to update and keep in sync. The extra effort here made it hard to iterate the tests as greenfield sites were built, which prevented widespread adoption of BackstopJS during feature development.

To solve this, the configuration setup was changed to use a single JavaScript file instead of the default JSON format. This format change allowed for arguments to be defined and passed in to the BackstopJS commands. It also allowed for an environment argument to be passed in for the URL to test, instead of having to reference separate configuration files. Alongside this change, there was a file with an array of URL paths to iterate over, which was also included as an argument in the BackstopJS commands.

These changes made the workflow much more convenient to use, but had an unexpected side effect that still presented a blocker for developers. Because the setup was very customized, it required a number of arguments to be passed in for executing the tests. This resulted in lengthy and cumbersome commands. To improve this experience, a Makefile was created for running BackstopJS. This took the commands from something like `backstop reference --configPath=backstop.js --pathFile=paths --env=prod` to `make prod-reference`. This was much more intuitive, and much easier to remember.

With these final improvements to the configuration and setup, the barrier of use was lowered for developers, which meant they were willing to add it to their local development workflow. Now, style regressions had the potential to be caught long before any deploys to production!

4 Successfully Transitioning to Automated Testing

With BackstopJS in place, we were able to reliably and efficiently test for style regressions. However, we learned that introducing the tool wasn’t a magic solution. Although it was the right tool for the job, there was still work to be done to make it an effective part of the general workflow.

The first introduction of BackstopJS did offer automated testing as an alternative to inefficient manual testing, but the way it was used didn’t really end up saving time or effort. By minimizing how much BackstopJS actually needed to test, we were able to reap the benefits of having automated testing in
place of the former manual testing. And because we took the time up front to adapt the configuration and keep it simple to run, automated visual regression testing was adopted for use throughout the development workflow, from feature work to deploys.

The challenges we solved and the lessons we learned while adopting BackstopJS can be applied to many processes of researching and adopting any new testing tool. Replacing manual testing with automated testing is not a one-size-fits-all solution. Not all tools are the right solution for your problem, and even the right solution may not work right out of the box. Transitioning to automated testing requires iteration and feedback, and buy-in from the people who will be using or benefiting from it. Find the right tool, figure out how to make it work for your needs, and make it easy to people to use.
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Abstract
In this talk, we will discuss some of the lessons learned in software testing – otherwise known as the “Do Nots”. Melissa will present the top five items that are practiced by and within QA teams where, at some time may have added value, but have now become stale or, in some cases, impactful to both the industry and project team. She will suggest different approaches and recommendations to help you either remove those items and replace them with more meaningful approaches or modernize them to ensure innovation is a driving force within your testing team.
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1 Introduction

In this talk, we introduce the five “do nots” of software testing. These “do nots” serve as a reminder that innovation should be at the forefront of our industry and even best-laid plans and ideas that make it in to our QA playbook should be re-visited to ensure they are applicable, align with the industry, and are collaboratively discussed within our agile teams in order to support the highest efficiency and productivity on our quest to deliver quicker and with high quality. Here are the top “do nots” I’ve gathered in hopes that our community can continue to continuously improve and broaden our information sharing.

2 On-boarding for New Hires Only

When we invest in on-boarding activities for new hires, we are making a statement that it’s important to provide consistent information at the onset of a team member’s career with the company. Far too often, we don’t invest that same thought process to the rest of the team or re-visit processes put in place months (or, sometimes, years) ago to ensure they are still valid and supportive of what actually takes place.

We implemented a playbook titled Definition of Done. The playbook allows us to level-set all the services our team provides and present those to our agile teams.

2.1 Definition of Done Playbook Sample Sections

- What QA Does and How
  - Test Planning
  - Test Management
  - Test Execution both scripted and un-scripted
  - Reporting
- QA’s Expectations from Development, Design, Product Management, and Scrum Master

3 Automate Everything

Fundamentally, we all know that not all tests should or can be automated, but I’m still surprised when I hear teams are being measured on the number or percentage of tests automated versus weighing the overall value the automation is bringing to the team. A better way to approach this is to have an intuitive selection process to quickly determine when something should be considered for automation. Notice how I used the word “considered” instead of giving instruction to automate a test. When you are held to a meaningless metric like “everything” your creative license is essentially removed and how fun is it to be told what to do rather than doing what you know is more valuable?

3.1 The Automated of Automatable (AofA) Metric

Because we did away with the “traditional percentage of test cases that are automated” metric that tends to be an inaccurate measure of software quality, we focused deeper on a metric that showed value, not only to the QA team, but to the agile project team as well. The AofA is determined by a selection process that succinctly shows the percentage of automated valuable tests given the following sample criteria:

- Its severity to the business in terms of:
  - Revenue Loss
  - Security Vulnerability
  - Customer Loss
- Its importance to customer happiness
• Compliance

Given these, during refinement sessions, we indicate which user story and/or acceptance criteria meets any of the above criteria and consider it for automation. Once the initial sorting happens, we size the work according to the project team’s norms and plan the work accordingly.

For reporting purposes (either daily or recurring throughout the sprint), we can report on the number of items that met our criteria and could be automated versus what was actually automated. We increased our percentages of AofA to the mid 90th percentile to 100% in most cases.

Using the guidelines in section 5, we worked in serial order of priorities. For example, if any test in our Priority 1 suite was not green, we swarmed to fix and did not expand any other automation until all higher prioritized automation was green.

4 Assume you have an Equal Seat

Many times when I’ve provided SDLC assessments for companies, I observe their team dynamics and any agile ceremonies that are followed. When I chat with QA and their management, there is a pattern of exclusion during key meetings where Development may have received more information than what was represented in the user story or its acceptance criteria. This usually results in QA not being able to size the work correctly or to assume behavior on “light” acceptance criteria. This then causes more triage by Product for bugs reported, mis-interpretation of intended behavior by QA and general tension between QA and other team members because they were not privy to adhoc or informal conversations that have taken place without them.

One option we’ve used to counteract that is smaller working refinement sessions. We do this by setting outcomes for refinement and have Product provide a list of prioritized stories ready to be refined at least 48 hours before the refinement session. We provide expectations for a story ready to be refined and have any one with responsibility on the story attend and contribute by providing a high-level summary of how they will approach the work. If any of those items are not complete during refinement, the story is not refined, and therefore, cannot and should not be planned and committed to for an upcoming sprint or for Kanban, work should not be started. By holding smaller working sessions with those who have tasks, this creates a much more efficient, collaborative session where contextual information is being shared and heard, and implicit information becomes explicit and used for higher quality activities. It also ensures that each person and their practice are equally collaborative and represented for true sizing and estimates.

5 Assume QA/QE Owns all Testing

In addition to the above, we know the Development team does their own testing, but sometimes we don’t know what that is. By defining who does what and creating a playbook of each agile pillar’s consistent practices at the individual contributor level, it removes ambiguity and take the guesswork out of what actually happens when that card or ticket moves to the “ready for QA” column. We advocate a collaborative discussion and refinement of work across the agile team to ensure test activities performed by QA are not only not redundant, but that are highly valuable and done at the right time during that phase.

5.1 Sample Automation Definition across Teams

We have 1-3 Priority criteria that aligns with the success of the agile team; not just QA/QE. This feeds into each team’s Definition of Done playbook and allows for more consistency, less ambiguity, and greater predictability to ensure teams are operating at the highest efficiency as possible.
• Development: P1 Intake Test
  • The ISTQB Definition
    • A special instance of a smoke test to decide if the component or system is ready for detailed and further testing. An intake test is typically carried out at the start of the test execution phase.
    • Intake tests are executed upon every code check-in and merge.
• Quality Assurance/Engineering: P2 Smoke Test
  • ISTQB Definition
    • A subset of all defined/planned test cases that cover the main functionality of a component or system, to ascertaining that the most crucial functions of a program work, but not bothering with finer details.
    • Smoke tests are executed upon merge and deployments and failures of these tests are designated as critical and would cause a HotFix if released in to Production. These tests are the baseline of the regression suite.
• Quality Assurance/Engineering and Product Management: P3 = User Advocacy
  • User Advocacy tests are tied to key customers or end-to-end flows and – anything that would cause a Priority 1 issue classification from Product Management or the Business.

6 Stagnant Missions and Offerings

A while ago, we changed the name and mission of QA in our organization. We determined that Quality Engineering and how we defined it most matched what we were currently doing, where we eventually wanted to do, and, perhaps most importantly, where we knew our value would be emphasized the most within the organization. When given the opportunity, sometimes it’s good to disrupt with a name change when a company or its leadership has misperceptions of what QA’s role is versus what it should be.

This quote “Influence the Building of the Software before the Software is Built” drives our daily activities. We do this by:

• Balancing technical acumen with user advocacy and ensure we emphasize both.

• Using context-driven techniques. Given the information we have, we determine if it’s enough and if not, we find more by:
  • More collaboration within Development, Product, other QE teams, Customer Support, and Customers.
  • Reaching out to the community. We both consume from and contribute to the community whenever we can.

In our QE playbook, we highlight the following traits and characteristics of the “Engineer” in Quality Engineer.
6.1 Breakdown of Engineering Traits

- Define success, outcome and measurements. Using context-driven approaches to gather the right data and information. Usually, the easiest information to gather is the that which is explicit (user stories, requirements, acceptance criteria, etc.). QE adds value when we uncover valuable information that is implicit at first.
- Design a comprehensive strategy.
- Build the solution. Write the tests, write the charters/sessions for unscripted testing.
- Execute the solution.
- Measure the results. Prove it!
- Report the outcome throughout.

By re-visiting and addressing any or all of these “do nots” you’ll be operating at higher efficiency and productivity and can continue to innovate and continuously improve.
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1. Introduction

Modern software test automation efforts target a single application, and teams often rewrite the same test case for each platform (iOS, Android, Web). This approach hasn’t scaled well as most apps have no regression automation, and those that do have tests struggle to maintain a small amount of coverage. Engineering and organizational changes such as agile, continuous integration, DevOps, and better development tooling add additional pressures to test automation development. There is a different approach, and that is developing test automation at the scale of all apps.

Together, a few insights show that testing at this scale is now possible:

- AI / Machine learning enable test cases independent of the application’s implementation.
- Apps share many common user interactions and flows.
- Reliable test execution infrastructure is now possible because of decreased compute costs.
- Test results are more insightful when compared to similar applications.

This paper details the implementation of a reference system that can test at the scale of all the world's applications, outlines the benefits of testing at this scale, and considers the impact this will have on the test automation profession and software quality. There are many implementations of such a scalable testing system. This paper describes the design, implementation, and lessons learned building test infrastructure that scales to test the world's apps at test.ai.

This paper also addresses UI-based functional regression testing. There are, of course, unit tests, integration tests, monitoring, etc. but at the end of the day the most important thing is that the software works for the human being controlling it via a user interface. This type of testing is also traditionally the most difficult and expensive to create, maintain, and scale, which is why it was chosen as a reference system. It is an exercise for the reader, or a later paper, to describe how these very same methods can be adapted to other aspects of testing.

2. Testing Apps Individually

The state of the art in automated testing focuses on one app at a time. Modern app test teams don’t have the budget to thoroughly test their own app, let alone develop automation for other applications.

Testing apps one at a time is often a brutal experience, fraught with peril and full of anti-patterns. Test automation often breaks exactly at the moment when the team needs it—right after minor changes in the application. App teams find themselves in a cycle where they start manual testing that doesn’t scale, build out automation that ends up in a boondoggle of maintenance, close down their automation efforts, return to manual testing, and inevitably automate again with new leadership, new tools, and the same dreams. Even the smartest teams at Google, Apple, Microsoft, and Facebook all have the same issues, but they can afford to keep trying to test their apps over and over again with little wins here and there. The tragedy is that the vast majority of apps today have no testing. Most app teams cannot afford a tester, or even know how to get started. The realization that so few apps have any testing at all motivated much of the work below.

There have been attempts at larger, cash-rich, companies that make 10’s or 100’s of applications to re-use some test automation code across their fleet of apps. But that reuse is often scarce, limited to shared components, in the form of code, and creates its own new set of problems to maintain single code bases for multiple apps in different stages of shipping. The most mature testing efforts in the world often turn to test frameworks to scale the problem and share them with other engineers. These test frameworks don’t have the test logic in them—they only speed up the ability to generate more test code or add new capabilities for test authoring for verifications. These test frameworks make it better to generate test coverage for a single app, not for all apps.
Testing applications one at a time is the current state because of the nature of testing. Software testers are often risk-averse—introducing a new test framework or methodology distracts from testing itself and is often seen as a risk in itself. What tester would have the audacity to pitch the idea of testing apps other than their own? Testers are often working in silos within their own companies, let alone collaborating cross-company. Testers are also late adopters when it comes to changes in technology—very few testers are playing with machine learning these days. Strangely, test automation vendors who should be motivated to build reusable components are also motivated to build tests for individual apps because that is their business model—one app at a time, and billing for human labor increases the top line. Lastly, the most ambitious engineers are usually focused on product, not testing, so that energy and ambition have been lacking in the testing space. Testing has been viewed as a necessary evil and cost center—not a place to truly innovate. Ultimately, it is not surprising test automation has been trapped in a linear, app-by-app mode considering some of these uncomfortable observations.

3. Scaling with AI

The application of AI to the test automation challenges makes all this solvable. AI is a set of Machine Learning techniques, to teach a machine to replicate human behavior. Here, the human behaviors to mimic are recognizing elements in an application and knowing how to interact with them in sequences that represent test cases. Just like humans, machines can be taught to execute test cases.

Traditional software test automation requires a developer to discover a unique way to find an element in the application. Elements are defined via custom identifiers, CSS selectors, XPATH expressions, simple image recognition, or hard-coded into the testing logic. This takes time, has to be repeated for each application, and when the application changes slightly the code needs to be updated to reflect the new implementation. Additionally, the sequencing of test steps is often hard-coded in a procedural programming language, so if the flow of the application changes, the code also will break and must be updated. Test automation today is expensive, slow, and laborious. With tens of millions of apps, billions of web pages, there isn’t enough money or engineers in the world to test all this software with the traditional approach.

AI-based test automation doesn’t suffer from these issues. Most importantly, the AI-based approach enables reuse of test automation artifacts.

3.1. Element Identification via AI

AI-based element identification is as simple as training a system to recognize cats versus dogs in photos. Here the machine is shown images of a login button, search boxes, password fields, etc. until the machine, like a human, and can readily recognize a new element in an application it has never seen before. The machine looks at the screen, just like a human tester and can recognize all the interesting parts of the application. No need for magic IDs, CSS Selectors, or XPATHs.

The robustness of this form of element identification derives from the fact that the ‘AI’ processes many different attributes of the element, and it has been trained on many different variations of that element. Training a network to recognize say a search_box is done by passing hundreds of element attributes such as height, width, position, ID, average color, CSS, number of edges, text, etc. into a neural network and telling the network ‘this is a search_box’. Much like a human unconsciously sees many of these attributes, not just one, to identify it as a search_box. Also like a human, the neural network has seen hundreds, even thousands of different search boxes and learns what range of values search boxes typically have, and what values are often correlated with each other. So, if the search box moves from the bottom of the screen to the top, or changes color, or gets wider, the neural net will still recognize it as a search_box if the new value seem to still be consistent with a ‘search box’. Traditional element identification breaks if only a single feature of the search box changes (e.g. its ID, x/y, CSS, or HTML hierarchy). The AI approach to element identification is far more robust to changes in the element, meaning lower maintenance costs as the application is redesigned or re-implemented.

Most notable is that this AI method of element identification means that for common elements, this training need only happen once. This means there is no need for the test developer to identify the CSS or XPATH for each element in an application—the AI already knows that it is a search button in a new...
application it has never seen. So, speed of element identification drops to near zero, and the identification is far more robust to changes, reducing maintenance costs to near-zero.

3.2. Step Sequencing via AI

AI-based test sequencing is a bit more complicated implementation of machine learning, but it still behaves much like a human executing a test case. When a human is executing a test case manually, they have several subgoals. An example test case for a search engine might be:

- Find the search text box
- Enter in the word “Gradient”
- Click the search button
- Verify that there is a search result item with the word “Gradient”, in it.

It is worth noting that humans also intuitively check for things like usability, look and feel, and sanity checking behavior based on a larger context of human experience. AI can approximate much of this aspect of human testing as well, but is not the focus of this paper, which is scaling UI functional regression automation.

Each of these individual steps is a simple goal. The reference AI-based system leverages a mechanism called reinforcement learning, where the machine attempts to walk around in the application, and it is given a reward when it ‘accidentally’, but correctly, clicks the search button for example. After thousands of learning attempts, the machine builds up heuristics of what to do to accomplish each test case step. The machine can now take an application it has never seen, and execute the same test logic against that new application. This approach requires no cod and is re-usable across applications and platform. This approach also requires no prior knowledge of the application design or implementation, so it is robust to changes in application design. Just like a human tester, the AI is flexible and learns over time.

Not only does an AI-based approach mean faster test development and less maintenance, it means a test case need only be written once, and the test can be executed on another app where that test case should be relevant.

4. Scaling Test Case Definitions

With an AI-based approach to execute test cases, we need to design the tests for the automation to execute. For example, we need a way to tell the machine to ‘search for “Gradient”’. Work is underway to teach AI-based systems how to create test cases themselves, but the human mind is still far better at test design. The humans need a quick way to compose these tests.

The AIT (Abstract Intent Test) schema is designed to be a human and AI/machine-readable test case format. The format deliberately doesn’t support or need, the complexity of magic IDs, CSS, XPath, etc. The format also only captures the ‘Intent’ of the test case and contains as little information as necessary to execute such a test case. AITs only deal with sequences of interactions defined at the ‘label’ level. Where a label is something like ‘search_button’, which is understandable to a human and readable by the AI-powered automation system. AITs are easy to construct in a text editor in a simple Gherkin-like language or an equivalent JSON format. The reference implementation also has a simple drag and drop User interface to compose test cases using pictures of components of the application. AITs can also be programmatically generated. Regardless, all the test case logic is embedded in the simple, human and machine readable AIT file.

Designing scalable test cases requires a different mindset than traditional test case definitions. Traditional test case design typically has a few ‘setup’ steps, to get to the part of the application where functional behavior or user-interface characteristics checked. Traditional test cases not only have to contain the steps needed to execute a test case, but they are also specific to the application’s current implementation.
4.1. Test Design for Reusability

Designing tests that can be reused across many apps take into consideration. An approach taken in the reference system is to group applications with similar functionality and implementation. For each cluster of applications, define the standard test cases as AIT tests, paying particular attention to ensure the underlying logic and flow of the test case is as general as possible, so those steps are logically similar across all the apps. With the ‘search for ‘Gradient’ test case example, the AIT test logic is general enough to be executed on all top search applications. The AIT doesn’t contain any app-specific nuances of how to navigate to the search text input box—e.g., In applications, the search box is on the initial loading page, in other apps it only appears after other dialogs or screens. The key to writing scalable AIT test cases is to ensure they are app-agnostic and look for as much ‘reuse’ across as many applications as possible.

4.2. App-Specific Test Data

During test execution, the AITs are parameterized with app-relevant test data input. AITs can contain a specific string such as “LeBron James”, but they can also contain test input or validations on the output of the form `<basketball_player>`. The system maintains a mapping of these category names, to specific instances such as “Stephen Curry”, or “Kevin Durant”, or “LeBron James”. The test execution system identifies the type of application at run-time, looks at parametrizable values in the AIT, and replaces those values with domain and application-specific values. The human editorial goes a long way toward ensuring test data is relevant at the individual app level.

This test input can impact later steps and the validation to be performed. So, later steps that also refer to `<basketball_player>` are all set to the same value. Meaning you can search for `<basketball_player>` then verify `<basketball_player>` appears somewhere on the search results page. Both input and output values will have the same value. Also test input may be labeled with a ‘scenario’ tag. This means that particular test data is relevant for a given ‘scenario’. When parameterizing later test step values, only values that are also relevant in that given scenario are used. This is a quick, declarative way to ensure coherency in the test execution.

These tests are called the ‘Standard Tests’. These are tests to be executed on all similar apps. Not only do we get a high return on the effort of designing test tests as they are executed on many apps, but this also has the benefit of relative quality assessments. More on that in the reporting section below.

4.3. Scaling Exploratory Testing

Having a list of reusable standard tests across large numbers of apps is great and reproduces rote, scripted testing. Another common form of testing is ‘exploratory’ testing. Essentially the human tester manually walks through the application and ‘plays’ with the application and observes basic behavior for correctness. The reference system not only executes the Standard Tests, but it also tests the application in an automated, and exploratory way. This is called ‘AIT Chaining’. The process is:

1. Identify the current app screen and elements
2. Search through a database of common, small AIT test definitions that match the label of the screen or element on the page.
3. Execute that general test case
4. Report Pass/Fail for that test
5. GOTO 1

This AIT-chaining allows for reuse of test cases for common subsections of applications. For example, many applications have similar sign-in flows where an invalid email address should block sign in flow. If you try to use the malformed email address of ‘@foo.com’, the flow can be expected to stop. The AIT for a test case definition for this would be:
1. When on login_page,

2. Enter ‘@foo.com’ into the email_address field,

3. Click ‘login_button’

4. Verify still on ‘login page’ (we should be stuck here)

Many apps have similar sub-flows within them. AITs like this can be easily authored, and then when executing in an AI-Chaining mode, relevant test cases can be pulled from the repository and executed. The humans here still provide the test case logic, but the machine can intelligently and automatically select and execute them at scale on any application.

### 4.4. Scaling Authentication

How to test parts of applications that require a signed in user? Again, just a little human editorial work goes a long way. Functionally, the ‘username’ and ‘password’ values are passed into the application and executed like other AIT tests which use those values on things in the app that match the labels ‘username’ and ‘password.’ How do we the usernames and passwords for the words top apps? Two highly technical approaches to getting this login information in the reference implementation:

1. The team editorially goes down the top app lists—creating test accounts for all apps.

2. A quick email or ping on LinkedIn can often get a company to share a test account with us as we are adding to their testing coverage as a byproduct and are interested in seeing the results.

Interestingly, an engineer would assume that testing at this scale would get our infrastructure flagged as bots with so many login attempts. In practice, this hasn’t been a problem. When apps flag the bot account, it is just an excuse to reach out to the team and share our findings—and get the test account blessed as a testing bot.

### 4.5. Scaling Test Design Summary

The key to defining human-intelligent test case definitions that can scale to the world’s apps is re-use. Even if it takes a little bit of time to curate and manually define great test cases in a format such as AIT, the fact that they are quick to define, and there is no need to worry about the automated execution and reporting means testers can focus on what they do best—design great tests. With that efficiency, and the above test design approaches, a basic set of intelligent test cases for the top 10,000 applications is doable with the effort of just a few human testers.

At this point, the astute test or engineering mind will be thinking of all the corner cases AITs cannot support yet, or realize that you cannot write a test case that checks with a database to verify the stock price in the application is the correct value. This is all true! Scaling has its tradeoffs and benefits.

As an aside, it is worth noting that the feeling of writing a test case that can be run on hundreds of apps, even apps you’ve never seen, is a great feeling as a tester.

### 5. Scaling Infrastructure

Many teams might have a lab of between 5 and maybe hundreds of test devices. When you are testing at the scale of all the world’s apps, all the problems normally associated with test labs grow as well.

Most test labs, whether machines laid out on a conference table, or in a modern, remote cloud-based test environment suffer from a few common challenges: flaky tests and limited capacity. Much of these problems come from engineering optimizing for the cost of computing, not person hours or reliability. When testing at large scale, these issues are too numerous to investigate. We turned the most common test lab design assumptions upside down in what is called ‘SuperScaling’ in the reference system.
5.1. One-to-One

Most test labs are configured to have a single ‘controller’ machine drive as many test devices as possible. This costs money as controller machines can cost $1-$2 thousand dollars each. Labs can get up to 16 test devices or emulators per single controller machine. This configuration, however, leads to contention for network, CPU, and memory across all the devices. This contention leads to test steps or page loads timing out as the test logic or network is shared with the other devices. The scaling infrastructure instead uses only one controller per test device. This ensures there isn’t any contention for the controller, resulting in many, many fewer test step timeouts. This does cost about 15 times as much money to deploy, but that is still less than the cost of a single engineer to debug the infrastructure or deal with false positives across thousands of applications. The fundamental rule discovered to scale test infrastructure is that machines are cheaper than humans today. Modern test labs don’t realize how much human cost is associated with cheap infrastructure.

5.2. Networking

Most test labs share networking capacity across multiple devices, often tunneling through the controller’s single network connection. This means unpredictable networking which can cause false positives and also means that performance metrics won’t be consistent run over run. To SuperScale, we have a dedicated, guaranteed 10MB connection for each controller and each test device. Yes, this wastes a lot of network capacity, but at scale, this is far less expensive than having false positive test results and paying humans to investigate issues.

5.3. Local Procedure Calls

Many of the more popular test frameworks have the test code executing at a remote machine, and test case steps make a remote call over HTTP to the test lab where the test machines live. The internet is surprisingly unreliable, especially at scale. The time spent waiting for each remote call over HTTP, and the occasional lost request leads to test execution timeouts, invalid object (e.g., the object referenced in test step can change state while the command is traversing the web). With SuperScaling the solution is to write our communication layer to the application and put the test driving logic local, on the same computer as the simulator to device.

5.4. Pristine Machine State

Lastly, most lab machines are re-used across test cases, sometimes even test runs. This can lead to silly issues like running out of disk space, accumulated memory leaks, software state ‘cruft’ accumulation, all leading to unreliable test execution and the need for human intervention. The SuperScaling model again does the inverse: controller machines (e.g., MacMini’s) are re-imaged at the ROM level between each single test execution. The machine images are stored on nearby storage area networks (SANs) with dedicated network lines to not interfere with any application network traffic. Yes, this costs money as the machine cannot process work while they are re-imaging. But, the SuperScaling key to scaling and reliability is having these systems reliable without human intervention and minimize any complexity due to machine state.

Essentially, the SuperScaling test infrastructure design turns each device into its own isolated mini-lab. This lab design philosophy results in >.998 reliability in test execution, which enables an engineer (no DevOps) team to support the test execution of tens of thousands of applications.

6. Scaling Test Reporting

To scale test case reporting to millions of apps, and billions of web pages, the reference system has built a non-traditional reporting infrastructure. Most importantly, testing at this scale also enables a whole new way to view and judge application quality.
6.1. Delayed SQL

Traditional test reporting post results of test cases to a SQL server, and at run-time, the reporting UI runs SQL queries to report on the data. Test case pass-fail results are also often just that, a little bit of text. Traditional reporting also only has one or perhaps ten users querying the data at any given time. The AI-driven testing bots, however, produce a GigaByte or more of results data per test run. Generally with scalable reporting design, things are kept as long as necessary in flat JSON files. These JSON results are then post-processed and saved in cloud storage. A separate process parses all these JSON files and pushes that data into ready-to-serve schemas in a SQL data store to enable real-time complex querying to support engineering, internal reporting. Keeping the data in JSON formats as long as possible, and preprocessing the data into standard report formats before pushing it into a datastore helps avoid any data store contention and dramatically reduces the compute time and latency of traditional dynamic test report generation.

6.2. Search

Traditional test reporting post results of test cases to a SQL server, and at run-time, the reporting UI runs SQL queries to report on the data. Test case pass-fail results are also often just that, a little bit of text. Traditional reporting also only has one or perhaps ten users querying the data at any given time. The AI-driven testing bots, however, produce a GigaByte or more of results data per test run. Generally with scalable reporting design, things are kept as long as necessary in flat JSON files. These JSON results are then post-processed and saved in cloud storage. A separate process parses all these JSON files and pushes that data into ready-to-serve schemas in a SQL data store to enable real-time complex querying to support engineering, internal reporting. Keeping the data in JSON formats as long as possible, and preprocessing the data into standard report formats before pushing it into a datastore helps avoid any data store contention and dramatically reduces the compute time and latency of traditional dynamic test report generation.

To navigate this mass amount of data, where engineers aren’t even sure which apps are tested, or when, the reference system also has a search engine, indexing all test cases, apps, and test results.

6.3. Benchmarking and Competitive

The most exciting aspect of reporting on testing at this scale is the cross-application analytics. Most app teams can barely keep up with testing their own application—they don’t have time even to imagine testing their competitor’s apps. When testing at this scale, with standard and common test cases, it is to pivot the reporting in a few ways:

• Competitive Performance: The performance of clicking a ‘search_button’ across the top web search apps can now be compared against each other. For example, we can easily tell that Walmart’s app is slower to log in, but has a faster search experience compared to Amazon’s app.

• Flow Comparisons: Since AITs describe a user intent, it is possible to see how other applications accomplish the same intent. One app may have extra steps due to better design or may have features that another app doesn’t have.

• Feature-Level Benchmarks: If an application’s performance for facebook OAuth login is slow, but they know it is also slow in another app, they can prioritize their time on other performance issues in the application since they likely don’t have control over it. The performance of common actions in apps can now be compared to the ‘average’ in all apps.

6.4. Device, OS, App Store Testing

Individual app teams find it difficult to automate the testing of their app. But there are also test teams out there with almost impossibly large testing problems:

• App stores: App stores strive to ‘test’ every app that is submitted from developers to protect their users and brand from low-quality applications. App stores today, generally have a mix of human manual
testing and random monkey tests to look for basic crashes and other issues. Now App stores can test and verify the functionality of 'all' apps at scale.

- Operating Systems/ Browsers: The makers of OS’s and browsers have the accountability to make sure applications work great on their platform. Today’s approach to test automation means only a few apps can be tested to catch reliability, performance, and functional regressions when the operating system updates. With scaled testing, more intelligent quality reporting can be made to compare OS vs. OS, or Browser vs. Browser.

- Hardware Manufactures: Hardware also has an impact on application performance and sometimes functionality and reliability. Testing at scale means it is now feasible to verify how hardware changes impact applications. Finding issues, or just verifying that things still work, would be significant progress.

- Carriers: Cell phone carriers have to verify that now hardware, operating system versions, and applications won’t adversely impact their network and services. Scaled testing can help verify the fully deployed system will behave from the app-level down.

The reporting on massive amounts of application test results can reveal the test results for lots of individual applications. This reporting also gives insights into:

- The relative quality between applications, can measure quality across all apps
- Regress new operating system versions
- Verify the correctness of fully deployed end-to-end carrier tech stacks

AI-driven testing at this scale enables new measures of quality not possible before. Performance, crash rates, even user flows can now be compared across applications and benchmarked. Most importantly, this approach to scaled testing means every team, even teams that cannot afford dedicated testing resources for automation, can benefit from the value of test automation.

7. Team Structure

Interestingly, when developing the reference system, the structure of the team was the most surprising aspect. The original thinking was was to bring the best test automation engineers on the planet together and just build it. It turned out that most test automation engineers were the very ones who had honed their skills on testing one or at most just a few apps, and they came with all their inherent biases. We also found that most of the problems were classical AI / Machine Learning problems that just happened to be in the service of a testing problem. Mid way we realized that what we had really build was a hybrid of a search engine and machine learning platform. The system is a search engine in the fact that it is crawling large numbers of apps, indexing all their content, scoring the results, and measuring quality in statistically and in aggregate. It is also a machine learning platform in that it has specialized tooling for labeling data, expressing rewards for the reinforcement learning, and a data pipeline that mass produces global and per-app classifiers. If we knew how hard it would be, we may not have started :)

The team construction that ended up being important:

- Machine Learning and Statistics PhDs focused on the ML
- Engineers with Experience in Search Crawling, Indexing, and Serving
- Test Automation Engineers experienced in testing at scale (e.g. Chrome, Search)
- Test Design Engineers well-versed in the breadth of testing problems, platforms, familiar with all the great test designs, and can recognize the anti-patterns of test design.
- Experienced Designer for Data Driven UX
- Senior Front End Engineers to build data-heavy, complex, performant UI
• Experienced Infrastructure engineers to design robust, distributed and scaling data pipelines, execution and reporting.

Interestingly, most of the team members aren’t testers or automation engineers. Testing at this scale is really a combination of two product teams: Search and Machine Learning Infrastructure.

8. Summary

This paper has walked through the challenges of testing applications at scale, explored solutions, and discussed new benefits that this approach can bring to software quality. Testing at scale, with test case reuse, isn’t just ‘better, faster, cheaper’, it impacts the role of testing, the overall quality of software, and given that apps power much of our daily lives, it might just make this a better world.
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Abstract

The idea of testing everything is a popular one, in fact, many stakeholders think that’s exactly what their quality teams do. It usually isn’t and can’t be; but how can teams communicate this? Join Jenny Bramble as she helps to pave the way using the language of risk-based testing. By defining risk in two simple parts, the team and project have a tangible and usable metric. She shares how to apply this metric and use it to determine where the team should focus testing, making it more effective and efficient whilst communicating that effort through the creation of a risk matrix.

As a result, risk becomes the right language for the team to communicate clearly and concisely with everyone involved in the project by using agreed-upon words and definitions.
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1 Introduction

One of the hardest parts of my career in quality assurance has been telling someone--anyone--that I’m worried about a feature that they really want to release. I’m an emotional person and favor talking in pictures and feelings over logic and rationale. This would often leave me in the sorts of situations where everyone involved walked away upset.

“Hey,” I’d say to one of the developers on my team. “I feel bad about this feature that we’re trying to push out for the next release.”

“What do you mean?” he’d ask.

“It’s just...I have a bad feeling.” I might wave my arms about or shrug.

He’d look at me, look at his computer, and decide that it wasn’t worth his time to try and force me to make sense.

This scene would repeat over and over in my days as a junior QA person and I never really understood why they didn’t seem to understand me. I thought I was communicating well, and after a while, people would trust my ‘gut instincts’ about our projects. Yet, every time we’d get a new developer, new product owner, new project manager, new quality assurance person, or new intern, the cycle would start again.

What was going on? It turns out I was trying to communicate risk to my stakeholders (in this case, my developers) and because we were using different subsets of language, I was not able to effectively communicate.

2 What is Risk?

Risk--or our feelings about risk--while essential to every aspect of a project is not easy to communicate. We use words that mean something to us, but that may mean something entirely different to another person. Considering this is a metric that we use to define our scope of testing, this is a gap in our communication that can be very detrimental to our projects. If we can’t talk about risk in a concrete, meaningful way, we are losing one of the best tools in our QA toolbox.

So, then, what is risk? Can we give it a value that we can use to compare different features and use cases?

Yes!
Simply put, risk is the impact of failure and the likelihood that failure will occur. The intersection of impact and likelihood gives us that value.

Once we can determine the impact of the failure that may occur and the likelihood of that failure, we can create a scale that we will use to assign a value to the likelihood and the impact which can be combined to give us a value that we can assign as risk.

Let’s start with a definition of “failure” and its impact.

3 Failure, Impact of Failure, and Probability of Failure

Failure is anything that has an impact on the business. The most obvious examples are bugs that cause catastrophe—users can't login or can't perform basic functions. But, there are a lot of layers to the impact that failure can have. When we’ve determined what our failure cases are, we can move on to talking about the impact of these failures.

The easiest types of impacts to see are the technical failures. Examples here are features not working or behaving in unexpected ways from something as simple as ‘users can’t log in’ to a more complex scenario such as ‘the data returned are subtly off from the expected value.’ We see these failures every day as we navigate the web or use mobile applications on our phones. They’re the most obvious of failures to end users.

But, there are other types of failures. You can have a failure that impacts the business side of the house: maybe there’s a feature released too early. Or a rule that’s not been properly implemented. Or worse--legal language missing from a site that brings your company out of compliance.

Most importantly and most often overlooked, we can also have a failure that impacts the morale of our users; an emotional failure if you will. This happens when users have their workflow interrupted or something that causes them to need to do extra work. Even a flow that improves the time they need to spend on a task can be disruptive if it’s not communicated clearly.

When we finally can sit down and talk about all the ways a use case, feature, or application can fail, we can start to have a real meaningful discussion on what the impacts are. This is the first time in the process that we start to level set and align everyone’s expectations together. Once this is started, you will find your teams have a much easier time communicating.

The next area to focus on is probability. Simply put: how likely is it that this use case, feature, or application will fail in the ways we’ve described?

There is not always an obvious answer to this question. As with the impact, we end up making an educated guess. This means that our first step is to educate ourselves.
Begin by asking questions. Has this feature failed before? How did it fail? When? Have we handled that use case?

Has something similar failed before?

Are there any outside influences acting on our team that may make this feature more likely to fail?

Do we have any root cause analysis documents or defects that can tell us about past failures? Have we asked any of our team members who’ve worked in this area of the code before about it?

How likely is this use case to be encountered by end users? How many end users may see the failure?

All of these answers will give us information that we can use to determine the likelihood of the item failing in our present day. There’s always the chance that we’ll be wrong, but our job is to make these educated guesses by collecting as much information as is feasible and translating those answers to the team in a reasonable way.

If you are looking at your item and are concerned that you’re not getting the full picture, there’s a few other things you can do as well.

First, remember that there are other types of risks. Perhaps you want to indicate that user familiarity is a factor that will increase the risk or likelihood that you will see issues. Or you are concerned about the number of merges a particular feature has and you’d like to use that to weight the risk value. If you have any industry specific risks that come into play, you can use those as well. Anything that gives you enough information to make a decision but not so much that you create a lot of chaos or swirl is worth noting.

Second, look for more or less granularity. If you are looking too closely at the details then you may not be getting a good picture of the true risks. Similarly, if you’re going too broad, you may miss individual pieces that need more attention. Maybe there’s a particular use case that has a high impact of failure yet the overall feature tends to have a lower impact as there’s several ways to access it. This would be valuable to call out separately.

Once these things have been hashed out, we can start using our rating system. By defining what we mean when we say risk, we’ve already started to create a stronger team. Using the same words with the same meanings, we’re able to accurately communicate to our team members.
4 Building a Risk Matrix

Begin by deciding how you'll represent your concerns or feelings on the impact and likelihood. A scale of 1 to 10 is most often used, though you can use anything that makes sense to your team. Values of high, low, medium or t-shirt sizing can also work. If you have a team that is particularly emotion driven, a set of emojis can also be a fantastic visual way to represent the impact, likelihood, and resulting risk.

Create a matrix with one row for each of your use cases or features and a column for each item that will contribute to the overall risk value and a column for the over-all risk.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item/Use Case</th>
<th>Impact of Failure</th>
<th>Probability of Failure</th>
<th>Risk Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upload a song to your account</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set a song to “fans only”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Add lyrics for a song</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As you can see, it looks pretty simple. This is by design. The more complex a risk matrix is, the less likely it is that it will be filled out in a timely, useful manner.

Enter in all the use cases or features you want to look at. Remember that for each risk assessment session, you should focus on a subset of features, since doing all of them at once will muddy the waters and you may find yourself rushing to just get numbers down.

With the team or with yourself, discuss the rating system. What does a catastrophic failure look like for these scenarios? What does an acceptable failure look like? What about a failure that is bad, but not earth shattering? Once you have those things defined, you can enter in values for the Impact of Failure column.
In this scenario, uploading a song is our golden path--our most important workflow. If a user is unable to upload a song at all, that constitutes an all-hands-on-deck emergency. But if they can’t set a song to “fans only”, that’s not as big of an issue. It’s still bad and we need to resolve it, but it isn’t a severity one emergency.

If users are unable to add lyrics to a song, we are not as concerned. It’ll be fixed, but perhaps in the next build not as a hotfix.

Next, we look at the probability of failure. This is where most of the discussion happens. When I run a risk assessment session, I will often time box these discussions to 3-5 minutes. You can discuss it longer, but if you restrict the time (or timebox it), people will often start to agree on a number.

Here, we’ve determined that uploading a song probably will not break, but it’s a workflow that we have in a lot of places and there’s a chance of it failing as a result of other work.

Setting a song to “fans only” is brand new functionality and we’ve never had any gatekeeping in place like this. Therefore, it has a high chance of breaking or being implemented incorrectly.

Adding lyrics has a low probability of failure. It’s a simple text page with no formatting and we haven’t touched that code path in a long time.

Now that we have this, we can multiply the values together and get a value for risk.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item/Use Case</th>
<th>Impact of Failure</th>
<th>Probability of Failure</th>
<th>Risk Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Upload a song to your account</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set a song to “fans only”</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Add lyrics for a song</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We can clearly see and now clearly communicate to our team where we should be focusing our testing efforts. Setting a song to “fans only” is the obvious choice, with uploading songs a close second.

Now that we have these numbers in our hands, we can take them to other parts of our cross functional teams and say ‘this is where our efforts will be focused and this is why.’

This lets us not only justify our decisions to our team but it can also let us argue for more resources such as more people working on a project or more time to complete the work we’ve been given. In short, risk drives these decisions and by clearly defining risk as impact of failure multiplied by probability of failure we can communicate risk via a risk matrix. This helps our team members make better, more informed decisions.

## 5 Summary

In summary, the language of risk-based testing, once it’s defined by your team, is a powerful tool to use for communication. You can supplement the definitions with a risk matrix and find that you and your team communicate more clearly, precisely, and will lead to better testing of your application. In turn, this leads to high quality and higher confidence overall.
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Abstract

Testing is one of the fields of Software Engineering that has been very rapidly evolving over time. The latest evolution is the departure of the traditional testing roles. Various companies like Microsoft that had previously a ratio of 1:2 Software Development Engineers in Test (SDETs aka Testers) to Software Development Engineers (SDEs aka Developers), have converted their SDETs to generic Software Engineers.

Until about 5 years ago, product testing involved some combination of manual and automated testing that ran into hundreds, if not thousands of test cases. Turnaround time for test, would be anywhere from few days to few weeks. Once shipped, if a product had a major bug, it would be part of a service pack or the next version, testing for which would again consume the same amount of time as before.

Fast forward to the current day - software is largely shipped as services, instead of as products - which makes it very easy for bugs to be fixed if found. This is one of the biggest reasons that has caused companies to take a very different approach towards testing.

As a result, we see shorter test passes, faster ship cycles and fewer resources dedicated to testing. But, that does not mean that software can be shipped without being properly tested.

This paper is an effort to shed light on what lies in the future for testing as a discipline and how to stay relevant in this field.
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1 Introduction & Motivation

Traditionally, the role of a person in test, whether it be a Software Tester, Software Test Engineer, Software Engineer in Test, or Software Development Engineer in Test was to sufficiently test a product and to “sign-off” that a piece of software was ready to be released. The term “Signing-off” came from other realms of engineering where an engineer had reviewed the specifications, verified that the project was compliant with any rules and regulations, verified that the project met the specifications, and to state that it was safe for usage.

This often led to a “throw over the wall” type of mentality, where Software developers would sometimes deliver sub-par quality software, just because they were not being held responsible for its quality. This was not only just a bad practice, but it also caused projects to often miss release deadlines because of time spent going back and forth between testing and development.

In the past decade, there has been a push to curb this mentality and make quality a team-oriented goal. There was a shift on accountability, where engineering teams were held accountable and not individual roles. However, if the engineering teams owned quality, why were there test roles? At that time, the thinking was that testers would still be the primary source of testing work -- both manual and automated -- but there would be an expectation that developers would help and that the throw over the wall mentality would disappear.

1.1 Evolving Role of the Tester

As the ownership of quality shifted towards the entire engineering team, the distinction between developers and testers got fuzzier. Companies started obscuring between the roles of developers and testers, and titles were merged. Teams went from having ratios closer to one tester per every two developers, to one tester per team.

Now, with the push towards Service Oriented Architecture and increased usage of telemetry the need for a specialist in manual and automated testing seems to be fading away. So, what does that mean to the testing role? Is it still relevant? Is it to disappear? What is the future? In this paper, we will discuss our thoughts of these questions.

First, we will look at what has led us to this point and study what some companies have done. We will then discuss what our belief of the next evolution of testing is, and how best to stay relevant. We conclude with a summary of our thoughts.

2 Evolving approach towards testing

Historically, especially when we consider waterfall style methodologies, verification was performed by “testers”. This was often the last step before the software was released. Typically, there would be a test plan written by testers and then that plan would be followed. These tests traditionally were manually executed, but later progressed to use more automation.

Nowadays, testing isn’t a specific step in most lifecycles. It is a part of the development process, and it isn’t as vigorous, detailed or specific. Testing tasks are shared across the team, and focus towards risky areas, likely scenarios, and happy paths.

2.1 Implications of shared testing tasks

Making testing a “shared” responsibility had effects on both the testing role itself and product development. For the role, some companies have started merging testing and development roles into one. In some cases, testers would need to interview for development roles or be laid off. This will further be expanded in Section 3.
The implications on product development is that shallow testing is performed; hard to think of unhappy paths, the bread and butter of a testers’ job, are often ignored. James Bach and Michael Boulton contrasts deep testing versus shallow testing in their Rapid Software Testing courses as:

- Testing is deep to the degree that it has a probability of finding rare, subtle, or hidden problems that matter.
- Deep testing requires substantial skill, effort, preparation, time, or tooling, and reliably and comprehensively fulfills its mission.
- By contrast, shallow testing does not require much skill, effort, preparation, time, or tooling, and cannot reliably and comprehensively fulfill its mission. (Bach & Bolton, Rapid Software Testing, 2017)

2.2 Why is there a shift?

The main reasons why we see a shift in how companies approach testing is mainly because of (but not limited) to the following:

- Developing Software as a Service (SaaS) - building web services and applications instead of desktop applications.
- Shared Responsibility - quality is no longer just owned by the tester.
- Speed - moving fast and getting a product out faster to market is often prioritized over quality.
- Analytics and Telemetry - increased ability to monitor and find bugs in production.
- Partial Roll Outs - slowly dial users to use new functionality.
- Continuous Integration & Deployment - it is easier to ship or roll back changes.
- Microservice Architecture - moving away from monolithic applications.

2.2.1 Software as a Service (SaaS)

Developing desktop software applications typically involved long ship cycles and longer time to update (even more so in the period of installation via physical media). Additionally, one could not always guarantee that a user would install the update. Therefore, there was emphasis on the quality of every shipped version. With the shift to developing and deploying software as a service, software is very easily deployed, updated or rolled back. This meant that certain compromises could be made on quality, as long as some basic quality criteria were met.

2.2.2 Shared Responsibility

Many technology teams have moved to Lean and Agile methodologies, and this methodology challenges the need for separate development and test groups. They encourage having one team with a shared common goal. Everyone on the team is treated equally responsible and encouraged to take on any task.

2.2.3 Speed

Software is being built at a much faster pace than before, and companies want to get as many features out as possible, and as fast as possible. This does not necessarily mean that quality is not important. However, risk can be assessed, and a question can be raised as to how much testing is good enough. At a certain point, it will cost more to find a bug than to release the software as is.

2.2.4 Analytics and Telemetry

Tools and applications to help monitoring production code have been on the rise and becoming more sophisticated. Many tools now exist to help investigate production issues and to catch issues early on. With some such monitoring software even using advanced machine learning techniques, production issues can be identified even before they occur. Moreover, such analyses cannot only be done in...
production, but also in test environments. These tools help in making software more reliable and stable even before it is released to production.

2.2.5 Partial Roll Out

A/B testing has been widely used to test features to test experiments and see which version performs well and which one doesn’t. This same framework can be used to limit user exposure to new features, thereby providing the advantage of releasing a new feature early, while also minimizing risk by not releasing it to 100% of a company’s user base. By having good metrics, monitors, and alerts as mentioned above, companies could release a feature to 1% of users and see if there are any errors, bugs, or issues. Gradually, they can dial up to 100% of users.

Additionally, this methodology has allowed companies to be able to cause brownouts where features can be quickly turned off while the engineering team fixes the bugs.

2.2.6 Continuous Integration & Deployment (CI/CD)

With modern build processes, each commit an engineer does, can automatically build, launch a test environment, apply a battery of tests, and ship it to a set of environments (including production). Additionally, triggers could be set to automatically rollback to previous versions should bugs be found.

2.2.7 Microservice Architecture

Moving to microservices architecture has helped in a few ways. First, by breaking products into small logical services makes testing features and functionality easier. That is, it is easier to test in isolation, and a microservice architecture’s goal is to isolate functionality into its own service.

Second, it is easier to ship a small web service to see how it performs and roll back if necessary. Third, based on our personal experiences, there seem to be less logical bugs in this type of architecture.

3 Case studies

We chose to include these companies in our Case Studies because they are our current/former employers. These comments and studies are based on our experiences working at these companies and from the references cited. These comments are not official responses from companies.

The purpose of these case studies is to highlight the transformation that is happening to the traditional software testing role.

We will consider three companies that we have had experiences with, Zillow, Expedia, and Microsoft. Although we talk about three companies, we believe that these changes are happening at various other companies as well, based on articles we read and speaking with engineers.

3.1 Zillow

Zillow has seen its test discipline re-structure from being a heavily SDET owned operation towards a developer owned, but test owner driven testing.

Most teams at Zillow now have a test owner (Test Lead or an SDET and/or a Test Engineer) who is responsible for the overall test quality of the team’s products.

Each test owner usually works with a team of about 8 developers. Test owner leads the testing effort, but responsibilities can vary between teams. Engineering teams decide what would be the best way to distribute test efforts among the team and proceed with the same for testing their features. For some
teams, test owners take charge of test planning, execution, while developers write the test automation, for some others, test owners do the actual manual/automated testing, and for some other teams, test owners drive planning, test code reviews and releases. In most cases, developers own writing and maintaining test automation.

3.1.1 Zillow’s transformation of the testing role

Originally, Zillow had a Testing org (as well as Development and Product Management orgs). Testers did manual testing and wrote test automation. Zillow mostly hired SDETs and had an offshore manual testing team to do sitewide test passes.

As the company started growing, it re-structured orgs and as a result, broke into individual product teams, with each team having a Group Manager. Developers, Testers and Product Managers reported to the Group Manager. Most of these testers were SDETs and they wrote test automation, test plans, did some manual testing, and directed the offshore manual testers. SDETs spent most of their time doing manual testing and directing the manual testers. Management realized that Development teams were not taking ownership of quality or automated tests and were just pushing it over to the testers.

So, Zillow moved automated test responsibility to the developers, and switched to hiring test leads. Test leads would direct testing for the team, but Development teams would own the automated tests. Test Leads would also direct manual testing for offshore team. Even in this model, the role of the Test Lead varies by needs of their Development team. The role of test leads really is to make sure that their team is thinking about quality and doing the right thing for continuous improvement.

3.2 Expedia

At Expedia, testing role varied from one organization to another. In general, though, SDETs were the main drivers of quality. They owned test planning and the test automation platform. They built test frameworks and test automation themselves. They executed tests and logged most of the bugs. To be able to meet testing demands, developer to tester ratio was around 3 to 1.

Expedia has been going through a change in its approach to testing. There are groups that have already transitioned completely from having dedicated testers. In those teams, SDETs would need to change roles to be a developer, with a small focus on testing or find other teams that needed SDETs.

In teams that still have SDETs, it would be rare to have more than one per team. SDETs would focus on test architecture, worked alongside developers to write test automation, run tests, and mentored SDEs on how to write good tests.

3.3 Microsoft

At the time that we were at Microsoft (over 5 years ago), SDE:SDET ratio on the teams that we were on, was about 2:1. SDETs owned all the work related to test planning, test automation and maintenance.

However, from approximately about 3 years ago, Microsoft has moved to a “Combined Engineering” model, where SDETs no longer exist or exist only in very specialized teams.

The concept of Combined Engineering is that an engineer is responsible for his/ her feature end-to-end – from “from unit testing, to integration testing, to performance testing, to deployment, to monitoring live site” (Shah, 2017).
4 Future of software testing

In the future, this is what we envision the role of someone in Software Testing would be:

- To not just test in the traditional way, but to be an evangelist for quality.
- Coach and mentor your team on how to think about quality in the tasks they do.
- Focus on quality of customer experiences and not just on code quality.
- Risk assessment.
- Ask questions about the testability of a system.
- Push for quality upstream, right from planning for a new product or feature.
- Quality gates for when code is checked in.
- Unit test coverage
- Think of Test Driven Development
- Automate the "right" things!
- Excessive UI automation is never good.
- Learning new technologies and seeing how it can help them in their role and beyond.
- Analyze production issues to find issues or commonalities, and determine if it is a bug.

4.1 Evangelize the importance of Quality

In the never-ending quest to move fast to release software, quality often is forgotten. Since quality/testing efforts are taken up towards later phases of a project (usually following product planning and development) it is common that there is not enough time between getting a final build ready to test and the product release date. This puts testers in a difficult situation - Should they be asking for more time to test? Should they fit in as much testing as possible within the time left? What if they find blocking issues that need fixing, and the product goes back into development, giving them even less time to test and sign-off?

This is where evangelizing for quality becomes important.

Help your team understand that quality is everyone's responsibility and not just the tester's. Coaching and mentoring your engineering team on quality, and how the team can improve, will become an important part of someone in a dedicated role for quality.

After all - a wellscoped and properly developed product is always better and faster to test, than otherwise!

4.2 Have a growth mindset!

Technologies for development and deployment of software are continuously evolving to become better and faster. To continue being relevant and thrive alongside this change, professionals in the field of quality need to have an awareness and an overall understanding of these technologies. Testing practices need to adapt based on technologies used to develop and deploy software. It is more important now than ever, to stay aware of upcoming technologies, and find out if there are any tools or services you can use to help with testing.

4.3 Drive a quality mindset!

Understanding the product and being involved in product and design discussions right from the beginning is key to successfully planning for test and delivering on the same. Someone in test should:

1. Work with product/ project manager to get product specs written and reviewed by the entire team.
   Ensure that the scope of the project is correctly defined and prevent "scope creep".
2. Work with your engineering team to
   a. Assess risk
i. What is the *most* critical feature in the product?
ii. What would take the most time to test?
iii. Which component is prone to having more bugs?
b. Is the product testable? If not, understand what the reasons are, and plan for getting needed resources ahead of time to make testing possible before release.
c. Define quality gates and acceptance criteria before the product moves over into test -
i. Is Unit testing being done? This is the least expensive of all types of testing (remember the Testing Pyramid?) and extremely important.
ii. Are test plans defined, and on time? Do they cover the needed product behavior as defined in the Product spec?
iii. Ensure that test automation is a planned activity as part of release of the project.
d. Be involved in the design and architecture
i. Does the design make sense?
ii. Are we using the right technologies?

4.4 Be a customer advocate

In many cases, a finished/built product is delivered to a tester to test it out, but a professional in the field of quality (or testing), should have the right understanding about why a product is being built and, how to test it effectively.

- Why is our company/team building this product?
  - What is the purpose of this specific product or feature?
- What customer problem does it solve?
  - What alternative approaches exist to solve this problem?
- Who are the types/groups of users that will use this product?
  - How should I cater testing to ensure proper usability of this product?
- Do you believe that the finished product serves the customer as expected? Not just in terms coding requirements, but also in terms of user experience?
- How is the end user experience using this product (or feature)? How easy is it to use?

With all the emphasis given to and time spent improving software development processes and coding practices, it can be easy to overlook if a finished product or feature will serve the customer as expected. But remember – asking right questions at the right time during product development is key to a project’s success. If a product isn’t solving a user’s need as expected, a thoroughly developed and well-tested product is of little use!

4.5 Remember that Internet of Things (IoT) is here

Looking at the current trend and the pace at which IoT is expanding, it is only fair to assume that it’s here to stay. Testing software services end-to-end may include testing using devices of multiple operating systems, user interfaces, screen sizes, versions. Testing various aspects of a service, like accessibility, performance, scalability, usability, security, compliance, software upgrades can get much more complicated than before and will need careful planning and execution on behalf of testers.

4.6 Don’t forget Security testing

As a direct result of having a diverse set of devices embedded in a service’s workflow, there will be multiple places where data is exchanged between devices. Each of these interactions will involve devices that may use different security protocols to communicate, making it more challenging to test. Information security will be a big area for testers to focus on, not only to ensure that devices are communicating securely, but also to ensure client and customer data privacy.
4.7 Get comfortable with software that can write software

Not too distant in the future, test automation may not be written by testers or developers, but by software. What does this mean for testers? Should this be perceived as a threat to a tester’s role or be considered as help? We think this can be a new opportunity for testers - this can be a tool that will help testing to move fast, without compromising on quality. Testers need to put in checks and balances in place for such software, to ensure that such software is testing the right things in the right way.

5 Conclusion

All evidence points towards a big shift in the testing role. More companies are re-thinking their approach to testing due to the reasons mentioned above (in Section 2) and joining the movement to get away from a traditional software-testing role. Does that mean that a career in testing is obsolete? No. Quality is important and relevant. So is delivering a high-quality customer experience for any product or service. This means that a testing role will still exist in most companies. However, it may not look like what it does right now. Focus of this role will shift towards “quality” rather than just “testing”. We believe that testers will go from typical individual contributor – in-the-weeds – roles to more leadership and consulting type roles. This may look like specialized virtual teams that focus on software quality for an entire company or specialized roles in quality, for a set of teams. There may still be certain companies that need manual software testers with specific skills, but demand for such roles will continue to wane.

The expectation of writing automation or running manual tests will be shared, but where testers will excel is by being “quality stewards” - influencing and growing the team and organization to develop a quality mindset.

We believe that this transformation not only sets up a career in software testing for longer-term success but also is beneficial to product and company success.
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Abstract
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1 Introduction

Although test automation practices provide critical efficiency benefits to the software development process, there are many accompanying problems with the current state of the art. Test scripts do not generalize across applications, and may easily break in the presence of changes to the underlying application. Outside of model-based testing (discussed later), test scripts are hand-crafted by humans, and test execution and logging of results are the only fully automated parts of the testing process. Also, automated test script oracles are limited and can only detect defects based on the path and assertions that were coded explicitly in the test script. Consequently, current approaches do not provide for fully automated software testing and substantial manual effort is still required.

There exists a significant gap between machine testing and human-level performance. Human testers can perceive the state of an application, can act intelligently, and can observe resulting application state to uncover defects. To improve efficiency and reduce the cost of quality, there is a need for improving software testing and test automation, and for introducing more intelligent automated testing behavior that is capable of mimicking human behavior.

Advances in AI and ML have shown that machines are capable of matching or surpassing human performance across various problem domains (Bojarski et al. 2016, Moyer 2016, Xiong et al. 2017). As a result, we are witnessing the new uprisin of self-driving cars. These systems are capable of perceiving the environment and surroundings of a vehicle, and are capable of mimicking intelligent human driving behavior. We are also seeing many intelligent systems that can communicate with humans and answer questions asked in spoken natural language, and even systems capable of beating top human players at classic board games such as Go.

As a testing community, we are lagging behind other software engineering fields when it comes to innovation. While there has been extensive research and work into semi-automated testing techniques, such as model-based test generation, these techniques do not: (1) mimic the thought and learning process of human testers; and (2) seamlessly generalize across applications and application domains. There is a need for building more intelligent software testing approaches akin to that of self-driving cars and other comparable intelligent systems.

This paper aims to stimulate research and innovation in software testing through the use of AI and ML. We present an example of our journey and experiences of applying existing AI research to testing. We also strive to provide critical takeaways for how quality professionals can get the necessary foundation to break into the AI world and start contributing to this ripe emerging field of intelligent automated software testing.

2 AI for Software Testing

Thanks to the continuing advances in AI and ML, the idea of being able to build intelligent systems that can test software, and that can improve their ability to test by learning from humans, may be closer than we think to being a reality. In this section, we provide an overview of ML, and we also establish a mapping between the software testing problem and ML.

2.1 Overview of Machine Learning

Machine learning is a sub-field of AI and is the science of getting computers to act without being explicitly programmed (Stanford 2018). Two major applications of ML are referred to as unsupervised learning and supervised learning. In unsupervised learning, unlabeled data is fed into a training algorithm with the goal of discovering patterns and relationships. Examples include clustering algorithms that attempt to organize data points into groups. Supervised learning, in contrast, involves human-labeled training data. A supervised learning workflow typically involves multiple iterations of constructing labeled training
data, extracting features from the data, choosing an algorithm, training a model, evaluating the model using test or input data, and improving the model. The diagram below portrays this workflow:

A common ML system is the artificial neural network (ANN). ANNs are computing systems vaguely inspired by biological neural networks, and are based on a collection of connected units called artificial neurons. There are many different types of ANNs, including convolutional neural networks (CNNs) and recurrent neural networks (RNNs). CNNs are commonly used for image recognition problems, and RNNs are commonly used for natural language processing (NLP) problems.

Another application of ML is reinforcement learning. This learning approach involves creating algorithms that are capable of learning by using reward systems. Useful actions are positively rewarded, whereas less useful actions may be penalized.

### 2.2 Relationship Between ML and Testing

There is a direct mapping from the software testing problem to a machine learning solution. The testing problem involves applying a test input to an application or function, then comparing the output to an expected result. This is precisely what machine learning does. A set of inputs (or features) is supplied to a training algorithm. In supervised learning, the correct answer is also supplied to the training algorithm with each set of inputs. The job of the machine learning system is to iteratively (slightly) reconfigure the “internal brain”, each time getting better and better at providing the correct answers based on the provided input sets. Therefore, all of the existing and ongoing research and development that has gone into building these ML systems are providing a direct benefit towards further automating the software testing problem.

Self-driving cars and the technology that powers them can be mapped to the problem of software testing. Just as humans can teach learning algorithms how to drive a car, we can envision building a system capable of learning from a user’s testing journey. Similarly, NLP and natural language generation research may map to test case generation. Lastly, game theory and reinforcement learning may map well to the problem of discovering a system and hunting for bugs. For example, reinforcement learning may be used to reward an intelligent system for uncovering a system crash or an exception.

Researchers and practitioners realize the potential for AI and ML to be leveraged to help bridge the gap between the testing capabilities of humans and those of machines (AIST 2018, AISTA 2018). Existing work on applications of ML to software testing has explored applying supervised ML to the testing problem (Arbon 2017). There is also an abundance of emerging research on new AI and ML techniques and algorithms. It is imperative that the testing community make a concerted effort to keep up with AI research and look for ways to innovate within the testing field.
3 Applying AI to Testing

In this section, we set out to provide a journey of how we have been able to leverage existing AI research and map it to specific software testing problems. We present two examples. For each example, we first focus on an AI research area; then we explore our experiences when trying to map the research to testing. Our goal is to let our experiences serve as a framework and as motivation for the reader to follow a similar approach.

3.1 Research: Object Recognition

There exist several problems and areas of research surrounding object recognition within images. Image classification involves visually inspecting an image and deciding whether the image belongs to a particular class. For example, given an image of a cat as input, an image classifier may return the label "cat" as an output.

In some cases, classifying an image with a single label is not sufficient. Suppose the input image contains both a cat and a dog. While assigning either label would be correct, we may instead want to produce two output labels for the single input image. Research efforts have been focused on ML algorithms that can produce multiple outputs. Lastly, in some cases, we are not just interested in generating classes for a given input image. Depending on the problem at hand, we may want to build a system capable of detecting the location of the object within an image.

The following image illustrates several object recognition research problems:

To get a feel for how the different training and prediction processes work, we encourage you to experience these algorithms for yourself. There are several image recognition tutorials and videos freely available online (see Section 5). We recommend starting with image classification tutorials that use the TensorFlow (Abadi et al. 2016) framework. TensorFlow is a popular and highly active open source ML framework developed and maintained by the Google Brain team.

3.2 Application: Perceiving Web Application State

The question we will explore in this section is: How can image classification and object detection be leveraged to aid in software testing?

To generate and execute test cases against a web application, the current state of the art involves constructing page objects that are coupled to the implementation details of a specific web application. Page objects often include references to document object model (DOM) and stylesheet information for a specific system under test (SUT). It is beneficial to shift towards an approach that leverages ML to raise the level of abstraction by which generated test cases interact with webpage components. Rather than interacting with elements using information that is SUT-specific, the goal is to be able to leverage ML to identify web components based on models that have been trained across various SUTs.
Having the ability to perceive web application state and recognize objects using ML-based approaches moves us one step closer to being able to write test cases devoid of any SUT-specific implementation details. Armed with enough example training data, we can leverage existing AI research and techniques for object recognition to raise the level of abstraction by which our automated test cases refer to objects. There are several benefits to this approach, including the ability for test scripts to self-heal if the SUT changes. For instance, while a change in the way the SUT renders a shopping cart button would likely break test scripts that leverage traditional DOM-based element selection strategies, a sufficiently trained ML model may be able to locate the new shopping cart button, allowing a test script that leverages ML-based element selection to continue execution. Also, by raising the level of abstraction, it becomes possible to reuse test cases across different SUTs.

With enough training data, an ML model could be trained to recognize various components of a web application state. An example of webpage decomposition and object recognition is below:

The diagram below shows another example of an actual ML-based classification system recognizing various components (Page title, widget labels, and error messages) on an arbitrary web page:

Picking up from the exercise we recommended in Section 3.1, we encourage readers to continue practicing by collecting many images of webpage components, labeling the images, and then building an ML system capable of classifying webpage components. Images can be collected and labelled using tools such as LabelImg (Labelling 2018). Frameworks like TensorFlow and Keras (Chollet 2015) can then be used to train ML models using the generated training set. During our research, we have also found it worthwhile to collect information from the webpage DOM alongside with the component images. Since ML systems thrive on data, being able to extract more features from the raw collected data generally
allows for more useful experimentation towards increasing the accuracy of the ML system’s performance on the training data.

### 3.3 Research: Text Generation

Much research exists on generating sequential information using ML-based techniques. In the field of natural language processing (NLP), several approaches to text generation have been studied. A conventional approach is to treat text generation as a sequence-to-sequence problem. A sequence of text is fed into a trainable algorithm that in turn outputs a sequence of text. The training goal is that the concatenation of both sequences results in a plausible sentence. Since machines do not understand words, a common practice is to map words to integer values, resulting in what we may refer to as a word encoding. This means that both the input and output of the sequence-to-sequence problem are a sequence of integers. Word encodings are challenging to create and maintain as there are many possible words that may appear, especially when different languages are used.

An alternative approach is to create a character encoding, where each character (for example, each character from A-Z) is mapped to an integer. Although this simplifies the text-to-machine mapping process, it creates additional complexity from a training standpoint. There are many valid (and invalid) arrangements of character sequences that can first form words and eventually form sentences. In contrast, there are much fewer unique arrangements of complete words. ML-based text generation techniques that leverage character-based encoding typically require more training to reach stability and feasibility-of-use over word-based encoding approaches.

An example of an ML approach to sentence generation using word encodings is below:

![ML approach to sentence generation using word encodings](image)

Research has shown that specialized ANNs are capable of being trained to handle sequence-to-sequence problems (such as text generation). Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) recurrent neural networks (RNNs) are a particular type of neural network capable of generating sequential data with long-range structure (Graves 2013). For the interested reader, Jason Brownlee provides a great step-by-step tutorial that leverages tools such as Keras and TensorFlow to build LSTMs capable of generating plausible sentences for a problem domain based on training from classical texts (Brownlee 2017).

### 3.4 Application: Text Generation for Web App Testing

The question we will explore in this section is: How can text generation be leveraged to aid in software testing?

In Sections 3.1 and 3.2, we explored image recognition research and practical applications for software testing. Raising the level of abstraction by which we interact with objects in a web application sets the stage for the next step. Having the ability to recognize objects, the next task of interest is learning important test flows from human testers. A test flow is a sequence of actions performed onto a SUT,
followed by a set of expected observations. The steps that a human tester follows while executing test flows may be modeled as follows:

At a high level, we present the test flow execution process as a sequence of steps where each step belongs to one of three categories: **Perceive**, **Act**, **Observe**. Steps belonging to the **Perceive** category focus on establishing preconditions for a test flow, and involve drawing observations from the environment, and action planning before selecting an appropriate set of actions. Steps belonging to the **Act** category focus on selecting and executing appropriate actions based on the previously constructed plan. Finally, steps belonging to the **Observe** category focus on comparing expected vs. actual SUT behavior, and deciding on correctness. We support the continuity property of the testing process by allowing the results of the **Observe** steps to initiate a new **Perceive** stage, thus forming a cycle.

Presenting the test flow process using this framework is the first step towards the goal of being able to represent the process in a machine-understandable format. Next, we define a **language** that may be used to express concrete test flows that fit into our framework. The language must be expressive enough to allow covering essential test cases, yet constrained enough to reduce the data complexity of ML-based techniques to test flow generation. The language must also promote the use of webpage component abstractions that utilize the system described in **Section 3.2** in place of SUT-specific information. This supports the generality of the approach.

The main building blocks of the language are **components**, **actions**, and **observations**. Components represent elements on a web page. Observations represent information about components that can be perceived from a given web page. Finally, actions are interactions that may be performed onto components. By interleaving observations and actions, the language allows for the specification of test flows. The language supports the use of abstract learned objects, instead of using specific input values and observed text values that may only be pertinent to a single SUT or only pertinent to a specific domain of software applications. The figure below shows how test flows (b) may be created for a simple form (a) by utilizing the language:
Going back to the shopping cart example from Section 3.2, the figure below shows how the language could be utilized for more complex scenarios:

It is important to note that the test flows are described at a higher level of abstraction than the specific underlying SUT that motivated their creation. For example, the equivalence class "VALID" is used in place of any specific First Name. Additionally, the "Commit" element class is used instead of referencing a specific "Save" button. This allows learning generalized test flows that may be used to generate test cases across various SUTs. As an example, the test flows presented in the shopping cart example are reusable across different e-commerce web apps.

Having defined a language capable of expressing test flows, we can now use the techniques we learned about in Section 3.3. Since we now have a mechanism of expressing test flows using strings belonging to a language, we map the problem of text generation to that of generating strings that belong to the language that we have defined.

Using the **word encoding** technique for representing text sequences, below is an example of an ML-based training and prediction approach to test flow generation:

To use test flows as training data, a **sliding window** data augmentation technique is used to expand the training data. We frame the test flow learning problem as a supervised learning problem by taking each test flow from the training set and expanding it one word at a time, creating a new training example with a more complete sentence at each iteration. For each generated training example, the next step of the sentence is the correct assigned label.
Being able to train an ML system to generate test flows means we can now leverage humans not just to train a system to detect objects on a web page, but also to train a system on how those objects should interact in ways that are meaningful to testing.

4 State of the Art in AI for Testing

Companies such as test.ai (http://test.ai/) are making a significant impact in the field of AI for Testing. Built on top of AI-based approaches to mobile object recognition, reinforcement learning, and an abstract intent test language for expressing high-level test cases, the test.ai system is capable of automatically crawling through many mobile apps and is capable of reusing general test cases across concrete apps. In addition to test.ai, other products are leveraging ML to increase the efficiency of software testing. For example, mabl (https://www.mabl.com/) can self-heal test cases by relying on ML approaches to detecting web page objects at runtime. Applitools (https://applitools.com/) uses an AI-powered visual testing approach capable of detecting rendering issues and visual differences between app builds. Eggplant AI (https://eggplant.io/) is able to intelligently navigate applications and predict where quality issues are most likely to manifest themselves.

At Ultimate Software, quality research and development teams have worked on building tools that leverage AI for software testing. One such effort involved creating a system discovery and testing platform capable of leveraging ML to explore a SUT and discover states and interactions automatically. Reinforcement learning is used to seek interactions that yield high reward (discovering a new state, discovering a significant state variant). Image recognition and natural language processing techniques are also used to extract information encountered on web pages, such as error messages.

The platform enables the creation of agents that are tailored to perform specialized testing tasks. For example, an agent may be created that automatically explores a SUT looking for exceptions, stack traces, etc. A separate agent may explore a SUT while actively resizing the web browser, looking for rendering defects along the way. Using the techniques described in Section 3.2, a system may be trained to classify web pages as being improperly rendered under different screen sizes.

A significant problem that AI for Testing systems encounter is the domain knowledge gap problem. The knowledge gap problem stands in the way of being able to achieve tasks such as filling out complicated forms and being able to understand the expected behavior of applications with complex workflows. Without knowledge of expected system behavior, appropriate test oracles cannot be constructed. At Ultimate Software, ongoing research is being expended towards the creation of an AI-based Domain Expert (AIDE). Leveraging existing research on expert systems, we have been able to start building knowledge bases that aim to reduce the domain knowledge gap problem encountered by AI for Testing systems.

The Artificial Intelligence for Software Testing Association (https://www.aitest.org/) defines three important problems in the space of AI and testing. AI for Testing focuses on applying AI in order to identify software quality issues, apply test inputs, validate outputs, and emulate users or other conditions. Testing AI focuses on methods for testing software where AI is a major component of functionality or purpose. Self-testing in the context of AI is a new area of research focused on how to enable systems to test themselves. While this paper focuses on exploring the AI for Testing problem, it is important to be aware of the ongoing work in each of the aforementioned areas.
5 Breaking into AI

If you are ready to take the next step and start learning more about AI to start contributing towards the true automation of software testing, there are many excellent resources to start from.

Several tutorials and massive open online courses (MOOCs) are available that range from covering foundational material to covering deeper domain-specific AI problems. Blogs such as Jason Brownlee’s machine learning mastery blog can also be good resources for finding many applied ML examples.

The AISTA is another resource for learning more about this exciting space, and for getting involved. AISTA is focused on applying, and extending AI to the world of software quality in all forms, and hopefully obviating the need for human testing activities. Genuinely automating software testing is not just a fundamental problem, but also a challenging problem. AISTA serves as an open community that fosters collaboration towards the common goal of achieving more intelligent automated software testing. One of the goals of AISTA is to provide a way for the community to contribute towards building datasets that may be used for training ML systems. Also, AISTA strives to provide a platform for sharing knowledge on different AI approaches to various testing problems.

The following presentations/tutorials also provide insightful information into the world of AI and testing:

- Jason Arbon, “AI and Machine Learning for Testers”, PNSQC 2017
- Paul Merrill, “Machine Learning & How It Affects Testers”, Quality Jam 2017
- Geoff Meyer, Keynote “What’s Our Job When the Machines Do Testing?”, StarEast 2018
- Jason Arbon and Tariq King, “Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning Skills for the Testing World”, StarEast 2018

The following books cover many topics in great detail for readers that desire to attain a deep understanding of AI and ML:

- “Artificial Intelligence: A Modern Approach”, Peter Norvig and Stuart J. Russell
- “Python Machine Learning”, Sebastian Raschka
- “Deep Learning with Python”, François Chollet
- “Deep Learning”, Ian Goodfellow, Yoshua Bengio, Aaron Courville

The following resources are freely available online:

- YouTube: A full Stanford course on Machine Learning, taught by Andrew Ng

The following resources cover topics specifically surrounding AI and testing:

- AI Summit Guild (https://aisummitguild.com) has presentations from many of the leaders in the field
- Jason Arbon provides many additional resources on AI and testing (https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/links-ai-curious-jasonarbon/)
6 Closing Remarks

This paper aimed to stimulate research and innovation in software testing through the use of AI and ML. We have also provided critical takeaways for how quality professionals can get the necessary foundation to break into the AI world and start contributing to this ripe emerging field of intelligent automated software testing. We have also highlighted a few practical applications of AI research, as well as related work being done by several companies. Along the way, we have also raised several important and challenging outstanding problems.

Current web test automation approaches rely heavily on the construction of page objects that are coupled to the implementation details of the SUT. The research and practical applications presented in this paper show that it is possible to raise the level of abstraction for working with webpage components. We also defined test flows and a well-defined language capable of expressing test flows. Also, we leveraged ML-based text generation techniques to learn how to recall and generate strings that belong to the language. It follows that it may be possible to use a combined learning approach to automatically generate and execute test cases against a SUT.

The application of AI and ML to testing is not going to happen in the future. It is already happening right now. As we discussed in Sections 4 and 5, more and more companies are starting to pay closer attention to this problem. As research and development continues and more data is collected to be able to train smart AI-driven testing bots, we will get closer to reaching a new level of test automation. As we shift closer to “true automation”, human testers will need to adjust, and our roles will certainly be redefined. Within the next 5-10 years, it is quite possible that we will be experiencing a shift in testing culture and in testing responsibilities. Instead of spending time manually crafting automated scripts, we will be spending that time collecting and annotating more training data to make the bots even smarter. With thousands and thousands of these bots at our command doing the work we’ve taught them to do, it will help free us from the burdens of test automation scripting and maintenance, and allow us to focus on more important aspects of testing, such as exploratory testing and finding defects.

If nothing else, we hope that after reading this paper, the reader has increased awareness of how significant these problems are, and how important it is to start getting involved. We hope that by sharing our experiences in the fashion by which it was presented, it establishes a framework for others to follow and start contributing to these problems.

Appendix

This section presents our research and preliminary results for an AI for Testing approach that combines a trainable classifier that perceives application state, a language for describing test flows, and a trainable test flow generation model to create test cases learned from human testers.

In Section 3.2, we discussed the application of image-based classification to the problem of perceiving web application state. Aside from collecting and labeling images, as part of our research we collected and labeled structural information from web pages. To leverage structural information from a web page, we start by collecting a render tree. A render tree contains information on the DOM structure and about styling. A Computed Render Tree (CRT) representation of the webpage is then constructed. In contrast to a standard render tree, a CRT extends browser render trees by collecting the render tree only once the web browser has finalized rendering, and by calculating additional information such as: (1) element positions; and (2) element sizes.

Using the CRT representation, a feature synthesis step is then performed. An element-wise pass is done through all of the elements in the CRT, synthesizing several features for each element. Although the synthesis is done at the local level for each element, the full global context (information on the entire set of elements) is used to compute several features. The feature synthesis results in the generation of
training data that can be annotated for the purpose of training ML models. A set of example synthesized features is described in the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HTML Tag</td>
<td>The tag for the given element.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parent HTML Tag</td>
<td>The tag for the given element’s parent.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Attribute</td>
<td>The existence of a value for the HTML “for” attribute.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Num. Children</td>
<td>The number of HTML nodes that are children of the given element’s node.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Num. Siblings</td>
<td>The number of HTML nodes that are siblings of the given element’s node.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depth</td>
<td>The depth of the given element’s node within the ADOM tree.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horizontal Percent</td>
<td>The relative horizontal position (in percentage) of the given element.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vertical Percent</td>
<td>The relative vertical position (in percentage) of the given element.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Font Size</td>
<td>The relative (normalized against the full set of elements) font size of the given element.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Font Weight</td>
<td>The relative (normalized against the full set of elements) font weight of the given element.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is Text</td>
<td>Describes whether a given element is a text node.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nearest Color</td>
<td>The closest color computed using CIEDE2000 algorithm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nearest Background Color</td>
<td>The closest background color computed using CIEDE2000 algorithm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance from Input</td>
<td>The relative (normalized against the full set of elements) distance to the closest input widget from the given element.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Text</td>
<td>The actual text associated with the given element.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In order to evaluate the web classification approach, CRTs were collected and hand-labeled for 7 different SUTs, comprised of 95 web pages and 17,360 web elements. Among the labeled data were 122 elements labeled as page titles, 384 elements labeled as widget labels, 91 labeled as error messages, and 16,762 noise data points. For each of the three component classes analyzed, an experiment was done to compare the performance of the following ML classifiers: (1) random forests, (2) J48 decision trees; (3) k-nearest neighbor; (4) support vector machines; and (5) Bayesian networks.

The evaluations were done using percentage split and cross-validation. Performance was measured using accuracy, precision, recall, and F1 score (Goutte 2005). For the problem of classifying widget labels, the results show that the random forest algorithm performed best with an F1-Score of 96.3%. When classifying error messages, the random forest technique also performed the best, resulting in an F1-Score of 99.4%. The data suggests page title classification to be the most difficult of the classification problems that were investigated. The K-Nearest Neighbor algorithm performed the best with an F1-Score of 71.6%.

In Section 3.4, we mentioned the creation of a language that could be used to express test flows. In order to validate both the designed language, as well as test flow generation, a prototype was constructed. An Extended Backus-Naur Form (EBNF) (McCracken 2003) language parser implementation was developed using the Lark library available in Python (Lark 2018). A total of 250 test flows utilizing all of the features of the language were crafted and parsed successfully using the custom Lark parser. Each of the 250 crafted test flows captured real test cases that could feasibly be performed by a human tester against a web application. Using the sliding window data augmentation technique, a dataset containing a total of 2610 labeled examples for the purposes of using ML for test flow generation was created. The Keras framework was used to build the neural networks for the prototype.
The performance of the LSTM's were measured using the built-in categorical cross-entropy loss function available in the Keras neural network programming framework. Training set accuracy was based on whether or not a predicted test flow was a valid test flow sub-sequence in the training data. In addition, the output predictions were only considered valid if the resulting test flow was able to be parsed by the custom Lark parser. Different network topologies, optimization algorithms, and regularization technique settings were compared. The following table shows a detailed breakdown of the performance of each configuration that was evaluated:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Epochs</th>
<th>Layers</th>
<th>Units</th>
<th>Dropout</th>
<th>Optimizer</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Adam</td>
<td>63.62%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Adam</td>
<td>39.66%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>RMSProp</td>
<td>84.17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>RMSProp</td>
<td>82.63%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>RMSProp</td>
<td>81.57%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>RMSProp</td>
<td>84.92%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>RMSProp</td>
<td>89.55%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>RMSProp</td>
<td>82.63%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Adam</td>
<td>88.68%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Adam</td>
<td>85.64%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>RMSProp</td>
<td>59.59%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>RMSProp</td>
<td>87.15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Adam</td>
<td>91.52%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Adam</td>
<td>86.19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>RMSProp</td>
<td>93.85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>RMSProp</td>
<td>93.85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>64+64</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>RMSProp</td>
<td>88.17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>64+64</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>RMSProp</td>
<td>89.03%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>64+64</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Adam</td>
<td>73.06%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>64+64</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Adam</td>
<td>81.06%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>128+128</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Adam</td>
<td>88.67%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>128+128</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Adam</td>
<td>86.67%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>128+128</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>RMSProp</td>
<td>89.96%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>128+128</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>RMSProp</td>
<td>85.57%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>128+128</td>
<td>128*3</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>RMSProp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>128+128</td>
<td>128*3</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>RMSProp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>128*3</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Adam</td>
<td>93.74%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>128*3</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Adam</td>
<td>93.85%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Each trained LSTM model was used for generating a total of 2925 test flows. When evaluating each LSTM configuration, accuracy was measured by dividing the number of generated test flows that were valid strings in our language by the total number of generated test flows. Experiments included varying the number of training iterations (epochs), the number of LSTM layers, and the number of LSTM units per layer. The Adam and RMSProp optimizers were also evaluated, as well as dropout regularization. Based on the results, the highest accuracy (93.85%) was achieved when training a single LSTM layer network for 500 epochs, using the RMSProp optimization algorithm. Equivalent accuracy was observed when using multiple stacked LSTM layers. Generally, increasing the number of layers and units improved accuracy; however, training time was also observed to increase. Stacking LSTM layers appears to be a viable option for increasing accuracy as more training data is added. While dropout regularization generally reduced training set accuracy, it did not greatly affect accuracy when training for longer durations or when using larger networks.
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1 Abstract

Automating testing is currently still one of the top priorities among CIOs, and it remains a popular topic in the industry. Yet though it’s not a new concept applying seems to still be in its infant, chaotic stages, and this is causing distress for both managers and practitioners of testing. This paper will explore some of the underpinnings of this dilemma and propose a new way forward, namely thought automating the processes surrounding testing instead.

We will take a short look into one large financial company’s attempts to automate their testing for their data warehouse, and explore what went wrong and what was learned from it. Exploring the theory behind the automation is an important step on that journey, and so both the mentality and the application of that theory will also be presented as it was used by our team. Lastly we will look at where this led us to and why we believe this is a better way forward for testers and development teams as a whole.

This topic is still highly theoretical, with few companies in our experience moving towards this new paradigm. New tools are being created to facilitate it however and the more practical examples we see and testing minds involved we have the more refined we can make this. We look forward to spirited discussions and quality minded observations at PNSQC and beyond.

2 Biography

Rick is a freelance Tester and Scrummaster working in the finance and medical sectors and with Quality Minds and Hapalion Consultancy.

These positions have given him a variety of experience with different international audiences for test processes and reporting and plenty of experience doing it with more and less effective results. Rick’s work passions lie in technique, optimization and communication, and occasionally the optimization of communication. He enjoys designing training programs and teaching and has focused most of his lectures on how to communicate ideas between different stakeholders and perspectives.

While he has a reputation for always having a story to tell, Rick prefers an interactive lecture or debate to a chalkboard presentation.
3 Introduction

Let’s get this out of the way first: automation is not automatic. Regardless of whether you are changing a verification check into a test step, a manual activation into a triggered one, or a communication form into a report, creating automation takes work. Every moment spent automating is one less spent testing, so seeing it as an investment is advised and prioritizing accordingly is a must.

That said, we are in an age of ever-increasingly complex systems, products, and organizations, and we simply do not have the time to look over every aspect manually. We also have better and easier to use tools than ever before to aid us in exploring and testing items. So ignoring automation is something we cannot do.

This paper is a summation of what I’ve learned throughout my time going from 100% manual testing to figuring out what automation style works best with my work. It will cover the basis for automation, the arguments for and against, the balance needed to achieve it and the lessons learned as we created it. However, this paper seeks to go one step further and advocate for a different form of automation, one that focuses more on the strengths of both man and machine and how to utilize each in the best possible manner.

4 The Story So Far

To begin, I’m going to take you back to the days of 2012, where my foray into automation began. I was working for an international bank in the back office, where we processed around a million or more transactions per day through a global financial system pulling in records every minute from all around the globe (or the four corners of the world, for flat earth enthusiasts). This, as you may imagine, requires quite a large system of inputs, checks, databases, checks, reporting flows, checks, and tests. And that’s just running it day to day.

We primarily focused on baseline cases in our team, but we were surrounded by six other project teams working on the exact same system and structure, meaning anything they altered would impact us and vice-versa. As you can imagine, this create quite the Wild West scenario, not only for architects and requirement engineers but also developers and testers. Every three months we were requested to put out a release of new inbound streams, new reports, and new functionality within the datawarehouse and to keep it all at the highest form of quality we could manage. Given that we were seven teams all depositing code in various states of readiness into one package, that highest form was not nearly as high as we wanted it.

After a while enough of us were upset about the quality degradation. Gathering a team of testers, developers, and business analysts we created our very first Agile Development team and set to work on what would later be called the Integration Quality team. Step one was to figure out how to bring a huge system with voluminous data into a reasonable scope for analysis. One brainstorm session later and Milestones was born.

Milestones was a Table Data Comparison tool built entirely from scratch using APEX oracle inputs and triggered commands. It was also our first foray into automation, as we found we could easily turn...
collecting data into comparing data. The result was a tool which could read each table in our system and compare the impact of any introduced changes. While we had to load our tables manually, and define each table with the columns we wanted to compare, this did free up time and effort in making these queries manually and running them on volatile and ever-changing test environments.

This tool sped up our analysis considerably and since it was used by a single team across teams we had a potential solution for many of our top issues in quality. However, once testers from each team began using it, flaws were discovered which almost tanked the whole project. Table configurations were still different per team depending on the changes they introduced, environments didn’t match, and worst of all, the comparison done from Milestones only showed that there was a difference, not what caused it or whether it was expected or not. Trying to add useful manual checks to the program caused a significant slowdown, so many ended up using both, costing more time.
Trying to turn a comparison program into a tester for integration tests was not working on this scale. Many testers started looking for additions to the program or designing their own. What could have turned into a failure instead set off a chain of innovation, and soon testers were coming with unique solutions to familiar problems.

One of those was a reset protocol for all environments, which would use a single repository of table settings from the Integration Quality (IQ) team to align any test environment in minutes. This script could be run manually or kicked off from Milestones once integrated. It didn’t slow down the comparison process and solved one of our most insidious issues of alignment. This was immediately added and implemented into our process, and testers used it gleefully and often.

![Image 3: Example reset script](image3.png)

Next step was to get the comparisons to give more direct and specific results, rather than a bland comparison. In order to do this testers looked into how they tested their specific cases, and we went for a batch/report generator validation automation style. This means taking batch commands and adding them to the validations, so that we could put both into Milestones and run specific cases. This combined both the comparison function and the reset function and used validation rules we injected to decide if the next step would turn on or not. This was our first step towards what eventually would revolutionize how we did automation.
5  Automation in Theory

Take a look at the following two pictures and see if you can detect the differences:

![Image 4: Comparisons](image)

Most of you will see the airplane, the time and the number on the bus first. Some will also see the missing head of the light or the color of the shirt of the walking man on the right. These are not the only changes, but they are the ones we see without taking the picture pixel by pixel.

The theory behind automation in comparisons is that a computer can do that low-level comparison by taking each component (in this case, the pixels) and comparing them, noting differences. This is a solid conclusion; Milestones did as much with any table comparison we had it do. So why don’t we automate every comparison?

Mainly it has to do with what you see first. Most people looking at this picture will not look for any and all changes. They see a sky, a clock, and a bus. We are drawn to the important aspects of the picture, the ones which will have the most impact. So we immediately see a plane has entered the sky, the time has changed and the bus number is altered. Major impacts on major features.

Automated comparison will find things that a tester doesn’t on first glance, but it will not prioritize like we do. It will tell you everything, and you have to tell it what’s important. So while it is useful in a 100% coverage of comparison, it is slow and cares about every alteration equally. In order to automate a comparison to make it like a professional did it, we have to program priority, impact, features, and all other things we as people do automatically on first glance. That’s a lot of extra work.
This shows us that people have a good and easy grasp of the priorities and features while computers have a good grasp of the details. It also sets the stage for our overhaul of automation as a theory. But before we went there we had to explore what else automation could do for us.

Automation comes in many forms, but the ones most commonly presented are key command logs (copiers), external based automation (cloud or database call connections), and background functionality scripts (prompts followed by data processing). Searching for the right ones to use takes understanding what they are best at.

Copiers are good for tasks that are repetitive in static environments. They work really well if the command is universally executable and all data is present. That is also their weakness: there can be no shift in interface that disrupts it and if any part of the data or source doesn’t exist it will fail. It took only one insistent screensaver to push us away from using this for our automation goals.

Connection automation calls up commands and triggers from an external source, often a static one or a default one, much like our reset script did. It isolates automation to counter the weaknesses of copy automation, and has major strengths in reliability of data, maintenance, and repeatability. It is not flawless however, as connections can be poor, no environment that needs alterations is ever truly static, and single point of failure issues.

Then there was prompt automation, which always looks great on the outside. For a user, all you have are a few prompts and results, much like the original Milestones. This makes them very user-friendly and functional. Unfortunately, like many systems that are outwardly calm, the inside is pure chaos, and getting something to run that smoothly means programming for each eventuality or accepting poor function, both of which cost more time.

So it looked like nothing in theory was going to cover everything we needed to automate our tests. Too many variables, too many places it could go wrong, and a system far too large to efficiently program every eventuality. Still, we Dutch are stubborn, so we decided to just dive in and see what the teams could come up with in practice.

6 Automation in Practice

In practice, we needed a process that wasn’t GUI reliant, but was also flexible enough to present results in a useful manner. Through experimentation we’d found that automation worked best for us in blocks of functionality, for specific cases and for general integration. But with each team working on different changes, it had to be automation that had maximum customization options without being cumbersome to run and taking forever.

We started playing around with a few test suites focused on customized validations and total control of the test process. These programs worked on the user scale: not coding each action but grouping all functionality into small processes like moving a mouse, searching for items, running general logic and even customized functions. With this we could create GUI, background, and connection automation whenever and wherever we wanted in the process.
This kind of experimentation allowed us to make any automation process our own. We started automating annoying manual procedures like logins, opening programs and starting batches. Small functions wrapped in little blocks allowed us to quickly automate things that just took time, not thought. We originally used it to get the process out of the way so we could automate the testing and verifications, but then the team reflected on what had just been accomplished. Had we just redesigned the purpose of the test suite to automate a process instead of a validation?

7 A New Kind of Automation?

There is a prevailing image of automation as replacing test work. This is a flawed premise, not only in that humans and machines operate differently as shown above, but also misses automation’s best feature: companionship. Automation should augment testing, and by looking at the parts that we didn’t like to do anyway, we were able to focus much more of our attention on things we were better at. We created Process Automation.

The team started to focus in earnest on creating shared process steps using the customization functions from suites and from our own systems. We would debate on whether this was a step that:
- Was easily automated
- Didn’t require much brain work
- Wouldn’t reveal bugs
- Didn’t contribute to finding out the quality of the system.
If it passed muster, we’d automate it, and before we knew it we had a process that would practically run itself. All a tester would have to do would be to throw the blocks together for the test they needed, and it would run it with an updated setup in an updated environment with the latest data. And once built the first time, the process could be saved for faster recall and repeatability later.

We found that this not only made automation much simpler and enjoyable, it also saved us significantly more time than automating the tests and checks. For an hour’s work a tester saved themselves and everyone thereafter at least five minutes of work (or waiting) per test run. That investment paid off quickly in a large system with seven teams.

It wasn’t without its pitfalls though, and that is what we are looking at going forward. For one, the process can and does fail, and when it does we don’t know what happened or why the more abstract our process automation got. So we started implementing activity logs in any significantly complex automation, as much for maintenance as for debugging. We then sent this log to our DevOps team who used it for monitoring for failures in production, adding more value from our process.

We also learned that automating functionality of a process that large can grow out of hand very quickly. We had to implement functionality in larger blocks, while keeping a repository of the individual tasks kicked off by them for universal maintenance. We’re still not sure what to do about the constant growth of functions without in essence recreating the entire system, but it does give us insights into improvements to our existing system by pointing out repetitive functions, combination potential, and sensitive points of possible failure.

Maintenance is often a sore point of automation, so we wanted make sure we learned quickly what the most efficient manners were. Storing values in the code was quickly dismissed in favor of simple excel sheets we could load in with values, and passwords were defined globally so a user wouldn’t have to enter it each time it was required in different sections of the process. I’m sure a security tester is having a fit at that last one; if so, we’re definitely open for suggestions on how to improve this point!
Lastly, we quickly found that processes are very similar throughout our system. I postulate that that’s true in many systems. We found several places where functionality was near enough to another that they could be filled and activated simpler with one function than with several repeated ones. It took us from looking locally to looking globally.
8 Conclusion

Automation is a tool. As such, it is up to the user how he or she uses it. We’ve found that automating tests is a large endeavor with many pitfalls and ignores the selection skills of professionals in favor of massive amounts of data. Because of this we want to push for more process automation, letting technology do what it does best to augment the test process.

In order to do that we want to assist you with the following tips:

- Focus on what you want to produce, and let the automation produce it.
- Look at how you do things now and decide what you want to improve on and what can stay the same (and automated!)
- Think about your approach; learn from others and from new technology before diving in. Learn especially about the strengths and weaknesses of your team and your tech.
- That said, don’t be afraid to experiment to find things no one has before or new applications for old approaches.

Lastly, don’t hoard automation. Automate the process for others as well as for yourself. This helps in recycling of tests, saves others time in designing how to monitor the process, and even gives your users a break by granting them an easy to use tool for User Acceptance Tests.

By doing this our hope is that more people can build the automation necessary to make their testing and overall system quality continuously better and set out faster On The Road To Quality!